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INTRODUCTION

Count Tolstoi's religious teachings are not allowed

by the censorship to be published complete in Russia,

but they are issued in a cheap pamphlet form printed

in Geneva, Switzerland. This so-called Elpidin edition

has been used in preparing the present translation of

''My Confession/' and '* My Religion/*— or as it is

called in the original, F Chom Moya Viera^ " In What
my Faith ?

' ^ If it varies in any material respect from

the English translation made some years ago through

the medium of the French, it is in the line of greater

simplicity. Count Tolstoi* can hardly be called a stylist

;

he writes earnestly, convincingly, often eloquently, but

never hesitates to repeat, so that the word or set of

words will be found recurring again and again even in

the same sentence. The French are stylists, and they

modify, condense, and amplify till the semblance of

form is sometimes lost, and the thought is transferred

in a paraphrase. The plain figure is embroidered and

covered with filigree.

Nevertheless, the main thing in these essays is the

thought. It is that which Count TolstoY so earnestly

wishes to make known. As he says, he was in the same
condition as the thief on the cross, and was saved by

^ The " Short Exposition of the Gospels," published separately in thfc

same form, is only a part of Count Tolstoi's " Gospel in Brief " which is

included in the present volume.
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his faith. If the thief on the cross could have lived to

preach he might have been a prototype of Paul ; but

Count Tolstoi' was not condemned to die without speak-

ing, and he felt it his duty to tell the world what brought

him happiness and peace. It was not to be supposed

that his arraignment of a Church, which preached

one thing and practised its opposite, would be per-

mitted. The Orthodox Church of his own land stopped

it easily enough by forbidding his book to be published

and sold. Personally he was let alone, because he

preached the gospel of non-resistance and disapproved

of nihilistic violence. Elsewhere the reverend critics,

avoiding the real question at issue, attacked him with

more or less violence, or tried to minimize the effect of

his prophet's word by calling him names. In fact, he

has been treated with the same spirit as has animated

the persecutors of the prophets since the beginning of

the world.

' Count Tolstoi' tells in his " Confession ** how he was

led from nihiHsm in the real sense of the word to faith

in the literal interpretation of Christ's words, and how he

was saved from despair and brought to a joyful knowl-

edge of the meaning of life. In *' My Religion " he

shows how he threw aside the Church interpretation

and went to the original Greek, to Christ's own words^

and how he was amazed to find how perfectly they

answered the needs of his soul, when once they were

stripped of fictitious and extraneous notions. Mr. Hunt-

ington Smith, the former translator of ** My Confes-

sion,'' in his preface said :
—

" The interpretation is not new in theory, but never

before has it been carried out with so much zeal, so

much determination, so much sincerity, and, granting
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the premises, with logic so unanswerable, as in this

beautiful confession of faith. How movingly does he

depict the doubts and fears of the searcher after the

better life ; how impressive his earnest inquiry for truth
;

how inspiring his confidence in the natural goodness as

opposed to the natural depravity of man ; how convinc-

ing his argument that the doctrine of Jesus is simple,

practicable, and conducive to the highest happiness;

how terrifying his enumeration of the sufferings of *the

martyrs to the doctrine of the world *
; how pitiless his

arraignment of the Church for its complacent indiffer-

ence to the welfare of humanity here in this present

stage of existence ; how sublime his prophecy of the

golden age when men shall dwell together in the bonds

of love, and sin and suffering shall be no more the

common lot of mankind ! We read, and are thrilled

with a divine emotion, but which of us is willing to

accept the truth here unfolded as the veritable secret

of life ?

" Shall we take seriously this eloquent enunciation of

faith in humility, in self-denial, in fraternal love, or shall

wje regard it only as a beautiful and peaceful phase in

the career of a man of genius who, after the storm and

stress of a life of sin and suffering, has turned back to

the ideals of youth and innocence, and sought to make
them once more the objects of desire ? Fanaticism, do

you say ? Ah, yes ; but did not Jesus and his disciples

practise just such fanaticism as this ? Does any one

deny that all that is best in this modern world (and

there is so much of the best, after all), that all that is

best has come from the great moral impulse generated

by a little group of fanatics in an obscure corner of

Asia eighteen centuries ago ? That impulse we still
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feel, in spite of all the obstructions that have been put

in its way to nullify its action ; and if any would seek

for strength from the primary source of power, who
shall say him nay ? And so although we may smile at

the artlessness of this Russian evangelist in his deter-

mination to find in the Gospels the categorical impera-

tive of self-renunciation, although we may regard with

wonder the magnificent audacity of his exegetical specu-

lations, we cannot refuse to admire a faith so sincere,

so intense, and, in many respects, so elevating and so

noble."

Count Tolstor makes several references to a "Criticism

of Dogmatic Theology *' and a translation of the Four

Gospels accompanied by a Concordance on which he

has been laboring for a number of years. As these works

are thoroughly technical and repeat much of what has

already been given, and however valuable to the special

student and the controversial theologian, are not likely

to be of interest to the general reader, it has been

decided to omit them from this edition.
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MY CONFESSION
INTRODUCTION TO ''MY RELIGION*

CHAPTER I

I
WAS christened and educated in the Orthodox Chris

tian Faith ; I was taught it in my childhood, and in

my boyhood and youth. Nevertheless, when, at eighteen

years of age, I left the university in the second year, I

had discarded all belief in anything I had been taught.

To judge by what I can now remember, I never had
a serious behef ; I merely trusted in what my elders

made their profession of faith, but even this trust was
very precarious.

I remember once in my twelfth year, a boy, now long
since dead, Volodinka M , a pupil in the gymnasium,
spent a Sunday with us, and brought us the news of the

last discovery in the gymnasium. This discovery was
that there was no God, and that all we were taught on
the subject was a mere invention (this was in 1838). I

remember well how interested my elder brothers were
in this news ; I was admitted to their deliberations, and
we all eagerly accepted the theory as something par-

ticularly attractive and possibly quite true.

I remember, also, that when my elder brother, Dmitri,

then at the university, with the impulsiveness natural to

his character, gave himself up to a passionate faith, be-

gan to attend the church services regularly, to fast, and
to lead a pure and moral life, we all of us, and some
older than ourselves, never ceased to hold him up to

ridicule, and for some incomprehensible reason gave him
the nickname of Noah. I remember that Musin-Push-
kin, then curator of the University of Kazan, having in-

vited us to a ball, tried to persuade my brother, who had
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refused the invitation, by the jeering argument that even
David danced before the Ark.

I sympathized then with these jokes of my elders^

and drew from them this conclusion,— that I was bound
to learn my catechism, and go to church, but that it was
not necessary to take all this too seriously.

I also remember that I read Voltaire when I was very
young, and that his tone of mockery amused without
disgusting me.

This estrangement from all behef went on in me, as

it does now, and always has done, in those of the same
social position and culture. This falling off, as it seems
to me, for the most part goes on thus : people live as

others live, and their lives are guided, not by the principles

of the faith that is taught them, but by their very oppo-
site ; belief has no influence on life, nor on the relations

among men— it is relegated to some other sphere apart

from life and independent of it; if the two ever come
into contact at all, belief is only one of the outward
phenomena, and not one of the constituent parts of life.

By a man's life, by his acts, it was then, as it is now,
impossible to know whether he was a believer or not. If

there be a difference between one who openly professes

the doctrines of the Orthodox Church, and one who de-

nies them, the difference is to the advantage of the

former. Then, as now, the open profession of the Ortho-

dox doctrines was found mostly among dull, stern, im-

moral men, and those who think much of their own
importance. Intellect, honor, frankness, good nature,

and morality are oftener met with among those who call

themselves disbelievers.

The school-boy is taught his catechism and sent to

church ; chinovniks, or functionaries, are required to show
a certificate of having taken the holy communion. But
the man belonging to our class, who is done with school

and does not enter the public service, may now live a

dozen years— still more was this the case formerly—
without being once reminded of the fact that he lives

among Christians, and is reckoned as a member of the

Orthodox Christian Church.
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Thus it happens that now, as formerly, the influence

of early religious teaching, accepted merely on trust and
upheld by" authority, gradually fades away under the

knowledge and practical experience of life, which is

opposed to all its principles, and that a man often be-

lieves for years that his early faith is still intact, while

all the time not a trace of it remains in him.

A certain S , a clever and veracious man, once
related to me how he came to give up his belief.

Twenty-six years ago, while he was off on a hunting
expedition, he knelt down to pray before he lay down
to rest, according to a habit of his from childhood. His
elder brother, who was of the party, lay on some straw

and watched him. When S had finished, and was
preparing to lie down, his brother said to him :

—
*' Ah, so you still keep that up .^

"

Nothing more passed between them, but from that

day S ceased to pray and to go to church. For
thirty years S has not said a prayer, has not taken
the communion, has not been in a church,— not because
he shared the convictions of his brother, or even knew
them,— not because he had come to any conclusions

of his own,— but because his brother's words were like

the push of a finger against a wall ready to tumble
over with its own weight ; they proved to him that what
he had taken for belief was an empty form, and that

consequently every word he uttered, every sign of the

cross he made, every time he bowed his head during
his prayers, his act was unmeaning. When he once
admitted to himself that such acts had no meaning in

them, he could not continue them.
Thus it has been, and is, I believe, with the large

majority of men. I am speaking of men of our class,

I am speaking of men who are true to themselves, and
not of those who make of religion a means of obtaining
some temporal advantage. (These men are truly abso-

lute unbeHevers ; for if faith be to them a means of ob-

taining any worldly end, it is most certainly no faith at

all.) Such men of our own class are in this position :

the light of knowledge and Hfe has melted the artifi-
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cially constructed edifice of belief within, and they have
either observed that and cleared away the superincumbent
ruins, or they have remained unconscious of it.

The belief instilled from childhood in me, as in so

many others, gradually disappeared, but with this differ-

ence ; that as from fifteen years of age I had begun to

read philosophical works, I became very early conscious

of my own disbelief. From the age of sixteen I ceased
to pray, and ceased, from conviction, to attend the ser-

vices of the church and to fast. I no longer accepted
the faith of my childhood, but I believed in something,
though I could not exactly explain in what. I believed

in a God,— or rather, I did not deny the existence of a

God,— but what kind of God I could not have told ; I

denied neither Christ nor His teaching, but in what that

teaching consisted I could not have said.

Now, when I think over that time, I see clearly that all

the faith I had, the only belief which, apart from mere
animal instinct, swayed my life, was a belief in the pos-

sibility of perfection, though what it was in itself, or

what would be its results, I could not have said.

I tried to reach intellectual perfection; my studies

were extended in every direction of which my life af-

forded me a chance ; I strove to strengthen my will,

forming for myself rules which I forced myself to fol-

low ; I did my best to develop my physical powers by
every exercise calculated to give strength and agility,

and by way of accustoming myself to patient endur-

ance ; I subjected myself to many voluntary hardships

and trials of privation. All this I looked on as neces-

sary to obtain the perfection at which I aimed.

At first, of course, moral perfection seemed to me the

main end, but I soon found myself contemplating in its

stead an ideal of general perfectibility ; in other words,

I wished to be better, not in my own eyes nor in God's,

but in the sight of other men. And very soon this striv-

ing to be better in the sight of men feeling again changed
into another,— the desire to have more power than

others, to secure for myself a greater share of fame, of

social distinction, and of wealth.
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CHAPTER II

At some future time I may relate the story of ipy

life, and dwell in detail on the pathetic and instructive

incidents of my youth. I think that many and many
have had the same experiences as I did. I desired with

all my soul to be good ; but I was young, I had passions,

and I was alone, wholly alone, in my search after good-

ness. Every time I tried to express the longings of my
heart to be morally good, I was met with contempt and
ridicule, but as soon as I gave way to low passions, I

was praised and encouraged.

Ambition, love of power, love of gain, lechery, pride,

anger, vengeance, were held in high esteem.

As I gave way to these passions, I became like my
elders, and I felt that they were satisfied with me. A
kind-hearted aunt of mine, a really good woman with

whom I lived, used to say to nie that there was one thing

above all others which she wished for me— an intrigue

with a married woman :
** Rien 7ieforme unjetme homme,

comme line liaison avec ii7iefemme comme ilfatity An-
other of her wishes for my happiness was that I should
become an adjutant, and, if possible, to the Emperor ; the

greatest piece of good fortune of all she thought would
be that I should find a very wealthy bride, who would
bring me as her dowry as many slaves as could be.

I cannot now recall those years without a painful feel-

ing of horror and loathing. —

,

I put men to death in war, I fought duels to slay

others, I lost at cards, wasted my substance wrung from
the sweat of peasants, punished the latter cruelly, rioted

with loose women, and deceived men. Lying, robbery,
adultery of all kinds, drunkenness, violence, murder
There was not one crime which I did not commit, and
yet I was not the less considered by my equals a com-
paratively moral man.
Such was my life during ten years.

During that time I began to write, out of vanity, love
of gain, and pride. I followed as a writer the same path
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which I had chosen as a man. In order to obtain th

fame and the money for which I wrote, I was oblige
to hide what was good and to say what was evil. Thu
I did. How often while writing have I cudgeled m
brains to conceal under the mask of indifference

pleasantry those yearnings for something better whic
formed the real thought of my life. I succeeded in th

also, and was praised.

At twenty-six years of age, on the close of the war,
came to Petersburg and made the acquaintance of th

authors of the day. I met with a hearty reception an
much flattery.

Before I had time to look around, the prejudices an
views of life common to the writers of the class wit

which I associated became my own, and completely pi

an end to all my former struggles after a better lif

These views, under the influence of the dissipation (

my life, supplied a theory which justified it.

The view of life taken by these my fellow-writers w
that life is a development, and the principal part in thj

development is played by ourselves, the thinkers, whi
among the thinkers the chief influence is again due
us, the artists, the poets. Our vocation is to teach me

In order to avoid answering the very natural questio
** What do I know, and what can I teach ? " the theo

in question is made to contain the formula that it is nc

necessary to know this, but that the artist and the po(,

teach unconsciously.
i

I was myself considered a marvelous artist and poe,

and I therefore very naturally adopted this theory,

an artist and poet, wrote and taught I knew not whal

For doing this I received money; I kept a splend:

table, had excellent lodgings, women, society; I hs

fame. Naturally what I taught was very good.

The faith in poetry and the development of life w;

a true faith, and I was one of its priests. To be one
its priests was very advantageous and agreeable. I lor

remained in this belief, and never once doubted

truth.

But in the second, and especially in the third year
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this way of life, I began to doubt the infallibility of the

doctrine, and to examine it more closely. What first led

me to doubt was the fact that I began to notice the priests

of this belief did not agree among themselves. Some
said :

—
'' We are the best and most useful teachers ; we teach

what is needful, and all others teach wrong."

They disputed, quarreled, abused, deceived, and cheated

one another. Moreover, there were many among us who,

quite indifferent to the question who was right or who
was wrong, advanced only their own private interests by
the aid of our activity. All this forced on me doubts as

to the truth of our belief.

Again, having begun to doubt the truth of our literary

faith, I began to study its priests more closely, and be-

came convinced that almost all the priests of this faith

were immoral men, most of them worthless and insig-

nificant, and beneath the moral level of those with whom
I associated during my former dissipated and military

career ; but conceited and self-satisfied as only those can
be who are wholly saints, or those who know not what
holiness is.

I grew disgusted with mankind and with myself, and
' I understood that this belief was a delusion. The strang-

est thing in all this was that, though I soon saw the false-

1 ness of this belief and renounced it, I did not renounce
the rank given me by these men,— the rank of artist,

poet, teacher. I was simple enough to imagine that I

was a poet and artist, and could teach all men without
knowing what I was teaching. But so I did.

By my companionship with these men I had gained a
new vice,— a pride developed to a morbid extreme, and
an insane self-confidence in teaching men what I myself
did not know.
When I now think over that time, and remember my

I

own state of mind and that of these men (a state of mind
common enough among thousands still), it seems to me
pitiful, terrible, and ridiculous; it excites the feelings
which overcome us as we pass through a madhouse.
We were all then convinced that it behooved us to
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speak, to write, and to print as fast as we could, ai

much as we could, and that on this depended the welfare

of the human race. And thousands of us wrote, printed

and taught, and all the while confuted and abused on(

another. Quite unconscious that we ourselves knev
nothing, that to the simplest of all problems in life —
what is right and what is wrong— we had no answer
we all went on talking together without one to listen, a

times abetting and praising one another on condition tha

we were abetted and praised in turn, and again turnin

upon one another in wrath— in short, we reproduce
the scenes in a madhouse.
Thousands of laborers worked day and night, to th

limit of their strength, setting up the type and printin

millions of words to be spread by the post all ove

Russia, and still we continued to teach, unable to teac

enough, angrily complaining the while that we were nc

much listened to.

A strange state of things indeed, but now it is compn
hensible to me. ^The real motive that inspired all oi

reasoning was the desire for money and praise, to obtai

which we knew of no other means than writing boolj

and newspapers, and so we did. But in order to ho
fast to the conviction that while thus uselessly employe
we were very important men, it was necessary to justiJj

our occupation to ourselves by another theory, and t

following was the one we adopted :
—

* Whatever is, is right ; everything that is, is due
development ; development comes from civilization ; tL

measure of civilization is the diffusion of books aJ
newspapers ; we are paid and honored for the bool
and newspapers which we write, and we are therefo

the most useful and best of men

!

This reasoning might have been conclusive had ^

all been agreed ; but, as for every opinion expressed

one of us there instantly appeared from another o

diametrically opposite, we had to hesitate before acce;

ing it. But we did not notice this ; we received moneU

and were praised by those of our party, consequently
|— each one of us — considered that we were in the rig

:
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It is now clear to me that between ourselves and the

inhabitants of a madhouse there was no difference : at

the time I only vaguely suspected this, and, like all

madmen, thought all were mad except myself.

CHAPTER III

I LIVED in this senseless manner another six years,

up to the time of my marriage. During this time I

went abroad. My life in Europe, and my acquaintance

with many eminent and learned foreigners, confirmed

my belief in the doctrine of general perfectibility, as I

found the same theory prevailed among them. This
belief took the form which is common among most of

the cultivated men of our day. This belief was ex-

pressed in the word ''progress." It then appeared to

me this word had a real meaning. I did not as yet

understand that, tormented like every other man by the

question, '' How was I to live better.'^ " when I answered
that I must live for progress, I was only repeating the an-

swer of a man carried away in a boat by the waves and
the wind, who to the one important question for him,

''Where are we to steer .^'' should answer, "We are

being carried somewhere."
I did not see this then ; only at rare intervals my feel-

mgs, and not my reason, were roused against the com-
mon superstition of our age, which leads men to ignore

their own ignarance of life.

Thus, during my stay in Paris, the sight of a public

execution revealed to me the weakness of my supersti-

tious behef in progress. When I saw the head divided
from the body, and heard the sound with which they
fell separately into the box, I understood, not with my
reason, but with my whole being, that no theory of the
wisdom of all established things, nor of progress, could
justify such an act ; and that if all the men in the world
from the day of creation, by whatever theory, had found
this thing necessary, I knew it was not necessary, it was
a bad thing, and that therefore I must judge of what was
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right and necessary, not by what men said and did, not

by progress, but what I felt to be true in my heart.

Another instance of the insufficiency of this super-

stition of progress as a rule for life was the death of my
brother. He fell ill while still young, suffered much
during a whole year, and died in great pain. He was a

man of good abilities, of a kind heart, and of a serious

temper, but he died without understanding why he had
lived, and still less what his death meant for him. No
theories could give an answer to these questions, either

to him or to me, during the whole period of his long and
painful lingering.

But these occasions for doubt were few and far be-

tween ; on the whole, I continued to live in the profes-

sion of the faith of progress. '* Everything develops,

and I myself am developing ; and why this is so will

one day be apparent/' was the formula I was obliged to

adopt.

On my return from abroad I settled in the country,

and occupied myself with the organization of schools

for the peasantry. This occupation was especially dear

to my heart, because it was free from the spirit of false-

ness so evident to me in the career of a literary teacher.

Here again I acted in the name of progress, but this

time I brought a spirit of critical inquiry to the system
on which the progress rested. I said to myself that

progress was often attempted in an irrational manner,
and that it was necessary to leave a primitive people

and the children of peasants perfectly free to choose
the way of progress which they thought best. In

reality I was still bent on the solution of the same im-

possible problem,— how to teach without knowing what
I had to teach. In the highest spheres of literature I

had understood that it was impossible to do this be-

cause I had seen that each taught differently, and that

the teachers quarreled among themselves, and scarcely

succeeded in concealing their ignorance from one
another. Having now to deal with peasants' children.

I thought that I could get over this difficulty by allow-

ing the children to learn what they liked. It seems
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;

now absurd when I remember the expedients by which
I carried out this whim of mine to teacli, though I knew
in my heart that I could teach nothing useful, because

I myself did not know what was necessary.^

After a year spent in this employment with the school

I again went abroad, for the purpose of finding out how
I was to teach without knowing anything.

I believed that I had found a solution abroad, and,

armed with all that essence of wisdom, I returned to

Russia, the same year in which the peasants were freed

from serfdom ; and, accepting the office of arbitrator,^

I began to teach the uneducated people in the schools,

and the educated classes in the journal which I began to

pubUsh. Things seemed to be going on well, but I felt

that my mind was not in a normal state and that a

change was near. I might even then, perhaps, have
come to that state of despair to which I was brought
fifteen years later, if it had not been for a new ex-

perience in life which promised me safety— family life.

For a year I was occupied with arbitration, with

the schools, and with my newspaper, and got so involved

that I was harassed to death ; the struggle over the

arbitration was so hard for me, my activity in the schools

was so dubious to me, my shuffling in the newspaper
became so repugnant to me, consisting as it did in forever

the same thing,— in the desire to teach all people and to

hide the fact that I did not know how or what to teach, —
that I fell ill, more with a mental than physical sickness,

gave up everything, and started for the steppes to the

Bashkirs to breathe a fresher air, to drink kumiss, and
live an animal life.

After I returned I married. The new circumstances
of a happy family life completely led me away from the
search after the meaning of life as a whole. My life

was concentrated at this time in my family, my wife

and children, and consequently in the care for increasing
the means of life. The effort to effect my own in-

dividual perfection, already replaced by the striving

^ See " School Scenes from Yasnaya Polyana, '* Vol. XV.
2 Posrednikt sometimes translated Justice of the Peace.
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after general progress, was again changed into an effort

to secure the particular happiness of my family.

In this way fifteen years passed.

Notwithstanding that during these fifteen years I

looked upon the craft of authorship as a very trifling

thing, I continued all the time to write. I had experi-

enced the seductions of authorship, the temptations of

an enormous pecuniary reward and of great applause for

valueless work, and gave myself up to it as a means of

improving my material position, and of stifling in my
soul all questions regarding my own life and life in

general. In my writings I taught what for me was the

only truth,""—That the object of hf^ should be our high-

est happiness and that of our family.

Thus I lived ; but, five years ago, a strange state of

mind began to grow upon me : I had moments of per-

plexity, of a stoppage, as it were, of life, as if I did not

know how I was to live, what I was to do, and I began
to wander, and was a victim to low spirits. But this

passed, and I continued to live as before. Later, these

periods of perplexity began to return more and more
frequently, and invariably took the same form. These
stoppages of life always presented themselves to me
with the same questions: ''Why.^" and ^*What after.?"

At first it seemed to me that these were aimless, un-

meaning questions ; it seemed to me that all they asked
about was well known, and that if at any time when I

wished to find answers to them I could do so without

much trouble— that just at that time I could not be
bothered with this, but whenever I should stop to think

them over I should find an answer. But these questions

presented themselves to my mind with ever increasing

frequency, demanding an answer with still greater and
greater persistence, and like dots grouped themselves

into one black spot.

It was with me as it happens in the case of every

mortal internal ailment— at first appear the insignificant

symptoms of indisposition, disregarded by the patient

;

then these symptoms are repeated more and more fre-

quently, till they merge in uninterrupted suffering. The
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sufferings increa3e, and the patient, before he has time to

look around, is confronted with the fact that what he took
for a mere indisposition has become more important

to him than anything else on earth, that it is death !

This is exactly what happened to me. I became
aware that this was not a chance indisposition, but some-
thing very serious, and that if all these questions con-

l!inued to recur, I should have to find an answer to them.

And I tried to answer them. The questions seemed so

foolish, so, simple, so childish; but no sooner had I

taken hold of them and attempted to decide them than
I was convinced, first, that they were neither childish

nor silly, but were concerned with the deepest problems
of life ; and, in the second place, tbn^ I could not decide

them — could not decide them, however I put my mind
upon them.

Before occupying myself with my Samara estate, with

the education of my son, with the writing of books, I

was bound to know why I did these things. As long

as I do not know the reason *' why ''
I cannot do any-

thing, I cannot hve. While thinking about the man-
agement of my household and estate,^ which in these

days occupied much of my time, suddenly this question

came into my head :
—

** Well and good, I have now six thousand desyatins

in the government of Samara, and three hundred horses
— what then ?

'*

I was perfectly disconcerted, and knew not what to

think. Another time, dwelling on the thought of how
I should educate my children, I asked myself, '' W/ij/

f

Again, when considering by what means the well-being of

the people might best be promoted, I suddenly exclaimed,
" But what concern have I with it ? '' When I thought
of the fame which my works were gaining me, I said to

myself :
—

" Well, what if I should be more famous than Gogol,
Pushkin, Shakespear, Moliere— than all the writers of

the world— well, and what then ? "....

I could find no reply. Such questions will not wait

:

^ All this expressed in the one word khozyaistvo.
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they demand an immediate answer ; without one it is

impossible to live ; but answer there was none.

I felt that the ground on which I stood was crum-
bling, that there was nothing for me to stand on, that

what I had been living for was nothing, that I had no
reason for living.

CHAPTER IV

My life had come to a stop. I was able to breathe,

to eat, to drink, to sleep, and I could not help breathing,

eating, drinking, sleeping ; but there was no real life in

me because I had not a single desire, the fulfilment

of which I could feel to be reasonable. If I wished for

anything, I knew beforehand that, were I to satisfy the

wish, or were I not to satisfy it, nothing would come of

it. Had a fairy appeared and offered me all I desired,

I should not have known what to say. If I had, in

moments of excitement, I will not say wishes, but the

habits of former wishes, at calmer moments I knew that

it was a delusion, that I really wished for nothing. I

could not even wish to know the truth, because I guessed
in what it consisted.

The truth was, that life was meaningless. Every day
of life, every step in it, brought me, as it were, nearer

the precipice, and I saw clearly that before me there

was nothing but ruin. And to stop was impossible ; to

go back was impossible ; and it was impossible to shut

my eyes so as not to see that there was nothing before

me but suffering and actual death, absolute annihilation.

Thus I, a healthy and a happy man, was brought to

feel that I could live no longer,— some irresistible force

was dragging me onward to escape from life. I do not

mean that I wanted to kill myself.

The force that drew me away from life was stronger,

fuller, and more universal than any wish ; it was a force

like that of my previous attachment to life, only in a

contrary direction. With all my force I struggled away
from life. The idea of suicide came as naturally to me
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as formerly that of bettering my life. This thought was
so attractive to me that I was compelled to practise upon
myself a species of self-deception in order to avoid

carrying it out too hastily. I was unwilling to act

hastily, only because I wanted to employ all my powers
in clearing away the confusion of my thoughts ; if I

should not clear them away, I could at any time kill

myself. And here was I, a man fortunately situated,

hiding away a cord, to avoid being tempted to hang
myself by it to the transom between the closets of my
room, where I undressed alone every evening ; and I

ceased to go hunting with a gun because it offered too

easy a way of getting rid of life. I knew not what I

wanted ; I was afraid of life ; I struggled to get away
from it,- and yet there was something I hoped for

from it.

Such was the condition I had to come to, at a time
when all the circumstances of my life were pre-

eminently happy ones, and when I had not reached my
fiftieth year. I had a good, loving, and beloved wife,

good children, and a large estate, which, without much
trouble on my part, was growing and increasing ; I was
more than ever respected by my friends and acquain-

tances ; I was praised by strangers, and could lay claim

to having made my name famous without much self-

deception. Moreover, I was not mad or in an un-

healthy mental state; on the contrary, I enjoyed a

mental and physical str^ength which I have seldom
found in men of my class and pursuits ; I could keep
un with a peasant in mowing , and could conTImJ^TrreiTtal

labor for eight or ten hours at a stretch, without any
evil consequences. And in this state of things it came
to this,— that I could not live, and as I feared death I

was obliged to employ ruses against myself so as not to

put an end to my life.

The mental state in which I then was seemed to me
summed up in the following : My life was a foolish

and wicked joke played on me by some one. Notwith-
standing the fact that I did not recognize a " Some one,"
who may have created me, this conclusion that some one
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had wickedly and foolishly made a joke of me in bringing
me into the world seemed to me the most natural^of all

conclusions.

I could not help reasoning that there, somewhere, is

some one who is now diverting himself at my expense,
as he watches me, as after from thirty to forty years of

a life of study and development, of mental and bodily
growth, with all my powers matured and having reached
that summit of life from which it is seen in its complete-
ness, I stand like a fool on this height, understanding
clearly that there is nothing in life, that there never
was anything, and never will be. To him it must seem
ridiculous.

But whether there is, or is not, such a being, in either

case it did not help me. I could not attribute a reason-

able motive to any single act in my whole life. I was
only astonished that I could not have realized this at the

very beginning. All this had so long been known to

me ! Illness and death would come (indeed, they had
come), if not to-day, then to-morrow, to those whom I

loved, to myself, and nothing remains but stench and
worms. All my acts, whatever I did, would sooner or

later be forgotten, and I myself be nowhere. Why,
then, busy one's self with anything } How could men
fail to see this, and live } How wonderful this is ! It is

possible to live only as long as life intoxicates us ; as

soon as we are sober again we see that it is all a delu-

sion, and a stupid delusion ! In this, indeed, there is

nothing either ludicrous or amusing; it is only cruel

and stupid

!

There is an old Eastern fable about a traveler in the

steppes who is attacked by a furious wild beast. To
save himself the traveler gets into a waterless well;

but at the bottom of it he sees a dragon with its jaws
wide open to devour him. The unhappy man dares

not get out for fear of the wild beast, and dares not

descend for fear of the dragon, so he catches hold of

the branch of a wild plant growing in a crevice of the

well. His arms grow tired, and he feels that he must
soon perish, death awaiting him on either side, but he
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still holds on ; and he sees two micfe, one black and

one white, gradually making their way round the stem

of the wild plant on which he is hanging, nibbling it

through. The plant will soon give way and break off,

and he will fall into the jaws of the dragon. The
traveler sees this, and knows that he must inevitably

perish ; but, while still hanging, he looks around him,

and, finding some drops of honey on the leaves of the

wild plant, he stretches out his tongue and licks them.

Thus do I cling to the branch of life, knowing that

the dragon of death inevitably awaits me, ready to tear

me to pieces, and I cannot understand why such tortures

have fallen to my lot. I also strive to suck the honey
which once comforted me, but this honey no longer re-

joices me, while the white mouse and the black, day and
night, gnaw through the branch to which I cling. I see

the dragon plainly, and the honey is no longer sweet.

I see the dragon, from which there is no escape, and the

mice, and I cannot turn my eyes away from them. It

is no fable, but a living, undeniable truth, to be under-
stood of all men.
The former delusion of happiness in life which hid

from me the horror of the dragon no longer deceives

me. However I may reason with myself that I cannot
understand the meaning of life, that I must live without
thinking, I cannot do this, because I have done so too

long already. Now I cannot help seeing the days and
nights hurrying by and bringing me nearer to death. I

can see but this, because this alone is true— all the rest
*

is a lie. The two drops of honey, which more than any-
thing else drew my eyes away from the cruel truth,

rny love for my family and for my writings,, to which
latter I gave the name of art, were no longer sweet
to me.

*' My family,'* I said to myself ;
" but a family— a

wife and children-— are also human beings, and subject
to the same conditions as I myself ; they must either be
living in a lie, or they must see the terrible truth. Why
should they live ? Why should I love them, care for

them, bring them up, and watch over them ? To bring
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them to the despair which fills myself, or to make dolta

of them ? As I love them, I cannot conceal from them
the truth— every step they take in knowledge leads

them to it, and that truth is death."

"Art, poetry ?'\...

Under the influence of success, and flattered by praise,

I had long been persuading myself that this was a work
which must be done notwithstanding the approach of

death, which would destroy everything— my writings,

and the memory of them ; but I soon saw that this was
only another delusion, I saw clearly that art is only the

ornament and charm of life. Life having lost its charm
for me, how could I make others see a charm in it?

While I was not living my own life, but one that was
external to me was bearing me away on its billows,

while I believed that life had a meaning, though I could

not say what it was, the reflections of life of every kind
in poetry and art gave me delight, it was pleasant to me
to look at life in the mirror of art ; but when I tried to

discover the meaning of life, when I felt the necessity

of living myself, the mirror became either unnecessary,

superfluous, and ridiculous, or painful. I could no longer

take comfort from what I saw in the mirror— that my
position was stupid and desperate.

It was a genuine cause of rejoicing when in the

depths of my soul I believed that my life had a mean-
ing. Then this play of lights, the comic, the tragic,

the pathetic, the beautiful, and the terrible in life,

amused me. But^ when I knew that life was mean-
ingless and terrible, the play in the mirror could no
longer entertain me. No sweetness could be sweet

to me when I saw the dragon, and the mice nib-

bling away my support.

Nor was that all. Had I simply come to know that

life has no meaning, I might have quietly accepted it,

might have known that was my allotted portion. But
I could not rest calmly on this. Had I been like a man
living in a forest, out of which he knows that there is no
issue, I could have lived on ; but I was like a man lost

in a forest, and who, terrified by the thought that he is
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lost, rushes about trying to find a way out, and, though

he knows each step leads him still farther astray, can-

not help rushing about.

It was this that was terrible ! And to get free from
this horror, I was ready to kill myself. I felt a horror

of what awaited me ; I knew that this horror was more
horrible than the position itself, but I could not patiently

await the end. However persuasive the argument might
be that all the same a blood-vessel in the heart would be

ruptured or something would burst and all be over, still

I could not patiently await the end. The horror of the

darkness was too great to bear, and I longed to free

myself from it as speedily as possible by a rope or a

pistol ball. This was the feeling that, above all, drew
me to think of suicide.

CHAPTER V

*' But is it possible that I have overlooked somethings
that I have failed to understand something," I asked my-
self ;

*' may it not be that this state of despair is common
among men ? ''

And in every branch of human knowledge I sought
an explanation of the questions that tormented me; I

sought that explanation painfully and long, not out of

mere curiosity ; I did not seek it indoldntly, but pain-

fully, obstinately, day and night ; I sought it as a perish-

ing man seeks safety, and I found nothing.'

I sought it in all branches of knowledge, and not only
did I fail, but, moreover, I convinced myself that all

those who had searched like myself had likewise found
nothing ; and not only had found nothing, but had come,
as I had, to the despairing conviction, that the only ab-

solute knowledge man can possess is this, — that life

is without meaning.
I sought in all directions, and thanks to a life spent

in study, and also to my connections with the learned
world, the most accomplished scholars in all the various
branches of knowledge were accessible to me, and they
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did not refuse to open to me all the sources of knowl-

edge both in books and through personal intercourse.

I knew all that learning could answer to the question,
" What is life ?

"

It was long before I could believe that human learn-

ing had no clear answer to this question. For a long

time it seemed to me, as I listened to the gravity and
seriousness of tone wherewith Science affirmed its posi-

tions on matters unconnected with the problem of life,

that I must have misunderstood something. For a long
time I was timid in the presence of learning, and I

fancied that the insufficiency of the answers which I

received was not its fault, but was owing to my own
gross ignorance ; but this thing was not a joke or pas-

time with me, but the business of my life, and I was at

last forced, willy-nilly, to the conclusion that these ques-

tions of mine were the only legitimate questions under-

lying all knowledge, and that it was not I that was in

fault in putting them, but science in pretending to have
an answer to them.
The question, which in my fiftieth year had brought

me to the notion of suicide, was the simplest of all ques-

tions, lying in the soul of every man, from the unde-

veloped child to wisest sage ; a question without which,

as I had myself experienced, life was impossible. That
question was as follows :

—
'*What will come from what I am doing now, and

may do to-morrow ? what will come from my whole
life ?

''

Otherwise expressed, the question will be this :
—

'* Why should I live ? why should I wish for anything ?

why should I do anything ?
"

Again, in other words, it is :
—

** Is there any meaning in my life which will nojt be

destroyed by the inevitable death awaiting me .?

"

To this question, one and the same though variously

expressed, I sought an answer in human knowledge,

and I found that with respect to this question all human
knowledge may be divided as it were into two opposite

hemispheres with their tv/o opposite poles, the one
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negative, the other positive ; but that at neither pole is

to be found any answer to the problems of life.

One system of knowledge seems to deny that there

is such a question, but, on the other hand, has a clear

and exact answer to all its own independent inquiries

;

this is the system of experimental science, at the extreme
end of which is mathematics. Another system accepts

the question, but does not answer it ; it is that of ab-

stract philosophy, and at its extremity is metaphysics.

I had been addicted from my early youth to abstract

studies, but later, mathematics and the natural sciences

attracted me ; and till I came to put clearly to myself
this question as to the meaning of life, until it grew up
in me, as it were, of itself, and demanded an immediate
answer, I was content with the artificial and conven-
tional answers given by learning.

In the domain of experience I said to myself :
—

'^ Everything develops and becomes differentiated,

tends to complication and perfection, and there are

laws which govern this process. You are a part of

the whole. If you learn as much as possible of this

whole, and if you learn the law of its development,
you will then know your own place in the great unity,

and know yourself as well."

I am ashamed to confess it, but there was a time
when I was satisfied with this. It was the very time
when I was myself developing,^— when my muscles
were growing stronger, my memory was becoming
enriched, my powers of thinking and understanding
were on the increase, — and I, being conscious of this

growth, very naturally thought that the law of my own
growth was the law of the universe and explained the
meaning of my own life.

But the time came when I had ceased to grow, and
I felt that I was not developing, but drying up ; my
muscles grew weaker, my teeth began to fall out, and
I saw that this law of growth not only explained noth-
ing, but that such a law did not and could not exist

;

that I had taken for a general law what only affected
myself at a certain age.
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I looked more closely into the nature of this law and
it became clear to me that there could be no laws of

eternal development; it became clear to me, that to say
everything in infinite space and time is developed, com-
plicated, differentiated, and perfected, is to talk non-
sense. Such words have no meaning, for in the infinite

there can be no simple or compound, or past or future,

or better or worse.

The main thing was that my personal question,
** What am I with my desires ?

" remained absolutely

without an answer. I understood that these branches
of knowledge were very interesting, very attractive, but
that they were clear and exact in inverse proportion

to their applicability to the questions of life. The less

they had to do with these questions, the clearer and
more exact they were; the more they attempted to

answer these questions, the obscurer and less attractive

they became. If we turn to those branches of knowl-
edge which have attempted to answer the problems of

life, to physiology, psychology, biology, sociology, we
meet with a striking poverty of thought, with the

greatest obscurity, with an utterly unjustifiable preten-

sion to decide questions beyond their competence, and
a constant contradiction of one thinker by another, and
even by himself. If we turn to the branches of knowl-
edge which are not concerned with the problems of life,

but find an answer to their own particular scientific

questions, we are lost in admiration of human intellect

;

but we know beforehand that we shall get no answer
to our questions about life itself, for these branches of

knowledge directly ignore the question of life.

They say :
—

*' We cannot tell you what you are and why you live

;

such questions we do not study. But if you wish to

know the laws of light, of chemical affinities, of the

development of organisms ; if you wish to know the

laws that govern different bodies, their forms, and re-

lations to number and size ; if you wish to know the laws

of your own mind,— we can give you clear, exact, and
absolutely certain answers."
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The relation of experimental science to the question

of the meaning of life may be put thus :
—

Question. "' Why do I live ?
''

Anszuer. '* Infinitely small particles, in infinite com-

binations, in infinite space and infinite time, change their

forms in infinite combinations, and when you have learned

the laws of these changes, you will know why you live."

I used to say to myself when theorizing, *' Spiritual

causes lie at the root of man's Hfe and development, and
they are the ideals which govern him. These ideals find

expression in religion, in the sciences, in the arts, and in

the forms of government. These ideals rise ever higher

and higher from one stage to another, till man at last

reaches his highest good. I am a part of humanity, and
am therefore called upon to assist in making the ideals

of humanity known and accepted.'*

In the days of my mental weakness I was satisfied

with this reasoning ; but as soon as the problem of life

really, as it were, arose within me, the whole theory fell

to pieces at once. Not to speak of the dishonest inac-

curacy, by which learning of this kind is made to give

as general results those due to the study of but a small

part of mankind ; not to speak of the many contradic-

tions among the various champions of this theory, as to

what are the ideals of humanity,— the strangeness, if it

be not the silliness, of this way of thinking is that, in

order to answer the question which occurs to every man,
— ^'What am I.?" or ^'Why do I live.?" or ^'What
am I to do .'^ ''— a man must first answer this other
question :

—
*' What is the life of that humanity, to us unknown,

mankind, of which we are acquainted with but one
minute part in one minute period of time ?

"

In order to understand what he himself is, a man
must first know what that mysterious humanity is which
is formed of other men like himself, ignorant of what
they are.

I must confess there was a time when I believed this.

That was the time when I had my own cherished ideals
which determined my caprices, and I strove to evolve a
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theory which should enable me to look on my fancies as

a law of humanity. But as soon as the question of the
meaning of life made itself clearly felt within me, this

answer was scattered in dust. And I understood that,

as in the experimental sciences there are real sciences

and semi-sciences which try to give answers to questions

not appropriate to them, so in the domain of theoretical

knowledge is there a whole series of widely diffused

philosophies which attempt to answer questions not
appropriate to them. The semi-sciences of this do-

main, jurisprudence and historical sociology, endeavor
to decide the questions concerning man and his life, by
deciding, each in his own way, another question, that of

the life of humanity as a whole.

But, as in the domain of the experimental sciences, a
man who earnestly asks, '' How am I to live ?

" cannot
be satisfied with the answer, '' Study in infinite space
and time the infinite combinations and changes of infi-

nite particles, and thou wilt know what thy own life

means ;
'' so a sincere man cannot be satisfied with this

other answer, ** Study the life of humanity as a whole,

and then, though we know neither its beginning nor its

end, and are ignorant of its parts, thou wilt know what
thy life means.*'

It is the same with these semi-sciences as with the

semi-experimental ones ; they are full of obscurities,

inaccuracies, stupidities, and contradictions, exactly in

proportion to their divergence from their proper sphere.

The problem of experimental science is the succession

of cause and effect in material phenomena. If the

question of a finite cause is raised, experimental science

stumbles against an absurdity. The problem of specu-

lative science is the conception of the uncaused existence

of life. If the question of the cause of phenomena is

raised, — as, for instance, of social and historical phe-

nomena,— speculative science lands also in an absurdity.

Experimental science has positive significance, and
shows the greatness of man's intellect, only when it

does not inquire into finite causes ; while, on the con-

trary, speculative science shows the greatness of man's
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Ititellect, IS a science at all only when it entirely puts

aside all questions of the succession of phenomena, and

looks upon man only in relation to finite causes. Such
in this department of science, constituting its pole, is

metaphysics, or philosophy.

This science puts the question clearly, "What am I,

and what is the whole universe ? Why do I and the

universe exist .-^'^ and it has always answered it in the

same way. Whatever name the philosopher may give

to the principle of life existing in me and in all other liv-

ing beings, whether he call it an idea, a substance, a spirit,

or a will, he still says ever that it is a reality, and that

I have a real existence ; but why this is so he does not

know, and does not try to explain if he is an exact thinker

I ask :
** Why should this reality be } What comes

of the fact that it is and will be ?
" Philosophy not only

cannot answer, but it can only put the same question.

And if it be a true philosophy, then its whole labor

consists in this,— that it should put this question clearly.

And if it keep firmly to its proper sphere, it can only

answer the question, '' What am I and the whole uni-

verse }
*' by saying, '' All and nothing," and to the ques-

tion, *'Why ? '' by adding, *' I do not know.''

Thus, however I examine and twist the speculative

replies of philosophy, I never receive an answer to my
question ; and that, not as in the sphere of experimental
knowledge, because the answer does not relate to the

question, but because here, although great mental labor

has been applied directly to the question, there is no
answer, and instead of an answer I get back my own
question repeated in a complicated form.

CHAPTER VI

In my search for a solution of the problem of life, I

experienced the same feeling as a man who is lost in

a forest. He comes to an open plain, climbs up a tree,

and sees around him a space without end, but nowhere
a house— he sees clearly that there, can be none; he
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goes into the thick of the wood, into the darkness, anj
sees darkness, but again no house.

Thus had I lost my way in the forest of human knowl-
edge, in the light of the mathematical and experimental
sciences which opened out for me clear horizons where
there could be no house, and in the darkness of philoso-

phy, plunging me into a greater gloom with every step

I took, until I was at last persuaded that there was, and
could be, no issue.

When I followed what seemed the bright light of

learning, I saw that I had only turned aside from the
real question. However alluring and clear were the

horizons unfolded before me, however alluring it was
to plunge into the infinity of these kinds of knowledge,
I saw that the clearer they were the less did I need them,
the less did they give me an answer to my question.

** Well," said I to myself, ** I know now all that

science so obstinately seeks to learn ; but an answer to

my question as to the meaning of my life is not to be
obtained in this way.''

I saw that philosophy, notwithstanding that, or per-

haps because an answer to my question had become the

direct object of its inquiries, gave no answer but the one
I had given to myself :

—
" What is the meaning of my life ?

"

'* It has none."

Or, " What will come of my life ?
"

" Nothing."
Or, *' Why does all that is exist, and why do I exist ?

"

** Because it does exist."

When I turned to one branch of human science, I

obtained an endless number of exact answers to ques-

tions I had not asked : about the chemical elements of

the stars, about the movement of the sun toward the con-

stellation Hercules, on the origin of species and of man,
about the infinitely small and imponderable particles of

ether; but the only answer to my question as to the

meaning of my life was this :
—

'' You are what you call your life ; that is, a temporary

and accidental agglomeration of particles. The mutuai
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action and reaction of these particles on one another

has produced what you call your life. This agglomera-

tion will continue during a certain time, then the re-

ciprocal action of these particles will cease, and with it

will end what you call your life, and with it will end all

your questions as well. You are an accidentally com-
bined lump of something. The lump undergoes decom-
position, this decomposition men call life; the lump
falls asunder, decomposition ceases, and with it all

doubting.''

This is the answer from the clear and positive side

of human knowledge, and if true to its own principles

it can give no other.

Such an answer proves that the answer does not

answer the question. I want to know the meaning of

my life ; but that it is a particle of the infinite not

only does not give a meaning to it, but destroys any
possibility of a meaning.
The obscure compromises which this branch of ex-

perimental exact science makes with speculative science,

when it is said that the meaning of life consists in de-

velopment, and the concurrent efforts made toward this

development from their obscurity and inaccuracy cannot
be considered an answer.

The speculative side of human knowledge, when it

keeps firmly to its own principles, has everywhere and
through all time given and still gives one and the same
answer :

—
"The world is something eternal and incomprehen-

sible. The life of man is an inconceivable part of this

inconceivable wholes
Again I set aside all the compromises between the

speculative and experimental sciences that constitute all

the ballast of the semi-sciences, of so-called jurispru-

dence, of political economy, and of history. In these
sciences we have again a false conception of develop-
ment and perfection, with this difference, that formerly
it was a development of everything, and now it is a de-

velopment of human life. The inaccuracy is again the
same ; development and perfection in infinity can have
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no object, no direction, and therefore can give no
answer to my question.

Whenever speculative science is exact, where philoso-

phy is true to itself, and does not simply serve, after the
manner of what Schopenhauer calls *' professorial phi-

losophy," to divide all existing phenomena into new col-

umns, and give to them new names— wherever the
philosopher does not overlook the great question of all,

the answer is always the same, the answer given by
Socrates, Schopenhauer, Solomon, and Buddha.

*' We approach truth only in the proportion as we are

farther from life," said Socrates, when preparing to die.

Why do we who love truth strive for death? In order

to be free from the body and all the ills tha<: accompany
life in it. If so, then, how shall we not te glad of the

approach of death ?

A wise man seeks death all his life, and therefore

death has no terrors for him.

This is what Schopenhauer says :
—

'* Accept the ultimate principle of the universe as will,

and in all phenomena, from the unconscious tendencies

of the obscure forces of nature to the conscious activity

of man, acknowledge only the objectivity of that will,

and still we can never get rid of this logical consequence,
that with the free denial and annihilation of that will,

all phenomena also disappear, there is an end to the

constant efforts and impulses now going on, without aim
and without intermission, in every degree of the objec-

tivity in which and through which the universe exists,

there is an end to the varieties of successive forms, and
with form vanish its postulates, space and time, even to

the last and fundamental elements of form, the subject

and the object. If there is no will, no phenomenal
appearance, then there is no universe. The only thing

that remains to us is nothing. But this passage to anni-

hilation is opposed by our own nature, by our will to

live— lVi//e zum Leben — which causes our own exis-

tence and that of the universe. That we so fear annihi-

lation, or, what is the same, that we so wish to live, only

shows thatwe ourselves are nothing but that wish— life—
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and know nothing beyond it. Consequently, after the

perfect annihilation of will, what remains to us who are

full of wishes is assuredly nothing ; on the other hand,

for those in whom will has transformed itself and repu-

diated itself, the whole of this too material universe of

ours, with all its suns and milky ways, is nothing^
''Vanity of vanities," says Solomon, "vanity of vani-

ties ; all is vanity. What profit hath a man of all his

labor which he taketh under the sun t One generation

passeth away, and another generation cometh : but the

earth abideth forever The thing that hath been, it

is that which shall be ; and that which is done is that

which shall be done : and there is no new thing under
the sun. Is there anything whereof it may be said. See,

this is new ? it hath been already of old time, which was
before us. There is no remembrance of former things

;

neither shall there be any remembrance of things that

are to come with those that shall come after.

"I the Preacher was king over Israel in Jerusalem-

And I gave my heart to seek and search out by wisdom
concerning all things that are done under heaven : this

sore travail hath God given to the sons of man to be
exercised therewith. I have seen all the works that are

done under the sun ; and behold, all is vanity and vexa-

tion of spirit I communed with mine own heart, say-

ing, Lo, I am come to great estate, and have gotten

more wisdom than all they that have been before me in

Jerusalem : yea, my heart had great experience of wis-

dom and knowledge. And I gave my heart to know
wisdom, and to know madness and folly : I perceived
that this also is vexation of spirit. For in much wisdom
is much grief : and he that increaseth knowledge in-

creaseth sorrow.
' " I said in mine heart, Go to now, I will prove thee
with mirth, therefore enjoy pleasure : and, behold, this

also is vanity. I said of laughter. It is mad : and of

mirth. What doeth it t I sought in mine heart to give
myself unto wine (yet acquainting mine heart with wis-

dom), and to lay hold on folly, till I might see what was
that good for the sons of men, which they should do
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under the heaven all the days of their life. I made me
great works ; I builded me houses; I planted me vine-

yards ; I made me gardens and orchards, and I planted
trees in them of all kind of fruits ; I made me pools of

water, to water therewith the wood that bringeth forth

trees : I got me servants and maidens, and had servants
born in my house ; also I had great possessions of great

and small cattle above all that were in Jerusalem before
me : I gathered me also silver and gold, and the pecu-

liar treasure of kings and of the provinces : I gat me
men singers and women singers, and the delights of the

sons of men, as musical instruments, and that of all

sorts. So I was great, and increased more than all

that were before me in Jerusalem : also my wisdom re-

mained with me. And whatsoever mine eyes desired I

kept not from them, I withheld not mine heart from any
joy Then I looked on all the works my hands had
wrought, and on the labor that I hadr^ labored to do

:

and behold, all was vanity and vexation of spirit, and
there was no profit under the sun.

''And I turned myself to behold wisdom, and mad-
ness, and folly And I myself perceived also that one
event happeneth to them all. Then said I in my heart.

As it happeneth to the fool, so it happeneth even to

me ; and why was I then more wise ? Then I said in

my heart, that this also is vanity. For there is no re-

membrance of the wise more than of the fool forever

;

seeing that which now is in the days to come shall be
forgotten. And how dieth the wise man ? as the fool.

'' Therefore I hated life ; because the work that is

wrought under the sun is grievous unto me : for all is

vanity and vexation of spirit. Yea, I hated all my labor

which I had taken under the sun : because I should

leave it unto the man that shall be after me For what
hath man of all his labor, and of the vexation of his

heart, wherein he hath labored under the sun ? For all

his days are sorrows, and his travail grief; yea, his

heart taketh not rest in the night. This is also vanity.

There is nothing better for a man than that he should

eat and drink, and that he should make his soul enjoy
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good in his labor. This also I saw, that it was from the

hand of God
*'A11 things come alike to all: there is one event

to the righteous, and to the wicked ; to the good, and to

the clean, and to the unclean ; to him that sacrificeth,

and to him that sacrificeth not : as is the good, so is

the sinner ; and he that sweareth, as he that feareth

an oath. This is an evil among all things that are

done^ under the sun, that there is one event unto all

:

yea, also the heart of the sons of men is full of evil,

and madness is in their heart while they live, and after

that they go to the dead.

"For to him that is joined to all the living there is

hope : for a living dog is better than a dead lion. For
the living know that they shall die : but the dead know
not anything, neither have they any more a reward ; for

the memory of them is forgotten. Also their love, and
their hatred, and their envy, is now perished ; neither

have they any more a portion forever in anything that

is done under the sun."

Thus speaks Solomon, or the one who wrote those
words ; and this is what an Indian sage says :

—
** Sakya Muni, the young and happy heir to a great

throne, from whom had been kept the sight of illness,

old age, and death, once while out driving saw a horri-

ble-looking, toothless, slavering old man. The prince
from whom till then old age had been concealed was
much astonished, and asked the driver what it meant, and
why the man was in such a pitiable and disgusting state.

When he learned that this was the common lot of all

men, and that he himself, prince and young though he
was, must inevitably one day be the same, he was unable
to continue his drive, and ordered , the carriage to be
driven home, that he might have time to think it all

over. He shut himself up alone and thought it over.

He probably thought of something which consoled him,
for again he went out for a drive, merry and happy.
This time he was met by a sick man. He sees a
worn-out, tottering man, who is quite blue in the face,

and has dim eyes. The prince, from whom all sicknesses
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had been concealed, stopped and asked what it was.
When he was told that it was illness, that old men are
subject to it, and he himself, sound and happy prince
though he was, might fall ill the next day, he again lost

all desire for amusement, and gave orders to drive home.
There he again sought peace of mind, and probably
found it, for soon after he started again, for the third

time, in his carriage. This time, however, he saw some-
thing new also— some men were carrying something
by.

*^* What is that.?*

'^*A dead man.*
**

' What does dead mean ? ' asked the prince ; and he
was told that to become one meant to become what the
man before him now was.

** The prince descended and approached the body, un-
covered it, and looked at it.

" * What will become of him ? * asked the prince.
** He was told that the body would be buried in the

earth.

'*<Why.?'
"

' Because he will never be alive again, and only

stench and worms can come from him.'
'' * And that is the lot of all men ? And it will be so

with me ? I shall be put underground to stink and
have worms come from me ?

'

^^'Yes.'
"

' Back ! I will not go for the drive, and never will go
again.'

"

So Sakya Muni could find no comfort in life, and he
decided that life was a very great evil, and applied all

his energies to freeing himself and others from it, so

that, after death life should in no way be renewed, and
the very root of life should be destroyed. Thus speak
all the Indian sages.

Here we have the only direct answers which human
wisdom can give to the problem of life.

*' The life of the body is evil and a lie, and so the

annihilation of that life is a good for which we ought to

wish," says Socrates.
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t< Life is what it ought not to be, an evil ; and a pas-

sage from it into nothingness is the only good in life/'

says Schopenhauer.
'' Everything in the world, both folly and wisdom,

both riches and poverty, rejoicing and grief,— all is vanity

and worthless. Man dies and nothing is left of him,

and this again is vanity," says Solomon.
''To live, knowing that sufferings, illness, old age,

and death are inevitable, is not possible ; we must get

rid bf life, get rid of the possibility of living,'' says

Buddha.
And what these powerful intellects have said, mil-

lions on millions of men have thought and felt I also

have thought and felt the same.
^--"--'---.

Thus my wanderings over the fields of knowledge
not only failed to cure me of my despair, but increased

it. One branch of knowledge gave no answer at all to

the problem of life ; another gave a direct answer which
confirmed my despair, and showed that the state to

which I had come was not the result of my going astray,

of any mental disorder, but, on the contrary, it assured
me that I was thinking rightly, that I was in agreement
with the conclusions of the most powerful intellects

among mankind.
I could not be deceived. All is vanity. A misfor-

tune to be born. Death is better than life ; life's burden
must be got rid of.

CHAPTER VII

Having failed to find an explanation in knowledge, I

began to seek it in life itself, hoping to find it in the
men who surrounded me; and I began to watch men
iike myself, to observe how they lived, and how they
practically treated the question that had brought me to

despair.

And this is what I found among those of the same
social position and culture as myself.

I found that for the people of my class there were
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four means of escape from the terrible state in which we
all were.

The first means pf escape is through ignorance. It

consists in not perceiving and understanding that life is

an evil and an absurdity. People of this class— for the

greater part women, or very young or very stupid men—

-

have not understood the problem of life as it presented it-

self to Schopenhauer, to Solomon, and to Buddha. They
see neither the dragon awaiting them, nor the mice eat-

ing through the plant to which they cling, and they lick

the drops of honey. But they only lick the honey for

a time ; something directs their attention to the dragon
and the mice, and then there is an end to their tasting.

From these I could learn nothing : we cannot unknow
what we do know.
The second means of escape is the Epicurean. It con-

sists, even while we know the hopelessness of taking

advantage of every good there is in life, in avoiding the

sight of the dragon and mice, and in the meantime in

seeking the honey as best we can, especially wherever
there is most of it. Solomon points out this issue

from the difficulty thus :
—

*' Then I commended mirth, because a rhan hath no
better thing under the sun, than to eat, and to drink, and
to be merry : for that shall abide with him of his labor

the days of his life, which God giveth him under
the sun Go thy way, eat thy bread with joy, and
drink thy wine with a merry heart Live joyfully

with the wife whom thou lovest all the days of the

life of thy vanity, which he hath given thee under

the sun, all the days of thy vanity : for that is thy

portion in this Hfe, and in thy labor which thou takest

under the sun. Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do

it with thy might ; for there is no work, nor device, nor

knowledge, nor wisdom, in the grave, whither thou

goest."

Thus most of the people of our circle maintain the

possibility of living. The conditions in which they ar^

placed cause them to know more of the good than the

evil of life, and their moral obtuseness enables them to
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torget that all the advantages of their position are accl

dental, and that not all men can have harems and
palaces, like Solomon ; that for one man who has a

thousand wives, there are a thousand men who have
none, and for each palace there must be thousands of

men to build it in the sweat of their brow, and that the

same chance which has made me a Solomon to-day may
make me Solomon's slave to-morrow. The dullness of

their imagination enables these men to forget what
destroyed the peace of Buddha, the inevitable sickness,

old age, and death, which if not to-day, then to-morrow,

must be the end of all their pleasures.

Thus think and feel the majority of the men of our

time and class. That some of them call their dullness

of thought and imagination by the name of positive

philosophy, does not, in my opinion, separate them from
those who, in order not to see the real question, lick the

honey. I could not imitate such as these ; not having
their obtuseness of imagination, I could not artificially

prevent its action. Like every man who really lives,

I could not turn my eyes aside from the mice and the

dragon, when I had once seen them.

The third means of escape is through strength and
energy. It consists in destroying life when we have
perceived that it is an evil and an absurdity. Only the

rare men, strong and logical, act thus. Understanding
all the stupidity of the joke that is played on us, and
understanding that the happiness of the dead is more
than the happiness of the living, and that it is better

not to be, they thus act and put an end at once to the
stupid joke, using any means of doing it— a rope round
the neck, water, a knife in the heart, or a railway train.

The number of those in my own class acting thus con-
tinually increases, and those that do this are for the
most part in the very prime of Hfe, with their intellectual

powers in their flower, and with but few of the habits
that undermine man's reason as yet formed.

I saw that this means of escape was the worthiest, and
wished to make use of it.

The fourth means of escape is through weakness. It
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consists, though the evil and absurdity of life are well

known, in continuing to drag it out, though aware that

nothing can come of it. People of this class know that

death is better than life, but have not the strength of

character to act as their reason dictates, to have done
with deceit and kill themselves ; they seem to be waiting

for something to happen. This way of escape is due
solely to weakness, for if I know what is better, and it

is within my reach, why not seize it?.... To this class of

men I myself belonged.

Thus do people of my own class, in four different ways,
save themselves from a terrible contradiction. However
earnestly I strained my reasoning faculties I could not

find any other than these four ways. The first way is

to ignore the fact that life is absurdity, vanity, and evil,—
is not to know that it is better not to live. For me not

to know this was impossible, and when I once saw the

truth, I could not shut my eyes to it.

The second way is to make the best of life as it is,

without thinking of the future. This, again, I could

not do. Like Sakya Muni, I could not drive for pleas-

ure, when I knew there were such things as old age,

suffering, and death. My imagination was too lively

for that. Moreover, I could not enjoy chance pleasures

which fell for a few rare instants to my lot.

The third way is, knowing that life is an evil and a

foolish thing, to put an end to it, to kill one's self. I

understood this, but still for some reason I did not kill

myself.

The fourth way is to accept life as described by Solo-

mon and Schopenhauer, to know that it is a stupid and
ridiculous joke played on one, and yet live on, to wash,

dress, dine, talk, and even write books. This posi-

tion was revolting and painful to me, but I remained
in it.

I now see that I did not kill myself because I had, in

a confused sort of way, an inkling that my ideas were
wrong. However plausible and unanswerable appeared

to me the idea, which I shared with the wisest on earth,

that life has no meaning, I still felt a confused doubt
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of the truth of my conclusions, which formed itself

thus :
—

'' My reason tells me that life is contrary to reason.

If there is nothing higher than reason— and there is

nothing, and nothing can prove it— then reason is the

creator of life for me ; were there no reason there would
be no life for me. How can this reason deny life, and
at the same time be its creator ? Again, from the other

side, if there were no life, I should have no reason, con-

seqilently reason is the son of life. Life is all. Reason is

the fruit of life, and this same reason denies life itself."

I felt that something here was wrong. I said to

myself :
—

** Life undoubtedly has no meaning, and is evil, but I

have lived and am still alive, and so also have lived and
are living the whole human race. How is this ? Why
do all men live when all men are able to die ? Is it that

I and Schopenhauer alone are wise enough to have
understood the unmeaning emptiness and evil of life ?

"

To see the inanity of life is a simple matter enough,
and it has long been apparent to the simplest, but men
have lived and still live on. Why is it men live on, and
never think of calling in question the reasonableness of

life ?

My acquired knowledge, confirmed by the wisdom of

the wisest in the world, showed me that everything on
earth, organic or inorganic, was arranged with extraor-

dinary wisdom, and that my own position alone was a

foolish one. But those fools, the enormous masses of

simple people, know nothing of the organic and inorganic

structure of the world, but live on, and it seems to

them that their lives are subjected to perfectly reason-

able conditions ! ....

Then I thought to myself :
*^ But what if there be

something more for me to know ? Surely this is the
way in which Ignorance acts. Ignorance always says
exactly what I do now ! When Ignorance does not
know anything it calls that which it does not know
stupid ! It really comes to this, that mankind as a

whole have always lived, and are living, as if they
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uPxderstood the meaning of life, for not doing so they
could not live at all ; whereas I say that all this life is

meaningless, and that I cannot live."

No one prevents us from denying life by suicide, but,

then, kill yourself and you will no longer argue about it.

If you disUke life, kill yourself. If you live and cannot
comprehend the meaning of life, put an end to it, and
do not go on talking and writing about being unable to

understand life. You have got into a gay company, in

which all are well satisfied, all know what they are doing,

and you alone are wearied and repelled ; then get out of

it!

And after all, then, what are we who, persuaded of

the necessity of suicide, still cannot bring ourselves to

the act, but weak, inconsistent men,— to speak more
plainly, stupid men, who carry about with them their

stupidity, like the fool with the placarded basket ?

Our wisdom, indeed, however firmly it be grounded
on truth, has not imparted to us a knowledge of the

meaning of life, yet all humanity sharing in life— mil-

lions — doubt not that life has a meaning.
It is certainly true that, from the far, far distant time

when that life began of which I know something, men
have lived who, though they knew all the arguments
about the inanity of life such as proved to me that life

had no meaning, still lived on, and gave to life a mean-
ing of their own.

Since any sort of life began for men, they have had
some conception of their own about it, and have so lived

down to my own time. All that is in and around me, phys-

ical or immaterial, it is all the fruit of their knowledge
of life.^ The very tools of thought with which I have
judged life, and condemned it, were fashioned, not by
me, but by them. I was born, and bred, and have
grown up, thanks to them. They dug out the iron,

taught how to hew down the forests, to tame the cows
and the horses, to sow corn, to live one with another

;

1 An untranslatable pun : plotskoye i nyeplotskoye, vsyo eto-plcd (pro«

nounced plot^ :
" Material and immaterial is all the material ;" literally,

" fleshly and unfleshly is all the fruit."— Ed.
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they gave order and form to our life ; moreover, they

taught me how to think and how to speak. And I, the

work of their hands, their foster-child, the pupil of their

thoughts and sayings, have proved to them they them-

selves had no meaning

!

''There must be something wrong here/' said I. *' I

have made some mistake."

I could not, however, discover where the mistake lay.

CHAPTER VIII

All these doubts, which I am now able to express

more or less clearly, I could not then explain. Then I

only felt that, however logical and unavoidable w^ere my
conclusions as to the inanity of life, confirmed as they
were by the greatest thinkers, there was something
wrong in them. Whether in the conclusion itself, or in

the way of putting the question, I did not know ; I only

felt that, though my reason was entirely convinced, that

was not enough.
All my reasoning could not induce me to act in accor-

dance with my convictions, i.e. to kill myself.

I should not speak the truth, if I said that my reason
alone brought me to the position in which I was and
prevented me from suicide. Reason had been at work,
no doubt, but something else had worked too, something
which I can only call the consciousness of life. There
also worked in me a force, which determined my atten-

tion to one thing rather than to another, and it was this

that drew me out of my desperate position, and com-
pletely changed the current of my thoughts. This force
led me to the idea that I, with hundreds of other men
like me, did not form the whole of mankind,— that I

was still ignorant of what human life was.

When I watched the narrow circle of those w^ho were
my equals in social position, I saw only people who did
not understand the question, people who understood the
question but kept down their understanding of it by the
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intoxication of life, people who understood it and put an
end to life, and people who, understanding, lived on
through weakness, in despair. And I saw no others.

It seemed to me that the narrow circle of learned, rich,

and idle people, to which I myself belonged, formed the
whole of humanity, and that the milliards living outside

it were animals, not men.
However strange, improbable, and inconceivable it

now seems to me, that I, reasoning about life, could
overlook the life of mankind surrounding me on all sides,

and fall into such an error as to think that the life of a

Solomon, a Schopenhauer, and my own, was the real

normal life, and the life lived by unconsidered milliards

a circumstance unworthy of attention— however strange

this appears to me now, I see that it was so. Led away
by intellectual pride, it seemed to me beyond a doubt that

I, with Solomon and Schopenhauer, had put the ques-

tion so exactly and truly that* there could be no other

form of it ; it seemed unquestionable that all these mil-

liards of men had failed to conceive the depth of the

question, that I had sought the meaning of my life ; and
it never once occurred to me to think :

—
*' But what meaning has been given, what meaning is

given now, by the milliards of those who have lived and
are living in the world ?''

I long lived in this state of mental aberration, which,

though not always openly expressed in words, is not

the less common among the most learned and most lib-

eral men. But whether, owing to my strange kind of

instinctive affection for the laboring classes, which im-

pelled me to understand them, and to see that they are

not so stupid as we think, or owing to the sincerity of

my conviction that I could know nothing beyond the

advisability of hanging myself, I felt that, if I wished

to live and understand the meaning of life, I must seek

it not amongst those who have lost the meaning of life,

and wish to kill themselves, but amongst the milliards

of the living and the dead who have made our life what
it is, and on whom now rests the burden of our life and

their own.
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So I watched the Hfe common to such enormous
numbers of the dead and the living, the Hfe of simple,

unlearned, and poor men, and found something quite

different. I saw that all these milliards, who are alive

and have lived, with rare exceptions, did not come
into my classification ; I could not count them among
those who do not understand the question, because they

not only put it, but answer it, with extraordinary clear-

ness. I could not call them Epicureans, because their

life haLs far more of privation and suffering than of en-

joyment ; to count them amongst those who, against

their reason, live through a life without meaning, was
still less possible, because every act of their lives, and
death itself, is explained by them. Self-murder they

regard as the greatest of crimes. It appeared that

throughout mankind there is a knowledge of the mean-
ing of life which I had neglected and despised. It

resulted, that the knowledge based on reason denies a

meaning to life, and excludes life ; while the meaning
given to life by the milliards that form the great whole
of humanity is founded on a despised and fallacious

knowledge.
The knowledge based on reason, the knowledge of

the learned and the wise, denies a meaning in life, while
the great mass of men, all humanity, have an unreason-
ing knowledge of life which gives a meaning to it.

This unreasoning knowledge is the faith which I could
not but reject. This is a God, one and yet three; this

is the creation in six days, devils and angels,— and all

that I cannot accept while I keep my senses

!

My position was terrible. I knew that from the knowl-
edge which reason has given man, I could get nothing
but the denial of life, and from faith nothing but the
denial of reason, which last was even more impossible
than the denial of life. By the knowledge founded on
reason it was proved that life is an evil and that men

j

know it to be so, that men may cease to live if they will,

but that they have lived and they go on living— I myself
hved on, though I had long known that life was mean-
ingless and evil. If I went by faith it resulted that, in
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order to understand the meaning of life, I should have
to abandon reason, the very part of me that required a
meaning in life

!

CHAPTER IX

I WAS Stopped by a contradiction from which there

were only two ways of escape : either what I called

reasonable was not so reasonable as I thought it, or what
I called unreasonable was not so unreasonable as I

thought it. I began to verify the process of thinking

through which I had been led to the conclusions of

reasoning knowledge.
On doing this, I found the process complete and flaw-

less. The conclusion that life was nothing was unavoid-

able ; but I discovered a mistake. The mistake was that

I had not confined my thoughts to the question proposed.

The question was, why should I live, i.e. what of real

and imperishable will come of my shadowy and perish-

able life— what meaning has my finite existence in the

infinite universe } And I had tried to answer this by
studying Hfe.

j

It was evident that the decision of any number of I

questions concerning life could not satisfy me, because J

my question, however simple it seemed at first, included

the necessity of explaining the finite by infinity, and the

contrary.

I asked myself what meaning my life had apart from
time, causation, and space. But I replied to my ques-

j

tion : what is the meaning of life in respect to time,

causation, and space } The result was that after long

and earnest efforts of thinking, I could only answer—
none at all.

Through all my reasoning with myself I constantly

compared, and I could not do otherwise, the finite with

the finite, and the infinite with the infinite, and the

conclusion was consequently inevitable : a force is a

force, matter is matter, will is will, infinity is infinity,

nothing is nothing,— and there was no getting beyond
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that It was like what happens in mathematics, when
thinking to resolve an equation we get identical terms.

The process of solution is correct, but our answer is

a = ay or X = Xy or o = O. This happened to me in my
inquiries into the meaning of my life. The answers
given by all science to the question were *' identity/'

And in reality knowledge founded strictly on reason,

which, like that carried on by Descartes, begins with

absolute doubt of everything, throws aside all knowl-

edge founded on faith, and reconstructs all in accor-

dance with the laws of reason and experience, and it can
give no other answer to the question about the meaning
of life than the one which I myself obtained— an in-

definite one.

It seemed to me at first that science did give a posi-

tive answer, the answer of Schopenhauer : life has no
meaning, it is an evil ; but, when I inquired more closely

into the matter, I perceived that the answer was not

positive, that it was my own feeling alone made me
think it so. The answer boldly expressed in the same
terms as that given by the Brahmins, and Solomon, and
Schopenhauer, is only an indefinite one,— the identity

of o and o, life is nothing. Thus philosophical knowl-
edge denies nothing, but merely answers that the

question cannot be decided by it, — that the matter
remains indefinite.

When I had come to this conclusion, I understood
that it was useless to seek an answer to my question

from knowledge founded on reason, and that the answer
given by this form of knowledge is only an indication

that no answer can be obtained till the question is put
differently,— till the question be made to include the

relation between the finite and the infinite. I also

understood that, however unreasonable and monstrous
the answers given by faith, they have the advantage
of bringing into every question the relation of the
finite to the infinite, without which there can be no
ans\ver.

However I may put the question, How am I to live 1

the answer is, '* By the law of God/'
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Will anything real and positive come of piy life,

and what ?

Eternal torment, or eternal bliss.

What meaning is there not to be destroyed by death ?

Union with an infinite God, paradise.

In this way I was compelled to admit that, besides
the reasoning knowledge, which I once thought the
only true knowledge, there was in every living man
another kind of knowledge, an unreasoning one,— faith,— which gives a possibility of living.

All the unreasonableness of faith remained for me
the same as ever, but I could not help acknowledging that

faith alone gave man answers as to the questions of life,

and consequently the possibility of living.

Reasoning knowledge brought me to the conclusion

that life was meaningless, and my life stood still, and I

wished to put an end to myself. When I looked at the

men around me, at humanity as a whole, I saw that men
lived, and that they know the meaning of life. For
other men, as for myself, faith gave a meaning to life

and a possibility of living.

On examining farther into life in other countries than
my own, as well among my contemporaries as among
those who have passed away, I found the same thing.

From the beginning of the human race, wherever there

is life there is faith which makes life possible, and
everywhere the leading characteristics of faith are the

same.
Whatever answers any kind of faith ever gives to any

one, every one of these answers gives an infinite meaning
to the finite life of man, a meaning which is not destroyed

by suffering, privation, and death. In faith, therefore,

alone is found the possibility of living and a meaning in

life. What is this faith ? I understood that faith is not

only the manifestation of things unseen, is not only a

revelation (that is only a description of one of the signs

of faith), is not the relation of man to God (faith must
first be determined, and then God, and not faith through

God), and is not only acquiescence with what has been
told to man, as faith is most frequently understood to
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be, — but faith is the knowledge of the meaning of

human life, in consequence of which man does not

destroy himself, but lives. Faith is the force of life.

If a man lives, he believes in something. If he did

not believe that there was something to live for, he
would not live. If he does not see and understand the

unreality of the finite, he believes in the finite ; if

he sees that unreality, he must believe in the infinite.

Without faith it is impossible to live.

I then went back over all the past stages of my
mental state, and was terrified. It was now clear to me
that for any one to live, it was necessary for him either

not to see infinity, or to accept an explanation of the

meaning of life which should equalize the finite and the

infinite. Such an explanation I had, but I had no need
of it while I believed in the finite, and I began to apply
to my explanation the tests of reason, and in the light

of reason all former explanations were shown to be
worthless. But the time when I ceased to believe in

the finite passed, even then I tried to raise on the foun-

dations of reason and out of what I knew an explanation

which should give a meaning to fife, but I tried in vain.

In company with the greatest intellects among men
I came only to the conclusion that = 0, and, though
nothing else could have come of it, I was much aston-

ished to have obtained such an answer to my prob-

lem.

What did I do when I sought an answer in the study
of experimental science } I wanted to know why I

\lived, and to that end I studied everything outside

myself. Clearly in this way I might learn much, but
nothing of that which I needed.
What did I do when I sought an answer in the study

of philosophy 1 I studied the thoughts of others in the
same position as myself, and who had no answer to the
question— ''Why do I live.?" Clearly I could in this

way learn nothing but what I myself knew, namely, that
it was impossible to know anything.

What am \1— a part of the infinite. In those few
words lay the whole problem. r
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Could it be that mankind had only now begun to put
this question? Could it be that no one before myself
had asked this simple question, that must occur to the
mind of every intelligent child ?

Why ! since men have been this question has been
put, and since men have been it has been assuredly
understood that the decision of this question is equally

unsatisfactory, whether the finite be compared with the

finite, and the infinite with the infinite, and since men
have been, the relations of the finite to the infinite have
been sought and expressed.

All these conceptions of the equality of the finite

and the infinite, through which we receive the ideas of

life, of God, of freedom, of good, we submit to logical

analysis. And these conceptions will not bear the

tests of reason.

If it were not so terrible, it would be laughable to

think of the pride and self-confidence with which we,

like children, pull out our watches, take away the spring,

make a plaything of them, and are then astonished that

they will no longer keep time.

The decision of the contradiction between the finite

and the infinite, and such an answer to the question of

what is life as shall enable us to live, is essential and
precious to us. The only answer is the one to be found
everywhere, always, and among all nations, an answer
which has come down to us from the times in which the

origin of human life is lost, an answer so difficult that

we could never ourselves have come to it— this answer
we in our careless indifference get rid of, by again rais-

ing the question which presents itself to every one, but

which no one can answer.

The conception of an infinite God, of the divinity of

the soul, of the way in which the affairs of men are

related to God, of the unity and reality of the spirit,

man's conception of moral good and evil,— these are

conceptions worked out through the infinite mental

labors of mankind ; conceptions without which there

would be no life, without which I should not myself

exist, and yet I reject all this, the labor of the whole
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human race, and venture on working out the problem
again in my own way alone.

I did not at the time think so, but the germs of these

thoughts were already within me. I understood (i) that

the position assumed by Schopenhauer, Solomon, and
myself, notwithstanding all our wisdom, was foolish

:

we understand that life is an evil, and yet we live.

This is clearly foolish, because if life is foolish, and I

care so much for reason, life should be put an end to,

and then there would be no one to deny it.

(2) J.
understood that all our arguments turned in a

charmed circle, like a cog-wheel the teeth of which no
longer catch in another. However much and however
well we reason, we get no answer to our question ; it

will always be = 0, and consequently our method is

probably wrong.

(3) I began to understand that in the answers given

by faith was to be found the deepest source of human
wisdom, that I had no reasonable right to reject them
on the ground of reason, and that these principle

answers alone solved the problem of life.

CHAPTER X

I UNDERSTOOD this, but it did not make it any easier

for me.
I was now ready to accept any faith that did not re-

quire of me a direct denial of reason, for that would be
to act a lie ; and I studied Buddhism and Mohammedan-
ism in their books, and especially also Christianity, both
in its writings and in the lives of its professors around
me.

I naturally turned my attention at first to the believers

in my own immediate circle, to learned men, to orthodox
divines, to the older monks, to the orthodox divines of a
new shade of doctrine, the so-called New Christians, who
preach salvation through faith in a Redeemer. I seized

upon these believers, and asked them what they believed
in, and what for them gave a meanfng to life.
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Notwithstanding that I made every possible conces
sion, that I avoided all disputes, I could not accept the
faith of these men. I saw that what they called their

faith did not explain, but obscured, the meaning of life,

and that they professed it, not in order to answer the
questions as to life which had attracted me toward faith,

but for some other purpose to which I was a stranger.

I remember the painful feeling of horror with which
I returned to the old feeling of despair, after the hopes
which I experienced many, many times in my relations

with these people.

The more minutely they laid their doctrines before
me, the more clearly I perceived their error, the more I

lost all hope of finding in their faith an explanation of

the meaning of life.

I was not so much revolted by the unnecessary and
unreasonable doctrines which they mingled with the

Christian truths always so dear to me, as by the fact

that their lives were like my own, the only difference

being that they did not live according to the principles

which they professed. I was clearly conscious that they

deceived themselves, and that for them, as for myself,

there was no other meaning to life than to live while

they lived, and take each for himself all that his hands
could lay hold on. I saw this, because if the ideas of

life which they conceived had done away with the fear

of privation, suffering, and death, they would not have '

feared them. But these believers of our class, the same
as I myself, lived in comfort and abundance, struggled

to increase and preserve it, were afraid of privation,

suffering, and death ; and again, like myself and all the

rest of us unbelievers, satisfied the lusts of the flesh, and
led lives as evil as, if not worse than, those of infidels

themselves.

No arguments were able to convince me of the sin-

cerity of the faith of these men. Only actions, proving

their conception of life to have destroyed the fear of

poverty, illness, and death, so strong in myself, could

have convinced me, and such actions I could not see

among the various believers of our class. Such actions,
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I saw, indeed, among the open infidels of my own class

in life, but never among the so-called believers of our

class.

I understood, then, that the faith of these men was
not the faith which I sought ; that it was no faith at all,

but only one of the Epicurean consolations of life. I

understood that this faith, if it could not really console,

could at least soothe the repentant mind of a Solomon
on his deathbed ; but that it could not serve the enor-

mous majority of mankind, who are born, not to be com-
forted by the labors of others, but to create a life for

themselves. For mankind to live, for it to continue to

live and be conscious'of the meaning of its life, all these

milliards must have another and a true conception of

faith. It was not, then, the fact that Solomon, Schopen-
hauer, and I had not killed ourselves, which convinced

me that faith existed, but the fact that these milliards

have lived and are now living, carrying along with them
on the impulse of their life both Solomon and ourselves.

I began to draw nearer to the believers among the

poor, the simple, and the ignorant, the pilgrims, the

monks, the raskolniks, and the peasants. The doctrines

of these men of the people, like those of the pretended
believers of my own class, were Christian. Here also

much that was superstitious was mingled with the truths

of Christianity, but with this difference, that the super-

stition of the believers of our class was entirely unneces-
sary to them, and never influenced their lives beyond
serving as a kind of Epicurean distraction; while the

superstition of the believing laboring class was so inter-

woven with their lives that it was impossible to conceive
them without it— it was a necessary condition of their

living at all. The whole life of the believers of our
class was in flat contradiction with their faith, and the
whole life of the believers of the people was a confirma-

tion of the meaning of life which their faith gave
them.

Thus I began to study the lives and the doctrines of the
people, and the more I studied the more I became con-

vinced that a true faith was among them, that their faith
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was for them a necessary thing, and alone gave them a

meaning in life and a possibility of living. In direct

opposition to what I saw in our circle— where life with-

out faith was possible, and where not one in a thousand
professed himself a believer— amongst the people there

was not a single unbeliever in a thousand. In direct

opposition to what I saw in our circle—-where a whole
life is spent in idleness, amusement, and dissatisfaction

with life— I saw among the people whole lives passed
in heavy labor and unrepining content. In direct op-

position to what I saw in our circle— men resisting and
indignant with the privations and sufferings of their lot

— the people unhesitatingly and unresistingly accepting
illness and sorrow, in the quiet and firm conviction that

all these must be and could not be otherwise, and that

all was for the best. In contradiction to the theory

that the less learned we are the less we understand the

meaning of life, and see in our sufferings and death but

an evil joke, these men of the people live, suffer, and
draw near to death, in quiet confidence and oftenest

with joy. In contradiction to the fact that an easy
death, without terror or despair, is a rare exception in

our class, a death which is uneasy, rebellious, and sor-

rowful is among the people the rarest exception of all.

These people, deprived of all that for us and for

Solomon makes the only good in Hfe, and experiencing

at the same time the highest happiness, form the great

majority of mankind. I looked more widely around me,
I studied the lives of the past and contemporary masses
of humanity, and I saw that, not two or three, or ten,

but hundreds, thousands, millions had so understood the

meaning of life that they vv^ere able both to live and to

die. All these men, infinitely divided by manners,
cpowers of mind, education, and position, all alike in

opposition to my ignorance, were well acquainted with

the meaning of life and of death, quietly labored, en-

dured privation and suffering, lived and died, and saw
in all this, not a vain, but a good thing.

I began to grow attached to these men. The more I

learned of Jtheir lives, the lives of the living and pf the
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dead of whom I read and heard, the more I liked then\

and the easier I felt it so to live. I lived in this way
during two years, and then there came a change which
had long been preparing in me, and the symptoms of

which I had always dimly felt: the life of our circle of

rich and learned men, not only became repulsive, but

lost all meaning. All our actions, our reasoning, our

science and art, all appeared to me in a new light. I

understood that it was all child's play, that it was useless

to seek a meaning in it. The life of the working-classes,

of the whole of mankind, of those that create life, ap-

peared to me in its true significance. I understood that

this was life itself, and that the meaning given to this

life was true, and I accepted it.

CHAPTER XI

When I remembered how these very doctrines had
repelled me, how senseless they had seemed when pro-

fessed by men whose lives were spent in opposition to

them, and how these same doctrines had attracted me
and seemed reasonable when I saw men living in accor-

dance with them, I understood why I had once rejected

them and thought them unmeaning, why I now adopted
them and thought them full of meaning. I understood
that I had erred, and how I had erred. I had erred, not

so much through having thought incorrectly, as through
having lived ill. I understood that the truth had been
hidden from me, not so much because I had erred in

my reasoning, as because I had led the exceptional life

of an epicure bent on satisfying the lusts of the flesh.

I understood that my question, ''What is my life,'' and
the answer, '' An evil," were in accordance with the truth

of things. The mistake lay in my having applied to life

in general an answer which only concerned myself. I

had asked what my own Kfe was, and the answer was
"An evil and absurdity." Exactly so, my life— a life

of indulgence, of sensuality— was an absurdity and an
evil; and the answer, "Life is meaningless and evil/'
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therefore, referred only to my own life, and not to

human life in general.

I understood the truth which I afterwards found in

the Gospel :
'' That men loved darkness rather than light

because their deeds were evil. For every man that doeth
evil hateth the light, neither cometh to the light, lest his

deeds should be reproved."

I understood that, for the meaning of life to be under-

stood, it was necessary first that life should be something
more than evil and meaningless, and afterwards that

there should be the light of reason to understand it.

I understood why I had so long been circling round
this self-evident truth without apprehending it, and that

if we would think and speak of the life of mankind, we
must think and speak of that life as a whole^ and not

merely of the life of certain parasites on it.

This truth was always a truth, as 2x2=4, but I

had not accepted it, because, besides acknowledging
2x2 = 4, I should have been obhged to acknowledge
that I was evil. It was of more importance to me to

feel that I was good, more binding on me, than to believe

2x2 = 4. I loved good men, I hated myself, and I

accepted truth. Now it was all clear to me.
Now if the question, '*What is life .-^

" were asked of

himself by an executioner, who passes his life in tortur-

ing and cutting off heads, or by a confirmed drunkard,

or by a crazy man who has spent his whole life in a

darkened chamber, hating that chamber and imagining
that he would perish if he left it, evidently he could get

no other answer to his question, *' What is life ? '' than

that life is the greatest of evils, and the crazy man's an-

swer would be a true one, but only for himself. Here,

then, was I such a crazy man ? Were all of us rich,

clever, idle men, crazy like this.-^....

I understood at last that we actually were ; that I, at

any rate, was. In fact the bird is so constituted that it

must fly, pick up its food, build its nest, and when I see

the bird doing this I rejoice in its joy. The goat, the

hare, the wolf, are so constituted that they must feed

and multiply, and bring up their young ; and when they
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do this, I have a firm conviction that they are happy,

and that their Hfe is reasonable.

What, then, must man do ? He also must gain his

living like the animals, but with this difference, that he
will perish if he attempt it alone ; he must labor, not for

himself, but for all. And when he does so, I am firmly

convinced he is happy, and his life is reasonable.

What had I done during my thirty years of conscious

life ? I had not only not helped the life of others, I had
done nothing for my own. I had lived the life of a

parasite, and when I asked myself why I lived at all I

received the answer, ^* There is no reason why.'' If the

meaning of the life of man lies in his having to work out

his life himself, how could I, who during thirty years

had done my best to ruin my own life and that of others,

expect to receive any other answer than this,— that my
life was an evil and an absurdity.'^ ....

It was an evil, an absurdity.

The life of the world goes on through the will of some
one. Some one makes our own life and that of the

universe his own inscrutable care. To have a hope of

understanding what that will means, we must first fulfil

it, we must do what is required of us. Unless I do what
is required of me, I can never know what that m.ay be,

and much less know what is required of us all and of

the whole universe.

If a naked, hungry beggar be taken from the cross-

roads into an enclosed space in a splendid establishment,

to be well clothed and fed, and made to work a handle
up and down, it is evident that the beggar, before seek-

ing to know why he has been taken, why he must work
the handle, whether the arrangements of the establish-

ment are reasonable or not, must first move the handle.

If he move the handle he will find that the handle
works a pump, the pump draws up water, and the water
flows over garden beds. Then he will be taken from
the covered well and set to other work ; he will gather
fruits and enter into the joy of his lord, and as he passes
from less to more important labors, he will understand
better and better the arrangements of the whole estab-
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lishment; and he will take his share in them without
•once stopping to ask why he is there, nor will he ever
think of reproaching the lord of that place.

And thus it is with those that do the will of their

master ; no reproaches come from simple untaught
working-men, from those we regard as brutes. But we
the while, wise men that we are, devour the goods of

the master, and do nothing of that which he wills us to

do ; but instead, seat ourselves in a circle to argue why
we should move the handle, for that seems to us stupid.

And when we have thought it all out, what is our con-

clusion ? Why, that the master is stupid, or that there

is none, while we ourselves are wise, only we feel that we
are fit for nothing, and that we must somehow or other

get rid of ourselves.

CHAPTER XII

My conviction of the error into which all knowledge
based on reason must fall assisted me in freeing myself
from the seductions of idle reasoning. The conviction

that a knowledge of truth can be gained only by living,

led me to doubt the justness of my own life; but I had
only to get out of my own particular groove, and look

around me, to observe the simple life of the real working-
class, to understand that such a life was the only real

one. I understood that, if I wished to understand life

and its meaning, I must live, not the life of a parasite,

but a real life ; and, accepting the meaning given to it

by the combined lives of those that really form the

great human whole, submit it to a close examina-

tion.

At the time I am speaking of, the following was my
position :

—
During the whole of that year, when I was asking

myself almost every minute whether I should or should

not put an end to it all with a cord or a pistol, during

the time my mind was occupied with the thoughts which
I have described, my heart was oppressed by a torment
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ing feeling. This feeling I cannot describe otherwise

than as a searching after God.

This search after a God was not an act of my reason,

but a feeling, and I say this advisedly, because it was
opposed to my way of thinking ; it came from the heart

It was a feeling of dread, or orphanhood, of isolation

amid things all apart from me, and of hope in a help I

knew not from whom.
Though I was well convinced of the impossibility of

proving the existence of God— Kant had shown me,

and ' I had thoroughly grasped his reasoning, that this

did not admit of proof— I still sought to find a God,
still hoped to do so, and still, from the force of former
habits, addressed myself to one in prayer, whom I

sought, and did not find.

At times I went over in my mind the arguments of

Kant and of Schopenhauer, showing the impossibility

of proving the existence of the Deity ; at times I began
to test their arguments and refute them.

I would say to myself that causation is not in the

same category of thought as space and time. If I am,
there is a cause of my being, and that the cause of

all causes. That cause of all things is what is called

God ; and I dwelt on this idea, and strove with all my
being to reach a consciousness of the presence of this

cause.

As soon as I became conscious that there is such a
power over me, I felt a possibility of living. Then I

asked myself :
—

'' What is this cause, this power } How am I to think

of it ? What is my relation to what I call God ?
'*

And only the old familiar answer came into my mind,
" He is the creator, the giver of all."

This answer did not satisfy me, and I felt that what
was necessary for life was failing me, a great horror

came over me, and I began to pray to Him whom I

sought, that He would help me. But the more I prayed,
the clearer it became that I was not heard, that there

was no one to whom one could turn. With- despair in

my heart that there was no God, I cried :
—
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•• Lord, have mercy on me, and save ! O Lord, my
God, teach me !

**

But no one had mercy on me, and I felt that my hfe
had come to a standstill.

But again and again, from various other directions, I

came back to the same conviction that I could not have
appeared on earth without any motive or meaning,

—

that I could not be such a fledgling dropped from a nest

as I felt myself to be. What if I cry, as the fallen

fledgling does on its back in the high grass ? It is be-

cause I know that a mother bore me, cared for me, fed

me, and loved me. Where is she, where is that mother ?

If I have been thrown out, then who threw me ? I can-

not help seeing that some one who loved me brought me
into being. Who is that some one ? Again the same
answer— God. He knows and sees my search, my
despair, my struggle. " He is,'' I said to myself. I

had only to admit that for an instant to feel that life re-

arose in me, to feel the possibility of existing and the

joy of it.

Then, again, from the conviction of the existence of

God, I passed to the consideration of our relation toward
Him, and again I had before me the triune God, our

Creator, who sent His Son, the Redeemer. Again, this

God, apart from me and from the world, melted from
before my eyes as ice melts ; again there was nothing

left, again the source of life dried up. I fell once more
into despair, and felt that I had nothing to do but to

kill myself, while, worst of all, I felt also that I should

never do it.

Not twice, not three times, but tens, hundreds, of times

did I pass through these alternations,— now of joy and
excitement, now of despair and of consciousness of the

impossibility of life.

I remember one day in the early springtime I was
alone in the forest listening to the woodland sounds,

and thinking only of one thing, the same of which I

had constantly thought for two years —- 1 was again

seeking for a God.
I said to myself :

—
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<«Very good, there is no God, there is none with a

reality apart from my own imaginings, none as real as

my own life -^ there is none such. Nothing, no mira-

cles can prove there is, for miracles only exist in my own
unreasonable imagination."

And then I asked myself :
—

" But my idea of the God whom I seek, whence comes
it ?

"

And again at this thought arose the joyous billows of

life. All around me seemed to revive, to have a new
meariing. My joy, though, did not last long. Reason
continued its work :

—
*' The idea of a God is not God. The idea is what

goes on within myself ; the idea of God is an idea which I

am able to rouse in my mind or not as I choose ; it is not

what I seek, something without which life could not be."

Then again all seemed to die around and within me,
and again I wished to kill myself.

After this I began to retrace the process which had
gone on within myself, the hundred times repeated dis-

couragement and revival. I remembered that I had
lived only when I beUeved in a God. As it was before,

so it was now ; I had only to know God, and I lived ; I

had only to forget Him, not to believe in Him, and I

died.

What was this discouragement and revival .'^ I do
not live when I lose faith in the existence of a God ; I

should long ago have killed myself, if I had not had a

dim hope of finding Him. I really live only when I am
conscious of Him and seek Him. '' What more, then,

do I seek.?" A voice seemed to cry within me, ''This

is He, He without whom there is no life. To know
'God and to live are one. God is life."

Live to seek God, and life will not be without God.
And stronger than ever rose up life within and around
me, and the light that then shone never left me again.

Thus I was saved from self-murder. When and how
this change in me took place I could not say. As grad-
ually, imperceptibly as life had decayed in me, till I

reached the impossibility of living, till life stood still,
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and I longed to kill myself, so gradually and impercep
tibly I felt the glow and strength of life return to me.
And strangely enough this power of life which came

back to me was not new ; it was old enough, for I had
been led away by it in the earlier part of my life.

I returned, as it were, to the past, to childhood and
my youth. I returned to faith in that Will which
brought me into being and which required something of

me ; I returned to the belief that the one single aim of

life should be to become better, that is, to live in ac-

cordance with that Will ; I returned to the idea that the

expression of that Will was to be found in what, in the

dim obscurity of the past, the great human unity had
fashioned for its own guidance ; in other words, I re-

turned to a belief in God, in moral perfectibility, and in

the tradition which gives a meaning to life. The differ-

ence was that formerly I had unconsciously accepted
this, whereas now I knew that without it I could not

live.

The state of mind in which I then was may be
likened to the following : It was as if I had suddenly
found myself sitting in a boat which had been pushed
off from some shore unknown to me, had been shown
the direction of the opposite shore, had had oars put
into my inexperienced hands, and had been left alone.

I had used the oars as best I could and rowed on ; but

the farther I went toward the center, the stronger be-

came the current which carried me out of my course,

and the oftener I met other navigators, like myself,

carried away by the stream. There were here and
there solitary navigators who had continued to row hard,

there were others who had thrown down their oars,

there were large boats, and enormous ships crowded
with men ; some struggled against the stream, others

glided on with it. The farther I got, the more, as I

watched the long line floating down the current, I for-

got the course pointed out to me as my own.
In the very middle of the stream, amid the crowd of

boats and vessels floating down, I had altogether lost

the course and thrown down my oars. From all sides the
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joyful and exulting navigators, as they rowed or sailed

down-stream, with one voice assured me and one an-

other that there could be no other direction. And
I believed them, and let myself go with them. I

was carried far, so far that I heard the roar of the

rapids in which I was bound to perish, and I already

saw boats that had been broken up within them.

Then I came to myself. It was long before I clearly

comprehended what had happened. I saw before me
nothing but the destruction toward which I was hurrying,

which I dreaded, and I saw no salvation and knew not

what I was to do ! But on looking back, I saw a count-

less multitude of boats engaged in a ceaseless struggle

against the force of the torrent, and then I remembered
all about -the shore, the oars, and the course, and at

once I began to row hard up the stream and again

toward the shore.

That shore was God, that course was tradition, those

oars were the free will given me to make for the shore

to seek union with the Deity.

CHAPTER XIII

And thus the vital force was renewed in me, and I

began again to live. I renounced the life of our class,

for I had come to confess that it was not life, but only
the semblance of life, that its . superfluous luxuries pre-

vent the possibility of understanding life, and that in

order to understand life, I must understand not the life

of exceptional people, the parasites, but the life of the
simple working-classes, the life that fashions life, and
gives it the meaning which the working-classes accept.

The simple laboring men around me were the Russian
people, and I turned to this people and to the meaning
which it gives to life.

This meaning, if it can be expressed, was as follows :
—

Every man has come into this world by the will of

God, and God has so created man that every man is

able to ruin or to save his soul. The problem of man's
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life being to save his soul, in order to save his soul, he
must live after God's word : to live after God's word,
he must renounce all the pleasures of life, must labor,

be humble, endure, and be meek. This, to the people,

is the meaning of the whole system of faith, as it has
come down to them through, and is now given them by,

the pastors of their Church and the traditions which
exist among them.

This meaning was clear to me, and dear to my heart

This popular faith, however, among the non-dissentinj

communities in which I lived, was inextricably bound
up with something else so incapable of being explained

that it repelled me : the sacraments, the services of the

Church, the fasts, and the bowing before relics and
images. The people were unable to separate these

things, and no more could I. Though many things be-

longirig to the faith of the people appeared strange to

me, I accepted everything, I attended the church ser-

vices, prayed morning and evening, fasted, prepared for

the communion ; and, while doing all this, for the first

time felt that my reason found nothing to object to.

What had formerly seemed to me impossible, now roused

no opposition in me.

The position which I occupied with relation to ques-

tions of faith had become quite different to what it once
was. Formerly, life itself had seemed to me full of

meaning, and faith an arbitrary assertion of certain use-

less and unreasonable propositions which had no direct

bearing on life. I had tried to find out their meaning

;

and once convinced they had none, had thrown them
aside. Now, on the contrary, I knew for certain that

my life had not and could not have any meaning, and
that the propositions of faith not only appeared no
longer useless to me, but had been shown beyond dis-

pute by my own experience to be that which alone gave
a meaning to life. Formerly I looked on them as a

worthless, illegible scrawl ; but now if I did not under-

stand them, still I knew that they had a meaning, and

I said to myself that I must learn to understand them.

I reasoned thus :
—
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'•'Faith springs, like man and his reason, from the

mysterious first cause. That first cause is God, the

cause of the body and the mind of man. As my body
proceeded through successive gradations from God to

me, so have my reason and my conception of life pro-

ceeded from Him, and consequently the steps of this

process of development cannot be false. All that men
sincerely believe in must be true ; it may be differently

expressed, but it cannot be a lie; and consequently, if

it seem to me a lie, that must be because I do not under-

stand it.''

Again, I said to myself :
—

** The true office of any faith is to give to life a mean-
ing which death cannot destroy. It is only natural that

for faith to give an answer to the question of the king
dying amid every luxury, of the old and labor-worn

slave, of the unthinking child, of the aged sage, of the

half-witted old crone, of the happy woman full of the

strong passions of youth, of all men under all possible

differences of position and education,— it is only nat-

ural that, if there be but one answer to the one eternally

repeated question— * Why do I live, and what will come
of my life }

'— the answer, though one and the same in

reality, should be infinitely varied in its phenomena ; that,

in exact proportion to its unvarying unity, to its truth,

and its depth, it should appear strange, and even mon-
strous, in the attempts to find due expression, which are

owing to the bringing-up an4 the social state of each
individual answerer.''

But these arguments, which justified the oddities of

the ritual side of faith, were still insufficient to make me
feel that I had a right, in a matter like faith, now be-

come the one business of my life, to take part in acts

of which I was still doubtful. I desired, with a,ll the
powers of my soul, to be in a condition to unite with the
people, conforming to the rites which they practised,

but I could not do it. I felt that I should lie to myself,
and mock what I held most sacred, if I did this thing.

At this point our new Russian theologians came to

my assistance.
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According to the explanation of these divines, the
fundamental dogma of faith is the infallibility of the
Church. From the acceptance of this dogma follows,

as a necessary consequence, the truth of all that is

taught by the Church. The Church, as the assembly
of believers united in love, and consequently possessing
true knowledge, became the foundation of my faith. I

said to myself :
** Divine truth cannot be attained by any

one man,— it can be reached only by the union of all

men through love. In order to attain the truth, we
must not go each his own way ; and, to avoid division,

we must have love one to the other, and bear with
things which we do not agree with. Truth is re-

vealed in love, and, therefore, if we do not obey the

ordinances of the Church, we destroy love ; but if love

is destroyed we are deprived of the possibility of know-
ing the truth.''

At the time I did not perceive the sophism involved

in this reasoning. I did not then see that union through
love may develop love to the highest degree, but can
never give the Divine Truth, as stated in the words of

the Nicene Creed,— I did not see that love can never
make any particular form of creed binding on all be-

lievers. I did not then see error in this reasoning, and,

thanks to it, I was able to accept and practise all the

rites of the Orthodox Church, but without understand-

ing the greater part of them. I struggled then, with all

the powers of my soul, to avoid all discussions, all con-

tradictions, and endeavored to explain, as reasonably as

I could, all the Church doctrines that presented any
difficulty.

While thus fulfilling the ordinances of the Church, I

submitted my reason to the tradition adopted by the

mass of my fellow-men. I united myself to my ances-

tors, —to those I loved,— my father, mother, and grand-

parents. They and all before them lived, and believed,

and brought me into being. I joined the millions of the

people whom I respect. Moreover, there was nothing

bad in all this, for bad with me meant the indulgence of

the lusts of the flesh. When I got up early to attend
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divine service, I knew that I was doing well, if it were
only because I tamed my intellectual pride for the sake

of a closer union with my ancestors and contemporaries,

and, in order to seek for a meaning in life, sacrificed

my bodily comfort.

It was the same with preparing for the communion,
the daily reading of prayers, with genuflections, and the

observance of all the fasts. However insignificant the

sacrifices were, they were made in a good cause. I pre-

pared for the communion, fasted, and observed regular

hours for prayer both at home and at church. While
listening to the church service, I weighed every word,

and gave it a meaning whenever I could. At mass the

words which appeared to me to have most importance
were the following :

—
^^ Lef us love one another in unity'' What follows

— the confession of belief in the unity of the Father,

the Son, and the Holy Ghost— I passed over, because
I could not understand it.

CHAPTER XIV

It was so necessary for me at that time to believe

in order to live, that I unconsciously concealed from
myself the contradictions and the obscurities in the

doctrines.

But this interpretation of the ritual had its limits. If

the Liturgy became clearer and clearer to me in its

principal expressions ; if I gave a kind of meaning to

such expressions as '* Remembering our Sovereign Lady,
the most Holy Mother of God, and all the Saints, let us
devote ourselves, each other, and our whole lives to the
Christ God "

; if I explained the frequent repetition of

prayers for the Tsar and his family by the fact that they
were more exposed to temptation than others, and were
therefore more in need of prayer, and the prayers for

victory over our enemies and opponents to mean victory
over the principle of evil ; these prayers and others like

the hymn of the Cherubim, and all the mystery of the
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bread and wine, the adoration of the Virgin and others—
in short, two-thirds of the whole service—either remained
for me without an explanation at all, or made me feel

that the only one I could apply to them was false, while
to lie was to break off my connection with God, and lose

utterly the possibility of believing.

I felt the same at the celebration of the principal

Church holidays. To " remember the Sabbath day,"

that is, to consecrate one day to communion with God,
was comprehensible to me. The great holiday, how-
ever, was in remembrance of the Resurrection, the

reality of which I could neither imagine nor under-

stand. This gave a name to the holiday in each week,
to the Sunday. And on this day the sacrament of the

Eucharist was celebrated, a mystery which to me was
utterly inconceivable. The other twelve holidays, with

the exception of Christmas, were all in remembrance of

miracles, which I tried not to think of in order not tO'

deny : the Ascension, Pentecost, Epiphany, the Inter-

cession of the Virgin, and so on.

On these holidays I felt that the greatest importance

was given to what I believed to be of the least, and I

either held fast to the explanation that quieted me most,

or else shut my eyes so as not to see what disquieted

me.
This feeling came upon me strongest whenever I

took part in the most ordinary, and, generally con-

sidered, the most important, sacraments, as christening

and the holy communion. Here I had to do with

nothing incomprehensible, but with what was easy to

understand : such acts appeared to me a delusion, and
I was on the horns of a dilemma—to lie, or to reject.

I shall never forget the painful feeling I experienced

when I took the communion for the first time after many
years.. The service, the confession, the collects, all this

was understood by me, and produced the glad conviction

that the meaning of life lay open to me. The com-
munion I explained to myself as an action done in re-

membrance of Christ, and as signifying a cleansing

from sin and a complete acceptance of Christ's teach-
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ing. If this explanation was artificial, I, at least, was
not troubled by its artificiality. It was such happiness

for me to humble myself with a quiet heart before the

confessor, a simple and mild priest, and, repenting of

my sins, to lay bare all the mire of my soul ; it was
such happiness to be united in spirit with the meek
Fathers of the Church who composed these prayers

;

such happiness to be one with all who have believed

and w^ho do believe, that I could not feel my explanation

was artificial.

But when I drew near to the tsarskiya dveri, '' the holy

gates,'' and the priest called on me to repeat that I be-

lieved that what I was about to swallow was the real

body and blood, it cut me to the heart ; it was a false

note, though small ; it was no unconsidered word ; it was
the cruel demand of one who had evidently never knowm
what faith was.

I now allow myself to say that it was a cruel demand,,

but then I did not think so ; it was only unspeakably
painful. I was no longer in that position where I

had been in my youth, thinking that all was clear in

life ; I had been drawn toward faith because outside it

I had found nothing, assuredly nothing but ruin ; and as

I could not throw faith aside, I had submitted. I had
found in my soul a feeling which had helped me to do
this. It was a feeling of self-abasement and submission.

I humbled myself, I swallowed the blood and the body
without any mocking thoughts in the wish to believe,

but the shock had been received, and knowing before-

hand what awaited me, I could never go a second time.

I still continued an exact observance of the rites of

the Church, and I still believe that there was truth in

the doctrines I followed ; and then there happened to

me a thing which now is clear enough, but which then
appeared to me very strange.

I was at one time listening to the discourse of an un-
lettered muzhik, a pilgrim. He spoke of God, of faith,

of life, and of salvation, and a knowledge of what faith

was seemed open to me.
\ went amongst the people, familiarizing myself with
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their ideas of life and faith, and the truth became
clearer and clearer to me. It was the same when I

read the ** Martyrology " and ''Prologues"; they be
came my favorite books. With the exception of the
miracles, and looking on these as fables to bring out
forcibly the thought, the reading of these books revealed

to me the meaning of life. There I found the lives of

Macarius the Great ; of loasaph the Prince (the story

of Buddha) ; the discourses of St. John Chrysostom

;

the story of the traveler in the well ; of the Monk who
found gold ; of Peter the Publican ;

— this is the history

of the martyrs, of those who have all testified the same,
that life does not end with death; here we have the

story of unlettered foolish men, who knew nothing of

the doctrines of the Church.
But no sooner did I mix with learned believers, or

consult their books, than doubts, uneasiness, and irrita-

tion came over me once more, and I felt that the more
I studied their discourses the more I wandered from the

truth, the nearer I came to the precipice.

CHAPTER XV

How often have I envied muzhiks their inability to

read and write, their lack of learning. The very doc-

trines of faith which to me were manifest nonsense con-

tained for them nothing that was false ; they were able

to accept them and to believe in truth, the same truth in

which I also believed ; only to me, unhappy, it was
clear that truth was connected with falsehood by the

finest threads of difference, and that I could not receive

it in such a form.

In this condition I lived for three years, and when I

first, like a new convert, little by little drew nearer to

truth, and, led by an instinct, groped my way to the

light, these obstacles seemed to me less formidable.

When I failed to understand anything, I said, " I am
wrong, I am wicked." But the more I became imbued
with the spirit of the truths which I studied, the more
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surely I saw them to be the substratum of life, the

greater and more formidable became the obstacles, the

more clearly defined the line between what I did not

understand ; and because I was unable to understand, I

could understand only through lying unto myself.

Notwithstanding all my doubts and sufferings, I still

clung to Orthodoxy ; but practical questions arose and
had to be settled, and the decisions of these questions

by tl^e Church, contrary to the elementary principles,

of the faith by which I lived, compelled me finally to

abandon all communion with it.

The questions were, in the first place, the relation of

the Orthodox Church to other churches, to Catholicism

and the so-called Raskolniks or Dissenters. The interest

which I took in this great question of faith led me at

this time to form acquaintance with the professors of

different creeds, Catholics, Protestants, Old BeHevers,

Molokans ^ and others, and among them I found many
who sincerely believed and obeyed the highest moral
standard. I desired to be a brother to these men, and
what came of it ? The doctrines which had seemed to-

promise me the union of all men in one faith and love^

these doctrines, in the persons of their best representa-

tives, told me that all these men were living in a lie

;

that what gives them strength to live is a temptation of

the devil, that we alone possess the possibility of know-
ing truth.

And I saw that the members of the Orthodox Church
consider all those who do not profess the same faith as

themselves to be heretics, exactly as Catholics and
others account our Orthodoxy to be heresy ; I saw that

Orthodoxy considers others who do not adopt the same
outward symbols and the same formulas of faith as her-

self as her enemies, though she tries to conceal it ; and
it must be so, in the first place, because the assertion

that you live a lie and I am in the truth is the hardest
thing that one man can say to another ; in the second
place, because a man who loves his children and his

brethren cannot but feel at enmity with those who
1 " Milk-drinkers," who do not believe in fasting.
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(Jesire to convert his children and brethren to a false

faith. Moreover, this enmity increases as men learn

more of the particular doctrines which they adopt
Even I, who had believed faith was to be found in the
union of love, was unwillingly forced to see that the
doctrines of faith destroy the very thing which they
should produce.

This snare is so evident, to men living like ourselves

in countries where differing faiths are professed, and wit-

nessing the contemptuous and self-confident exclusive-

ness with which the CathoHc treats the Protestant and
Orthodox, repaid by the scorn of the Orthodox for the

Catholic and the Protestant, and that of the latter for

both the others, while the same relation of enmity in-

cludes the Old Believers, the Revivalists, the Shakers,

and all other Creeds, that at first it perplexes us.

We say to ourselves:—
** No, it cannot be so simple as that, and yet these

men have not seen that when two propositions con-

tradict each other they cannot both have the one truth

on which faith should rest. There was some cause for

this, there was some explanation."

I myself thought there was, and sought for it ; and
with this object in view I read everything I could

get on the subject, and consulted with as many as I

could, but the only explanation I obtained was that in

accordance with which '* Sumsky " hussars account their

**Sumsky'' regiment the first in the world, while the

yellow Uhlans consider that the first regiment in the

world is that of the yellow Uhlans.
Clergymen of all the different religions, the best

representatives of them, without exception, all told me
of their belief that they alone were right and all others

wrong, and that all they could do for those who were in

error was to pray for them. I went to archimandrites,

bishops, priors, and ascetic monks, and asked them ; but

no one made the slightest attempt to explain this snare

lo me. Only one among them all explained everything

for me, but his explanation was such that I asked nothing

more of any one.
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I said that, for every unbeliever who returns to belief

(in which category I place the whole of the present

young generation) the principal question is, Why is

truth to be found in the Orthodox Church and not in

the Lutheran or the Catholic Church ? He is taught in

his gymnasium, and he cannot but know what the peas-

ant is ignorant of, that Protestants and Catholics equally

affirm their own faith to be the only true one.

Historical proofs, twisted by each sect to serve their

own purpose, are insufficient. Is it not possible, as I

have already said, for a higher knowledge to issue from
the disappearance of these differences, as they do al-

ready disappear for those who sincerely believe } Can
we not go farther on the way on which we and the Old
Believers start out together 1 They affirm that our way
of signing the cross, of singing hallelujah, and of moving
round the altar, is not the same as theirs. We say :

—
" You believe in the Nicene Creed, in the seven sacra-

ments, and we also believe. Keep to that, and for the

rest do as you will.'*

We shall then be united to them by this, that we both
place the essential points of faith above the unessential.

Again, can we not say to Catholics :
—

** You believe in this and in that, in certain things

which are essential, but in what concerns the dispute

about the procession of the Trinity and the Pope, do
as you please

''

}

Can we not say the same to the Protestant, and unite

with him in what is really important 1

My fellow-disputant agreed with me, but added that

such concessions draw down the reproach that the clergy

have receded from the faith of their forefathers and
favor dissent, while the office of those in authority in the
Church is to preserve the purity of the Russian Greek
Orthodox faith as handed down from our ancestors.

Then I understood it all. I am in search of faith,

the staff and strength of life, while these men seek the
best means of fulfilling in the sight of men certain

human obligations, and having to deal with human af-

fairs, they fulfil them as ordinary men ever do. How-
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ever mu:h they may talk of their pity for the errors of

their brethren, of praying for them at the throne of the
Most High, for the accompHshment of earthly affairs

force is needed, and force always has been, is, and will

be, applied.

If two religious sects each believe that truth resides

in themselves, and that the faith of the other is a lie,

they will preach their doctrines in the hope of convert-

ing their brethren to the truth, and, if false doctrines are

taught to the inexperienced sons of the Church who still

tread in the ways of truth, she cannot but burn the books
and banish the man who seduces her sons. What can
be done with the Sectary, who in his fiery enthusiasm
for a faith which the Church pronounces false, seduces
her sons ? What can be done with him, but to cut off

his head or imprison him ? In the time of Alexis Mi-
khai'lovitch men were burnt at the stake ; in other words,

the severest punishment of the time was applied, and in

our days also the severest punishment is applied ; men
are condemned to solitary confinement. When I looked

around me at all that was done in the name of religion,

I was horrified, and almost entirely withdrew from the

Orthodox Church.
The second point which concerned the relations of

the Church to the problems of life was her connec-

tion with war and executions. At this time Russia was
engaged in war, and, in the name of Christian love,

Russians were engaged in slaying their brethren. Not.

to think of this was impossible. Not to see that mur-
der is an evil, contrary to the very first principles of

every faith, was impossible. But at the same time in

the churches men were praying for the success of our

arms, and the teachers of religion were accepting these

murders as acts which were the consequence of faith.

Not only murder in actual warfare was approved, but,

during the troubles which ensued, I saw m.embers of the

Church, her teachers, monks, and ascetics, approving

of the murder of erring and helpless youths. I looked

round on all that was done by men who professed to be

Christians, and I was horrified.
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CHAPTER XVI

I CEASED from this time to doubt, and became firmly

convinced that not all was truth in the faith which I had
joined. Formerly I should have said that all in this

faith was false, but now it was impossible to say so.

The people as a whole had a knowledge of truth*,

this was incontestable, for otherwise they could not live.

Moreover, this knowledge of truth was open to me ; I

was already living by it, and felt all its force, but in that

same knowledge there was also error. Of that again I

could not doubt. All, however, that had formerly re-

pelled me now presented itself in a vivid light. Al-

though I saw that there was less of what had repelled

me as false among the people than among the repre-

sentatives of the Church, I also saw that in the belief

of the people what was false was mingled with what
was true.

Whence, then, came this truth and this falsehood ?

Both the falsehood and the truth came to them from
what is called the Church ; both the falsehood and the

truth are included in the traditions, the so-called sacred

traditions and writings.

I was thus, whether I would or not, brought to the

study and analysis of these writings and traditions, a

study which up to that time I had feared, and I turned
to the study of theology, which I had once thrown
aside with such contempt as useless. Then theology
had seemed to me but profitless trifling with nonsense

;

then I was surrounded by the phenomena of life, which
seemed to me clear and full of meaning ; now I should
have been glad to throw off ideas unsuited to a healthy
state of mind, but I could not.

On this doctrinal basis was founded, or at least with
it was very intimately bound up, the only explanation of

the meaning of the life I had so lately discovered.

However strange it might seem to my old practised in-

tellect, it was the only hope of salvation. To be under-
stood, it must be cautiously and carefully examined,
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even though the result might not be the certain knowl-
edge of science, which, aware as I was of the special

character of religious inquiry, 1 did not and could not
seek to obtain.

I could not attempt to explain everything. I knew
that the explanation of the whole, like the beginning of

all things, was hidden in infinity. I wished to be
brought to the inevitable Hmit where the incomprehen-
sible begins ; I wished that what remained uncompre-
hended should be so, not because the mental impulse to

inquiry was not just and natural (all such impulses are

just and without them I could understand nothing), but
because I had learned the limits of my own mind. I

wished to understand so that every unexplained propo-
fsition should appear to my reason necessarily unexplain-

:able, and not an obligatory part of belief.

That the doctrines contained truth was unquestion-

able ; but it was also unquestionable that they contained

also falsehood, and I was bound to find the truth and
the falsehood and separate the one from the other. I

began to do this. What I found of false, what I found
of true, and to what results I came, forms the following

part of this work,^ which, if it be thought worth while,

and if it can be useful to any one, will probably be some
day published.

1879.

The above was written by me three years ago.

The other day, on looking over this part again, on
returning to the train of thought and to the feelings

through which I had passed while writing it, I saw a

dream.
This dream repeated for me in a condensed form all

that I had lived through and described, and I therefore

think that a description of it may, for those who have
understood me, serve to render clearer, to refresh the

remembrance of, and to collect into one whole, all that

has been described at so much length in these pages.

The dream was as follows.

1 My Religion.
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I see myself lying in bed, and I feel neither particu-

larly well and comfortable, nor the contrary. I am
lying on my back. I begin to think whether it is well

for me to lie, and something makes me feel uncomfort-

able in the legs ; if the bed be too short or ill-made, I

know not, but something is not right. I move my legs

about,' and at the same time begin to think how and on
what I am lying, a thing which previously had never
troubled me. I examine my bed, and see that I am
lying on a network of cords fashioned to the sides of

the bedstead. My heels lie on one of these cords, my
legs on another, and this is uncomfortable. I am some-
how aware that the cords can be moved, and with my
legs I push the cord away, and it seems to me that thus

it will be easier.

But I had pushed the cord too far ; I tried to catch it

with my legs, but this n^.ovement causes another cord to

slip from under me, and miy legs hang down. I move
my body to get right again, convinced that it will be
easy, but this movement causes other cords to slip and
change their places beneath me, and I perceive that my
position is altogether worse ; my whole body sinks and
hangs, without my legs touching the ground. I hold

myself up only by the upper part of the back, and I feel

now not only discomfort, but horror. I now begin to

ask myself what I had not thought of before. I ask
myself where I am, and on what I am lying. I be-

gin to look round, and first I look below, to the place

toward which my body sank, and where I feel it must
soon fall. I look below, and I cannot believe my eyes.

I am on a height far above that of the highest tower
or mountain, a height beyond all my previous powers of

conception. I cannot even make out whether I see

anything or not below me, in the depths of that bottom-
less abyss over which I am hanging, and into which I

feel drawn. My heart ceases to beat, and horror fills

my mind. To look down is horrible. I feel that if I

)ook down I shall slip from the last cord, and perish.

I stop looking, but not to look is still worse, for then I

think cf what will at once happen to me when the last
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cord breaks. I feel that I am losing, in my terror, the
last remnant of my strength, and that my back is grad«

ually sinking lower and lower. Another instant, and I

shall fall.

Then all at once comes into my mind the thought
that this cannot be true— it is a dream— I will awake.

I strive to wake myself, and cannot. " What can I

do.? what can I do.?" I ask myself, and as I put the

question I look above.

Above stretches another gulf. I look into this abyss
of heaven, and try to forget the abyss below, and I do
actually forget it. The infinite depth repels and horri-

fies me ; the infinite height attracts and satisfies me. I

still hang on the last cords which have not yet slipped

from under me, over the abyss ; I know that I am hang-
ing thus, but I look only upwards, and my terror leaves

me. As happens in dreams, I hear a voice saying,
** Look well ; it is there !

" My eyes pierce farther and
farther into the infinity above, and I feel that it calms
me. I remember all that has happened, and I remem-
ber how it happened— how I moved my legs, how I

was left hanging in air, how I was horrified, and how I

was saved from my horror by looking above. I ask my-
self, *' And now, am I not hanging still ?

" and I feel in

all my Hmbs, without looking, the support by which I

am held. I perceive that I no longer hang, and that I

do not fall, but have a fast hold. I question myself

how it is that I hold on. I touch myself, I look around,

and I see that under the middle of my body there

passes a stay, and on looking up I find that I am lying

perfectly balanced, and that it was this stay alone that

held me up before.

As happens in dreams, the mechanism by which I am
supported appears perfectly natural to me, a thing to be

easily understood, and not to be doubted, although this

mechanism has no apparent sense when I am awake.

In my sleep I was even astonished that I had not under-

stood this before. At my bedside stands a pillar, the

solidity of which is beyond doubt, though there is noth-

ing for it to stand on. From this pillar runs a cord,
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somehow cunningly and at the same time simply fixed,

and if I lie across this cord and look upward, there can-

not be even a question of my falling. All this was clear

to me, and I was glad and easy in my mind. It seemed
as if some one said to me, ** See that you remember !

"

And I awoke.

1882.
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I
HAVE lived in the world fifty-five years, and after the
fourteen or fifteen years of my childhood, for thirty-

five years of my life I ^was, in the proper acceptation of

the word, a nihilist,— not a socialist and revolutionist,

as is generally understood by that word, but a nihihst in

the sense of one who believed in nothing. Five years

ago I came to believe in the doctrine of Christ, and my
whole life underwent a sudden transformation. What
I had once wished for I wished for no longer. What
had once appeared to me good now became evil, and the

evil of the past I beheld as good.

My condition was like that of a man who goes forth

on some errand, and suddenly on the way decides that

the matter is of no importance, and returns home. What
was at first on his right hand is now on his left, and what
was at his left hand is now on his right ; his former de-

sire to be as far as possible from home has changed into

a desire to be as near to it as possible. The direction

of my life and my desires were completely changed

;

good and evil had changed places. All this resulted

from the fact that I understood the doctrine of Christ

in a different way from that in which I had understood

it before.

I do not care to expound the doctrine of Christ ; I

wish only to tell how it was that I came to understand
what in this doctrine is most simple, clear, evident, in-

disputable, and appeals most to all men, and how this

understanding refreshed my soul and gave me happi-

ness and peace.

I do not care to expound the doctrine of Christ;

I should wish only one thing : to do away with all

exposition.

76
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All the Christian Churches have always maintained

that all men, however unequal in education and intellect,

— the wise and the foolish,— are equal before God ; that

divine truth is accessible to every one. Christ has even
declared it to be the will of God that what is concealed

from the wise shall be revealed to the simple.

Not every one is able to understand the mysteries of

dogmatics, homiletics, patristics, liturgies, hermeneutics,

apologetics ; but every one is able and ought to under-

stand what Christ said to the millions of simple and
ignorant people who have lived, and who are living

to-day. Now, the things that Christ said to all these

simple people who could not avail themselves of the

comments of Paul, of Clement, of Chrysostom, and of

others, are just what I did not understand, and which,

now that I have come to understand them, I wish to

make plain to all.

The thief on the cross believed in Christ, and was
saved. Would it have been bad or injurious to any one
if the thief had not died on the cross, but had descended
from it, and told all men how he believed in Christ ?

Like the thief on the cross, I believed in the doctrine

of Christ, and was saved. This is not a vain compari-

son, but a most accurate expression of my spiritual con-

dition of horror and despair in the presence of life and
death, in which I found myself formerly, and of that

condition of happiness and peace in which I find myself
now.

Like the thief, I knew that my past and present life

was vile ; I saw that the majority of men about me lived

in the same way. I knew, like the thief, that I was
wretched and suffering, that all those about me suffered

and were wretched ; and I saw before me no escape
from this condition but in death. As the thief was
nailed to his cross, so was I nailed to this life of suffer-

ing and evil by an incomprehensible power. And as

the thief saw before him, after the senseless and evil

sufferings of life, the horrible shadows of death, so did

I behold the same prospect.

In all this I was absolutely like the thief. But there
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was a difference in our conditions ; he was about to die,

and I was still alive. The thief might believe that his

salvation would be beyond the grave, while I had not
only that before me, but also life this side the grave. I

understood nothing of this life, it seemed to me fright-

ful ; and then suddenly I heard the words of Christ, and
understood them ; life and death ceased to seem evil,

and instead of despair I tasted the joy and happiness
that death could not take away.
Can it be harmful to any one, then, if I tell how

this came about?

CHAPTER I

I HAVE written two large works explaining why I did
not understand the doctrine of Christ, and why it be-

came clear to me. '' A Criticism of Dogmatic Theology "

and a new translation of the four Gospels, followed by a

Concordance. In these writings I seek methodically, step

by step, to disentangle everything that conceals the truth

from men ; I translate the four Gospels anew, verse by
verse, and I bring them together in a new concordance.

This work has lasted more than five years. Each
year, each month, I discover new explanations and cor-

roborations of the fundamental idea ; I correct the

errors which have crept in through haste and impulse,

and I put the last touches to what I have already writ-

ten. My life, of which only a small portion is before

me, will doubtless end before I have finished my work

;

but I am convinced that the work will be of great ser-

vice ; so I shall do all that I can as long a^ I live.

Such was my prolonged outward work on theology

and the Gospels, but my inward work, that which T pro-

pose to tell about in these pages, was of a very different

nature. It was not a methodical exposition of theology

and the text of the Gospels ; it was an instantaneous re-

moval of all that had hidden the meaning of the teaching,

and an instantaneous illumination with the light of Truth
It was an experience similar to that which might hap-

pen to a man who, following an erroneous model, should
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try to find the meaning of a heap of intermingled frag*

ments, and should suddenly, by means of one large

fragment, come to the conclusion that it was an entirely

different statue from what he had supposed it to be

;

then beginning to fashion it anew, instead of the former
incoherent mass of pieces, he would find, as he observed

the outlines of each fragment, that all fitted well together,

and formed one consistent whole, and he would be amazed
at the confirmation of his thought

This is exactly what happened to me, and this is what
I wish to relate. I wish to tell how I found the key to

the true meaning of the doctrine of Christ, which re-

vealed to me the truth clearly and convincingly, so that

doubt was out of the question. The discovery came
about in this way :

—

-

Almost from the first period of my childhood, when
I began to read the New Testament, I was touched and
stirred most of all by that portion of the doctrine of

Christ which inculcates love, humility, self-denial, and
the duty of returning good for evil. This, to me, has
always been the substance of Christianity ; it was what
I loved in it with all my heart, it was that in the name of

which, after despair and disbelief, caused me to accept
as true the meaning found in the Christian life by the
working people, and in the name of which I submitted
myself to those doctrines professed by these same work-
ing people— in other words, the Orthodox Church.

But in making my submission to the Church, I soon
saw that I should not find in its creed the confirmation,

the explanation of those principles of Christianity which
seemed to me essential ; I observed that the essence
of Christianity, dear though it was to me, did not con-

stitute the chief element in the doctrine of the Church.
I observed that what seemed to me essential in Christ's

teaching was not recognized by the Church as most
important. Something else was regarded by the Church
as most important. At first I did not appreciate the
significance of this peculiarity of the Church teaching.
*' Well now,"— I thought— *' the Church sees in Chris-

tianity, aside from its inner meaning of love, humility,
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and self-denial, an outer, dogmatic meaning. This mean*
ing is strange and even repulsive to me, but it is not in

itself pernicious."

But the longer I continued to live in submission to the
doctrine of the Church, the more clearly I saw this par-

ticular point was not so unimportant as it had seemed
to me at first. I was driven from the Church by the
strangeness of its dogmas, and the approval and the
support which it gave to persecutions, to the death
penalty, to wars, and by the intolerance common to all

sects ; but my faith was chiefly shattered by the indif-

ference of the Church to what seemed to me essential

in the teachings of Jesus, and by its avidity for what
seemed to me not essential. I felt that something was
wrong ; but I could not discover what was wrong. I

could not discover, because the doctrine of the Church
did not deny, what seemed to me essential in the doc-

trine of Christ ; it fully recognized it, yet recognized it

in such a way that what was chief in the teaching of

Christ was not given the first place. I could not blame
the Church because she denied the essence of the doc-

trine of Jesus, but because she recognized it in a way
which did not satisfy me. The Church did not give me
what I expected from her.

I had passed from nihilism to the Church simply be-

cause I felt it to be impossible to live without religion,

without a knowledge of good and evil beyond the ani-

mal instincts. I hoped to find this knowledge in Chris-

tianity ; but Christianity, as it then presented itself to

me, was only a very indeterminate spiritual tendency,

from which it was impossible to deduce any clear and
obligatory principles of life. For these rules I turned

to the Church. The Church offered me certain rules,

but they not only did not attract me to the Christian dis-

pensation now so dear to me, but rather repelled me
from it. I could not follow the Church. A life based
on Christian truth was precious and indispensable to

me, and the Church offered me rules completely at vari-

ance with the truth I loved. The rules of the Church
touching beHef in dogmas, the observance of the sacra-
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ment, fasts, prayers, were not necessary to me, and did

not seem to be based on Christian truth. Moreover,

the rules of the Church weakened and sometimes de-

stroyed the desire for Christian truth which alone gave
meaning to my Hfe.

I was troubled most by the fact that all human evil,

the habit of judging private persons, of judging whole
nations, of judging other religions, and the wars and
massacres that were the consequence of such judgments,

all went on with the approbation of the Church. Christ's

teaching— judge not, be humble, forgive offenses, deny
self, love,— this doctrine was extolled by the Church in

words, but at the same time the Church approved what
was incompatible with the doctrine. Was it possible

that Christ's teaching admitted of such contradiction ?

I could not believe so.

Moreover, it always seemed to me astonishing that,

as far as I knew the Gospels, the passages on which the

Church based affirmation of its dogmas were those that

were most obscure, while the passages from which came
the fulfilment of its teaching were the most clear and
precise. And yet the dogmas and the obligations de-

pending on them were definitely formulated by the
Church, while the recommendation to obey the moral
law was put in the most obscure, vague, and mystical

terms. Was this the intention of Jesus in teaching His
doctrine ? A resolution of my doubts I could find only
in the Gospels, and I read them, and reread them.
Of everything in the Gospels, the Sermon on the

Mount always had for me an exceptional importance. I

now read it more frequently than ever. Nowhere else

does Christ speak with so great solemnity as in these
passages, nowhere else does He give so many clear and
comprehensible moral laws, appealing to every man's
heart ; nowhere else does He address Himself to a larger

multitude of the common people. If there are any clear
and precise Christian principles, one ought to find them
here. I therefore sought the solution of my doubts in

these three ^ chapters of Matthew. I read the Sermon
1 v., yi., and vii.
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on the Mount many, many times, and I always experi<

enced the same feeUngs of enthusiasm and emotion, as I

read the verses that exhort the hearer to turn the other

cheek, to give up his cloak, to be at peace with all men,
to love his enemies, — but each time with the same dis-

appointment. The divine words— addressed to all men
— were not clear. They exhorted to an absolute renun-
ciation of everything, such as entirely stifled life, as I

understood it ; to renounce everything, therefore, could
not, it seemed to me, be an absolute condition of salva-

tion. But the moment this ceased to be an absolute

condition, clearness and precision were at an end.

I read not only the Sermon on the Mount ; I read all

the Gospels, and all the theological commentaries on
them. I was not satisfied with the declarations of the

theologians that the Sermon on the Mount was only an
indication of the degree of perfection to which man
should aspire ; but that fallen man, weighed down by
sin, could not reach such an ideal ; and that the salva-

tion of humanity was in faith and prayer and grace.

I could not admit the truth of these propositions, be-

cause it seemed to me strange that Christ, knowing
beforehand that it was impossible for man, with his own
powers, to carry his teaching into practice, should pro-

pound rules so clear and admirable, addressed to the

understanding of every one. But as I read these max-
ims it always seemed to me that they applied directly

to me, that their fulfilment was demanded of me. As I

read these maxims I was filled with the joyous assur-

ance that I might that very hour, that very moment,
begin to practice them. I desired to do so, I tried to do

so, but as soon as I began to enter upon the struggle I

could not help remembering the teaching of the Church
— Man is weaky and to this he cannot attain— and my
strength failed. I was told, "You must believe and
pray ;

" but I was conscious that I had small faith, and so

I could not pray. I was told, '' You must pray, and
God will give you faith ; this faith will inspire prayer,

which in turn will invoke faith that will inspire more
prayer, and so on, indefinitely.'*
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But reason and experience alike convinced me that

such methods were useless. It seemed to me that the

only true way was for me to try to follow the teaching

of Christ.

And so, after all this fruitless search, study of all that

had been written for and against the divinity of this

doctrine, after all this doubt and suffering, I remained
alone with my heart and with the mysterious book
before me. I could not give to it the meanings that

others gave, neither could I discover what I sought nor
could I get away from it. Only after I had gone through
alike all the interpretations of the wise critics and all

the interpretations of the wise theologians and had re-

jected them all according to the words of Jesus, ** Ex-
cept ye,, ..become as little children, ye shall not enter

into the kingdom of heaven " ^— I suddenly understood
what I had not understood before. I understood, not

because I made any artificial combination of texts, or any
profound and ingenious misinterpretations ; on the con-

trary, I understood everything because I put all com-
mentaries out of my mind. The passage that gave me
the key to the whole was from the fifth chapter of Mat-
thew, verses thirty-eight and thirty-nine :

—
'^It has been said unto you, An eye for an eye, and a

tooth for a tooth : But I say unto you. That you resist

7101 eviiy

Suddenly, for the first time, I understood the ex-

act and simple meaning of those words ; I understood
that Jesus said exactly what he said. Immediately— not
that I saw anything new ; only the veil that had hidden
the truth from me fell away, and the truth was revealed
in all its significance.

"// has been said unto you, An eye for an eye, and a
tooth for a tooth : But I say unto you, That you resist

not evil''

These words suddenly appeared to me absolutely new,
as if I had never read them before. Always before,
when I had read this passage, I had, singularly enough,
allowed certain words to escape me, '' But I say unto

^ Matt, xviii. 3.
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you, thatyon resist not evil,^' To me it had always been
as if the words just quoted had never existed, or had
never possessed a definite meaning.

Later on, as I talked with many Christians familiar

with the Gospel, I noticed frequently the same blindness

with regard to these words. No one remembered them,
and often, in speaking of this passage, Christians took up
the Gospel to see for themselves if the words were really

there. Through a similar neglect of these words I had
failed to understand the words that follow :

—
^^But whosoever shall smite thee on thy right cheeky

tzcrn to him the other also,'' etc.^

Always these words had seemed to me to demand
long-suffering and privation contrary to human nature.

These words touched me ; I felt that it would be noble

to follow them, but I also felt that I should never have
the strength to put them into practice, only to put them
into practice so as to suffer. I said to myself, " If I

turn the other cheek, I shall get another blow ; if I give,

all that I have will be taken away. Life would be anj

impossibility. Since life is given to me, why should I]

deprive myself of it 1 Christ cannot demand that.

Thus I reasoned, persuaded that Christ in these word!

exalted suffering and deprivation, and in exalting them,!

made use of exaggerated terms lacking in clearness and]

precision ; but when I understood the words ''Resist noi

evil,'' it became clear to me th^t Jesus did not exaggerate,

that he did not demand suffering for suffering, but thai

he said with great clearness and precision exactly whal
he wished to say.

He said " Resist not evil, and if you do so you will

know beforehand that you may meet with those who,
when they have struck you on one cheek and met with

no resistance, will strike you on the other ; who, having

taken away your coat, will take away your cloak also

;

who, having profited by your labor, will force you to

labor still more without reward. And yet, though all

this should happen to you, 'Resist not evil' ; do good
to them that injure you.''

1 Matt. V. 39, et seq.
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When I understood these words as they were said,

all that had been obscure became clear to me, and what
had seemed exaggerated I saw to be perfectly reason-

able. For the first time I saw that the center of gravity

of the whole idea lay in the words ^^ Resist not evil '';

and that what followed was only a development of this

command; I saw that Jesus did not exhort us to turn

the other cheek and give up the cloak that we might
endure suffering, but that his exhortation was, ^^ Resist

not evil,'' and that he afterward declared suffering to be
the possible consequence of the practice of this maxim.

Exactly as a father who is sending his son on a far

journey does not command him to pass his nights with-

out shelter, to go without food, to expose himself to

rain and cold when he says to him, " Go thy way, and
tarry not, even though thou should'st be wet or cold,''

so Jesus does not say, '' Turn the other cheek and suf-

fer/' He says, ''Resist not evir\' no matter what hap-

pens, '' Resist not evil.''

These words, ''Resist not evil or the evil man," un-

derstood in their direct significance, were to me truly

the key that opened all the rest. And I began to be
astonished that I could have miscomprehended words
so clear and precise.

"It has been said tinto yon. An eye for an eye, and a
tooth for a tooth : but I say unto you, That you resist not

evil or tJie evil man."
Whatever injury the evil-disposed may inflict upon

you, bear it, give all that you have, but resist not evil

or the evil one. Could anything be more clear, more
definite, more intelligible than that.'^ I had only to

grasp the simple and exact meaning of these words,
just as they were spoken, when the whole teaching of

Christ, not only as set forth in the Sermon on the

Mount, but in the entire Gospels, became clear to me

;

what had seemed contradictory was now in harmony

;

above all, what had seemed superfluous was now indis-

pensable. Each portion fell into harmonious unison
and filled its proper part, like the fragments of a broken
statue when put together as they should be. In the
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Sermon on the Mount, as well as throughout the whole
Gospel, I found everywhere affirmation of the same
doctrine, ''Resist not evil.''

In the Sermon on the Mount, as well as in all other

places, Christ presents Himself to His disciples, in other

words, to those that observe the rule of non-resistance to

evil, as turning the other cheek, giving up their cloaks,

persecuted, used despitefully, and in ^ant. Elsewhere,
many times Christ says that he who does not take up
his cross, who does not renounce worldly advantage, he
who is not ready to bear all the consequences of the

commandment, ''Resist not evil,' cannot become His
disciple.

To His disciples Jesus says, Choose to be poor ; be
ready to bear persecution, suffering, and death, without
resistance to evil.

He himself was ready to bear suffering and death
rather than resist evil, and He reproved Peter for wish-

ing to avenge Him, and He died forbidding His followers

to resist, nor did He make any modification in His doc-

trine. All His early disciples observed this rule, and
passed their lives in poverty and persecution, and never
rendered evil for evil.

Christ must have said what He said. We may
declare the universal practice of such a rule is very

difficult ; we may deny that he who follows it will find

happiness ; we may say with the unbelievers that it is
,

stupid, that Christ was a dreamer, an idealist who pro- i

pounded impracticable maxims which His disciples fol-

lowed out of sheer stupidity ; but it is impossible not to

admit that Christ expressed in a manner at once clear t

and precise what He wished to say ; that is, that accord-

ing to His doctrine a man must not resist evil, and,

consequently, that whoever adopts His doctrine cannot

resist evil. And yet neither believers nor unbelievers

will admit this simple and clear interpretation of Christ's

words.
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CHAPTER II

When I understood that the words ^'Resist not evil,''

meant resist not evil, my whole former conception of

Christ's teaching suddenly changed ; and I was horrified,

not that I had failed to understand it before, but that I

had misunderstood it so strangely. I knew, as we all

know, that the true significance of the Christian doctrine

was comprised in the injunction to love one's neighbor.

When we say, ^' Ticrn the other cheek,'' ^' Love your
enemies," we express the very essence of Christianity.

I knew all that from my childhood ; but why had I

failed to understand aright these simple words ? Why had
I always sought for some ulterior meaning ? ^'Resist not

evil " means never resist, never oppose violence ; or, in

other words, never do anything contrary to the law of

love. If any one takes advantage of this disposition and
affronts you, bear the affront, and do not, above all,

have recourse to violence. Christ said this in words
so clear and simple that it would be impossible to

express the idea more clearly. How was it, then, that

believing or trying to believe that He who said this was
God, I still maintained that it is beyond my power to

obey them 1 If my master says to me, '* Go ; cut some
wood," and I reply, '' I cannot do this: it is beyond my
strength," I say one of two things: either I do not

believe what my master says, or I do not wish to do
what my master commands. Should I, without having
made the slightest effort of my own to obey, then say of

God's commandment that I could not obey it without
the aid of a supernatural power } Should I say this of

a commandment which He gave us to obey, concerning
which He said that whoever obeyed it and taught it

should be called great, concerning which He declared
that only those that obey it shall have life, which He
Himself obeyed, and which He expressed so clearly and
simply that it leaves no room for doubt as to its mean-
ing

!

God descended to earth to save mankind ; salva-
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tion was secured by the second person of the Trinity;

God-the-Son, who suffered for men, thereby redeem-
ing them from sin, and gave them the Church as the
shrine for the transmission of grace to all believers

;

but aside from this, Person God-the-Son gave to men
a doctrine and the example of a life for their salvation.

How, then, could I say that the rules of life formulated
by Him so clearly and simply for every one — were so

difficult to obey that it was impossible to obey them
without supernatural aid ? He not only did not say,

but He distinctly declared, that those that did not obey
could not enter into the kingdom of God. Nowhere
did He say that obedience would be difficult ; on the

contrary. He said, "^My yoke is easy and my bttrden is

ligJity^ And John, His evangelist, says, ^^ His com-
mandnients are not grievons.'' '^ Since God laid down
His command and defined so accurately the conditions

of its fulfilment and obedience to it to be easy, and Him-
self practised it in human form, as did also His disciples,

how could I say it was hard or impossible to obey with-

out supernatural aid }

If a man should bend all the energies of his mind to

overthrow any law, what could this man say of greater

force than that the law was essentially impracticable,

and that the maker of the law knew that it was im-

practicable, and that to obey it required supernatural

aid.

Yet that is exactly what I had been thinking of the

command, ''Resist not evil'' I endeavored to find out

how and when I got the strange idea that Christ's law

was divine, but could not be obeyed ; and as I reviewed
my past history, I perceived that the idea had not been
communicated to me in all its crudeness,— it would
then have been revolting to me,— but that I had drunk
it in with my mother's milk insensibly from earliest child-

hood, and all my after life had only confirmed me in this
|j

strange error.
'

From my childhood I had been taught that Christ was
God, and that His doctrine was divine, but at the same

1 Matt. xi. 30. 2 I John v. 3.
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time, I was taught to respect the institutions that pro-

tected me from violence and evil, and to regard them as

sacred. I was taught to resist evil ; I was inspired with

the idea that it was humiHating to submit to evil, and
that resistance to it was praiseworthy. I was taught to

judge, and to inflict punishment. Then I was taught

the soldier's trade, that is, to resist evil by homicide
;

the army to which I belonged was called " The Christo-

phile Army," ^ and it was sent forth with a Christian

benediction. Moreover, from infancy to manhood I

learned to venerate what was in direct contradiction to

Christ's law,—to meet an aggressor with his own weapons,

to avenge myself by violence for all offenses against my
person, my family, or my people. Not only was I not

blamed for this, but I was led to regard it as fine, and
not contrary to Christ's law.

All that surrounded me, my comfort, my personal se-

curity, and that of my family and my property, depended
then on a law which Christ repudiated,— the law of ** a

tooth for a tooth."

My Church instructors taught me that Christ's teach-

ing was divine, but, because of human weakness, im-

possible of practice, and that the grace of Christ alone

could aid us to follow its precepts. My secular teachers

and the whole organization of life agreed in calling

Christ's teaching impracticable and visionary, and by
words and deeds taught what was opposed to it. I was
";o thoroughly possessed with this idea of the imprac-

dcability of the divine doctrine, it had gradually become
such a habit with me, the idea conformed so well with
my desires, that I had never noticed the contradiction

in which I had become involved. I did not see how im-

possible it was to confess Christ as God, the basis of

whose teaching is the law of the non-resistance of evil,

and at the same tim.e deliberately to assist in the organi-

zation of property, of tribunals, of the government, of

the army ; to arrange my life in a manner entirely con-
trary to the doctrine of Jesus, and at the same time to

pray to this same Christ to help us to obey His com*

^ Khristoliubivoye vdinstvo.
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mauds, to forgive our sins, and to aid us that we resist

not evil. It did not enter my head, clear as it is to me
now, how much more simple it would be to arrange and
organize life conformably to Christ's law, and then to

pray for tribunals, and massacres, and wars, if these

things are so indispensable to our happiness.

Thus I came to understand how my error arose. It

^rose from my confessing Christ in words and rejecting

Him in reality.

The position concerning the resistance of evil is a

position which unites the whole teaching into one whole,

nor only because it is not a mere verbal affirmation ; it is

a rule the practice of which is obligatory, since it is a law.

It is exactly like a key which opens everything, but
only when the key is thrust into the lock. When we
regard it as a verbal affirmation impossible of perfor-

mance without supernatural aid, it amounts to the nulli-

fication of the entire doctrine. Why should not a doc-

trine seem impracticable, when we have suppressed its

fundamental proposition ? Unbelievers look on it as

totally absurd— they cannot look on it in any other

way. To set up an engine, to heat the boiler, to start

it, but not to attach the belt— that is what is done with

Christ's teaching when it is taught that one may be a

Christian without observing the commandment, ^^ Resist

not evil''

Not long ago I was reading the fifth chapter of Mat-
thew with a Hebrew rabbi. At nearly every verse

the rabbi said, ** That is in the Bible,'' or ** That is in the

Talmud," and he showed me in the Bible and in the

Talmud sentences very like the declarations of the Ser-

mon on the Mount. But when we reached the verse

about non-resistance of evil the rabbi did not say, " This

also is in the Talmud," but he asked me, with a cynical

smile, " Do the Christians obey this command t Do
they turn the other cheek 1

'*

I had nothing to say in reply, especially as at that

particular time Christians not only were not turning the

other cheek, but were smiting the Jews on both cheeks.

But I was interested to know if there were anything
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similar ir> the Bible or in the Talmud, and I asked him

about it.

''No," he replied, ''there is nothing like it; but tell

me, do the Christians obey this law ?

"

By this question he told me that the presence in the

Christian doctrine of a commandment which no one

observed, and which Christians themselves regarded as

impracticable, is simply an avowal of the foolishness

and nullity of that law. I could say nothing in reply

to the rabbi.

Now that I understand the exact meaning of the doc-

trine, I see clearly the strangely contradictory position

in which I was placed. Having recognized Christ as

God, and His doctrine as divine, and having at the same
time organized my life wholly contrary to that doctrine,

what remained for me but to regard the doctrine as im-

practicable ? In words I had recognized Christ's teach-

ing as sacred ; in actions I had professed a doctrine not

at all Christian, and I had recognized and reverenced
the unchristian customs which hampered my life on
every side.

The Old Testament, throughout, teaches that misfor-

tunes came upon the people of Judaea because they be-

lieved in false gods, and not in the true God. Samuel,
in the eighth and twelfth chapters of the first book,
accuses the people of adding to their other apostasies a

new one : in place of God, who was their King, they had
raised up a man for a king, who, they thought, would
deliver them. " Tnrn not aside after tohu, after vain
things,'' Samuel says to the people ;

" turn not aside

after vain things, which cannot profit nor deliver ; for
they are tohu, are vain'' ^' FearJehovah and serve him,
.... But if ye shall still do wickedly, ye shall be con-

sicmed, both ye andyonr king." ^

And so with me, faith in tohu, in vain things, in empty
idols, had concealed the truth from me. Across the
path which led to the truth, tohn, the idol of vain things,

rose before me, cutting off the light, and I had not the
strength to beat it down.

1 I Sam. xii. 21, 24, 25.
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One day I was walking (in Moscow) in the Borovit
skiya Gates. At the gates an old lame beggar was
sitting, with a dirty cloth wrapped about his ears. I

was just taking out my purse to give him something.
At the same moment down from the Kremlin ran a gal-

lant ruddy-faced young soldier, a grenadier in the crjown

tulup. The beggar, on perceiving the soldier, arose in

fear, and ran with all his might toward the Alexandrov-
sky Park. The grenadier chased him for a time, but not
overtaking him, stopped and began to curse the poor
wretch because he had established himself under the
gateway contrary to regulations. I waited for the sol-

dier. When he approached me, I asked him if he knew
how to read.

'' Yes ; why do you ask ?
'*

" Have you read the New Testament ?

"

"I have."
" And do you remember the words, * If thine enemy

hunger, feed him *
.... ?

''

I repeated, the passage. He remembered it, and
heard me to the end, and I saw that he was uneasy.

Two passers-by stopped and listened. The grenadier

seemed to be troubled that he should be condemned for

doing his duty in driving persons away as he was ordered

to drive them away. He was confused, and evidently

sought for an excuse. Suddenly a light flashed in his

intelligent dark eyes ; he looked at me over his shoulder,

as if he were about to move away.
" And have you read the military regulation }

*' he
,

asked.

I said that I had not read it.

" Then don't speak to me,'' said the grenadier, with a

triumphant wag of the head, and buttoning up his tulup

he marched gallantly away to his post.

He was the only man that I ever met who had solved,

with an inflexible logic, the question which eternally

confronted me in social relations, and which rises con-

tinually before every man who calls himself a Christian

'
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CHAPTER III

We are wrong when we say that the Christian doctrine

is concerned only with the salvation of the individual,

and has nothing to do with questions of State. Such
an assertion is simply a bold and proofless affirmation

of a most manifest untruth, which, when we examine
it seriously, falls of itself to the ground. It is well, I

said to myself ; I will not resist evil ; I will turn the

other cheek in private life ; but if the enemy comes, or

here is an oppressed nation, and I am called upon to do
my part in the struggle against evil men, to go forth

and kill them, I must decide the question, to serve

God or tohu, to go to war or not to go. I am a peas-

ant; I am appointed starshina of a village, a judge, a

juryman ; I am obliged to take the oath of office, to

judge, to condemn. What ought I to do '^. Again I

must choose between God's law and the human law.

I am a monk, I live in a monastery ; the neighboring
peasants trespass on our pasturage, and I am appointed

to take part in the struggle with the evil doers, to plead

for justice against the muzhiks. Again I must choose.

No man can escape the decision of this question.

I do not speak of those, the largest part of whose
j
activity is spent in resisting evil : military men, judges,

governors. No one is so obscure as not to be obliged

io choose between God's service, the fulfilment of His
commandments, and the service of tohu, in his relation

to the State. My personal existence is entangled with
that of the State, but the State exacts from me an un-

christian activity directly contrary to Christ's commands.
Now, with general military conscription and the part

that every man, in his quality as juror, must take in ju-

dicial affairs, this dilemma arises before every one with
remarkable definiteness. Every man is forced to take
up murderous weapons— the gun, the sword ; and even
if he does not get as far as murder, his carbine must be
loaded, and his sword keen of edge ; that is, he must be
ready for murder. Every citizen is forced into the ser
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vice of the courts to take part in meting out judgment
and sentence ; that is, to deny Christ's command regard-
ing non-resistance of evil, in acts as well as in words.

Mankind to-day faces the grenadier's problem : the
gospel or military regulations, divine law or human law,

exactly as Samuel faced it. Christ Himself faced it, and
so did His disciples ; and those that would be Christians

now face it ; and I also faced it.

Christ's law, with its doctrine of love, humility, and
self-denial, had always long before touched my heart

and attracted me to it. But everywhere, in history, in

the events that were going on about me, in my individual

life, I saw a contrary law revolting to my heart, my con-

science, and my reason, and encouraging to my animal
instincts. I felt that if I adopted Christ's law, I should
be alone ; I might be unhappy ; I was likely to be per-

secuted and afflicted as Christ had said. But if I adopted
the human law, every one would approve ; I should be
in peace and safety, with all the capabilities of intellect

at my command to put my conscience at ease. As Christ

said, I should laugh and be glad. I felt this, and so I

did not analyze the meaning of Christ's law, but sought
to understand it in such a way that it might not interfere

with my life as an animal. But it was impossible to

understand it in that way, and so I did not understand
it at all.

Through this lack of understanding, I reached a degree
of blindness which now astounds me. As an instance in

point, I will adduce my former understanding of these

words,—
''Judge not, that ye be notjudged^ ^

''Judge not, and ye shall not be judged; condemn not,

an iye shall not be condemned'' ^

The courts in which I served, and which insured the

sifety of my property and my person, seemed to be in-

stitutions so indubitably sacred and so entirely in accord

with the divine law, it had never entered into my head
that the words I have quoted could have any other mean-

ing than an injunction not to speak ill of one's neighbor.

' Matt. viL I 2 Luke vi. 37.
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It never entered into my head that Christ spoke in these

words of the court of the zemstvo, of the criminal tri-

bunal, of the circuit court, and all the senates and depart-

ments. Only when I understood the true meaning of

the words, '^ Resist not evil,'' did the question arise as to

Christ's relation to all these courts and departments ; and
when I understood that Christ would renounce them, I

asked myself, '' Is not this the real meaning : Not only

do not judge your neighbor, do not speak ill of him ; but

do not judge him in the courts, do not judge him in any of

the tribunals that you have instituted ?

"

Now in Luke (vi. 37-49) these words follow immedi-

ately the doctrine that exhorts us to resist not evil and
to render for evil, good. And after the injunction, ''Be

ye the7'efore merciful^ as your Father also is 7nerciful^'' it

says, Judge not, and ye shall not be judged ; co7tde7nn

710 1, andye shall not be condemned^
''Judge not;'' I asked myself, ''does not this mean.

Institute no tribunals for the judgment of your neigh-

bor''? I had only to put this question boldly, when
heart and reason united in an affirmative reply.

I know how surprising at first such an understanding

of these words must be. It also surprised me. In order

to show how far I was before from the true interpreta-

tion, I shall confess a shameful pleasantry. Even after

I had become a believer, and was reading the New Tes-
tament as a divine book, on meeting such of my friends

as were judges or attorneys, I was in the habit of saying,

''And you still judge, although it is said, 'Judge not,

and ye shall not be judged ' V I was so sure that these

words could have no other meaning than a condemnation
of evil speaking that I did not comprehend the horrible

blasphemy I thus committed. I was so thoroughly con-

vinced that these words did not mean what they did

mean, that I quoted them in their true sense in the form
lof a pleasantry.

I shall relate in detail how it was that all doubt with
regard to the true meaning of these words was effaced
from my mind, and how I saw their purport to be that

Christ denounced the institution of all human tribunals
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of whatever sort ; that he meant to say so, and could not
have expressed himself otherwise.

When I understood the command, ^^ Resist not evil,'^

in its proper sense, the first thing that occurred to me
was thjLt human tribunals, instead of conforming to this

law, were directly opposed to it, and indeed to the entire

doctrine; and therefore that if Christ had thought of

tribunals at all, He would have condemned them.
Christ said, '^ Resist not evil.'' The aim of tribunals

is to resist evil. Christ exhorted us to return good for
evil ; tribunals return evil for evil. Christ said. Make
no distinction between the good and the evil ; tribunals

do nothing else. Christ said. Forgive ; forgive not once

or seven times, but without limit ; love your enemies, do
good to them that hate you, — but tribunals do not for-

give, they punish ; they return not good but evil to those

whom they regard as the enemies of society. It would
seem, then, that Christ denounced judicial institutions.

But perhaps, said I to myself, Christ never had any-

thing to do with courts of justice, and so did not think

of them. But I saw that such atheory was not tenable.

Jesus, from His childhood to His death, was concerned
with the tribunals of Herod, of the Sanhedrim, and of the

High Priests. I saw that Jesus must really have spoken
many times of the courts of justice as of an evil. He
told His disciples that they would be dragged before the

judges, and He Himself told them how to behave in

court. He said of Himself that He should be condemned
by a tribunal, and He showed what the attitude toward

judges ought to be. Christ then must have had in mind
the judicial institutions that condemned Him and His
disciples ; that have condemned and continue to condemn
millions of men.

Christ saw the wrong, and pointed it out. When the

sentence against the woman taken in adultery was about

to be carried into execution, He absolutely repudiated

the judgment, and demonstrated that man could not be,

the judge, since man himself was guilty. And this idea

He propounded many times, as where it is declared that

the man with a beam in his eye cannot see the mote in
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another's eye, or that the blind cannot lead the blind.

He even pointed out the consequences of such miscon*

ceptions,— the disciple would be the same as his Master.

But, perhaps, after having said this in regard to the

judgment of the woman taken in adultery, and illustrated

the general weakness of humanity by the parable of

the beam
;

perhaps, after all, Christ would admit of

an appeal to the justice of men where it was neces-

sary for protection against evil men ; but I soon saw
that this is inadmissible. In the Sermon on the

Mount, he says, addressing the multitude,

—

^^ And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take

away thy coat, let him have thy cloak also'' ^

Of course He forbids all men to go to law.

Once more, perhaps, Christ spoke only of the personal

bearing which a man should have when brought before

judicial institutions, and did not condemn justice, but
admitted the necessity in a Christian society of individ-

uals who judge others in properly constituted forms.

But I saw that this view also is inadmissible. In the

Lord's prayer all men, without exception, are com-
manded to forgive others, that their own trespasses

may be forgiven. This thought Christ often expresses.

He who brings his gift to the altar with prayer must first

forgive all men. How, then, can a man judge and con-

demn when his religion commands him to forgive all

trespasses without limit } So I saw that according to

Christ's teaching no Christian judge could pass sentence
of condemnation.

But might not the relation between the words ''Judge
not, and ye shall not be judged'' and the preceding or

subsequent passages permit us to conclude that Christ,

in saying, ''Judge not," had no reference to human tri-

bunals } No ; this could not be so : on the contrary, it

is- clear from the relation of the phrases that in saying
"Judge not," Christ did actually speak of judicial institu-

tions. According to Matthew and Luke, before saying
"Judge not, condem^i not," He said, "Resist not evil ; en-

dure evil; do good to all men'' And prior to this, as

1 Matt, V. 40,
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Matthew tells us, He repeated the ancient criminal law ol

the Jews, '^A^t eye for an eye^ and a tooth for a tooth.''

Then, after this reference to the old criminal law. He
added, ^' But I say unto yon ^ Thatye resist not evil ; " and,

after that, ''Judge not'' Jesus did, then, refer directly to

human criminal law, and repudiated it in the words,

''Judge notr
Moreover, according to Luke, He not only said, "Judge

noty' but also, "Condemn not'' He had some purpose
in adding this almost synonymous word ; the addition of

this word can have only one object : it shows clearly what
meaning should be attributed to the other.

If He had wished to say "Judge not your neighbor,"

He would have said ''neighbor"; but He added the words
which are translated "Condemn notj' and then completed
the sentence, "And ye shall not be condemned ; forgive,

andye shall be forgiven''

But some may still insist that Christ, in expressing

Himself in this way, did not refer at all to the tribunals,

and that I have read my own thoughts into words of His
that have a different significance. I will ask how Christ's

first disciples, the apostles, regarded courts of justice,—
whether they recognized and approved of them. The
apostle James says :— ^

" Speak not evil one of another, brethren. He that

speaketh evil of his brother, and judgeth his brother,

speaketh evil of the law, and judgeth the law : but if

thou judge the law, thou art not a doer of the lazv, but a

judge, Tliere is one lazvgiver, zvJio is able to save and to

destroy : who art thou thatjudgest another?
"

The word translated ''speak evil" is the verb fcara-

\a\eco. It may be seen, without consulting a lexicon,

that this word ought to mean "to speak against, to

accuse "
; and this is its true meaning, as any one may

find out for himself by opening a lexicon. In the trans-

lation we read, "He that speaketh evil of his brother, ....

speaketh evil of the law'' Why so .^ is the question that

involuntarily arises. I may speak evil of my brother,

but I do not thereby speak evil of the law ; but if I accuse

1 James iv. ii, 12.
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my brother, if I bring him to court, it is plain that I

thereby accuse Christ's law ; in other words, I consider

Christ's law inadequate: I accuse and judge the law.

It is clear, then, that I do not practise His law, but that

I make myself a judge of the law. The judge, says

Christ, is he who can save. How then shall I, who can-

not save, become a judge and punish }

The entire passage refers to human justice, and re-

pudiates it. The whole epistle is permeated with the

same idea. In the second chapter we read :
—

^*(i) My brethren, faith in oicr Lord Jesus Christ the

glorified should be without respect of persons.
" (2) For if there come into your synagogue a man with

a gold ring, in rich apparel, and there come in also a poor
man in vile raiment (3) and yo2i have respect to him that

wears the rich apparel and you say to him : ^ It is seemly

for you to sit here,' and you say to the poor man : * You
stand there or sit here under my footstool '

; (4) are you
not then partial among yourselves, and are you not become
judges with evil thoughts ?

^^
(5) Hearken, my beloved brethren, has not God chosen

the poor of this world to be rich in faith and heirs of the

kingdom which He promised to those that love Him ?

(6) But you despised the poor ! Do not the rich oppress

you, and do they not draw you before the judgment-seat"^

(7) Do they not dishonor the worthy name by which you
are called?

" (8) If you fulfil the royal law according to the Scrip-

ture, — Thoic shalt love thy neighbor as thyself}—you do
well, (g) Bict ifyou have respect to persons, you commit
sin, and are convicted as transgressors before the law.

(10) For whosoever shall keep the whole law and offend
in one point, he is guilty in all, (11) For he that said,
^ Do not commit adultery' said also ' Do not kill.' Now
if thou commit no adultery, yet if thou kill, thou art be-

come a transgressor of the law?
" (12) So speak and so do as men that shall bejudged

by the law of liberty.
'* (i 3) For he shall have jicdgment without mercy, thai

I 1 Lev. xix. 18. 2 Deut. xxii. 22 ; Lev. xviii, 17-^^).
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hath shewed no mercy ; and mercy shall triumph ove7

judgment'' ^

(The last phrase, " mercy shall triumph overjudgment^''
has been frequently translated ''mercy is exalted above
judgment^'' and cited thus in the sense that there can be
such a thing as Christian judgment, but that it ought to

be merciful.)

James exhorts his brethren to have no respect of per-

sons. If you hiacTKpi^iTe.— have respect of the condition

of persons, — you discriminate
;
you are like the untrust-

worthy judges of the tribunals. You regard the beggar
as worse, while on the contrary the rich man is worse.

He oppresses you and draws you before the judgment-
seats. If you live according to the law of love for your
neighbor, according to the law of mercy (which James
calls '' the law of liberty,'' to distinguish it from all others)

— if you live according to this law, it is well. But if

you have respect of persons, if you make discriminations

among men, you transgress the law of mercy. Then>
doubtless thinking of the case of the woman taken in

adultery, who was brought before Jesus, about to be
stoned to death according to the law, or thinking of the

crime of adultery in general, James says that he who
inflicts death on the adulterous woman would himself be

guilty of murder, and thereby transgress the eternal

law ; for the eternal law forbids both adultery and
murder. He says :

—
''So speak ye, and so do, as they that shall be judged

by the law of liberty. For he shall have judgment with-

out mercy, that hath shewed no 7nercy ; and therefore

mercy blots outjudgment'' ^

Could the idea be expressed in terms more clear and
precise 1 All discrimination among men is forbidden,

as well as any judgment that shall classify persons as

good or bad; human judgment is declared to be inev-

itably defective, and such judgment is denounced as

criminal when it condemns for- crime; judgment is

blotted out by the law of God, the law of mercy.

1 Jas. ii. 13. (Count Tolstoi's rendering.)
2 Jas. ii. 12, 13.
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I open the epistles of the Apostle Paul, who had been
a victim of tribunals, and in the first chapter of Romans
I read the admonitions of the apostle for the vices and
errors of those to whom his words are addressed; among
other matters he speaks of courts of justice :

—
" Who, knowing the righteous judgment of God, that

they which commit such things are worthy of death, not

only do the same, but havepleasure in them that do themT ^

^' Therefore thou art inexcusable, O man, whosoever
thou art that judgest another: for wherein thou judgest
another, thou condemnest thyself; for thou that judgest
another doest the same things,

^'But we know that thejudgment of God against those

that do such things is righteous.
^^ And thinkest thou, O man, to escape the judgment of

God, when thou judgest those that do such things^ and
yet doest them thyself?

" Or despisest thou the riches of His goodness and
forbeara^ice and longsuffering : not knowing that the

goodness of God leadeth thee to repentance f '^

The Apostle Paul says that they who know the righteous

judgment of God, themselves act unjustly and teach
others to do the same, and therefore it is impossible to

absolve a man who judges.

Such an opinion regarding tribunals I find in the

epistles of the apostles, and we know that human justice

was among the trials and sufferings that they endured
with resignation to the will of God. When we think
of the situation of the early Christians, in the midst of

heathen, we can easily understand that it could never
have occurred to the Christians persecuted by human
tribunals to defend human tribunals. Only on occasion
could they touch upon this evil, denying that on which
it is based, and thus they did. The apostles speak
of this evil.

I consulted with the early Fathers of the Church, and
found that they all invariably had distinct teaching
which distinguishes them from all others— in this re-

1 Rom. i. 32.
* Rom, ii, 1-4.
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spect, that they laid no obHgation on any one, they did

not judge ^ or condemn any one, and that they endured
the tortures inflicted by human justice. The martyrs, by
their acts, declared themselves to be of the same mind.
I saw that Christianity before Constantine regarded
tribunals only as an evil which was to be endured with
patience ; but it never could have occurred to any early

Christian that a Christian could take part in the admin-
istration of the courts of justice.

I saw that Christ's words,
^^
Judge not, condemn noty"

were understood by His first disciples exactly as I un-

derstood them now, in their direct and literal meaning :

judge not in courts of justice ; take no part in them.
All this seemed absolutely to corroborate my convic-

tion that the words,
^^
Judge not, condemn not,'' referred

to the justice of tribunals. Yet the meaning, ''Speak
not evil of your neighbor," is so ' firmly estab-

lished, and courts of justice flaunt their decrees with

so much assurance and audacity in all Christian coun-

tries, with the support even of the Church, that for

a long time still I doubted the correctness of my
interpretation.

*'If men have understood the words in this way,"
I said to myself, "and have instituted Christian tribu-

nals, they must certainly have some reason for so doing

;

there must be a good reason for regarding these words
as a denunciation of evil speaking, and there must be
a basis of some sort for the institution of Christian

tribunals."

I turned to the Church commentaries. In all, from
the fifth century onward, I found the invariable inter-

pretation to be, " Accuse not your neighbor
;

" that is,

avoid evil speaking. As the words came to be under-

stood exclusively in this sense, a difficulty arose,— How
to refrain from judgment } It is impossible not to

condemn evil ; and so all the commentators discussed the

question, What is blamable, and what is not blamable .''

Some, such as Chrysostom and Theophylact, said that,

as far as servants of the Church were concerned,

^ Athenagoras, Origen„
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the phrase could not be construed as a prohibition of

judgment, since the apostles themselves judged men.
Others said that Christ doubtless referred to the Jews,

who accused their neighbors of shortcomings, and were
themselves guilty of great sins.

Nowhere a word about human institutions, about tri-

bunals, to show how they were affected by the warning,

^'Jicdge not.''' Did Jesus sanction courts of justice, or

did he not }

To this natural question I found no reply— as if it

was evident that from the moment a Christian took his

seat on the judge's bench he might not only judge his

neighbor, but condemn him to death.

I turned to other writers, Greek, Catholic, Protestant,

— to the Tubingen school, to the historical school. All,

even the most liberal commentators, interpreted the

words in question as an injunction against evil speaking.

But why, contrary to the spirit of the whole doctrine

of Christ, are these words interpreted in such a narrow
way as to exclude courts of justice from the injunction,

^^
Judge not''} Why is it supposed that Christ, in for-

bidding as an offense the judgment of a neighbor which
may involuntarily slip from the tongue, did not forbid,

did not even consider, the more deliberate judgment
that results in punishment inflicted upon the condemned }

To this there is no response ; not even an allusion to the

least possibility that the words **to judge" could be
used as referring to a court of justice, to the tribunals

from whose punishments millions have suffered.

Moreover, when the words,
^^
Judge not, co7tdemn not,'

are under discussion, the cruelty of judging in courts of

justice is passed over in silence, or else commended.
The commentators and theologians all declare that in

Christian countries tribunals are necessary, and are not
contrary to the law of Christ.

Realizing this, I began to doubt the sincerity of the
commentators, and I did what I should have done in

the first place ; I turned to the translation of the words
rendered ** to judge " and " to condemn." In the original

these words are Kpivta and fcaraStfcd^ro, The defective
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translation in the Epistle of James of the word Karcu

xaXeo) which is rendered *' to speak evil," strengthened my
doubts as to the correct translation of the others. When
I looked through different versions of the Gospels, I

found /caraSi/cd^co rendered in the Vulgate by con-

demnarey ** to condemn "
; in the French it is the same

;

in the Slavonian the rendering is asuzhdaite^ ** condemn/'
Luther has verdammen^ **to curse."

The divergency of these renderings increased my
doubts, and I propounded to myself this question

:

What is and what must be the meaning of the Greek
word KpivcOy as used by the two evangelists, and of Kara-
Si/cd^co, as used by Luke, who, scholars tell us, wrote very
correct Greek.
How would these words be translated by a man who

knew nothing of the evangelical creed and its commen-
tators, and who had before him only this sentence ?

I consulted the general lexicon, and found that the

word fcpLvco has several different meanings, the one most
used being "to condemn in a court of justice," and even
"to condemn to death," but in no instance does it

signify "to speak evil." I consulted a lexicon of New
Testament Greek, and found that it was often used in the

sense " to condemn in a court of justice," sometimes in

the sense "to choose," never as meaning "to speak
evil." And so I inferred that the word /cpivco might be
translated in different ways, but that the rendering " to

speak evil " was the most forced and far-fetched.

I looked for the word Karahifcdi^a), which follows Kpivco^

evidently to define more closely the sense in which the

first word is understood by the writer. I looked for Kara-

Bifcd^o) in the general lexicon, and found that it never

had any other signification than "to condemn in judg-

ment," or "to judge worthy of death." I examined the

contents and found that the word was used four times

in the New Testament, each time in the sense " to con-

demn under sentence, to judge worthy of death." In

James (v. 6) we read, " Ve have condemned and killed the

justr The word rendered "condemned" is this same
fcaraSiKd^co, and is used with reference to Christ, who
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vas judged. The word is never used in any other sense

n the New Testament or in. any other writing in the

jreek language.

What, then, are we to say to all this ? To what degree

s my conclusion lame ? Are not all of us who live in

)ur circle, whenever we consider the fate of humanity,

illed with horror at the sufferings and the evil inflicted

)n mankind by the enforcement of criminal codes,— a

scourge to those who condemn as well as to the con-

iemned,— from the slaughters of Genghis Khan to

;hose of the French Revolution and the executions of

Dur own times ? He would indeed be without compas-
sion who could refrain from feeling horror and repulsion,

lot only at the sight of human beings thus treated by
:heir kind, but at the simple recital of death inflicted by
:he knout, the guillotine, or the gibbet.

The Gospel, every word of which we regard as sacred,

leclares distinctly and without equivocation :
^* You

lave a criminal law, a tooth for a tooth ; but I give you
I new law. That you resist not evil. Obey this law;
•ender not evil for evil, but do good to every one, for-

give every one, under all circumstances.''

Further on comes the injunction,
^^
Judge not'\' and

;hat these words might not be misunderstood, Christ

idded, *^ Condemn not ; condemn not to punishment.''
My heart said clearly, distinctly, ** Punish not with

4eath." ** Punish not with death," said Science; ** the
kore you kill, the more evil increases." Reason said,

Punish not with death; evil cannot suppress evil."

^.'he Word of God, in which I believed, said the same
:hing. And when, in reading the doctrine, I came to

he words, " Condemn not, and ye shall 7iot be con-

temned ; forgive, afidye shall be forgiven,'' I confessed
hat this was God's Word, and I declared that it meant
hat I was not to indulge in gossip and evil speaking,
md yet I continued to regard tribunals as a Christian
nstitution, and myself as a Christian judge

!

I was overwhelmed with horror at the grrossness of

:he error into which I had fallen.
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CHAPTER IV

I NOW understood what Christ said when he said i

" Ye have heard that it hath been saidy An eye for an eye^

and a tooth for a tooth : but I say tcnto yoUy That ye
resist not evil^ but endure it''

Christ says :
'' You have thought that you were acting

in a reasonable manner in defending yourself by vio-

lence against evil, in tearing out an eye for an eye, by
j

establishing criminal tribunals, guardians of the peace,

armies ; by resisting your enemies ; but I say unto you

:

Do no violence ; have no share in violence ; do harm to

no one, not even to those that you consider your
enemies.'*

I understood now that on the ground Christ took!

with regard to the non-resistance of evil. He not only

told us what would result from the observance of this

rule, but established a new basis for society conform-

able to His doctrine, and opposed to the social basis

established by the law of Moses, by Roman law, and by
the different codes in force to-day. He formulated a

new law, the effect of which would be to deliver human-,,

ity from the evil which it has brought on itself.

He said :
" You believe that your laws correct evil

;

as a matter of fact, they only increase it. There is only

one way to suppress evil, and that is to return good for,

evil, without distinction. For thousands of years you
have tried that method; now try mine, try the reverse."

A strange fact : in these later days, I have often

talked with different persons about this commandment!
of Christ, ^'Resist not evil^' and rarely have I founc

any one to agree with me ! Two classes of men woulc

never, even in principle, admit the literal interpretatior

of this law, always hotly defended the justice of resist

ing evil. These men were at two opposite poles, — the]

Vv^ere the conservative Christian patriots who called thei

Church the true one, and the atheistic revolutionists.

Neither of these two classes is willing to renounc<

the right to resist by violence what they regard as eviJ
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And the wisest and most intelligent among them will

lever acknowledge the simple and evident truth, that if

ive once admit the right of any man to resist by violence

what he regards as evil, every other man has equally the

right to resist by violence what he regards as evil.

Not long ago I had in my hands an interesting corre-

spondence between an orthodox Slavyanophile and a

Christian revolutionist. The one advocated the violence

oi war in the name of the oppressed Slav brethren ; the

Dther, the violence of revolution in the name of our

brethren, the oppressed Russian peasantry. Both in-

voked violence, and both rested on the doctrine of

Christ.

Christ's doctrine is understood in a hundred different

ways, but never in the simple and direct way which
:harmonizes with the inevitable meaning of His words.

We have arranged our entire social fabric on the very
tprinciples that Jesus repudiated ; we do not wish to

understand His doctrine in its simple and direct accepta-

tion, and yet we assure ourselves and others, either that

we follow His doctrine, or else that His doctrine is not

lexpedient for us.

So-called believers believe that Christ-God, the second
person of the Trinity, descended upon earth to teach

men by His example how to live; they go through the

nost elaborate ceremonies for the consummation of the

sacraments, the building of churches, the sending out of

vnissionaries, the establishment of priesthoods, for paro-

'hial administration, for the performance of rituals ; but
vhey forget one little detail,— to do what He said.

Unbelievers endeavor in every possible way to organize
•their existence independent of the Christ's law, having
decided that this law is not expedient for them. But to

'endeavor to put His teachings in practice, this no one
'wishes to do; and moreover, without any attempt to put
them in practice, both believers and unbelievers have
decided in advance that it is impossible.

He said, simply and clearly, this law of resistance to

evil by violence, which you have made the basis of your
life, is false and wrong; and He gave another basis, that
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of non-resistance to evil, a law which, according to His
doctrine, would deliver man from evil. He says: —

** You believe that your laws, which resort to violence,

correct evil ; they only augment it. For thousands of

years you have tried to destroy evil by evil, and you
have not destroyed it

;
you have only augmented it.

Do as I command you, as I do, and you will know that

this is true.'*

Not only in words, but by His whole life and by His
death, did He carry out His doctrine of the non-resistance

of evil.

BeUevers listen to all this. They hear it in their

churches, persuaded that the words are divine; they
call Him God, but they say :

—
*'A11 this is very good, but it is impossible as society

is now organized; it would derange our whole life, which
we are accustomed to, and love ! And so we believe it

all, but only in this sense : That it is the ideal toward
which humanity ought to strive; the ideal which is to

be attained by prayer, and by believing in the sacra-

ments, in the redemption, and in the resurrection of the

dead."

The others, the unbelievers, the free-thinkers, who
comment on Christ's doctrine, the historians of religions,

the Strausses, the Renans,— completely imbued with

the teachings of the Church, which says that Christ's

teaching has no direct application to life, but is a vis-

ionary doctrine, the consolation of feeble minds, tell us

that it was all very well preached in the fishermen's huts

by Galilee ; but that for us it is only the sweet dream dn
charmant docteiir, as Renan calls Him.

In their opinion Christ could not rise to the height of

comprehending all the wisdom attained by our civiliza-

tion and culture. If He had stood on that height of

cultivation whereon stand these learned men, He never

would have uttered His charming nonsense about the

birds of the air, the turning of the other cheek, the tak-

ing no thought for the morrow. These learned histo-

rians judge of the value of Christianity by what they see

of it in our society. The Christianity of our society
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and our time regards life, with its present organization^

as true and sacred ; with its prison-cells and solitary

confinement, its alcazars, its factories, its newspapers,

its houses of infamy, its parliaments ; and only as much
of Christ's teaching is accepted as does not interfere

with this life. Since Christ's teaching is opposed to all

this life, then nothing of it is accepted except the empty
words. The historical critics see this, and, unlike the

so-called beUevers, having no motives for concealment,

submit this empty form of Christ's teaching to a pro-

found analysis ; they refute it systematically, and prove
that Christianity is made up of nothing but chimerical

ideas.

It would seem that before criticising Christ's teaching,

it would be necessary to understand what it consisted

of ; and to decide whether His doctrine is reasonable or

not, it would be well first to realize that He said exactly

what He said. And this none of us do— either Church
commentators or free-thinkers— and we know very well

why we do not.

We know perfectly well that Christ's teaching repu-

diates and has always repudiated all human errors, all

tohu^ all the empty idols that we try to except from the

category of errors, by dubbing them *' Church," "State/'
*' Culture," " Science," " Art," '' Civilization." But Jesus
spoke against all these, not excusing any form of tohti.

Not only Jesus, but all the Hebrew prophets, and
John the Baptist, and all the true sages of the world,

have denounced the Church and State and culture and
civilization of their times as sources of man's perdition.

Imagine an architect who says to a house-owner,
" Your house is good for nothing ; it needs to be entirely

rebuilt," and then describes how the supports are to be
cut and where they are to be fastened. The proprietor

turns a deaf ear to the words, ** Your house is good for

nothing, and needs to be rebuilt," and pretends to listen

respectfully when the architect begins to discuss the

internal changes and arrangements. Evidently, in this

case, all the architect's advice will seem to be impracti-

cable; and a less respectful house-owner would call it
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nonsensical. Precisely in this way we treat Christ's

teaching.

I give this illustration for want of a better. I remem-
ber now that Jesus, in teaching His doctrine, made use of

the same comparison. ''Destroy this temple,'' He said,

''and i7t three days I will raise it icp^ And for this

they crucified Him ; and for this they now crucify His
doctrine.

The least that can be asked of men who pass judg-

ment upon any doctrine is that they shall judge of it as

the teacher himself understood it. Jesus understood His
doctrine, not as a distant ideal impossible of attainment,

not as a collection of fantastic and poetical reveries with

which to charm the simple-hearted inhabitants of Galilee
;

He understood it as a reality, a reality which should be
the salvation of mankind. He was not dreaming as He
hung on the cross, but He cried out and He died for His
doctrine. And thus many men have died, and still die

It is impossible to say that such a doctrine is a dream.
All teaching of the truth is chimerical to those lost in

error. We have gone so far that many people— and I

was of the number— say that this teaching is chi

merical because it is contrary to human nature. It ij

against nature, they say, to turn the other cheek wher
we have been struck, to give our own to others, to toil

not for ourselves, but for others. It is natural, the>

say, for a man to defend his person, his family, hi;

property ; that is to say, it is the nature of man t(

struggle for existence. A learned lawyer has provec

scientifically that the most sacred duty of man is t

defend his rights; that is, to fight.

But the moment we de ;ach ourselves from the ide

that the existing organization established by man is th

best— is sacred, — the moment we do this, the objectio

that Christ's teaching is contrary to human nature is in

mediately turned against him who makes it. No on

will deny that not only to kill or torture a man, but to to

ture a dog, to kill a fowl or a calf, is repugnant and paii

ful to human nature. (I know men living by agricultur;

labor who have ceased to eat meat solely because it he
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fallen to their lot to slaughter their- animals.) And yet

the whole organization of our life is such that every

personal enjoyment is purchased at the price of human
suffering contrary to human nature.

The whole organization of our life, all the compli-

cated mechanism of our institutions, which are based on
violence, testifies that violence is contrary to human
nature.

No judge, though he has condemned the criminal to

death according to the code, is willing to hang him with

his own hands ; no nachalnik would tear a muzhik
from his weeping family and cast him into prison

;

no general or soldier, untrained by discipline and ser-

vice in war, would slay a hundred Turks or Germans or

destroy their village, or even wound a single man. Yet
all these things are done, thanks to the complicated

administrative and social machinery, the task of which
is to divide responsibility for misdeeds in such a way
that no one feels them to be contrary to nature.

One class of men makes the laws ; another executes

them ; a third trains men to habits of discipline, that is, to

automatic and unquestioning obedience ; a fourth class

— and these are the most severely trained of all— does
all kinds of violence, even slay their fellows without
knowing why or to what end. But let a man free him-
self in thought for a moment from this network of

human organization in which he is entangled, and he
will readily see that it is contrary to his nature.

Let us abstain from affirming that organized violence,

of which we make use to our own profit, is a divine, im-

mutable truth, and we shall see clearly which is most
in harmony with human nature,— violence or the Christ's

teaching.

What is the law of nature ? Is it to know that my
security and that of my family, all my amusements and
pleasures, are purchased by the poverty, corruption, and
suffering of millions, by the annual crop of criminals,
by hundreds of thousands of suffering prisoners; b}^

millions of soldiers and guardians of civilization, torn
from their homes and stupefied by discipline, to protect
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our pleasures with loaded revolvers against famishing
men ? Is it to purchase every fragment of bread that I

put in my mouth and the mouths of my children by the

numberless privations that are necessary to procure my
I

abundance ? Or is it to be certain that my piece of

bread only belongs to me when I know that every one
else has a share, and that no one suffers because of it.

It is only necessary to understand that, thanks to our

social organization, each one of our pleasures, every

minute of tranquillity under our organization of life, is

obtained by the sufferings and privations of thousands
held down by violence— it is only necessary to under-

stand this to know what is conformable to human
nature ; not to our animal nature alone, but the animal
and spiritual nature which constitutes man. When we
once understand Christ's law in all its significance, with

all its consequences, we shall understand that His teach

ing is not contrary to human nature ; but that its sole

object is to supplant the unnatural and chimerical law

of the resistance of evil which makes their lives so

unhappy.
Christ's teaching regarding the non-resistance of evil

vain !
^ How about the life of those in whose hearts

love and compassion for their kind were originally

planted— but who make ready for their fellow-men

punishment at the stake, by the knout, the wheel, the

rack, chains, compulsory labor, the gibbet, solitary con-

finement, prisons for women and children, the slaughter

of tens of thousands in war, or bring about periodical

revolutions and Pugachof rebellions ; of those who carry

these horrors into execution ; of those who benefit by
|

these horrors ; of those who try to avoid these sufferings
'

and take their revenge for them,— is not such a life

vain ?

We need only understand Christ's teaching to under-
j

stand that this world,— not the world which God gave
for the happiness of man, but the world men have
organized to their own hurt,— that such an existence is

a vanity, the most savage and horrible of vanities, a

1 Metchta^ a dream, illusion, vanity.
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veritable delirium of madness, from which, when once

we have been awakened, we do not again return to such

a horrible delusion

!

God descended to earth ; the Son of God, one person of

the Trinity, became incarnate, redeemed Adam's sin, and
(so we were taught to believe) this God said many mysteri-

ous and mystical things which are difficult to understand
— which it is not possible to understand except by the aid

of faith and grace— and suddenly the words of God are

found to be so simple, so clear, and so reasonable ! God
said. Do no evil to one another, and evil will cease to

exist. Was the revelation from God really so simple—
nothing but that? It would seem that we all might
understand it, it is so simple !

The prophet Elijah, a fugitive from men, took refuge

in a cave, and was told that God would appear to him.

There came a great wind,— the trees were uprooted.

Elijah thought that this was God, and he looked, but

the Lord was not in the wind. After the wind came
tempest ; the thunder and the lightning were terrific and
Elijah went to see if God was there; but God was not
there. Then came an earthquake : the earth belched
forth fire, the rocks were shattered, the mountains were
rent ; Elijah looked for the Lord, but God was not in

the earthquake. Then it became calm ; a gentle breeze

came to the prophet, bearing the freshness of the fields
;

and Elijah looked, and God was there. Such are these

simple words of God— '^ Resist not evil''

They are very simple, but, nevertheless, they express

God's law and man's law, one and eternal. This law is

to such a degree eternal that if there has been in history

a progressive movement for the suppression of evil, it is

due to the men who understood the doctrine of Jesus—
who endured evil and resisted not evil by violence. The
advance of humanity toward righteousness is due, not
to the tyrants, but to the martyrs. As fire cannot ex-

tinguish fire, so evil cannot suppress evil. Only good,
confronting evil and resisting its contagion, can over-

come evil. And in the inner world of the human soul,

the law is as absolute as was even the law of Galileo,
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more absolute, more clear, more immutable. Men may
turn aside from it, they may hide its truth from others

;

but the progress of humanity toward righteousness can
be attained only in this way. Every forward step must
be taken only in the name of the non-resistance of evil.

A disciple of Christ may say now, with greater assur-

ance than did Galileo, in spite of misfortunes and
threats :

" And yet it is not violence, but good, that

overcomes evil." If the progress is slow, it is because
Christ's teaching (which, through its clearness, simplicity,

and wisdom, appeals so inevitably to human nature),

has been most cunningly and dangerously hidden from
the majority of mankind under an entirely different

teaching falsely called His.

CHAPTER V

The true meaning of Christ's teaching was revealed

to me ; everything confirmed its truth. But for a long

time I could not accustom myself to the strange idea,

that after the eighteen centuries during which Christ's

law had been professed by milliards of human beings,

after thousands of men had consecrated their lives to

the study of this law, I had discovered it for myself as

something new.
But strange as it seemed, so it was. Christ's teaching

regarding the non-resistance of evil was to me wholly

new, something of which I had never before had the

slightest conception. I asked myself how this could be

;

I must certainly have had a false idea of Christ's teach-

ing to cause such a misunderstanding. And a false idea

of it I unquestionably had.

When I began to read the Gospel, I was not in the

condition of a man who, having heard nothing of Christ's

teaching, becomes acquainted with it for the first time

;

on the contrary, I had a preconceived theory as to the

manner in which I ought to understand it. Christ did

not appear to me as a prophet revealing the divine law,

but as one who continued and amplified the absolute
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divine law which I already knew ; for I had very defi-

nite and complex notions about God, about the creation

of the world and of man, and about the command-
ments of God given to men through the instrumentality

of Moses.
In the Gospels I came to the words, ''It has been said

to yoUy An eye for an eye^ and a tooth for a tooth : But
I say nnto yoiL, That you resist not evil,'' These words,

''An eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth,'' was the

law given by God to Moses ; the words, " But I say

unto you, That you resist not evil," was a new law which
denied the first.

If I had simply referred to Christ's teaching without

the theological theory that I had imbibed with my
mother's milk, I should simply have understood the

simple meaning of Christ's words. I should have un-

derstood that Christ abrogated the old law, and gave
His new law. But I had been taught that Christ did

not abrogate the law of Moses, but that, on the con-

trary. He confirmed it to the slightest iota, and that He
made it more complete.

Verses 17-20 of the fifth chapter of Matthew in which
this was included had always impressed me, when I

read the Gospel, by their obscurity, and they plunged
me into doubt. I knew the Old Testament, particularly

the last books of Moses, very thoroughly, and recalling

certain passages in which minute doctrines, often absurd
and even cruel in their purport, are preceded by the

words, '^And the Lord said unto Moses," it seemed to

me very singular that Christ should confirm all these

injunctions; I could not understand why He did so. But
I allowed the question to pass without solution, and ac-

cepted with confidence the explanations inculcated in

my infancy,— that the two laws were equally inspired

by the Holy Spirit, that they were in perfect accord,

and that Christ confirmed the law of Moses while com-
pleting and amplifying it.

I never gave myself any clear account as to the method
by which this fulfilment should come about, how the
contradictions apparent throughout the whole Gospel,
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in verses 17-20 of the fifth chapter, and in the words,
^^ But I say unto you,'' should be reconciled.

Now that I understood the clear and simple meaning
of Christ's teaching, I saw clearly that the two laws are

directly opposed to one another ; that they can never be
harmonized ; that, instead of supplementing one by the

other, we must inevitably choose between the two ; and
that the received explanation of the verses, Matthew v.

17-20, which had impressed me by their obscurity, must
be incorrect.

When I now came to read once more the verses that

had before impressed me as so obscure, I was astonished

at the clear and simple meaning which was suddenly
revealed to me. This meaning was revealed, not by
any combination and transposition, but solely by reject-

ing the artificial explanations with which the words had
been encumbered. Christ said :

—
** Think not that I am come to destroy the law or (the

teaching of) the prophets : I am not come to destroy, but

to fulfil. For verily I say unto you^ sooner shall heaven
and earth pass, than one jot or one tittle shall pass from
the law, till all be fulfilled.'' ^

And in verse 20 He added :
—

** For I say unto you, That except your righteousness

shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees^

you shall in no case enter into the kingdom of heaven."

Christ said :
—

I am not come to destroy the eternal law of whose
fulfilment your books and prophecies foretell. I am
come to teach you the fulfilment of the eternal law ; not

of the law that your scribes and Pharisees call the divine

law, but of that eternal law which is less subject to

change than the earth and the heavens.

I have expressed the idea in other words in order to

detach the thoughts of my readers from the traditional

false interpretation. If this false interpretation had
never existed, the idea expressed in the verses could not

be rendered in a better or more definite manner.
The view that Jesus did not abrogate the old lav,/

1 Matt. V. 17, 18.
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arises from the arbitrary conclusion that " law " in this

passage signifies the written law instead of the law
eternal, the reference to the iota— jot and tittle— per-

haps furnishing the grounds for such an opinion. But
Christ was not speaking of the written law. If Christ

in this place had been speaking of the written law, He
would have used the expression **the law and the

prophets," which He always employed in speaking of

the written law ; here, however. He uses a different ex-

pression,— **the law or the prophets." If Christ had
meant the written law, He would have used the expres-

sion, *'the law and the prophets," in the verses that fol-

low and that continue the thought; but He says, briefly,

*^the law," and without any addition as it stands in

this verse. Moreover, according to the Gospel of

Luke, Christ made use of the same phraseology, and
the context renders the meaning inevitable. According
to Luke, Jesus is speaking to the Pharisees, who as-

sumed the justice of their written law. He says :
—

'^ You justify yourselves before men ; but God knozvs

your hearts : for that which is highly esteemedamong m.en

is abomination in the sight of God, The law and the

prophets were untilJohn : since that time the kingdom of
God is preached^ and every man presses into it. And it

is easier for heaven and earth to pasSy than one tittle of
the law to fail!' ^

In the words, ^^The law a7td the prophets were until

JohnJ' Jesus abrogated the written law ; in the words,
** And it is easier for heaven and earth to pass, than one
tittle of the law to fail,'' Christ confirmed the law eter-

nal. In the first passage cited He said, ^' the law and the

prophets," that is, the written law; in the second He
said '* the law " simply, therefore the law eternal. It is

clear, then, that the eternal law is opposed to the written

law,2 exactly as in the context of Matthew, where the

eternal law is defined by the phrase, "the law or the
prophets."

1 Luke xvi. 15-17.
2 More than this, as if to do away with all doubt as to which law He

referred, Jesus cites immediately, in connection with this passage, the most
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The history of the variants of the text of these verses

is quite worthy of notice. The majority of manuscripts
have simply ''the law," without the addition, ''and the
prophets." By such a reading there can be no misin-

terpretation that it signifies the written law. In other
manuscripts, notably Tischendorf's, and the canonical,

we find the word " prophets " used, not with the con-

junction "and," but with the conjunction "or,"— "the
law t?r the prophets,"— which also excludes any ques-

tion of the written law, and indicates the law eternal.

In several manuscripts, not countenanced by the

Church, we find the word "prophets" used with the

conjunction "and," not with "or"; and in these ver-

sions every repetition of the words "the law" is fol-

lowed by the phrase, "and the prophets." So that the
sense as expressed in this transformation would indicate

that Christ spoke only of the written law.

These variants furnish a history of the commentaries
on the passage. The only clear meaning is that author-

ized by Luke,— that Christ spoke of the eternal law.

But among the copyists of the Gospels were some who
desired that the written law of Moses should continue

to be regarded as obligatory. They therefore added to

the words "the law" the phrase "and the prophets,"

and changed the sense.

Other Christians, not recognizing the books of Moses,
either suppressed the added phrase, or replaced the

particle Kai, "and," with r;, "or"; and with this sub-

stitution the passage was admitted to the canon. Never-
theless, in spite of the unequivocal clearness of the text

[

as thus written, the commentators perpetuated the in-

terpretation supported by the phrase which had been
rejected in the canon. The passage evoked innumer-

able comments, which stray from the true signification

in proportion to the lack, on the part of the commen-

decisive instance of the negation of the law of Moses by the eternal law,

the law of which not the smallest jot is to fail :
" Whosoeve}" puts away hh

wife, and 7narries another, commits adultery^'' (Luke xvi. i8). That is,

according to the written law divorce is permissible; according to the eter

nal law it is a sin.— Author's Note.
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tators, of fidelity to the simple and obvious meaning of

Christ's teaching, and the majority of them recognize

the apocryphal reading rejected by the canonical text.

To be absolutely convinced that in these verses Christ

spoke only of the eternal law, we need only examine
the true meaning of the word that has given rise to so

many false interpretations. The word *' law " (in Greek
v6/jLo^y in Hebrew nnin, torali) has in all languages two
principal meanings : one, law in the abstract sense, in-

dependent of formulae ; the other, the written statutes

which men generally recognize as law.

In the Greek of Paul's Epistles the distinction is in-

dicated by the use of the article. Without the article

Paul uses z/o/xo? the most frequently in the sense of the

eternal law of God.
By the ancient Hebrews, in the prophets, in Isaiah,

T\i\t^, torah, is always used in the sense of an eternal, in-

effable revelation, God's own teaching. Not till the time
of Esdras, and later in the Talmud, was ** Torah," the

law, used to distinguish the five books of Moses, just as

with us the word " Bible " is used— with this difference,

that while we have words to distinguish between the

Bible and the law of God, the Jews employed the same
word to express both meanings.
And so Christ, using the word law, *' torah," sometimes

uses it as Isaiah and the other prophets use it, in the

sense of the law of God which is eternal, in this case

sanctioning it ; and sometimes in the sense of the written

law of the Pentateuch, rejecting it. But to distinguish

the difference, He always, in speaking of the written law
to reject it, adds *'and the prophets," or prefixes the
word '' your,"— *' your law."

When He says, *' Therefore all things whatsoever you
would that men should do to you, do you even so to them

:

for this is the lazv and the prophets,'' ^ He speaks of the
written law. The entire written law. He says, may be
reduced to this one expression of the eternal law, and
by these words He abrogated the written law. When
He says, ^'The lazv and the prophets were until John the

1 Matt. vii. 12.
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Baptist, * ^ He speaks of the written law, and by these
words denies its obligatoriness. When He says, '^ Did
not Moses give you the law, and yet none of yon keeps

the laWy' ^ or ** It is also written in your law,'' ^ or ** that

the word might be fulfilled that is written in their law,'' ^

He speaks of the written law, the law whose authority

He denied, the law that condemned Him to death : ''The

Jews answered him, We have a law, and by our law he
ought to die''^ It is plain that this Jewish law, which
authorized condemnation to death, was not the law which
Christ taught. But when Christ says, '' I am not come
to destroy the law, but to teach you thefulfilment of the

law ; for nothing of this law shall be changed, but all

shall be fulfilled^' then He is speaking, not of the written

law, but of the divine and eternal law, and sanctions it.

But let us grant that all this is merely formal proof

;

let us grant that I have carefully combined contexts

and variants, and excluded everything contrary to my
theory ; let us grant that the commentators of the

Church are clear and convincing, that, in fact, Christ

did not abrogate the law of Moses, but upheld it in all

its force,— let us grant this : but even then what were
Christ's teachings t

According to the interpretations of the Church, He
taught that He was the second person of the Trinity,

the Son of God the Father, and that He came into the

world to atone by His death for Adam's sin. But every

one who has read the Gospels knows that Christ taught

nothing of the sort, or at least spoke but very vaguely

on these topics. Let us even grant that we cannot read

correctly and that He does speak of this. Well, in any
case, the passages in which Christ affirms that He is the

second person of the Trinity, and that He was to atone

for the sins of humanity, form the most inconsiderable

and obscurest portion of the Gospels.

In what, then, does the rest of Christ's teaching con-

sist 'i It is impossible to deny, and all Christians have

1 Luke xvi. 1 6. ^ John vii. 19.

8 John viii. 17. * John xv. 2;.

^ ,

* John xix. 7.
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always recognized the fact, that the chief aim of Christ's

teaching is to regulate men's lives, — how they ought
to live with regard to one another. But to realize that

Jesus taught men a new way of life, we must have some
idea of the condition of the people to whom His teach-

ings were addressed.

When we examine into the social development of the

Russians, or the English, or the Chinese, or the Indians,

or even the savages living on islands, we find that each
people invariably has certain practical rules or laws of

life; consequently, if any one would inculcate a new
law of life, he must by this very teaching abolish the

forjmer law of life ; if he did not abolish it, he could

not teach. So it would be in England, in China, or in

Russia ; in any race or nation this would be inevitable.

Laws that we are accustomed to regard as precious,

as almost sacred, he would assuredly abrogate ; with us,

perhaps, it might happen that a reformer who taught

a new law would abolish only our civil laws, the official

code, our administrative customs, without touching what
we consider as our divine laws, although it is difficult to

believe that such could be the case.

But with the Jewish people, who had but one law,

and wholly divine, — and embracing life in all its

minutest details,— what could a reformer reform if he
declared in advance that the existing law was invio-

lable ?

But even if we grant it, this is no proof. Let those that

interpret Christ's words as an affirmation of the entire

Mosaic law explain to their own satisfaction who it was
that Christ denounced during the whole of His ministry,

who it was He opposed, calling them Pharisees, scribes,

doctors of the law.? Who were they that rejected

Christ's teaching, and, their high priests at their head,

crucified Him ? If Christ approved the law of Moses,
I where were the faithful followers of that law, who prac-
i tised it sincerely, and must thereby have obtained
Christ's approval ? Is it possible that there was not
one such ?

The Pharisees, we are told, constituted a sect. The
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Hebrews do not say so ; they say the Pharisees were
the true performers of the law. But let us grant they
were a sect. The Sadducees also were a sect. Where,,
then, were those that did not belong to a sect, the genuine
ones :

In the Gospel of John all of Christ's enemies are

spoken of directly as "the Jews." They agree with
Christ's teaching, and they are hostile to Him because
they are Jews. But in the Gospels not only the Phari-

sees and the Sadducees are shown as the enemies of

Jesus : the doctors of the law, those that interpret the

law, the elders, those that are always considered as

representatives of the people's wisdom, are also called

Christ's enemies.

Christ said, ** / a^n not come to call the lighteous, but

sinners to repentmice^'' to change their way of life (/jLerd'

voLo), But where were the righteous } Was Nicodemus
the only one .'^ He is represented as a good but mis-

guided man.
We are so habituated to the singular opinion that

Christ was crucified by the Pharisees and a few wicked
Jews, that it never occurs to us to ask the simple ques-

tion, ** Where were the true Jews, the good Jews, the

Jews that practised the law.'*" When we have once pro-

pounded this query, everything becomes perfectly clear.

Christ, whether he was God or man, brought His teaching

to a people possessing a law, called the law of God, gov- '<

erning their whole existence. How must Christ have
comported Himself toward that law }

Every prophet, every founder of a religion, in reveal-

ing the law of God to men, inevitably meets with what
these men regard as the law of God ; and he cannot

avoid a double use of the word ''law," one expressing

what his hearers wrongfully consider the law of God
— ''your law;" and the other the law he has come to

proclaim, the true, the eternal, law of God A reformer

not only cannot avoid this double use of the word ; often

he does not wish to avoid it, but purposely confounds
the two ideas, thus indicating that, in the law confessed

by those whom he would convert, there are stil) some
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eternal truths, and every reformer takes these, laws such

as embody the truth, as the basis of his teaching.

This is precisely what Christ did among the Hebrews,
by whom the two laws were alike called '' torah." Christ

recognized that the Mosaic law, and still more the

prophets, especially the writings of Isaiah, whose words
He constantly quotes, contained divine and eternal truths

in harmony with the eternal law, and these— as, for in-

stance, love to God and your neighbor— He takes as

the basis of His own teaching.

Christ many times expresses this thought. Thus He
said, *^ What is written in the law ? how readest thouf^
Even in the law one can find eternal truth, if one reads

it aright. And more than once He affirms that the com-
mandments of the Mosaic law, to love the Lord and
one's neighbor, are also commandments of the eternal

law. At the conclusion of all the parables by which
Christ explained the meaning of His teaching to His dis-

ciples. He pronounced words which have a bearing upon
all that precedes :

—
'^ Therefore every scribe instructed in the truth is like

a householder who brings forth out of his treasure (alto-

gether without distinction) things new and old.''
^

The Church universal understands these words just

exactly as they were understood by St. Irenaeus ; but,

at the same time, in defiance of the true signification, it

arbitrarily attributes to them the meaning that every-

thing old is sacred. The manifest meaning is this :
—

He who seeks for the good, takes not only the new,
but also the old ; and because a thing is old, he does
not therefore reject it. By these words Christ meant
that He did not deny what was eternal in the old law.

But when they spoke to Him of the whole law, or of the

formalities exacted by the old law. His reply was that

new wine should not be put into old bottles. Christ

could not affirm the whole law ; neither could He deny
1 the entire teachings of the law and the prophets,— the
law in which it says, ** love thy neighbor as thyself^'' and
the prophets whose words He often used to express His

1 Luke X. 26. 2 Matt, xiii 5-*.
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own thoughts. And yet, in place of this clear and sim
pie explanation of Christ's simple words, we are offered

a vague interpretation which introduces needless con^

tradictions, which reduces the doctrine of Jesus to noth-

ingness, and which reestablishes the doctrine of Moses
in all its savage cruelty.

Commentators of the Church, particularly those that

have written since the fifth century, tell us that Christ

did not abolish the written law, but sanctioned it. But
in what way did He sanction it.'^ How can Christ'^ law
harmonize with the law of Moses ? To this there is no
reply. The commentators all make use of a verbal jug-

gle and say that Christ fulfilled the law of Moses, and
that the prophecies were fulfilled in His person, and that

Christ fulfilled the law as our mediator by our faith in

Him. And only the essential question for every believer
— How to harmonize two conflicting laws, each designed

to regulate the lives of men ?— is left without any
attempt at explanation. Thus the contradiction between
the verse where it is said that Christ did not come to

destroy the law, but to fulfil the law, and the verse where
it says, " Vou have heard .... But I say unto yoic^'' — the

contradiction betv/een the spirit of the teaching of Moses
and the teaching of Christ, — is left in all its force.

Let any one interested in this question look through
the Church commentaries touching this passage from
the time of John Chrysostom to our day. After a peru-

sal of these long explanations, he will be convinced not

only that there is no solution for the contradiction, but

that there is an artificially introduced contradiction

where there had been none before.

The impossible attempts to reconcile the irreconcil-

able prove that this reconciliation is not an error of

thought, but that the reconciliation has a clear and
definite object, that it is necessary. And it is evident

why it is necessary.

Here is what John Chrysostom says in reply to those

that reject the law of Moses:—
" Further testing the old law, wherein it is commanded

to extort an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, the
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objection is instantly made :
' How can he be blessed

who says that ? What shall we say to that ?
' This :

that, on the contrary, it is the greatest sign of divine

philanthropy.

''He made this law, not that we might strike out one
another's eyes, but that fear of suffering by others might
restrain us from doing any such thing to them. As,

therefore, He threatened the Ninevites with overthrow,

not that he might destroy them (for had that been His
will. He ought to have been silent), but that He might
by fear make them better, and so quiet His wrath : so

also hath He appointed a punishment for those who
wantonly assail the eyes of others, that if good principle

dispose them not to refrain from such cruelty, fear may
restrain themi from injuring their neighbors' sight.

''And if this be cruelty, it is cruelty also for the mur-
derer to be restrained, and the adulterer checked. But

these are the sayings of senseless men, and of those that

are mad to the extreme of madness. For I, so far from
saying that this comes of cruelty, should say that the

contrary to this would be unlawful, according to men's
reckoning. And whereas thou sayest, ' Because He
commanded to pluck out an eyefor an eye, therefore He
is cruel

'
; I say that if He had not given this command-

ment, then He would have seemed, in the judgment of

most men, to be that which thou sayest He is.''

John Chrysostom clearly recognized the law. An eye

for an eye, as divine, and the contrary of that law, that

is, the Christ's teaching about the non-resistance of evil,

as an iniquity " For let us suppose," says Chrysos-
tom further :

—
" For let us suppose that this law had been altogether

done away, and that no one feared the punishment
ensuing thereupon, but that license had been given to all

the wicked to follow their own dispositions in all secur-

ity, to adulterers, and to murderers, to perjured persons,
and to parricides ; would not all things have been turned
upside down } would not cities, market-places and houses,
sea and land, and the whole world, have been filled with

unnumbered pollutions and murders .'^ Every one sees
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it. For if, when there are laws,, and fear, and threaten^

ing, our evil dispositions are hardly checked; were even
this security taken away, what is there to prevent men's
choosing vice ? and what degree of mischief would not

then come reveling upon the whole of human life ?

** The rather, since cruelty lies not only in allowing the

bad to do what they will, but in another thing too quite

as much,— to overlook, and leave uncared for, him who
hath done no wrong, but who is without cause or reason
suffering ill. For tell me ; were any one to gather to-

gether wicked men from all quarters, and arm them
with swords, and bid them go about the whole city, and
massacre all that came in their way, could there be any-

thing more like a wild beast than he ? And what if

some others should bind, and confine with*the utmost
strictness, those whom that man had armed, and should

snatch from those lawless hands them who were on the

point of being butchered ; could anything be greater

humanity than this ?
''

St. John Chrysostom does not say what would be the

estimate of these others in the opinion of the wicked.

And what if these others were themselves wicked and cast

the innocent into prison ? Chrysostom continues :
—

" Now then, I bid thee transfer these examples to the

Law likewise ; for He that commands to pluck out an
eyefor an eye hath laid the fear as a kind of strong chain

upon the souls of the bad, and so resembles him who
detains those assassins in prison ; whereas he who
appoints no punishment for them, doth all but arm them
by such security, and acts the part of that other, who
was putting the swords in their hands, and letting them
loose over the whole city." ^

If John Chrysostom had understood the law of Jesus,

he would have said. Who is it that strikes out another's

eyes and casts men into prison ? If He who commanded
to take an eye for an eye— in other words, if God Him-
self did such things, then there would be no contradic-

tion ; but men must do this, and the Son of God has said

to these men that they must not do it. God commanded
1 " Homilies on the Gospel of St. Matthew," xvi.
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to strike out teeth and the Son of God commanded not

to strike them out ! We must accept one commandment
or the other ; and John Chrysostom, and since his day
the whole Church, has accepted the commandment of

God-the-Father, that is, of Moses, and denied that of

God-the-Son, in other words, of the Christ, whose teach-

ing it nevertheless claims to believe

!

Christ abolished the Mosaic law, and gave His own
law in its place. To one who really believes in Christ

there is not the slightest contradiction ; such an one will

pay no attention to the law of Moses, but will believe in

Christ's law and put it into practice. To one who be-

lieves in the law of Moses there is also no contradiction.

The Jews regard Christ's words as foolish, and believe

in the law of Moses. The contradiction is only for those

who would live according to the law of Moses, but per-

suade themselves and others that they believe in Christ's

law— for those whom Christ denounced as hypocrites,

as a generation of vipers.

Instead of recognizing as divine truth the one or the

other of the two laws, the law of Moses or Christ's, both
are considered divine.

But when the question touches the acts of everyday
life, Christ's law is rejected and that of Moses is followed.

And in this false interpretation, when we realize its im-

portance, is the source of that terrible, that horrible, drama
of the struggle between evil and good, between darkness
and light.

Christ made His appearance among the Jewish people,

trained to the innumerable formal regulations instituted

by the Levites in the rubric of divine laws, each preceded
by the words, *' And the Lord said unto Moses." He
found everything, to the minutest detail, prescribed by
rule ; not only the relation of man with God, but his

sacrifices, his feasts, his fasts, his social, civil, and family
duties, the details of personal habits, circumcision, the
purification of the body, of domestic utensils, of clothing,
— all these regulated by laws recognized as God's com-
mand and therefore as God's law.

What could any prophet, even the most ordinary
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teacher— I don't say the Christ-God— do in establish

ing his own doctrines among such a people, but abolish the

law by which all these details were regulated ? Christ,

like all the prophets, selected from what men considered
as the law of God the portions that were really the law
of God ; He took what served His purpose, rejected the

rest, and on this foundation established His revelation of

the eternal law. It was not necessary to abolish all, but
inevitable to abrogate much that was looked upon as

obligatory.

This Christ did, and was accused of destroying what
was considered the law of God ; for this He was con-

demned and put to death. But His teaching remained
among His disciples, traversed the centuries, and is trans-

mitted to other peoples. Under these conditions there

have grown up again on this new teaching a crop of sim-

ilar commentaries and explanations, and pitiable human
sophisms have replaced the divine revelation. For the

formula, ** And the Lord said unto Moses," we substitute

**Thus saith the Holy Spirit." And again the letter

hides the spirit.

Most astounding of all, Christ's teaching is amalga-
mated with all that '' torah," with the written law, the au-

thority of which He was forced to deny. This *' torah,"

this written law, is declared to have been inspired by i

the Holy Spirit, the spirit of truth ; and thus Christ is

taken in the snare of His own revelation— and all His
doctrine is reduced to nothingness.

This is why, after eighteen hundred years, it so singu-

larly happened that I discovered the meaning of Christ's

.teaching as some new thing.

But no, I did not discover it ; I did simply what all

men have done and must do who seek after God and
His law ; I found what is the eterri^.l law of God amid
all that men call by that pa^m^.
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CHAPTER VI

When I understood Christ's law as Christ's law, and
not as the law of Moses and of Christ, when I under-

stood the commandment of this law which directly abro-

gated the law of Moses, then the Gospels, so obscure,

diffuse, and contradictory before, blended for me into a

harmonious whole, the substance of whose doctrine,

until then incomprehensible, I found to be formulated

in terms simple, clear, and accessible to every searcher

after truth.^

Throughout the Gospels it speaks of Christ's com-
mands and the necessity of practising them. All the

theologians discuss Christ's commands; but I did not

know before what these commands were. I thought that

Christ's command consisted in loving God, and one's

neighbor as one's self. I did not see that this could not
be Christ's command, since it was given by the ancients

(Deuteronomy and Leviticus). The words :
—

^'Whosoever therefore shall break one of these least

commandments, and shall teach men so, he shall be called

the least in tJie kingdom of heaven: but whosoever shall

do and teach them, the same shall be called great in the

kingdom of heaven,'' ^—th^^Q words I believed to relate

to the Mosaic law. But it never had occurred to me
that Christ's new commands were clearly and precisely

formulated in Matthew v. 21-48, and I did not see

that in the passage where Christ says, ** Ye have heard
that it was said .,.. But I say unto yon,'' He formulated
a series of very definite commands— five entirely new,
counting as one the two references to adultery. I had
heard of the beatitudes and of their number ; their ex-

planation and enumeration had formed a part of my re-

ligious instruction ; but I had never heard anything
about Christ's commands spoken of. To my astonish-

ment, I was forced to discover them for myself. And
this is how I discovered them. In the fifth chapter of

Matthew I found these verses :
—

1 Matt. V. 21-48, especially i%,
^ Matt. v. 19.
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" You have heard that it was said by them of old time^

Thou shalt not kill ; and ivhoever shall kill shall be in

danger of the judgment : ^ (22) But I say unto you, That
whoever is angry with his brother without cause shall be

171 danger of thejudgment : and whosoever shall say to his

brother, Raca, shall ber in danger of the Sanhedrim : but

whosoever shall say. Thou fool, shall be in danger of the

fiery Gehenna, (23) Therefore if thou bring thygift to the

altar, and there rememberest that thy brother hath aught
against thee ; (24) Leave there thy gift before the altar,

andgo away ; first be reconciled to thy brother, and theft

come and offer thy gift, (25) Agree with thine adversaiy
quickly, while thou art in the way with him ; lest at any
time the adversary deliver thee to thejudge, and the judge
deliver thee to the officer, and thou be cast into prison.

(26) Verily I say unto thee. Then shalt by no means come
out thence, till thou hast paid the uttermostfarthing''

When I understood the command about non-resistance

of evil, it seemed to me that these verses must have a

meaning as clear and practical as has the command
about resistance of evil. The meaning I had formerly

given to the passage was, that every one ought to avoid

angry feelings against others, ought never to utter

abusive language, and ought to live in peace with all

men, without exception. But there was in the text a

phrase which excluded this meaning, ** Whosoever shall

be angry with his brother without cause'' — the words
could not then be an exhortation to absolute peace.

These two words ^ perplexed me, and I turned to the

commentators, the theologians, for the removal of my
doubts. To my surprise I found that the commenta-
ries of the Church Fathers were chiefly occupied with

the endeavor to define under what conditions anger was
permissible and when it was not permissible. All the

commentators of the Church dwelt on the qualifying

phrase " without cause," and explained the meaning to

be that one must not be offended without a reason, that

one must not be abusive, but that anger is not always

1 Is. XX. 13.
^ One in Russian, naprasno.
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wrong ; and, to confirm their view, they quoted instances

of anger on the part of saints and apostles.

I could not help acknowledging that the explanation,

that anger ''for the glory of God" according to their

expression, is not reprehensible, although entirely con-

trary to the spirit of the Gospel, was based on the phrase,

''without cause," in the twenty-second verse. These
words changed the meaning of the whole passage.

Be not angry without cause. Christ exhorts us to

pardon every one, to pardon without limit. He par-

doned all who did Him wrong, and chided Peter for

being angry with Malchus when Peter sought to defend
his Master at the time of the betrayal, when, if at any
time, it would seem that it was not without cause. And
yet this same Christ in His instructions to all men said,

" Be not angry without a cause," and thereby sanctioned

anger for a cause. Christ enjoined peace upon all sim-

ple men, and suddenly in the phrase, " without a cause,"

interpolates the reservation that this rule does not apply
to all cases ; that there are circumstances under which
one might be angry with a brother ! In the commenta-
ries it says that anger is sometimes expedient!

But who is to decide, I asked, when anger is expe-

dient ? I never have as yet encountered an angry per-

son who thought his wrath unjustifiable. All think their

anger legitimate and serviceable. The phrase " without
cause " destroys the entire force of the verse

!

And yet there were the words in the sacred text, and
I could not efface them. The effect was the same as

if the word "good" had been added to the phrase.

"Love thy neighbor"— love thy good neighbor, the
neighbor that agrees with thee

!

The entire signification of the passage was changed
for me by the phrase, "without cause." Verses 23 and
24, which exhort us to be reconciled with all men before
we pray, also lost their direct and imperative meaning,
and acquired a conditional import through the influence
of the foregoing qualification.

It had seemed to me that Christ must forbid all anger,
all ill will, and, that it might cease, exhorted us before
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entering into communion with God to ask ourselves if

there were any person who might be angry with us.

If such were the case, whether this anger were with

cause or without cause, He commanded us to be recon-

ciled. In this manner I had interpreted the passage

;

but it now seejned, according to the commentators, that

the injunction must be taken as a conditional affirma-

tion.

The commentators all explained that we ought to try

to be at peace with all men ; but, they added, if this is

impossible, if, actuated by evil instincts, any one is at

enmity with you, try to be reconciled with him in spirit,

in idea, and then the enmity of others will be no obstacle

to divine communion.
Moreover that he who said "raca,'* and " thou fool," ^

was so terribly guilty always seemed to me strange and
absurd. If we are forbidden to be abusive, why were
examples chosen of abuse so feeble and almost free

from abuse ; why this terrible threat against any one
who utters abuse so feeble as that implied in the word

||

racay which means a good-for-nothing ? All this was f

obscure to me.
I was convinced that I had before me a problem

|||

similar to that which had confronted me in the words,

''Judge notr I felt that here again what was simple,

•serious, precise, and practical had been transferred to

the domain of the foggy and the vague. I felt that

Christ, in saying, ''be reconciled to thy brother^' could

not have meant, ''be reconciled in thought," as they ex-

plained it. What does ''reconciled in thought" mean.?

I understood what Jesus meant when, using the words

of the prophet. He said, "/ will have mercy, and not

sacrifice ; " that is, love to men. If you wish to please

God, then, before offering prayer morning and evening,

at mass or at the vesper service, remember who is angry

with you, and go and arrange it so that he will no longer

be angry with you, and then pray if you desire. But

how about this phrase, "be reconciled in thought" t

1 Russian, bezufnnui, foolish, senseless.
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I felt that what seemed to me the only clear and
direct meaning of the verse was destroyed by the phrase
*' without cause." If I could eliminate that, the mean-
ing would be plain. But all the commentators were
united against my understanding of it; against it was
the canonical text with the phrase, '' without cause.'' If

i

I dropped the words in this case, I might do the same
1 in other cases arbitrarily, and others might follow my
example. The whole difficulty lay in one word. If it

were not for that one word everything would be clear.

So I tried to explain it philologically so that it would
not conflict with the sense of the entire passage.

I consulted the lexicons. In ordinary Greek, the word
elicrj means " heedlessly, inconsiderately." I tried to find

some term that would not destroy the sense ; but the

words, ^* without a cause," plainly had the meaning at-

tributed to them. In New Testament Greek the signi-

fication of elicri is exactly the same. I consulted the

concordances. The word occurs but once in the Gos-

pels, namely, in this passage. In the Epistles it is used
several times. In the first epistle to the Corinthians, xv.

2, it occurs in exactly the same sense. It was impossible

to interpret it otherwise ; we must acknowledge that Christ

said. Be not angry without cause. I had to acknowledge
that for me to admit that Christ could utter in such vague
words a command easily so construed as to be of no
effect seemed to me equivalent to rejecting the entire

Gospel.

There remained one last hope!— is the word to be found
in all the manuscripts.'^ I consulted Griesbach, where
all variants are recorded— that is to say, how, in what
manuscripts, and in which of the Fathers any given ex-

pression is employed. I consulted this authority, and
discovered to my joy that in this passage there are mar-

. ginal notes, there are variants. I examined further the
» variants. All refer to the word dicr\. In most of the

Gospel texts and the citations of the Fathers this word
does not occur. That proved that the majority were on
my side. I consulted Tischendorf for the most ancient
reading ; the word dicr] did not appear. I looked into
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Luther's version whereby I might get hold of this, the
shortest way— here again this word does not occur.

So then this word, which destroyed the whole meaning
of Christ's teaching, is a fifth century interpolation which
had not crept into the best copies of the Gospel. Some
copyist added the word ; others approved it and under-
took its explanation.

Christ did not utter, could not have uttered, this horri-

ble word ; and the primary, simple, direct meaning of

the whole passage which impressed me and impresses
every one is the true one.

But, moreover, now that I understand that Christ's

words forbid all anger, whatever the cause, against any
one whatever, the formerly confusing prohibition of the

words *' raca " and ''fool," took on a meaning quite dis-

tinct from any prohibition with regard to the utterance

of abusive epithets. The strange Hebrew word, raca,

which is not translated in the Greek text, gave me that

meaning. Raca means, literally, ''vain, empty, that

which does not exist." It was much used by the He-
brews to express exclusion. Raca signifies a man who
is scarcely considered as a man. It is employed in the

plural form, rekim, in Judges ix. 4, where it means " the

lost," "the worthless." This word Jesus forbids us to

apply to any one, as He forbids us to use the word " fool,"

which, like "raca," relieves us of all human obligations

to a neighbor. We get angry, we do evil to men, and
then to excuse ourselves we say that the object of our

anger is a worthless or foolish man. Precisely such

words as these Christ forbids us to use in speaking of

men or to men. He exhorts us not to be angry with any
one, and not to excuse our anger with the plea that we
have to do with one worthless or foolish.

And so in place of insignificant, vague, and uncertain

phrases subject to arbitrary interpretation, I found in

Matthew v. 21-26 Christ's first commandment: Live in

peace with all men. Regard not anger as justifiable un-

der any circumstances. Never regard a human being

as worthless or as a fool.^ Not only refrain from alJ

^ Matt. V. 22.
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anger yourself, but do not regard the anger of others

toward you justified. If any one is angry with you, even

without reason, then before praying go and destroy that

hostile feeUng.^ Strive first of all to efface the hostility

between you and other men, lest animosity prevail to

your loss.^

The first commandment of Jesus being thus freed

from obscurity, I was able to understand the second,

which also begins with a reference to the ancient law :
—

'* Ye have heard that it was said by them of old time,

ThoiL shalt not commit adultery :'^ But I say unto you,

That whosoever looketh on a woman to lust after herhath
committed adultery with her already in his heart. And
if thy right eye offend thee, pluck it out, and cast it from
thee : for it is better for thee that one of thy m.efnbers

should perish, and not that thy whole body should be cast

into gehenna. And if thy right hand offend thee, cut it

off, and cast itfrom tliee : for it is betterfor thee that one

of thy members sJiouldpe7dsh, and not that thy whole body

should be cast into gehenna. It hath been said. Whoever
shall put away his zvife, let him give her a zvriting of
divorcement,^ but I say unto you, Whoeverputs away his

wife, savijigfor the sin of fornication, causes her to com-

mit adultery : and whoever shall marry her that is

divorced commits adultery^

The significance of these words struck me thus : A
man ought not, even in imagination, to admit that he
could approach any woman save her to whom he had
once been united, and her he might never abandon to

take another, although permitted to do so by the Mosaic
law.

In the first commandment, that against anger, the ad-

vice is given to extinguish anger at the very first, and the

advice was illustrated by the parable of the man who is

dehvered to the judges ; so here also Christ declares that

debauchery arises from the fact that men and women
regard one another as objects of lust. That this may

1 Matt. V, 22, 23. 2 Matt. v. 25, 26,
^ Ex. XX. 14, 28. ** Deut. xxiv. I.

^ Matt. V. 27-32.
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not be so, we ought to put aside everything that may
incite to lust, to avoid all that awakens lust, and, once
united to a woman, never to abandon her on any pre-

text, for the abandonment of women leads also to divorce.

Women thus abandoned seduce other men, and so de-

bauchery is introduced into the world.

The wisdom of this commandment impressed me. It

would suppress all the evils in the world that result from
the sexual relations. Convinced that license in the sexual

relations leads to contention, men, in obedience to this

injunction, would avoid every cause for voluptuousness,

and, knowing that the law of humanity is to live in

couples, would so unite themselves, and never destroy

the bond of union. All the evils arising from dissen-

sions caused by sexual attraction would be suppressed,

since there would be neither men nor women deprived
of married life.

But now I was much more surprised, as I read the

Sermon on the Mount, with the words, which had always
surprised, '' saving for the caitse offornication^'' which
permitted a man to repudiate his wife in case of infi-

delity. To say nothing of the lack of dignity in the very

form in which this thought was expressed, of the fact

that here, side by side with what seemed to me the pro-

foundest truths of the Sermon on the Mount, stood, like

a note in a criminal code, this strange exception to the

general rule, an exception which was diametrically op-

posed to the fundamental idea.

I consulted the commentators ; all, Chrysostom ^ and
the others, even learned theological critics like Reuss,

recognized the meaning of the words to be that Christ

permitted divorce in case of infidelity on the part of the

woman, and that, in the exhortation against divorce in

the nineteenth chapter of Matthew, the words, saving

for the cause of fornication^ had the same signification.

I read the thirty-second verse of the fifth chapter again

and again, and it seemed to me that this could not sig-

nify sanction to divorce. To verify my doubts I con-

sulted the various contexts, and I found in Matthew xix.

^ P- 365.
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Mark x., Luke xvi., and in the first epistle of Paul to the

Corinthians, affirmation of the doctrine of the indissolu-

bility of marriage without any saving clause. In Luke
xvi. 1 8 it is said :

—
*' W/ioeve?' puts away his wife^ and marries another,

commits adultery : and whoever maiTies her that is put
awayfrom her husband commits adulteryy

In Mark x. 5-12 the doctrine is also proclaimed with-

out any exception whatever :
—

^^ For the hardness ofyour heart he wrote for you this

command. But from the beginnirtg of the creation God
made the^n male andfemale. For this cause shall a man
leave his father and mother, and cleave to his wife ; And
they twain shall be one flesh : so then they are no more
twain, but oneflesh. What therefore God hasjoined to-

gether, let not man put asunder. And in the house his

disciples asked him again of the same fnatter. And he
said unto them. Whoever shall put away his wife, and
marry another, commits adidtery against her. And if a
zvoman shall put azvay her husband, and be married to

another, ske commits adultery,''

The same idea is expressed in Matt. xix. 4-9. Paul,

in the first epistle to the Corinthians, vii. i-ii, develops
systematically the idea that the only way of preventing
debauchery is that every mxan have his own wife, and
every woman have her own husband, and that they mu-
tually satisfy the sexual instinct ; then he says, without
equivocation, that husband or wife shall in no case aban-
don each other for the sake of intercourse with any one
else.^

According to Mark and Luke and Paul, divorce is for-

bidden. It is forbidden by the assertion repeated in two
of the Gospels, that husband and wife are one flesh whom
God hath joined together. It is forbidden in the teach-
ing of Christ, who exhorts us to pardon every one, with-

out excepting the adulterous woman. It is forbidden by
the general sense of the whole passage, which explains

^ " Let not the wife departfrom her husband : But and if she depart^ lei

her remain unmarried, or be reconciled to her husband : and let not the

husbaridpHt away lis wife.''^
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that divorce is provocative of debauchery, and for this

reason that divorce v^ith an adulterous woman is pro-

hibited.

On what, then, is based the opinion that divorce is

permissible in case of a woman's infidelity. On the

words which had so impressed me in Matt. v. 32 ; the

words every one takes to mean that Jesus permits di-

vorce in case of adultery by the woman ; the words,
repeated in Matt. xix. 9, in many manuscripts of the

Gospel, and by many Fathers of the Church, — the
words, ^^ unlessfor the cause of adultery.'"

I studied these words carefully anew. For a long
time I could not understand them. It seemed to me
that there must be a defect in the translation, an exege-

sis ; but I could not find where the source of the error

was. The error was very plain.

In opposition to the Mosaic law, which declares that

if a man take an aversion to his wife he may write her

a bill of divorcement and send her out of his house
— in opposition to this law Christ says: ^' But I say

unto yoit^ That whoever shall put away his wife, sav-

ing for the sin of fornication, causes her to commit
adulteryy

I saw nothing in these words to allow us to aflfirm

that divorce was either permitted or forbidden. It is

only said that whoever shall put away his wife causes

her to commit adultery, and then an exception is made
with regard to a woman guilty of adultery. This excep-

tion, which throws the guilt of marital infidelity entirely

upon the woman is, in general, scrange and unexpected;

but here, in relation to the context, it is simply absurd,

for even the very doubtful meaning which might other-

wise be attributed to it is wholly destroyed. Whoeverl
puts away his wife exposes her to the crime of adultery,

and yet a man is permitted to put away a wife guilty of I

adultery, as if a woman guilty of adultery would no

more commit adultery after she were put away.

But this is not all ; when I had examined this passage

attentively, I found it also to be lacking in grammatical

meaning. The words are, " Whoever shall put awav
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kis wifcy except for the fault of adultery^ exposes her

to the commission of adultery,''— and the proposition is

complete. It is said of a husband, that he, in putting

away his wife, exposes her to the commission of the crime

of adultery ; what, then, is the purport of the quahfying

phrase, '' exceptfor thefault of adidtery '' ? If the prop-

osition had been put in this form, ''The husband that

puts away his wife is guilty of adultery, unless the wife

herself has been unfaithful," it would be grammatically

correct.

But as the passage now stands, the subject, *'The
husband that puts,'' has no other predicate than the

word "exposes." How then can the phrase ''except

for the fault of adultery " be connected with it.^ It is

impossible to expose except for the adultery of the wife.

Even if to the words "except for the fault of adultery,"

the words "on the wife's part " or " her part " were added,

which they are not, even then these words could have
xio relation to the predicate, "exposes." These words,

according to the received exegesis, relate to the predi-

cate, ''Whoeverputs away ;'' but "whoever puts away"
is not the principal predicate, the principal predicate is

"exposes." What signifies then the phrase, except for
the fault of adidtery. It is plain that whether for or

without the fault of adultery on the part of the woman,
the husband who puts away his wife exposes her to the

commission of adultery.

The proposition is analogous to the following sen-

tence : Whoever deprives his son of food, except for the

fault of cruelty, exposes him to the possibility of being
cruel. This sentence evidently cannot mean that a
father may refuse food to his son if the son is cruel.

If it has any sense, it can only mean that a father who
refuses food to his son, besides being cruel toward his

son, exposes his son to the possibility of becoming
cruel. And in the same way, the Gospel proposition
would have a meaning if we could replace the words,
"the fault of adultery," by libertinism, debauchery,
or something analogous, expressing not an act but a

quality.
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And so I asked myself if the meaning here was not
simply that whoever puts away his wife, besides being
himself guilty of libertinism (since no one puts away
his wife except to take another), exposes his wife also

to the commission of adultery ? If, in the original text,

the word translated '^adultery'' or *' fornication " had
the meaning of libertinism, the meaning of the passage
would be clear. And then I met with the same experi-

ence that had happened to me before in similar in-

stances. The text confirmed my suppositions so that I

could no longer have any doubt about it.

The first thing that struck my eyes in reading the text

was that the word Tropveta, translated in common with
/jLOL^dadaCy '* adultery " or '' fornication," is an entirely

different word from the latter. Could it not be that

these two words are synonyms or used so in the Gospels ?

I consulted all the lexicons— the general lexicons and
those of the New Testament Greek— and found that the

word TTopveiay corresponding to zanaJi in Hebrew, toforni-

catio in Latin, to Jmrerei in German, to rasputsro in Rus-

sian, has a very precise meaning, and that it never in any
lexicons has signified, and never can signify, the act of

adultery, adiiltkre^ Ehebruch^ as it has been translated.

It signifies a state of depravity,— a quality, and never

an act,— and never can be properly translated by
*' adultery *' or '* fornication." I found, moreover, that
** adultery " is expressed throughout the Gospel, as well

as in the passage under consideration, by the word
^oi^evco, I had only to correct the false translation,

which had evidently been made intentionally, to render

absolutely inadmissible the meaning attributed by com-
mentators to this passage and to the context of the

nineteenth chapter, and the sense in which the word
iTopveia is related to the husband in the sentence would
become perfectly plain.

A person acquainted with Greek would construe as

follows: 7rap6/cT09, "except, outside," Xoyoi;, "the cause,

the sin," Tropveia^, " of libertinism," irotel, " obhges,"

avTijv, " her," fiocx^crdaiy " to commit adultery "— which
rendering gives, word for word, Whoever puts away his
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wrife, besides the fault of libertinism, obliges her to be

an adulteress.

We obtain the same meaning from Matt. xix. 9.

When we correct the unauthorized translation of iropveia,

by substituting ** libertinism '' for *^ fornication," we see

at once that the phrase el fxr) eVt nropveia cannot apply
to ''wife." And as the words TrapeKro^; \6yov iropveia^

could signify nothing else than the fault of libertinism

on the part of the husband, so the words el /irj eirl irop-

vela, in the nineteenth chapter, can have no other than
the same meaning. The phrase el fir] IttI iropveia is,

word for word, " if not for libertinism," not " on account
of libertinism."

The meaning then becomes clear. Christ replies to

the theory of .the Pharisees, who held that a man who
abandons his wife to marry another without the inten-

tion of giving himself up to libertinism does not commit
adultery— Christ replies to this theory that the aban-
donment of a wife, that is, the cessation of sexual rela-

tions, even if not 'for the purpose of libertinism, but to

marry another, is none the less adultery.

Thus we come at the simple meaning of this com-
mandment— a meaning which accords with the whole
doctrine, with the words of which it is the complement,
with grammar, and with logic. This simple and clear

interpretation, harmonizing so naturally with the doc-

trine and the words from which it was derived, I discov-

ered after the most careful and prolonged research. In
fact, read these words in German, or in French, where it

is directly said,/(??/r cause d'infidelite^ or a mains que cela

ne soit pour cause d'infidelite^ and see if you can find any
other meaning. The word irapaheicTo<^ in all lexicons,

signifying excepte, ausgenommen, krome, excepty is trans-

lated by the whole proposition a mains que cela ne soit—
*' except it be for." The word Tropveia^ is translated in-

fidelite\ Ehebimch. And here, on this premeditated alter-

ation of the text, had been based an exegesis which
destroyed the moral, and the religious, and the logical,

and the grammatical meaning of Christ's words.
And thus once more I found a confirmation of the
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awful and joyous truth that the meaning of Christ's

teaching is simple and clear, that its affirmations are

emphatic and precise, but that the commentaries upon
the doctrine, inspired by a desire to sanction existing

evil, have so obscured it that determined effort is de-

manded of him who would know the truth. It became
evident to me that if the Gospels had come down to us

half burned or effaced, it would have been easier to re-

store the true meaning of the text than to find that

meaning now, beneath the accumulations of fallacious

comments which have apparently no purpose save to

conceal the doctrine they are supposed to expound.
With regard to the passage under consideration, it is

even more evident than before that to justify the di-

vorce of some Joann the Terrible this ingenious pretext

was employed to obscure the teaching about marriage.

When we have thrown aside the commentaries, we
escape from the fog and the uncertainty, and Christ's

second command becomes precise and clear. '' Give

not yourself up to the pleasure arising from sexual lust.

Let every man, unless he be a eunuch, that is, if he be

justified in entering into the sexual relation, have one

wife and one wife only, and every wife one husband
and one husband only, and under no pretext whatever

let this union be violated by either."

Immediately after the second commandment is an-

other reference to the ancient law, followed by the third

commandment :
—

''Again, you have heard that it has been said by them

of old time, Thou shalt not forswear thyself, but shalt

perform unto the Lord thine oaths :^ But Î say tmto you.

Swear not at all; neither by heaven; for it is God's

throne: (35) Nor by the earth ; for it is his footstool

:

neither by Jerusalem ; for it is the city of the great king.

(36) Neither shalt thou swear by thy head, because thou

canst not make one hair white or black, (37) But let

your commimications be^ Yea, yea ; Nay, nay: for what-

ever is 7nore tlian these comes of evilT ^

1 Levit. xix. 12; Deut. xxiii. 21, 34. ^ Matt. v. 33-37.
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1 his passage had always troubled me when I read it.

It did not trouble me by its obscurity, like the passage

about divorce ; or by conflicting with other passages, like

the authorization of anger for cause ; or by the difficulty

in the way of obedience, like the command to turn the

other cheek,— it troubled me, on the contrary, by its

very clearness, simplicity, and practicality. Side by
side with rules the profundity and importance of which
had filled me with awe and humiliation, was this saying,

which seemed to me superfluous, frivolous, weak, and
without consequence to me or to others. I naturally

did not swear, either by Jerusalem, or by heaven, or by
anything else, and it cost me not the least effort to re-

frain from doing so ; on the other hand, it seemed to me
that whether I swore or did not swear could not be of

the slightest importance to any one. And desiring to

find an explanation of this rule, which troubled me
through its very simplicity, I consulted the commenta-
tors. In this case they helped me.
The commentators all found in these words a confir-

mation of the third commandment of Moses,—-not to

swear by the name of the Lord ; they explained that

Christ, like Moses, forbade employing God's name at all;

but, moreover, the commentators still further explained
that Christ's will not to take an oath was not always
obligatory, and had no reference whatever to the oath
which every citizen is obliged to take before the authori-

ties. And they brought together Scripture citations,

not to support the direct meaning of Christ's command,
but to prove when it ought and ought not to be obeyed.
They claimed that Christ had Himself sanctioned the

oath in the courts of justice by His reply, '* Thou hast
said,'' to the high priest's words, ''I adjicj^e thee by the

living God ; " it is said that the apostle Paul invoked
God to witness the truth of his words, which invocation
was evidently equivalent to an oath ; it is said that oaths
were prescribed by the law of Moses, but the Lord did
not forbid these oaths ; it is said that only false oaths,

the oaths of Pharisees and hypocrites, are forbidden.

As soon as I understood the sense and object of these
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comments, I understood that Christ's regulation regard-

ing the taking of oaths was not so insignificant, super-

ficial, and easy as I had supposed, when, in the number
of oaths forbidden by Christ, I had not reckoned the

oath of fidelity to the State.

And I asked myself the question. Does not this pas-

sage contain an exhortation to abstain also from that

oath of allegiance which the commentators of the

Church are so zealous to justify ? Does it not forbid us

to take the oath indispensable to the assembling of men
into political groups and the formation of a military

caste ? The soldier, that special instrument of violence,

goes in Russia by the nickname of prisyaga (sworn in).

If I had asked the grenadier how he solved the contra-

diction between the Gospels and military code, he would
have replied that he had taken the oath, that is, that he
had sworn on the Gospels. Such replies soldiers have
always made to me. The oath is so indispensable to

the organization of that terrible evil produced by war
and armed coercion that in France, where Christianity

is out of favor, nevertheless the oath remains in full

force. If Christ had not said this, had not said in so

many words, '* Do not take an oath to any one," He
ought to have said it ! He came to suppress evil, and,

if He did not condemn the oath, He left a terrible evil

untouched.
It may be said, perhaps, that in Christ's time this evil

was unperceived ; but this is not true. Epictetus and
Seneca declare against the taking of oaths of allegiance

to any one. A similar rule is among the laws of Mani.

The Jews in Christ's time made proselytes, and obliged

them to take the oath.

How then can I say that Christ did not perceive this

evil when He forbade it in clear, direct, and explicit

terms .'^ He said, ** / say unto yotiy Swear not at all.''

This expression is as simple, clear, and absolute as the

expression, ^^
Judge noty condemn noty" and is as little

subject to explanation ; moreover, He added to this,

^^ Let your comimmication be. Yea^ yea ; Nay, nay: fof

whatsoever is more than these comes of evil''
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You see, if obedience to Christ's teaching is always

to fulfil God's will, how can a man swear to fulfil man's

will ? God's will cannot coincide with man's will. And
this is precisely what Christ says in the same place. He
says ^

:
—

'* Swear not by thy head, because not only thy head but

every hair on it is in God's power''

And the apostle James in his epistle says exactly the

same thing.

In his epistle, toward the end, as if it were the sum-
ming up of everything, James says ^

:
—

^^ But above all things, my brethren, swear not, neither

by heaven, neither by earth, neither by any other oath

:

but let your yea be yea ; a7id your nay, nay ; lest ye
fall into condemnation!'

The apostle tells us clearly why we must not swear

:

the oath in itself may not be culpable, but by it men are

condemned, and so we ought not to swear at all. How
could the saying of Christ and His apostles be more
clearly expressed 1

My ideas had become so confused that for a long

time I kept asking myself : Can it mean what it means 1

How can we all swear on the Gospels } It cannot be.

But, after having read the commentaries attentively,

I saw that the impossible was a fact. The explanations

of the commentators were in harmony with those they
had offered concerning the other commands : judge not,

be not angry, do not violate the marital bonds.

We have organized a social order which we cherish

and regard as sacred. Christ, whom we recognize as

God, comes and tells us that our social organization is

wrong. We recognize Him as God, but we are not
willing to renounce our social institutions.

What, then, are we to do .? Add, if we can, the
words ** without a cause" to render void the command
against anger ; wherever it is possible, mutilate the sense
of another law, just as dishonest and unjust judges have
done

; so reverse the meaning of the law that it shall say
precisely the opposite ; instead of the command abso*

1 Matt. V. 36. * James v. 12.
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lutely forbidding divorce insert phraseology which per
mits divorce ; and if there is no possible way of deriving

an equivocal meaning, as in the case of the commands,
^^Jicdge noty condemn noty'' and ^'Swear not at ally' then
with the utmost effrontery openly violate the rule while
affirming that we obey it.

In fact, the principal obstacle to a comprehension of

the truth that the Gospel forbids all manner of oaths,

and particularly the oath of allegiance, exists in the fact

that pseudo-Christian commentators themselves, with un-

exampled audacity, take oath upon the Gospel itself.

They make men swear by the Gospel, that is to say,

they do just contrary to the Gospel. Why does it never
occur to the man who is made to take an oath upon the

cross and the Gospel, that the cross was made sacred

only by the death of one who forbade all oaths, and that

in kissing the sacred book he perhaps is pressing his

lips upon the very page where is recorded the clear and
direct commandment, ** Swear not at all'' ?

But this audacity now no longer troubled me. I saw
clearly that in Matt. v. 33-37 was the plain declaration

of the third commandment, that we should take no oath,

since all oaths are imposed for evil.

After the third commandment comes the fourth refer-

ence to the ancient law and the enunciation of the fourth

commandment :
—

" // has been said to yoUy An eye for an eye and a
toothfor a tooth: (39) Bnt I say tcnto yoUy Resist not evil

:

but whoever shall smite thee on thy right cheeky turn to

him the other also, (40) And if any man will site thee

at the laWy and take away thy coat, let him have thy cloak

also. (41) And ivhoever shall co7npel thee to go a milcy

go with him twain, (42) Give to him that asks theCy

and from him that would borrow of thee tium not thou

away." ^

I have already spoken of the direct and precise mean-

ing of these words ; I have already said that we have no

reason whatever for basing on them an allegorical ex-

1 Matt. V. 38-42, Luke vi. 29, 30.
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planation. 'The commentaries on these words from the

time of John Chrysostom to our day are really surprising.

The words are pleasing to every one, and they inspire

all manner of profound reflections save one,— that these

words have the very meaning that they have. The Church
commentators, not at all awed by the authority of one
whom they recognize as God, boldly distort the meaning
of His words. They say :

—
*^0f course all these commands about enduring offences

and refraining from reprisals are directed against the

vindictive character of the Jews ; they not only do not

exclude all general measures for the repression of evil

and the punishment of evil-doers, but they exhort every

one to individual and personal effort to sustain justice,

to apprehend aggressors, and to prevent the wicked from
inflicting evil upon others,-— for otherwise these spiritual

commands of the Saviour would become, as they became
among the Jews, a dead letter, and would serve only to

propagate evil and to suppress virtue.

'*The love of the Christian should be patterned after

the divine love ; but divine love limits and punishes evil

only so far as it is more or less harmless toward the

glory of God and the safety of His servants. In the

contrary case we must limit evil and punish it,— which
is the special duty of authorities/' ^

Christian scholars and free-thinkers are equally un-

embarrassed by the meaning of Christ's words, and they
correct it. They say the sentiments here expressed
are very noble, but are completely inapplicable to

life ; for if we practised to the letter the command,
*^ Resist not evil,'' we should destroy the entire social

fabric which we have arranged so beautifully. Renan,
Strauss, and all the liberal commentators say this.

If, however, we take Christ's words as we would take
the words of any one who speaks to us, and admit that

He says exactly what He does say, the necessity for

all these profound circumlocutions is done away with.

^ This citation is taken from the "Commentaries on the Gospel," by the
Archimandrite Michael, a work based upon the writings of the Fathers of

the Church.
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Christ says, '* I find your social system absurd and
wrong. I propose to you another." And then He
utters the teachings reported by Matthew.^ Tt would
seem that before correcting them one ought to under-

stand them ; now this is exactly what no one wishes to

do. We decide in advance that the social order in

which we live, and which is abolished by these words,

is the sacred law of humanity.
I did not consider our social order either wise or

sacred ; and that is why I have understood this com-

1

mand when others have not. And when I had under-

stood these words just as they are written, I was struck
|

with their truth, their lucidity, and their precision.

Christ said, "You wish to suppress evil by evil; this

is not reasonable. To abolish evil, cease to do evil.''

And then He enumerates all the instances where we are

in the habit of returning evil for evil, and says that in

these cases we ought not so to do.

This fourth command of Christ was the one I first

understood ; and it revealed to me the meaning of all

the others. This simple, clear, and practical fourth

commandment says :
—

" Never resist evil by force, never return violence for

violence: if any one beat you, bear it; if one would de-|

prive you of anything, yield to his wishes ; if any one
would force you to labor, labor ; if any one would take

away your property, give it up to him.''

After the fourth commandment we find a fifth refer-

ence to the ancient law, followed by the fifth com-
mand :

—
It has been said to you^ Thou shalt love thy neighbor

and hate thine enemy? But Isay unto you^ Loveyour ejie-

mieSy bless them that curse you^ do good to them that hate

yoUy andpray for them that despitefully tcse you and per-

secute you; (45) That ye may be the children of your

Father which is in heaven: for he makes his. sun to rise

on the evil and on the good, and sends rain on thejust and

1 Matt. V. 38-42.
2 See Levit. xix. 17, 18.
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on the unjust, (46) For if you love them that love you,

what reward have you ? do not even the publicans the

same? (47) And if you salute your bi^ethren only, zvhat

do you "^nore than others ? do not even the heathen so ?

Be therefore perfecty even as your Father who is in heaven

is perfectr ^

These verses I had formerly regarded as a continua-

tion, an exposition, an enforcement, I might almost say

an exaggeration, of the words, ^'Resist not evil.''

But as I had found a simple, precise, and practical

meaning in each of the passages beginning with a refer-

ence to the ancient law, I anticipated a similar experi-

ence here. After each reference of this sort had thus

far come a jommand, and each command had been im-

portant and distinct in meaning; it ought to be so now.
The closing words of the passage, repeated by Luke,

which are to the effect that God makes no distinction

of persons, but lavishes His gifts upon all, and that we
ought to be like God in this respect, and not make dis-

tinctions between persons and ought not to do as the

heathen do, but ought to love all men and to do good
to all,— these words were clear; they seemed to me to

be a confirmation and exposition of some definite law—
but what this law was I could not for a long time under-

I

stand.

To love one's enemies 1— this was something impos-
! sible. It was one of those sublime thoughts that we
i

nust look upon only as an indication of an unattain-

able moral ideal. It was too much or nothing. We
might, perhaps, refrain from doing injury to our ene-

mies— but to love them !— impossible ; Christ did not
prescribe the impossible. And besides, in the most an-

cient words, in the reference to the ancient law, it was
said: '^ It has been said to you. Thou shalt ,,,, hate
thine ene7ny,'' there was cause for doubt. In other ref-

erences Christ cited textually the terms of the Mosaic
law; but here He introduces words which had never
been said before. He seems to calumniate the law.

As with regard to my former doubts, so now the

1 Matt. V. 43-48.
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commentators gave me no explanation of the difficulty.

They all agreed that the words ''hate thine enemy''
were not in the Mosaic law, but they offered no sugges-
tion as to the meaning of the unauthorized phrase.

They spoke of the difficulty of loving one's enemies,
that is, wicked men (thus they emended Christ's words)

;

and they said that while it is impossible to love our
enemies, we may refrain from wishing them harm and
from infficting injury upon them. Moreover, they in-

sinuated that we might and should ** convince" our
enemies, that is, resist them ; they spoke of the differ-

ent degrees of this kind of benevolence which we might
attain— from all of which the final conclusion was that

Christ, for some inexplicable reason, quoted as from the

law of Moses words not to be found therein, and then
uttered a number of sublime phrases which at bottom
are impracticable and meaningless.

It seemed to me this could not be so. In this

passage, as in the passages containing the first four

commandments, there must be some clear and precise

meaning. To find this meaning, I set myself first of

all to discover the purport of the words containing the

inexact reference to the ancient law: '' It has been said

to you, Thou shalt ,,,, hate thine enemy'' Christ had
some reason for introducing each of His commands with

words from the law, ''Do not kill, do not commit adul-

tery," and the rest; they serve as the antitheses of His
own teaching. If we do not understand what is meant
by the citations from the ancient law, we cannot under-

stand what He proscribed. The commentators say

frankly (it is impossible not to say so) that He in this

instance made use of words not to be found in the

Mosaic law, but they do not tell us why He did so or

what this unveracious reference means.
It seemed to me above all necessary to know what

Christ meant by introducing words not to be found in

the law, and I asked myself what these words inac-

curately introduced by Christ from the law could mean.j

In all of Christ's other references to the law, only a|

single rule from the ancient law is cited: "Thou shalt\
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not kill''— ^^Thoit shalt not commit adultery ''— ^^Tlion

shalt notforswear thyself— *' An eye for an eye, a tooth

for a tooth " — and taking each as a text He propounds
His own.
Here He cites two contrasting rules: "// has been

said, Thou shalt love thy neighbor and hate thine ene^ny,''

— from which it would appear that the contrast between
these two rules of the ancient law, relative to one's

neighbor and one's enemy, should be the basis of the

new law.

To understand more clearly what this contrast was,

I asked myself what is the meaning of the word
"neighbor" and the word "enemy," as used in the

Gospel text. After consulting lexicons and Biblical

texts, I was convinced that " neighbor " in the Hebrew
language invariably meant only a Hebrew. The same
meaning of "neighbor" is expressed in the Gospel
parable of the Samaritan. According to the notion of

the Jewish scribe^ who asked, ^' And who is my neigh-

borf the Samaritan could not be his neighbor. The
word "neighbor" is used with the same meaning in

Acts vii. 27. " Neighbor," in Gospel language, means
a compatriot, a person belonging to the same nationality.

And so, having come to the conclusion that the antithe-

sis used by Christ in the citation, " love thy neighbor,

hate thine enemy,'' must be in the distinction between
the words "compatriot" and "foreigner," I asked my-
self what was the Jewish understanding of "enemy,"
and I found my supposition confirmed. The word
"enemy " is nearly always employed in the Gospels in

the sense, not of a personal enemy, but, in general, of

a "hostile people." ^ The singular number in which
the word "enemy" is used, in the phrase ^^ hate thine

enemy," convinced me that the meaning is a "hostile

people." In the Old Testament, the conception " hostile

people " is nearly always expressed in the singular
number.
As soon as I understood this, the difficulty immedi*

^ Luke X. 29.
2 Luke i. 71, 74 ; Matt. xxii. 44 ; Mark xii. 36 ; Luke xx. 43, etc.
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ately resolved itself in this way : why and how could
Christ, who had before quoted the authentic words of

the law, here cite the words, '' // has been said to you,

hate thine enemy^'' words which had not been said ? We
have only to understand the word '* enemy'' in the

sense of ** hostile people,'' and '^ neighbor'' in the sense

of '* compatriot," and the difficulty is completely solved.

Christ is speaking of the manner in which, according

to the law of Moses, the Hebrews were directed to act

toward ** hostile peoples." The various passages scat-

tered through the different books of the Old Testament,
prescribing the oppression, slaughter, and extermination

of other peoples, Jesus summed up in one word, '' hate,"

.... to do evil to the enemy. And He says :—

•

** It has been said to you that you must love those of

your own race, and hate foreigners ; but I say unto you,

Love every one without reference to the nationality to

which they may belong."

When I had understood these words in this way, an
other principal difficulty was immediately done awa
with — how to understand the phrase, *^ Love you
enemiesr

It is impossible to love one's personal enemies ; but

it is perfectly possible to love the citizens of a foreigni

nation equally with one's compatriots. And for me it

became evident that in saying, " It has been said^ Love

thy neighboKy and hate thine enemy. But I say untc

yoUy Love your enemies^' Jesus is speaking of the fact

that men are in the habit of looking upon compatriots

as neighbors, and foreigners as enemies ; and He comj

mands them not to do this. He says : ''According tcj

the law of Moses there is a difference between th(|

Hebrews and non-Hebrews — the national enemy; bu

I say unto you. Make no such distinction." And then

according to Matthew and Luke, after giving this com
mand. He says that with God all men are equal, all an

lighted by the same sun, on all falls the same rain. Go(

makes no distinction among peoples, and lavishes Hi
gifts on all men ; men ouijht to act exactly in the sam<

way toward one another, without distinction of national
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ity, and not like the heathen, who divide themselves

into distinct nationalities.

Thus once more I found confirmed on all sides the

simple, clear, important, and practical meaning of

Christ's words. Once more, in place of a sentence from
a cloudy and obscure philosophy, appeared a clear, pre-

cise, important, and practical rule. To make no dis-

tinction between compatriots and foreigners, and to

abstain from all the results of such distinction,— from
hostility toward foreigners, from war, from all participa-

tion in war, from all preparations for war ; to establish

with all men, of whatever nationality, the same relations

granted to compatriots.

All this was so simple and so clear, that I was aston-

ished that I had not perceived it from the first.

The cause of my error was the same as that which
had perplexed me with regard to the passages relating

to judgments and the taking of oaths. It is very diffi-

cult to understand that tribunals which are opened with

Christian services by professed Christians, blest by those

that consider themselves the guardians of Christ's law,

could be incompatible with Christ's command ; could

be, in fact, diametrically opposed to it ! It is still more
,
difficult to believe that the very oath which we are

' obhged to take by the guardians of Christ's law, is di-

rectly repudiated by this law! To admit that every-

thing in life that is considered essential and natural, as

)
well as what is considered the most noble and grand, -—

,
love of country, its defence, its glory, battle with its

I

enemies, and the rest,

—

-to admit that all this is not only

i

an infraction of Christ's law, but is directly denounced

;

by Jesus, — this, I say, is awfully difficult.

Our life is now so far away from Christ's teaching

\
that this very estrangement constitutes now the chief

. difficulty in understanding its meaning. We have been
I so deaf and so forgetful of all that He said to us about
, our lives— not only when He commands us not to kill,

but when He warns us against anger, when He com-
mands us not to resist evil, but to turn the other cheek,
to love our enemies ; we are so accustomed to speak
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of a body of men especially organized for murder, as a

Christian army, we are so accustomed to hear prayers
addressed to Christ for the assurance of victory over
our enemies, we have put our pride and glory in slaugh-

ter, we have made the sword, that symbol of murder, ani

almost sacred object (so that a man deprived of this

symbol, of his sword, is a dishonored man); we are so

accustomed, I say, to this, that now it seems to us that

Christ did not forbid war, that if He had forbidden it

He would have said so more plainly.

We forget that Christ could never have foreseen that

men having faith in His doctrine of humility, love, and
universal brotherhood could, with calmness and pre-

meditation, organize themselves for the murder of their

brethren.

Christ could not have foreseen this, and so He could

not forbid a Christian to participate in war, just as a

father who exhorts his son to live honestly, never to

wrong any person, and to give all that he has to others,

would not forbid his son to cut people's throats on the

highway.
None of the apostles, none of Christ's disciples during

the first centuries of Christianity, could have realized

the necessity of forbidding a Christian that form of

murder which we call war.

Here, for example, is what Origen says in his reply

to Celsus ^
:
—

" In the next place, Celsus urges us ' to help the king

with all our might, and to labor with him in the main-

tenance of justice, to fight for him ; and, if he requires

it, to fight under him, or lead an army along with him.'
*' To this, our answer is that we do, when occasion

requires, give help to kings, and that, so to say, a divine

help, * putting on the whole armor of God.' And this

we do in obedience to the injunction of the apostle, ' I

exhort, therefore, that first of all, supplications, prayers,

intercessions, and giving of thanks, be made for all

men, for kings, and for all that are in authority ;
' and

the more any one excels in piety, the more effective

^ " Contra Celsum," Book VIII., chap. Ixxiii.
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help does he render to kings, even more than is given

by soldiers, who go forth to fight and slay as many of

the enemy as they can.

''And to those enemies of our faith who require us to

bear arms for the commonwealth, and to slay men, we
can reply :

—
*'

' Do not those who are priests at certain shrines, and
those who attend on certain gods, as you account them,

keep their hands free from blood, that they may, with

hands unstained and free from human blood, offer the

appointed sacrifices to your gods ? and even when war
is upon you, you never enlist the priests in the army.
If that, then, is a laudable custom, how much more so,

that while ethers are engaged in battle, these too should

engage as the priests and ministers of God, keeping
their hands pure, and wrestling in prayers to God on
behalf of those who are fighting in a righteous cause,

and for the king who reigns righteously, that whatever
is opposed to those who act righteously may be de-

stroyed !

'

''

And at the close of the chapter, in explaining that

Christians, through their peaceful lives, are much more
helpful to kings than soldiers are, Origen says :

—
'•' And none fight better for the emperor than we do.

We do not, indeed, fight under him, although he require

it ; but we fight on his behalf, forming a special army,—
an ainny ofpiety, — by offe^dng our prayers to God,'*

This is the way in which the Christians of the first

centuries regarded war, and such was the language that

their leaders addressed to the rulers of the earth at a

period when martyrs perished by hundreds and by
thousands for having confessed the Christian religion.

But now } Now there is no question as to whether a

Christian may or may not go to war ! All young men^
brought up according to the doctrine of the Church
called Christian, are obliged, at a specified date during
every autumn, to report at the bureaus of conscription,

and, under the guidance of their spiritual directors,

deliberately to renounce Christ's law.

Not long ago there was a peasant who refused mili
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tary service on the plea that it was contrary to the

Gospel. The doctors of the Church explained to the
peasant his error ; but, as the peasant had faith, not in

them, but in Christ, he was thrown into prison, where
he remained until he was ready to renounce the law of

Christ ! And all this happened eighteen hundred years
after our God had laid down for us Christians the clear

and definite command :
** Do not consider men of other

nations as enemies, but consider all men as brethren,

and treat them as you treat compatriots ; and therefore

refrain not only from killing those who are called ene-

mies, but love them and do them good."

When I had thus understood these simple and definite

commands of Christ undistorted by commentaries, I asked
myself:—

*' What would be the result if the Christian world be-

lieved in them, not in the way of reading and chanting
them for the glory of God, but of obeying them for the

good of men ? What would be the result if men believed

in the observance of these commands at least as seriously

as they believe in saying their prayers every day, in go-

ing to church every Sunday, in fasting every Friday, in

preparing for the sacraments every year ?, What would
be the result if the faith of men in these commands
were as strong as their faith in the requirements of the

Church ?
"

And then I saw in imagination a Christian society liv-

ing according to these commands and educating the

younger generation to follow their precepts. I tried to 1

picture the results if we taught our children from infancy,
|

not what we teach them now,— to maintain personal

dignity, to uphold personal privileges against the en-

croachments of others (which we can never do without

humiliating or offending others),— but to teach them
that no man has a right to privileges, and can neither be

above nor below any one else ; that only he who tries to

stand higher than others is below others and more igno-

minious ; that there is no more contemptible condition

for a man than when he is angry with another; that

what may seemx to me foolish and despicable in another
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cannot justify me in anger against him or in enmity

with him.

Instead of the whole arrangement of our social organ-

ization as it now is, from the show-cases of shops to

theaters, novels, and women's finery meant to stimulate

sensuous desire,— I tried to imagine the results if we
taught our children by precept and by example that the

reading of lascivious novels and attendance at theaters

and balls are the vulgarest of all pastimes, and that every

act having for its object the adornment of the body or

its exposure is most low and disgusting.

Instead of our present arrangement of society whereby
it is considered right and indispensable for a young man
to be a libertine up to the time of his marriage, instead

of a life which separates husbands and wives being con-

sidered most natural, instead of giving to women the

legal right to practise the trade of prostitution, instead

of countenancing and sanctioning divorce,— I imagined,

instead of all this, we taught by words and actions that

the state of celibacy, the solitary existence of a man prop-

erly endowed for, and who has not renounced, the sex-

ual relation, is a monstrous and opprobrious wrong ; and
that the abandonment of wife by husband, or of husband
by wife, for the sake of another, is not only an unnatural
act, but also an act cruel and inhuman.

Instead of our entire existence being based on violence

so that every one of our amusements is provided and
maintained by force ; so that each of us from childhood
to old age is by turns victim and executioner,— I tried

to picture the results if we taught by word and deed
that vengeance is the lowest of animal feelings, that not
only is violence debasing, but that it deprives us of true

happiness ; that the only joy of life is that not maintained
by force ; and that our greatest consideration ought to

be bestowed, not upon those that accumulate riches to

the injury of others, but upon those who best serve
others and give most to them.

If instead of regarding it as noble and lawful for every
man to take an oath of allegiance and to give his most
precious possession, that is to say his whole life, to some
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unknown person, — I tried to imagine what would be the

result if we taught that the enlightened will of man is to

the highest degree sacred, so that no one can give it up to

any one else ; and that if a man place himself at the dis-

position of any one, and promise by oath anything what-
ever, he renounces his rational manhood and outrages
his most sacred right. I tried to imagine the results, if,

instead of the national hatred with which we are inspired

under the name of '' love for fatherland" ; if, in place of

those laudations of murder which we call war, which
from earliest childhood has been held up to us as the

most brilliant achievement of men, we were taught, on
the contrary, horror and contempt for all the means—
military, diplomatic, and political— which serve to divide

men ; if we were educated to look upon the division of

men into political states, and a diversity of codes and
frontiers, as an indication of barbaric ignorance ; and
that to wage war, that is, to massacre foreigners, stran-

gers to us, without any cause, is a most horrible crime,

to be perpetrated only by a depraved and misguided
man, who has fallen to the lowest level of the brute. I

imagined all men coming to these convictions, and I

asked myself what would be the result.

Up to this time I asked myself. What will be the re-

sults of Christ's teaching, as I understood it ? and the

involuntary reply was. Nothing. We shall all continue

to pray, to partake of the sacraments, to believe in the

redemption and salvation of ourselves and the world

through Christ,— and yet hold that salvation will come,
not by our efforts, but because the end of the world will

come. At the appointed time Christ will appear in His
glory to judge the quick and the dead, and the kingdom
of heaven will be established independent of what our

lives are.

Now Christ's teaching, as I understood it, had an en-

tirely different meaning ; the establishment of the king-

dom of God on earth depended on us. The practice of

Christ's teaching, propounded in the five commands,
instituted this kingdom of God. The kingdom of God
on earth consists in this, that all men should be at peace
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with one another. Peace among men is the greatest

blessing that men can attain on this earth. Thus the

Hebrew prophets conceived of the rule of God. This

ideal has been, and is, in every human heart. The
prophets all brought to men the promise of peace.

Christ's whole teaching has but one object, to establish

peace— the kingdom of God— among men.
In the Sermon on the Mount, in the interview with

Nicodemus, in the instructions given to His disciples, in

all His teachings, He spoke only of this, of the things

that divided men, that kept them from peace, that pre-

vented them from entering into the Kingdom of God.

All the parables are only a description of what the king-

dom of heaven is, and they show us the only way of en-

tering therein is to love our brethren, and to be at peace
with all. John the Baptist, the forerunner of Christ,

proclaimed that the kingdom of God was at hand, and
declared that Christ was to bring it upon earth. Christ

Himself said that His mission was to bring peace :
—

•

^' Peace I leave with you, mypeace Igive unto you : not

as the world gives give I unto you. Let not your heart be

troubled, neither let it be afraid'' ^

And the observance of His five commands will bring
peace upon the earth. All five have but one object, —
the establishment of peace among men. If men will

only believe in Christ's teaching, and practise it, the

reign of peace will come upon earth,— not that peace
which is the work of man, partial, precarious, and at the
mercy of chance ; but the peace that is all-pervading,

inviolable, and eternal.

The first command says : Be at peace with every
one ; consider none as foolish or unworthy. If peace is

violated, then all our endeavors are to be employed in

reestablishing it. Serving God is in the extinction of

enmity among men.^ We are to be reconciled without
delay, that we may not lose that inner peace which is

the true life. Everything is comprised in this com-
mand; but Christ knew the worldly temptations that

prevent peace among men, and gives a second com-
^ John xiv. 27. 2 Matt. v. 22-24.
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mand against the temptation of the sexual relations^

so perilous to peace. Look not on the body as an in-

strument of lust ; avoid in advance this temptation. Let
each man have one wife, and each woman one hus*

band, and one is never to forsake the other, under any
pretext.^

The second temptation is that of the oath, which
draws men into sin ; know beforehand that this is

wrong, and give no such promises.^

The third temptation is that of vengeance, which we
call human justice ; this we are not to resort to under
any pretext ; we are to endure offenses, and never to

return evil for evil.^

The fourth temptation is that arising from difference

in nationalities, from hostility between peoples and
states ; know that all men are brothers, and children

of the same Father, and disturb not the peace with any
one in the name of national ends.^

If men abstain from practising any one of these

commands, peace will be violated. Let men practise

all these commands, and peace will be established upon
earth. These commands exclude all evil from the lives of

men. The practice of these five commands would real-

ize the ideal of human hfe existing in every human
heart. All men would be brothers, each would be at

'

peace with others, enjoying all the blessings of earth -

to the limit of years accorded by the Creator. Men '

would beat their swords into plowshares, and their

spears into pruning-hooks, and then would qome thf^
|

kingdom of God, — that reign of peace foretold by all

the prophets, which was foretold by John the Baptist

as near at hand, and which Christ proclaimed in the

words of Isaiah :
—

'* The Spirit of the Lord is upon me^ because he

anointed me to preach the gospel to the poor ; he sent me\

to heal the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the

captives^ and recovering of sight to the blind, to set at

liberty them that are bruised, to preach the acceptable yeaf

1 Matt. V. 28-32. 2 Matt. v. 34-37-
8 Matt. V. 38-42. * Matt. Vc 43-48.
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of the Lord} .... And he began to say unto them^ To-day

hath this Scripture been fulfilled in your ears'' ^

The commands for peace given by Jesus,—-those

simple and clear commands, foreseeing all possibilities

of discussion, and anticipating all objections,— these

commands proclaimed the kingdom of God upon earth.

Jesus, then, was, in truth, the Messiah. He fulfilled

I
what had been promised. But we have not fulfilled the

I

commands we must fulfil if the kingdom of God is to

' be established upon earth,— that kingdom which men
in all ages have earnestly desired, and have sought for

continually, all their days.

CHAPTER VII

Why have men not done as Christ commanded them,
and thus secured the greatest happiness within their

reach, the happiness they have always longed for and
still desire ?

And from all sides I hear one and the same reply,

although expressed in different words :
'* Christ's teach-

ing is very beautiful, and it is true that if we practised

it, the kingdom of God would be established on earth

;

but it is difficult, and consequently impracticable.**

Christ's teaching how men should live is divinely beau-

tiful, and brings men happiness, but it is diflficult for

men to practise it. We repeat this, and hear it re-

peated so many, many times, that we do not observe
the contradiction contained in these words.

It is the quality of human nature to do what is best.

And any instruction about the life of men is only an
instruction as to what is best for men. If men are
shown what is best for them to do, how can they say
that they would like to do what is best, but cannot.^

Men can not only do what is bad for them, but they can-
not help doing what is best for them.
The reasonable activity of man, since man began, has

been appHed to finding what is best among the contra-

1 Isaiah Ixi. i, 2. * Luke iv. 18, 19, 21.
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dictions with which the Hfe of the individual man and
of all men is filled.

Men fight for the soil, for objects which are neces-

sary to them ; then they arrive at the division of goods,

and call this property ; they find that this arrangement,
although difficult to estabHsh, is best, and they maintain
ownership. Men fight for the possession of women,
they abandon their children ; then they find it is best

for each to have his own family ; and although it is diffi-

cult to sustain a family, they maintain the family, as they
do ownership and many other things.

As soon as they discover that a thing is best, however
difficult of attainment, men do it. What does it mean,
then, when wc say that Christ's teaching is beautiful,

that a life according to Christ's teaching would be better

than the life which men now lead, but "that we cannot
lead this better life because it is difficult ?

If the word ** difficult," used in this way, is to be

understood in the sense that it is difficult to renounce
the fleeting satisfaction of sensual desires that we may
obtain a greater good, why do we not say that it is diffi-

cult to plow so that we may have bread, to plant apple

trees that we may have apples ? Every being endowed
with even the slightest spice of reason knows that he

must endure difficulties to procure any good. And yet

we say that Christ's teaching is lovely, but impossible

of practice, because it is difficult ! Now it is difficult,

because in following it we are obliged to deprive our-

selves of many things of v^hich we had never been de-

prived before. Have we never heard that it is far more
to our advantage to endure difficulties and privations

than to have no privations and always satisfy all our

desires ?

A man may be a beast and no one will reproach him
for it, but a man cannot argue about his desire to be a

beast. Erom the moment that he begins to reason, he

is conscious of being endowed with reason, and this con-

sciousness stimulates him to distinguish between the

reasonable and the unreasonable. Reason does not pre

scribe ; it only enlightens.
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In searching for a door in the darkness, I kept bruis

ing my hands and knees. A man came with a Hght,

and I saw the door. I ought no longer to hit the wall

when I see the door ; much less ought I to affirm that I

see the door, that it is best to go out through the door,

but that I find it is difficult to do so, and that, conse-

quently, I prefer to bruise my knees against the wall.

In this marvelous argument that the Christian teach-

ing is beautiful, and gives the world true happiness, but

that men are weak, men are sinful, they would like to do
what is best but they do the worst, and so cannot do the

best,— there is an evident misapprehension; there is

something else besides defective reasoning ; there must
be also a fallacious idea. Only a fallacious idea that

there is something where there is nothing, and nothing
where there is something, could lead men to such a

strange denial of the possibility of practising that which
by their own avowal would be for their true welfare.

The fallacious idea which has reduced men to this con-

dition is that which is called dogmatic Christian religion,

as it is taught from childhood through the various cate-

chisms. Orthodox, Catholic, and Protestant, to all who
profess the Christianity of the Church.

This religion, according to the definition of it given
oy its followers, consists in accepting as real that which
does not exist— these are Paul's words,^ and they are

epeated in all the theologies and catechisms as the best

lefinition of faith. It is this faith in the reality of what

I

does not exist that has led men to make the strange
laffirmation that Christ's teaching is beautiful for men,
fbut will not do for men. Here is an exact epitome of

what this religion teaches :
—

A personal God, eternally existing— one of three per-

'sons-— decided to create a world of spirits. This God of

[goodness created the world of spirits for their happiness,
[but it so happened that one of the spirits became spon-

; taneously wicked and therefore unhappy. A long time
passed, and God created another world, a material world,

^ Heb. ii. 2. Literally, " Faith is the support of the hoped for, the con^

viction of the unseen."

—

Tr.
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created man for man's own happiness, created man happy-j

immortal, and sinless. The felicity of man consisted in

the enjoyment of life without toil; his immortality was
due to the promise that this life should last forever ; his

innocence was due to the fact that he knew not evil.

Man was beguiled in paradise by that spirit of the

first creation who had become spontaneously wicked,
and from that time dates the fall of man, who engen-
dered other men fallen like himself, and from that time

men began to undergo toil, sickness, suffering, death, the

physical and moral struggle for existence ; that is to say,

the imaginary man preceding the fall became real, as we
know him to be, as we have no right or reason to imag-
ine him not to be. The state of man who toils, who suf-

fers, who chooses the good and rejects evil, who dies,

—

this state, which is the real and only conceivable state,

is not, according to the doctrine of this religion, the nor-

mal state of man, but a state which is unnatural and
temporary.

Although this state, according to the doctrine, has

lasted for all humanity since the expulsion of Adam from
paradise, that is, from the commencement of the world

until the birth of Christ, and has continued since Christ's

birth under exactly the same conditions, the faithful are

asked to believe that this is an abnormal and temporary
state. According to this doctrine, the Son of God, the

second person of the Trinity, who was Himself God, was
sent by God into the world in the garb of humanity to

rescue men from this temporary and abnormal state ; to

deliver them from the pains with which they had been

stricken by this same God because of Adam's sin ; and

to restore them to their former normal state of felicity,

— that is, to immortality, innocence, and idleness. Christ,

the second person of the Trinity (according to this doc-

trine), by suffering death at the hands of man, atoned

for Adam's sin, and put an end to that abnormal state

which had lasted from the commencement of the world.

And from that time onward, the men who have had faith

in Christ have returned to the state of the first man in para-

dise ; that is, have become immortal, innocent, and idle.
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The doctrine does not concern itself too closely with

he practical result of the redemption, in virtue of which
ihe earth after Christ's coming ought to have become
nee more, at least for believers, everywhere fertile, with-

lut need of human toil; sickness ought to have ceased,

nd mothers have borne children without pain,— since

h is difficult to assure even believers who are worn by
xcessive labor and broken down by suffering, that it is

ot hard to toil, and not painful to endure suffering.

But that portion of the doctrine which proclaims the

brogation of death and of sin is asserted with special

mphasis. It is asserted that the dead continue to live,

^nd as the dead cannot bear witness that they are dead
r that they are living, just as a stone is unable to affirm

hat it either can or cannot speak, this absence of denial

> admitted as a proof, and it is asserted that dead men
re not dead. With still more solemnity and assurance
: is affirmed that, since Christ's coming, the man who
as faith in him is free from sin ; that is, that since

Christ's coming, it is no longer necessary that man should

uide his life by reason, and choose what is best for him-
elf. He has only to believe that Christ has redeemed
im from sin and he then becomes sinless, that is, per-

actly good. According to this doctrine, men ought to

relieve that reason is powerless, and that for this cause
iey are without sin, that is, cannot err.

A faithful believer ought to be convinced that, since

!hrist's coming, the earth brings forth without labor,

kat children are born without pain, that diseases no
Dnger exist, and that death and sin, that is, error, are

estroyed ; in a word, that what is, is not, and what is

ot, is.

Such is the rigorously logical theory of Christian

heology.

This doctrine, by itself, seems to be innocent. But
eviations from truth are never inoffensive, and the sig-

ificance of their consequences is in proportion to the
uportance of the subject of which the falsehood is

poken. And here the subject of which the falsehood
3 spoken is the whole life of man.
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What this doctrine calls the true life, is a life of per
sonai happiness, without sin, and eternal ; that is, a life

which no one has ever known, and which does not exist

But the life that is, the only life we know, the life we
live and all humanity lives and has lived, is, according
to this doctrine, a degraded and evil life, a mere phantas-
magoria of the happy life which is our due.

Of the struggle between animal instincts and reason,

which takes place in the soul of every man and consti-

tutes the essence of every man's life, this doctrine takes

no account. This struggle became a reality which was
accomplished in the person of Adam in paradise at the

creation of the world. And the question, " Shall I or

shall I not eat the apples which tempt me ? '' does not,

according to this doctrine, exist for man. This question

was decided, once for all, in the negative, by Adam in

paradise. Adam sinned for me ; in other words, he did

wrong, and all of us have fallen irretrievably ; and all

our efforts to live by reason are vain and even impious.

I am irreparably bad and I ought to know it. My sal-

vation does not depend upon living by the light of

reason, and, after distinguishing between good and evil,

choosing the good ; no, Adam, once for all, sinned for

me, and Christ, once for all, has atoned for the wrong
committed by Adam ; and so I ought, as a looker-on, to

mourn over the fall of Adam and rejoice at the redemp-
tion through Christ.

All the love for truth and goodness that is inherent in

the heart of man, all his efforts to illuminate his spiritual

life by the light of reason, all my spiritual life, are not

only of slight importance, according to this doctrine, they

are a temptation, an incitement to pride.

Life as it is on this earth, with all its joys and its

splendors, with all its struggles of reason with darkness,

— the life of all men that have lived before me, my own(

life with its inner struggles and triumphs,— all this is;

not the true life ; it is the fallen life, a life irretrievably

bad. The true life, the life without sin, is only in faith;

that is, in imagination, that is, in lunacy

!

Let any one break the habit contracted from infancj,
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of believing in all this ; let him look boldly at this doc-

trine as it is; let him endeavor to put himself in the

position of a man without prejudice, educated indepen-

dently of this doctrine,— and then let him ask himself

how this doctrine would appear to such a man ! It would
seem absolute insanity.

Strange and shocking as all this appeared to me, I

was obliged to examine into it, for here alone I found
the explanation of the objection, so devoid of logic and
common sense, that I heard everywhere with regard to

|the impossibility of practising Christ's teaching : // ts

admirable^ and would give true happiness to meUy but

men cannot obey it.

\
Only a conviction that reality does not exist, and that

the non-existent is real, could lead men to this surpris-

ing contradiction. And this false conviction I found in

the pseudo-Christian religion which men had been teach-

'ing for fifteen hundred years.

The objection that Christ's teaching is excellent but

impracticable comes not only from believers, but from
Iskeptics, from those who do not believe, or think that

they do not believe, in the dogmas of the fall of man
land the redemption. The objection to Christ's teach-

mg that it is impracticable is raised by men of science

aid philosophers, and in general by men who consider
'ihemselves free from all prejudice. They believe, or

>nagine that they believe, in nothing, and so consider
hemselves as above such a superstition as the dogma of

! he fall and the redemption.
It seemed so to me also at first. It seemed to me also

[that these learned men had serious motives for denying
the practicability of Christ's teaching. But when I came
to look deeper into the sources of their negation, I was
Convinced that the skeptics also have a false conception
of life; to them life is not what it is, but what they im-

lagine it ought to be,— and this conception rests on the
|same foundation as does that of the believers. Profess-
|ing themselves unbelievers, it is true they do believe in

|God or in Christ or in Adam ; but they believe in a fun-

fdamental idea which is at the basis of their misconcep.
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tion,— in the rights of man to a life of happiness,—

much more firmly than do the theologians.

However privileged science and philosophy boast of

their claim to be the arbiters of the human mind, they

are not its arbiters, but only its servants. Religion has

provided a conception of life, and science travels in the

beaten path. Religion reveals the meaning of the hfe

of men, and science only applies this meaning to the

different sides of life. And so, if religion gives a false

meaning to human life, science, which builds upon this

religious philosophy, can only apply this false notion

under varying circumstances to the life of man. And
this is what has happened with our European-Christian

scientific philosophy.

The doctrine of the Church gave a fundamental mean-
ing to the Hfe of men in that man has a right to happi-

ness, and this happiness is not attained by his own
efforts, but by something external ; and this conception

has become the base of all our science and philosophy.

Religion, science, and public opinion, all, with one
voice, tell us that the life we now lead is bad, and at the

same time they affirm that the doctrine which teaches us
how we can become better, and thus succeed in amelio-
rating life, is impracticable.

Religion says that Christ's teaching, which provides a
reasonable method for the improvement of life by our
own efforts, is impracticable because Adam fell, and the
world was plunged into sin.

^
Our philosophy says that Christ's teaching is imprac-

ticable because human Hfe is developed according to
laws independent of the human wiU. Philosophy and ah
science, only in other words, say exactly the same as
religion says in the dogmas of original sin and the
redemption.

There are two fundamental theses at the basis of the
doctrine of the redemption: (i) the normal life of man
is a life of happiness, but our life on earth is one of
misery, and it can never be bettered by man's efforts

;

{2) our salvation from this life is in faith.
These two theses are the source of the religious con
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^eptions of the believers and the non-believers of our

pseudo-Christian society. The second thesis gave birth

to the Church and its organization ; from the first is de-

rived the received tenets of pubhc opinion and our polit-

ical and philosophical theories.

All the political and philosophical theories that seek to

justify the existing order of things— such as Hegelian-

ism and its offshoots— grow out of this thesis.

Pessimism, which demands of life what it cannot give

and therefore denies the value of life, has here also its

origin.

Materialism, with its strange and enthusiastic affirma-

tion that man is a development and nothing more, is the

legitimate offspring of the doctrine that teaches that life

here is a fallen existence.

Spiritism, with its learned adherents, is the best proof

we have that the conclusions of philosophy and science

are not free, but are based on the religious doctrine of

that eternal happiness which should be the natural heri-

tage of man.
This false conception of life has had a deplorable in-

fluence on all reasonable human activity. The dogma
of the fall and the redemption of man has debarred man
from the most important and legitimate field for the

exercise of his powers, and has deprived him entirely of

the idea that he can of himself do anything to make his

life happier or better. Science and philosophy, proudly
believing themselves hostile to pseudo-Christianity, only
carry out its decrees. Science and philosophy concern
themselves with everything except the theory that man
can do anything to make himself better or happier.

What is called "ethics''— moral instruction— has en-

tirely disappeared from our pseudo-Christian society.

Believers and non-believers do not concern them-
selves in the least with the problem how we ought to live,

how to make use of the reason with which we are endowed,
but they ask :

—
" Why is our earthly life not what we imagine it ought

to be, and when will it become what we wish ?
'*

Thanks only to this false doctrine which has pene*
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tratcd into the very blood and marrow of our genera-

tions, there has arisen the surprising phenomenon that

man, as it were, spit out the apple of the knowledge of '

good and evil, which according to the tradition he ate in

paradise, and forgetting that the whole history of man
is only a solution of the contradictions between animal

instincts and reason, he began to employ his reason in

discovering the historical laws that govern his animal

nature.

Excepting the philosophical doctrines of the pseudc-

Christian world, all the philosophical and religious doc^.

trines of all nations, as far as we know them, — Judaism,

the doctrine of Confucianism, Buddhism, Brahmanism,
the wisdom of the Greeks, — all aim to regulate human
life, and to enlighten men with regard to what each
must do to be and to live better. The whole doctrine

of Confucius teaches the perfecting of the individual

;

Judaism, the personal fidelity of every man to an alli-

ance with God ; Buddhism, how every man may escape
from the evil of life ; Socrates taught the perfecting
of the individual through reason ; the Stoics recog-
nized the independence of reason as the sole basis of

the true life.

The reasonable activity of man has always been— it

could not be otherwise— to light by the torch of reason
his progress toward beatitude. Our philosophy tells us
that free-will is an illusion, and then boasts of the bold-
ness of such a declaration. Free-will is not only an
illusion ; it is a word which has no sense. This word
was invented by theologians and experts in criminal
law

; to refute it is to battle with windmills.
But reason, which illuminates our life and impels us to

modify our actions, is not an illusion, and its authority
can never be denied. To obey reason in the pursuit of
good is the substance of the teachings of all the masters
of humanity, and it is the substance of Christ's teach-
ing

;
it is reason itself, and we cannot deny reason by

the use of reason.

Christ's teaching is the teaching about the "son of
man," common to all men; in other words, the teaching
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about the reason common to all men, which illumines

man in this endeavor.^

Christ's teaching about the *' son of man " being the

son of God is the basis of all the Gospels, but finds its

most complete expression in the interview with Nicode-

mus. Every man, Christ says, aside from his conscious-

ness of his material, individual life proceeding from his

father and his birth in the flesh from his mother's

womb, has also a consciousness of a spiritual birth,^ of

an inner liberty, of something within ; this comes from
on high, from the infinite that we call God;^ now it is

this inner consciousness born of God, the son of God
in man, that we must possess and nourish if we would
possess true life. The son of man is the son of God
with a similar nature (but not the only son).

Whoever elevates within himself this son of God
above everything else, whoever believes that life is in

this only, will not be at variance with life. Variance
from life proceeds only from this, that men do not be-

lieve in this light which is within them, the light of

which John speaks when he says that ^' life is ifi it ; and
the life is the light of men

y

I Christ teaches us to lift above everything the son of

man, who is the Son of God, and the light of men.
He says, **When you have lifted up (exalted, magni-

fied) the son of man, you will then know that I do not

speak of myself personally.^ The Hebrews did not

understand His teachings, and asked, '*Who is this son

of man we must exalt ?''^ And to this question He
answers :

—
^ Count Tolsto! seems to mean that all men have an impulse toward

good and toward reason which leads to good. He says in a parenthetical

note :
—

(It is superfluous to prove that "son of man" signifies son of man.
To understand by the words ** son of man " anything different from what
they signify is to assume that Jesus, to say what He wished to say, inten-

tionally made use of words which have an entirely different meaning.
But even if, as the Church says, " son of man " means " Son of God," the

phrase " son of man " means also man existent, for Christ Himself called aj?

men *' the sons of God.")
'^ John iii. 5, 6, 7. ^ John iii. 14-17.
^ John xii. 49c ^ John xii. 34.
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*' Yet a little while is the light in you} Walk whih

yo2i have the light, lest darkness come upon you : for hi

that walks in darkness knows not whither he goesT ^

To the question, What signifies ' exalt the son of man,'

Christ replies : To live in the light that is in men.
^

The son of man, according to Christ's answer, is the

light in which men ought to walk, while the light is in

them to illuminate their lives.

'' Take heed therefore, that the light which is in thee

be not darkness? If the light which is i7i thee be dark-

ness, how great is that darkness !'"^ he says in His in-

structions to all men.
Before Christ and since Christ men have said the

same thing: that in man is a divine light descended

from heaven, and that this light is reason, which alone

should be the object of our worship, since it alone can
show the way to true well-being.

This has been said by the Brahmins, by the He-
brew prophets, by Confucius, by Socrates, by Marcus
Aurelius, by Epictetus, and by all the true sages,

•— not by compilers of philosophical theories, but by
men who sought goodness for themselves and for all

men.^

And yet we declare, in accordance with the dogma of

the redemption, that it is entirely superfluous to think

1 In all the translations authorized by the Church, we find here a per-
haps intentional error. The words €v vfuu^ in you, are invariably rendered
with you.— Author's Note.

2 John xii. 35. 3 l^^^^ ^i. 35. 4 ^att. vi. 23.
5 Marcus Aurelius says :

" Reverence that which is best in the uni-
verse; and this is that which makes use of all things and directs all things.
And in hke manner also reverence that which is best in thyself; and this
is of the same kind as that. For in thyself, also, that which makes use of
everything else, is this, and thy life is directed by this." (" Meditations,"
v. 21.)

Epictetus says
:
" From God have descended the seeds not only to my

father and grandfather, but to all beings which are generated on the earth
and are produced, and particularly to rational beings; for these only are by
their nature formed to have communion with God, being by means of rea-
son conjoined with Him.'» (" Discourses," chap, ix.)

Confucius says: "The law of the great learning consists in developing
and reestablishing the luminous principle of reason which we have re-
ceived trom on high." This sentence is repeated many times, and consti-
tutes the basis of Confucius's doctrine. ~ Author's Note.
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of the light that is in us, and that we ought not to speak
of it at all

!

We must, say the believers, study the three persons

of the Trinity; we must know the nature of each of

these persons, and what sacraments we ought or ought
not to perform, for the salvation of men depends, not on
our own efforts, but on the Trinity and the regular per-

formance of the sacraments.

We must, say the non-believers, know the laws by
which this infinitesimal particle of matter was evolved

in infinite space and infinite time ; but it is absurd to

believe that by reason alone we can secure true well-

being, because the amelioration of man's condition does
not depend on man himself, but on the general laws we
shall discover.

I firmly believe that, a few centuries hence, the his*

tory of what we call the scientific activity of this age
will be a prolific subject for the hilarity and pity of

future generations. For several centuries, they will

say, the scholars of the small Western portion of a

great continent were the victims of epidemic insanity

;

they imagined themselves to be the possessors of a life

of eternal beatitude, and they busied themselves with
divers lucubrations in which they sought to determine
in what way this life could be reahzed, without doing
anything themselves, or even concerning themselves with
what they ought to do to ameliorate their actual lifeo

And, what to the future historian will seem much more
melancholy, it will be found that this group of men had
once had a master who had taught them a number of

simple and clear rules, pointing out what they must do
to render their lives happy,— and that the words of

this master had been construed by some to mean that
he would come on a cloud to reorganize human society,

and by others as admirable, but impracticable, since
human life was not what they wished it to be, and con-
sequently was not worthy of consideration ; while human
reason was obliged to concern itself with the study of the
laws of this life, without any relation to the welfare of

man.
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The Church says Christ's teaching is impracticable,

because Hfe here is only a shadow of the true life. It

cannot be good, it is all evil. The best way of living

this life is to scorn it and to live by faith (that is, by

imagination) in a happy and eternal life to come, and to

live here as we do live, and to pray.

Philosophy, science, and public opinion say :
—

'* Christ's teaching is impracticable because the life

of man does not depend on the light of reason with

which he can illumine life itself, but on general laws

;

hence it is useless to illumine this life with reason and to

live conformably with it ; but we must live as we can

with the firm conviction that according to the laws of

historical and sociological progress, after having lived

badly for a very long time, we shall suddenly find that

our lives have become very good."

Once there was a farm to which men came ; they
found there all that was necessary to sustain life,— a

house well furnished, barns filled with grain, cellars and
storerooms well stocked with provisions, implements of

husbandry, horses, sheep, and cattle,— in a word, all

that was needed for a life of comfort and ease. Men
came from all directions to this farm and began to

profit by all they found there, but each for himself,
without thinking of others, or of those who might follow.

Each wanted the whole for himself, and hastened to

seize on all that he could possibly grasp. Then began
a veritable pillage; they fought for the possession of
the spoils; they slaughtered the milch cow and the un-
shorn sheep for their flesh ; they warmed their stoves
with wagons and other implements ; they fought for the
milk and grain; they wasted and spoiled more than
they could use.

No one could eat a morsel in peace. They snapped
and snarled at one another; then some one stronger
would come and take away the spoils already secured,
to surrender them in turn to some one else.

All these people left the farm, exhausted, bruised, and
tarnished.

Thereupon the Master put everything to rights again.
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and arranged matters so that men might live there in

peace. The farm again became a treasury of abun-

dance. Then came another group of seekers, and the

same struggle and tumult was repeated, till these in

their turn went away bruised and angry, cursing their

comrades and the Master for providing so little and so

ill. Still the good Master reorganized the farm so that

men might live on it, and again it was the same, and
again and again and again!

And here there is found, among the newcomers, a
teacher who said to his companions :

—
** Brothers, we are not doing the right thing ! see how

abundantly everything on the farm is supplied, how well

everything is arranged ! There is enough here for us

and for those who will come after us ; only let us live in

a reasonable manner. Let us not take from one an-

other, but let us help one another. Let us work, plant,

care for the dumb animals, and every one will be satis-

fied."

And it came to pass that some of the company under-

stood what the teacher said ; they ceased fighting and
robbing one another, and began to work.

But others, who had not heard the teacher's words
and distrusted him, did not follow his counsels, but con-

tinued to fight as before and to ruin the Master's goods,

and then went on their way. Others came, and the

same state of things went on. Those who followed

the teacher's counsels said to those about them :
—

" Cease fighting ; do not waste the Master's goods

;

you will be better off for doing so ; do as the teacher
iays,'' Still there were many who would not hear and
would not believe, and matters went on very much as

they did before,

AH this was natural, and continued as long as people
did not believe what the teacher said. But they tell

us the time came when every one on the farm had
heard and understood the teacher's words, and real-

ized that God spoke through His lips, and that the
teacher Himself was none other than God in person

;

and all bad faith in His words as divine- But they tell
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us, that even after that, instead of living according td

the teacher's advice, each still struggled for his own,

and they went on slaying one another, saying :
—

'' Now we know for a certainty that it must be so and

cannot be otherwise."

What does this all mean? There are the cattle—
even they live in peace when there is fair grazing for

them, so as not to destroy it idly ; but men with knowl-

edge, who have learned how they ought to live, who are

convinced that God Himself has shown them how to live

the true Ufe, follow still their evil ways, because they

say, "It is impossible to live otherwise/'

These men have imagined something else ! Now
what have these men at the farm had in mind, if, after

having heard the teacher's words, they have continued to

live as before, snatching the bread from one another's

mouths, fighting, and destroying all that was good and
themselves as well ? This is what :

—
The teacher said to them, " Your life on this farm is

bad ; live better and your life will become good/'
But they imagined that the teacher had condemned

their life on the farm, and had promised them another
and a better life, not on this farm, but somewhere else.

They decided that the farm was only a temporary abid-
ing-place,i and that it was not worth while to try to live

well there ; the important thing was not to be cheated
out of the other life promised them elsewhere.

This is the only way in which we can explain the
strange conduct of the people on the farm, of whom
some believed that the teacher was God, and others
that he was a wise man and his words were true, but all

continued to live as before in defiance of the teacher's
words.

These men heard everything, they understood every-
thing, but they let the one significant truth in the wise
man's teachings go in at one ear and out the other, —
that they must work out for themselves their own peace
and happiness there on the farm, to which they have

1 Dvor postoyalui, an inn. The word translated farm throughout is

^vor, meaning any residence with the yard and outbuildings.
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come, while they imagined that this farm was only a

temporary abiding-place, and beyond would be their

eternal home.
Here is the origin of the strange declaration that the

teacher's precepts were beautiful, even divine, but that

they were difficult to practise.

If men would only cease from ruining themselves

while waiting for some one to come and aid them

:

Christ on the clouds with the voice of a trumpet, or an
historical law of the differentiation or integration of

forces.

No one will come to their aid if they do not aid them-
selves. And it is easy for them to aid themselves. Only
let them expect nothing from heaven or from earth, and
cease ruining themselves.

CHAPTER VIII

Let us suppose that Christ's teaching gives the world
happiness, that it is reasonable, and that man on the score

of reason has no right to reject it, what can a single fol-

lower of that teaching do in the midst of a world of men
who do not fulfil Christ's law .? If all men would sud-

denly decide to fulfil Christ's teaching, then its practice

would be possible. But one man alone cannot go against

the whole world. " If, among the world of men who do
not practise Christ's teaching," it is commonly said, '* I

alone obey it ; if I give away all that I possess ; if I turn

the other cheek ; if I refuse to take an oath or to go to

war, I shall be arrested ; if I do not die of hunger, I

shall be flogged to death ; if I am not flogged, I shall

be cast into prison or shot, and all the happiness of my
life— my life itself— will be sacrificed in vain."

This plea is founded on the same misunderstanding
as forms the basis of all objections to the practicability

of Christ's teaching.

This is what is generally said and what I myself
thought until I freed myself entirqly from the Church
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dogmas which prevented me from understanding uic!

true significance of Christ's teaching about life.

Christ lays down His teaching about life as a means^

of salvation from the ruinous life lived by men who doi

not follow His teaching ; and suddenly I declare that I

should be very glad to follow His teaching but I fear I

may ruin my life! Christ teaches salvation from a

ruined life, and I cling to this ruined life ! Hence it

follows I do not consider this life of mine a ruined Hfe,.

I consider it a good and profitable possession, something

real. In this recognition of my personal worldly life as.

something real and good and belonging to me lies the

misunderstanding that prevented me from comprehend-

ing Christ's teaching. Christ knew men's unfortunate,

tendency to regard their personal, worldly life as real and:

good, and so, in a series of sermons and- parables. He:

taught them that they had no right to life, that they had'

no life until they obtain the true life by renouncing the

phantom of life which they call their life.

To understand Christ's teaching about "saving*' one's

life, we must fiist understand what all the prophets said,

what Solomon said, what Buddha said, what all the wise

men of the world have said, about the personal life of

man. We may, to use Pascal's expression, put it out of

our thoughts and carry always before us a screen to con-

ceal the abyss of death, toward which we keep hastening

;

but it suffices to reflect on the individual personal life of

man, to be convinced that this life, in so far as it is per-

sonal, is not only of no account to each separately, but
that it is a cruel jest to the heart, to the reason, of every
man, and to all that is good in every man. And there-
fore to understand Christ's teaching we must, first of

all, return to ourselves, reflect soberly, undergo the /xe-

rdvota of which John the Baptist, Christ's predecessor,
speaks, when addressing himself to men led astray like

ourselves. He said :
—

''First of ally repent;'' in other words, " Reflect, or you
will all perish." He said :

** The axe is already laid unto
the rout of the tree to cut it down. Death and perdition
awaip each one of you. Forget not this, recent J

'' Re
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fleet. And Christ at the beginning of His career as

a preacher also declared, *' Repent^ or else you will all

ferishr
When C hrist was told of the death of the Galileans

massacred by Pilate, He said :
—

** Do you suppose these Galileans were sinners above

all the Galileans^ because they sicjfered such thijtgs ? I

tellyoUy No : but except you repent^ you shall all likewise

perish. Or those eighteen on whom the tower in Siloam

felly and slezv thein, do you suppose they were sinners

above all men that dwelt in Jerusalem ? I tellyou ^ No :

but except you repent^ you will all likewise perish^ ^

If He had lived in our day, in Russia, He would have
said :

'* Think you that those that were burnt to death

in the circus at Berditchevo ^ or that were killed in the

railway accident on the embankment of Kukuyevo were
sinners above all others ? I tell you, No ; but you, if

you do not repent, if you do not arouse yourselves,

if you do not find in your life that which is imperishable,

you also will perish. You are horrified by the death of

those crushed by the tower, burned in the circus ; but

lo ! your death, equally frightful and inevitable, is here,

before you. You strive in vain to forget it; when it

comes unexpectedly, it will be only the more horrible/'

He said :
—

" When you see a cloud rise out of the west, straightway
you say. There comes a shower ; and so it is. And when
the south wind blows you say^ There will be heat ; and it

comes to pass. You hypocrites, you can discern theface of
the sky and of the earth ; but how is it that you do not

discern this time? And why, even of yourselves^ do you
fudge not what is rightf^
You are able by signs to predict what the weather

will be ; why, then, do you not see what is before you }

Flee from danger, guard your material life as much as

you wish, nevertheless, though Pilate may not massacre

^ Luke xiii. 1-5.
2 This refers to a wooden building built for public amusement during

carnival time in 1883. It caught tire ; the doors could not be opened,
and nearly all within were burned to death.— Ed. ^ Luke xii. 54-57.
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you, a tower may fall on you, but if Pilate or the towei

spare you, then you will die in your bed, amidst much
greater suffering.

Make a simple calculation, as do worldly-minded men
who undertake any enterprise whatever, such as build-

ing a house, going to war, or estabHshing a factory.

They contrive and labor with the hope of seeing their

calculations realized.

" For who of you intending to build a tower does not

first sit down and count the cost whether he have sufficient

to finish it ? Lest haply^ after he has laid the foundation^

and is not able to finish it, all that behold it begin to mock
him, saying, This man begafi to build, and was not able

to finish. Or what king, going to make war against

another king, does not first sit down and consult whether

he be able with te7i thousand to meet him that comes

against him with twenty thousands ^

Is it not senseless to labor at what, however much
you try, can never be finished ? Death will always

come before the tower of your worldly prosperity can

be completed. And if you know beforehand that, how-
ever you may struggle with death, not you, but death,

will triumph ; is it not an indication that we ought not

to struggle with death, or to set our hearts on that

which will surely perish, but to seek that which cannot
be destroyed by our inevitable death ?

^^ And he said unto his disciples. Therefore I say unto
you. Take no thought for your life what you shall eat

;

neither for the body, what you shall put on. The soul

is more than meat and the body is more than raiment.
Consider the ravens : for they neither sow nor reap ; which
neither have storehouse nor barn ; and God feeds them:
How much more are you better than the fowls? And
who of you with taking thought can add to his stature
one cubit? If you then are not able to do that which is

least, why take you thought for the rest? Consider the
lilies how they grow : they toil not, they spin not ; andyet
I say unto you that Solomon in all his glory was not
arrayed like one of these'' ^

1 Luke xiv. 28-31. 2 L^i^e xii. 22-27.
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Whatever pains we may take for our nourishment, for

»:he care of the body, we cannot prolong life by a single

hour.^ Is it not folly to trouble ourselves about a

thing that we cannot possibly accomplish ? You know
very well that your material life will end with death,

and you take pains to guarantee your life by posses-

sions. Life cannot be guaranteed by property. Under-
stand that this is a ridiculous deception, whereby you
only delude yourselves. The significance of life, says

Christ, cannot be in what you possess or in what you can
accumulate, in what is not yourselves. It must be in

something entirely different. He says the life of man,
in all its abundance, does not depend on his possessions.

^^The ground of a certain rich man,'' He says, ^^ brought

forth plentifully : And he thought within himself, saying,

What shall I do, because I have no room where to bestow
my fruits ? And he said. This will I do : I will pull
down my barns, and buildgreater ; and there will I bestow
all my fruits and my goods. And I will say to my soul,

Soul, thou hast m^uch goods laid upfor many years ; take

thine ease, eat, drink, and be m.erry. But God said to

him^ Thou fool, this night thy soul shall be required of
thee : ifien whose shall those things be, which thou hast
provided? So is he that lays up treasure for himself

,

and is not rich in God'' ^

Death always, at every moment, threatens him. Christ
says :

—

'^ Let your loins be girded about, and your lamps burn-
ing , andyou yourselves like men who waitfor their lord,

when he will return from the wedding; that when he
comes a7id hiocks they may open to him immediately.
Blessed are those servants, whom the lord when he comes
shallfind watching ; ....And if he shall come in the sec-

ond watch, or come in the third watch, and find them
so, blessed are those servants. And this know, that if
the goodman of the house had known what hour the

^ The words of verse 25 are incorrectly translated ; the word TjXtKiav
means age, age of life ; consequently the whole phrase should be rendered
can add one hour to his life.— Author's Note.

2 Luke xii. 16-21.
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thief would come, he would have watched^ and not

have suffered his house to be broken through. Be there-

fore ready also : for the son of man comes at an hour

when ye think not.''
^

The parable of the virgins waiting for the bridegroom,

that of the consummation of the age, and the last judg-

ment, all these places, as the commentators all agree,

besides their secondary meaning of the end of the

world, are designed to teach that death awaits us at

every moment.
Death, death, death, awaits you at every second. Life

is passed in sight of death. If you labor for yourselves

alone, for your personal future, you know that in the

future one thing awaits you, death. And death will destroy

all that you have been working for. Consequently, life

for itself can have no meaning. If it is a reasonable

life, then it must be something else ; in other words, it

must be a life the object of which is not in a life for

itself in the future. The reasonable life consists in

living in such a way that life cannot be destroyed by
death.

** Martha, Martha, thou art troubled about many tJmtgs,

but only one thing is needful^ ^ All the numberless
actions which we perform for ourselves in the future
will not be necessary for us ; it is all a delusion with
which we deceive ourselves ; one thing only is needful.
From the day of his birth, man is so placed that he

is threatened with inevitable ruin, that is a senseless life,

and a senseless death, if he does not discover the one
thing essential to the true life. This one thing which
insures the true life Christ reveals to men. He does
not invent this. He promises nothing through His own
divine power; He simply reveals to men that, together
with this personal hfe, which is an undoubted delusion,
must be that which is the truth and not delusion.

In the parable of the husbandmen ^ Christ explains the
cause of that blindness in men which conceals the truth

^ Luke xii. 35-40.
2 Luke X. 41.
* Matt. xxi. 33-42.
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from them, and which impels them to take the appar
ent for the real, their personal life for the true life.

Men, living in a proprietor's cultivated garden, imag-

ined that they were its owners. And from that errone-

ous fancy springs a series of foolish and cruel actions,

which ends in their expulsion, their exclusion from Hfe.

Exactly so we have imagined that the life of each one
of us is his own personal property, that we have the

right to enjoy it as we wish, without recognizing any
obHgation to others.

And for us who imagine this there must inevitably

be a similar series of senseless and cruel actions followed

by exclusion from life. And as the husbandmen killed

the householder's messengers and son, thinking that the

more cruel they were the better able they would be to

gain their ends, so we imagine that we shall obtain the

greatest security by means of violence.

As the inevitable end for the husbandmen for not hav-

ing given any one the fruits of the garden is that the

proprietor will drive them out, in exactly the same way
will the end be for men who imagine that the personal

life is the true life. Death will expel them from life, re-

placing them by others, not as a punishment, but simply
because these men have misconceived the meaning of

life. Exactly as the residents of the garden either for-

got, or did not wish to remember, that they had received

a garden already hedged about and provided with a

(driven well, and that some one had labored for them
and expected them to labor in their turn for others

;

so men who would live for themselves have forgotten

and wish to forget all that has been done for them be-

fore they were born, and is done for them all the days
of their lives, and that therefore something is expected
of them. They wish to forget that all the blessings of

life which they enjoy have been given to them and are

given to them, and therefore ought to be shared with
others.

This correction of our view of life, this /JLerdvoca, or

repentance, is the corner-stone of Christ's teaching.

According to Christ's teaching, just as the vine-dressers
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living in the vineyard which had not been cultivate i by

them should have understood and felt that they owed

an unpaid debt to the master ; so should men understand

and feel that from the day of their birth to the day of

their death they owe an unpaid debt to those that lived

before them, and to those that are living now, and to

those that are to live henceforth, as well as to Him that

was and is and is to be the end of all. They ought to

understand that every hour of their life during the time

of which they do not cut this kind of life short, they

increase this obligation, and that a man, therefore, who
lives for himself, and denies this obligation connecting

him with life and its first principle, deprives himself of

life, and so forfeits life. He should remember that in

living thus, striving to save his own life, his personal

life, he ruins it, as Christ so many times said.

The only true life is the life that continues the past

life, that promotes the happiness of the present and the

happiness of the future. To take part in this true life, man
should renounce his personal will so as to fulfil the will

of the Father of Life who gave it to the son of man.
The slave that performs his own will and not hii

master's will shall not dwell forever in the master':

house, says Christ, expressing the same thought ii

another place ;
^ only the son who observes the will oi

the father shall have eternal life.

Now, the will of the Father of Life is the life, not oi

an individual man, but of the only son of man livinj

among men ; and so a man saves his life when he looks'

on his Hfe as a pledge, as the talent confided to him by
the Father for the profit of all, when he lives not for

himself, but for the son of man.
A master gave each of his slaves a certain proportion

of his property, and, without saying anything to them,
left them to themselves. Some of the slaves, though
they had not received explicit directions from their
master how to employ their part of the lord's property,
understood that the property was not theirs, but still

belonged to the master, and that it ought to increase,

^ John viii. 35.

1
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and they labored for their master. And the servants

who had labored for the master became partakers in the

master's life, while the others, who had not 'so labored,

were despoiled even of what they had received.^

The life of the son of man has been given to all men,
and they have not been told why it was given to them.

Some men understand that life is not for their personal

use, but was given them as a gift, that they must use it for

the good of the son of man, and thus live ; others, feign-

ing not to understand the true object of life, refuse to

serve life : and those that labor for the true life will be
united with the source of life ; those that do not so labor

will lose the life they already have. And here, from
verse thirty-one to forty-six, Christ tells us in what the

service of the son of man consists and what will be the

recompense of that service. The son of man, according

to Christ's expression, like a king, will say :
—

^* Come yoiL blessed of my Father^ inherit the kingdom
because yon have fed 7ne^ given me driv.k, clothed and
received me^ becatcse I am the same in yon and in the

sinallest of those whom you have pitied and benefited.

You have not lived the personal life, but the life of the

son of man, and therefore you have tlie life eternal

y

According to all the Gospels, Christ teaches nothing

else but this life eternal ; and, strange as it may seem to

say this of Christ, Christ, who arose again in person,

and promised that all should rise again, — Christ not

jjnly said nothing in afifirmation of individual resurrec-

don and individual immortality beyond the grave, but
even attributed to that restoration of the dead in the

kingdom of the Messiah conjectured by the Pharisees

a significance which allowed no such notion as a per-

sonal resurrection.

The Sadducees controverted the restoration of the

•dead. The Pharisees accepted it just as the orthodox
Hebrews accept it now. According to the idea of the

[Hebrews, the restoration of the dead— but not the res-

|iurrection, as this word is incorrectly rendered— is to be
accomplished at the time of the coming of the age of the

1 Matt. XXV. 14-4.6.
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Messiah and the establishment of the kingdom of God

on earth. And here Christ, meeting with this super-

stition of a temporal, local, and physical resurrection,

denies it, and in ks place establishes His teaching con-

cerning the restoration of the eternal life in God.^

When the Sadducees, who denied the restoration of

the dead, supposing that Christ believed with the Phari-

sees in the resurrection, asked Him to which of the seven

brethren the woman should belong, He replied with

clearness and precision concerning this and the other

idea. He said:^ ^^Yon err, knowing neither the Scrip-

tures nor the power of God,'' And refuting the argu-

ment of the Pharisees, He said: The restoration from

the dead will be neither physical nor personal. Those
that attain restoration from the dead. He said, will be-

come the sons of God, and will live like the angels—
the sons of God — in heaven, that is, with God; and
such personal questions as '' whose wife will she be,'*

cannot exist for them because they, united with God,
cease to be persons.

Touching the restoration of the dead He said, replying

to the Sadducees, who recognized one earthly life and
nothing besides an earthly life in the flesh :

—
^^ Have you not read what was said to you by God?

In the Scriptures it says that in the bush God spoke to

Moses, saying, I am the God of Abraham, and the God
of Isaac, and the God of Jacob, " ^ If God said to Moses

^ The following sentences appear in the French translation, apparently
from another manuscript from that used in the Elpidin edition :—

[Every time that Christ met with this superstition (introduced at this
period into the Talmud, and of which there is not a trace in the records
of the Hebrew prophets), He did not fail to deny its truth. The Phari-
sees and the Sadducees were constantly discussing the subject of the resur-
rection of the dead. The Pharisees believed in the resurrection of the
dead, in angels, and in spirits (Acts xxiii. 8), but the Sadducees did not
believe in resurrection, or angel, or spirit. We do not know the source of
the difference in belief, but it is certain that it was one of the polemical
subjects among the secondary questions of the Hebraic doctrine that were
constantly under discussion in the synagogues. And Christ not only did
not recognize the resurrection, but denied it every time He met with the
idea.]

^
Matt. xxii. 29-32; Mark xii. 24-27; Luke xx. 34-38.

^ Ex. iii. 6.
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that He was the God of Jacob, then Jacob is not dead
for God, because ''He is not the God of the dead, but the

God of the living. For God all are living'' ^ And so if

there is a Hving God, then also that man is living who
has entered into community with the eternally living

God.
Against the Pharisees Christ said that the restoration

of life could not be physical and personal. Against the

Sadducees He said that, apart from the personal and
temporal Hfe, there is still another life in union with

God.
While Christ denies the personal resurrection in the

flesh, He acknowledges the restoration of life in this

sense, that man transfers his life to God. Christ teaches

salvation from a personal life, and places this salvation

in the exaltation of the son of man and life in God.
Combining this teaching of His with the teaching of the

Hebrews concerning the coming of the Messiah, He
speaks to the Hebrews about the restoration of the son

of man from the dead, meaning by this, not the physical

and personal restoration of the dead, but the awakening
of life in God. Of the personal resurrection in the flesh

He never speaks. The best proof that Christ never
preached the resurrection of men is given by the only
two passages which theologians adduce as proofs that

He taught the doctrine of the resurrection. These two
:passages are as follows : Matt. xxv. 31-46, and John v.

28, 29. In the first He is speaking of the coming, that

fis, the restoration, the exaltation, of the son of man—
^ust exactly as it says in Matthew x. 23 ; and then the

greatness and power of the son of man are compared
to a king's. In the second place it speaks of the restora-

tion of the true life here on earth, as this is expressed
I also in the twenty-fourth verse preceding.

It only requires to reflect on the meaning of Christ's

teaching about the eternal life in God, it requires to

reestablish in one's imagination the teaching of the

Hebrew prophets, to understand that if Christ had
wished to promulgate the teaching about the resurrec-

1 Mark xii. 26, 27.
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tion of the dead, which was at that time only just begin-

ning to get into the Talmud and becoming an object of

controversy, then He would have clearly and definitely

made this His teaching.
|

On the contrary, He not only did not do this, but even ^

disclaimed it, and in all the Gospels it is impossible to

find a single passage which would support this teaching.

And the passages adduced above signify something

entirely different. Strange as it may appear to those

who have never carefully studied the Gospels for them-

selves, Christ said nothing whatever about His personal

resurrection.

If, as the theologians teach, the foundation of the

Christian faith is Christ's resurrection, it would seem
the least thing to be desired that Christ, knowing
that He was to rise again, knowing that in this would
consist the principal dogma of faith in Him, should

speak of the matter at least once, in clear and pre-

cise terms. Now, according to the canonical Gospels,

He not only did not speak of it in clear and precise

terms. He did not speak of it at all, not once, not a

single word.

Christ's teaching consisted in the elevation of the son

of man, that is, the essence of the hfe of man, man's recog-

nizing himself as the son of God. In His own individu-

ality Jesus personified the man who has recognized His
sonship to God.^ He asked His disciples, who men said

that He, the son of man, was. His disciples replied that

some took Him for John the Baptist miraculously raised

from the dead, others for a prophet, and some for Elijah

descended from heaven. ''But zvho say yoil that I am V
He asked. And Peter understanding Christ exactly as

He understood Himself, answered,—
" Thou art the Messiah, the son of the living God''
And Christ responded :

—
" Flesh and blood have not revealed it nnto thee, but my

Father which is in heaven ;
" in other words, **thou hast

understood, not through faith in human concordances,
but because, feeling thyself to be the son of God, thou

1 Matt. xvi. 13-20.
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hast understood me.'' And after having explained to

Peter that the true faith is founded upon this sonship

to God, Christ charged His other disciples that they

should tell no man that He, Jesus, was the Messiah.

After this, Christ told them that although He should
suffer and be put to death, the son of man claiming to

be the son of God would be restored and would triumph
over all. And these words are interpreted as a prophecy
of His resurrection. Here are the fourteen passages^
which are interpreted as Christ's prophecies of His own
resurrection ; in three of these passages it refers to

Jonah in the whale's belly, in another to the rebuilding

of the temple. In the other ten it says the son of man
cannot be destroyed ; but there is not a word about the

resurrection of Jesus Christ.

In none of these passages is the word *' resurrection
*'

found in the original text. Ask any one who is igno-

rant of theological interpretations, but who knows Greek,
to translate all these places, and he will never translate

them as they stand translated. In the original we find

two different words, one avLcrTrj/JLL, the other ejeipco ; one of

these words means to *' reestablish "
; the other, in the

middle voice, means *'to awaken, to rise up, to arouse
one's self." But neither the one nor the other can ever,

in any case, mean to ^'resuscitate"— to raise from the

dead. In order to be fully convinced that these Greek
words and the corresponding Hebrew word, g^im, cannot
mean to ''rise from the dead," we have only to examine
the scriptural passages where these words are employed,
as they very frequently are, to see that in no case is the

meaning " to resuscitate " admissible. The word for vos-

kresniit\ aiiferste/m, ressusciter— "to resuscitate"—=did

not exist in the Greek or Hebrew tongues, for the reason
that the conception corresponding to this word did not
exist. To express the idea of resurrection in Greek or

in Hebrew, it is necessary to employ a periphrasis, it is

necessary to say "is arisen " or " has awakened " from the

^ John ii. 19, 22; Matt. xii. 40; Luke xi. 30; Matt, xvic 4; Matt. xvi. 21

;

Mark viii. 31 ; Luke ix. 22; Matt. xvii. 23; Mark ix. 31; Matt, xx, 19;
Mark x. 34; Luke xviii. 2>Z'i Matt. xxvi. 32; Mark xiv. 25,
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dead. Thus, in the Gospel of Matthew, xiv. 2, where ref-

erence is made to Herod's beHef that John the Baptist had

been resuscitated, we read, avTb<; rjyepOr] airo rcov veKpcov,

*' has awakened from the dead." In the same manner, in

Luke xvi. 3 1, at the close of the parable of Lazarus, it says

that even if any one arose from the dead, men would not

believe him, and there also it says edv n^ etc vefcpSdv avaarrj^

**if one arose from the dead." But, if in these pas-

sages the words ** from the dead " were not added to

the words ^* arose " or ** awakened," these words '' arise
"

or ** waken," never signified and never could signify

resuscitation. When Christ spoke of Himself, in all these

places. He did not once use the words *' among the dead"
in any of the passages quoted in support of His prophecy
of His own resurrection.

Our conception of the resurrection is so entirely

foreign to the Hebrews' conception of life, that we can-

not even imagine how Christ would have been able to

talk to them of the resurrection, and jf an eternal, in-

dividual life, which should be the lot of every man. The
idea of a future eternal life comes neither from Jewish
doctrine nor from Christ's teachings, but it made its

way into the ecclesiastical doctrine from an entirely dif-

ferent source. Strange as it may seem, it cannot be
denied that belief in a future life is a primitive and crude
conception based upon a confused idea of the resem-
blance between death and sleep,— an idea common to

all savage races.

The Hebraic doctrine (and much more the Christian

doctrine) was far above this conception. But we are so

convinced of the elevated character of this superstition,

that we use it as a proof of the superiority of our doctrine
to that of the Chinese or the Hindus, who do not believe
in it at all. Not the theologians only, but the free-

thinkers, the learned historians of religions, such as
Tiele, and Max Miiller, make use of the same argument.
In their classification of religions, they give the first place
to those that recognize the superstition of the resurrec-
tion, and declare them to be far superior to those not
professing that belief. The free-thinker Schopenhauer
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boldly denounced the Hebraic religion as the most des-

picable— die niedertrdchtigste— of all religions because

it contains not a trace of

—

keine Idee— of the immortality

of the souL Actually not only the idea itself, but the

word for it, were wanting to the Hebraic religion. Eter-

nal life is the Hebrew chaye blam} By blam is meant
the infinite, that which is permanent in the limits of

time; blam also means ** world" or '* cosmos." Uni-

versal life, and much more, *' eternal life," chaye blam,

is, according to the Jewish doctrine, the attribute of God
alone. God is the God of life, the living God. Man,
according to the Hebraic idea, is always mortal. God
alone is always living. In the Pentateuch, the expres-

sion *^ eternal life" is twice met with ; once in Deuter-

onomy and once in Genesis. God is represented as

saying :
—
" See now that /, even /, a^n he.

And there is no god but 77ie

:

I kill^ and 1 make alive ;

I have wounded^ and I heal:

And there is none that ean deliver out ofmy hand.
For I lift up my hand to heaven^
And say, I liveforever^ ^

The other time in the book of Genesis :
—

^^ And Jehovah saidy Behold, the man is become as
one of us, to know good and evil: and nozv, lest he put
forth his hand, and take also of the tree of life, and eat

and live forever'''^

These two are the only instances of the use of the
expression '' eternal life " in the Pentateuch or in the
whole of the Old Testament (with the exception of

another instance in the apocryphal book of Daniel),

and they determine clearly the Hebraic conception of

the life in general and the life eternal. Life itself,

according to the Hebrews, is eternal, is in God; but
man is always mortal: it is his nature to be so.

Nowhere in the Old Testament does it say as we

^ The phrase occurs only once in the Old Testament, Dan. xii. 2.

2 Deut. xxxii. 39, 40. 3 Q^n. iii. 22.
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are taught by the sacred histories that God breathed am
immortal soul into man, or that the first man, until he;

sinned, was immortal. According to the first recital',

in the Book of Genesis,^ God created man exactly

like the animals, exactly like them male and female:

created he them, and commanded them likewise to-

increase and multiply. As it is not said in regard'

to animals that they are immortal, so it is not said

of men that they are immortal. In the second,

chapter it tells how man learned to distinguish good,

and evil. But of life it says categorically that God.

drove man out of paradise and denied him access to-

the tree of life. Man, therefore, did not taste the fruit:

of the tree of life ; therefore he did not acquire chayd'

blam, in other words, eternal life, and remained
mortal.

According to the doctrine of the Hebrews man is;

man, exactly as he is— in other words, he is mortal.

Life is in him only as life perpetuated from one gen-

eration to another, in a race. According to the doc-

trine of the Hebrews only one nation possesses ia

itself the possibility of life.

When God said, '* Ye shall live, and not die,'' he
addressed these words to the people. The life that

God breathed into man is mortal for each separate

human being; this life is perpetuated from generation
to generation, if men fulfil the covenant with God,,

that is, obey the conditions imposed by God. After
having propounded the Law, and having told them
that this Law was to be found not in heaven, but in

their own hearts, Moses said to the people :
—

^* See, I have set before you this day life and goody

iUnd death and evil ; in that I co7nmand you this day
to ilove the Eternal, to walk in his ways, and to keep
his commandments, that yon may live / call heaven
and earth to zvitness against yon this day, that I have
set before yon life and death, the blessing and the curse

:

therefore choose life, that you may live, you and your
^.eed: to love the Eternal, to obey his voice, and to cleave

1 i. 26.
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unto him: for from him is your life, and the length of
yoitr days'' ^

The principal difference between our conception of

human life and that possessed by the Jews is, that

while we believe that our mortal life, transmitted from
generation to generation, is not the true life, but a

fallen life, a life temporarily depraved, — the Jews,
on the contrary, believed this life to be the true and
supreme good, given to man on condition that he will

obey the will of God. From our point of view, the

transmission of the fallen life from generation to gen-

eration is the transmission of a curse ; from the Jewish
point of view, it is the supreme good to which man
can attain, on condition that he accomplish the will

of God.
On this Hebraic conception of life Christ founded

His doctrine of the true or eternal life, which He con-

trasted with the personal and mortal life. Christ said

to the Jews :
—

''Search the Scriptures ; for in them yon think yon
have eternal life,'''^

The young man asked Christ what he must do to

have eternal life. Christ said in reply :
—

^' If thon zvilt enter into life, keep the commandments .''^

He did not say ''eternal life," but simply "life."^ ^o
the same question propounded by the scribe, the
answer was, ''This do, and thou shalt live'' ;^ here
also. He says *' live " simply, and does not add ''for-

ever." From these two instances, we know what Christ

meant by eternal life ; whenever He made use of the
phrase in speaking to the Jews, He employed it in

exactly the same sense in which it was expressed in

their own law,— the accomplishment of the will of

God is the eternal Hfe.

In contrast with a temporary, isolated, and personal
life, Christ taught of the eternal life which in Deuter-
onomy God promised to Israel, — with this difference,

that while according to the notion of the Jews the

1 Deut. XXX. 15-19 2 John v. 39.
3 Matt. xix. 1 7. ^ Lake x. 28,
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eternal life was to be perpetuated solely by them,

the chosen people, and that whoever wished to possess

this life must follow the exceptional laws given by
God to Israel, according to Christ's teaching the

eternal life is perpetuated in the son of man, and that

to obtain it we must practise Christ's commands, which
express the will of God for all humanity.

As opposed to the persoi.al hfe, Christ taught us, not

of a life beyond the grave, but of a universal life united

with the. life of humanity, past, present, and to come,

the life of the son of man.
According to the teaching of the Hebrews, the per-

sonal life could be saved from death only by accompHsh-
ing the will of God as propounded in the Mosaic law.

On this condition only the life of the Hebrews would
not perish, but would pass from generation to genera-

tion of the chosen people of God.
According to Christ's teaching, the personal life is

saved from death likewise by the accomplishment of

the will of God as propounded in Christ's command.
Only on this condition, according to Christ's teaching,

the personal life does not perish, but becomes eternal

and immutable in the son of man. The difference is,

that while the worship of God as established by Moses
was worship of one people's God, Christ's worship of

the Father is the worship of the God of all men. The
perpetuity of life in the posterity of a people is doubtful,

because the people itself may disappear, and perpetuity
depends upon a posterity in the flesh. Perpetuity of

life, according to Christ's teaching, is indubitable, because
life, according to His teaching, is transferred to the
son of man who lives in harmony with the will of the
Father.

But let us grant that Christ's words concerning the
last judgment and the consummation of the age, and
other words reported in the Gospel of John, are a prom-
ise of a life beyond the grave for the souls of mortal
men,— it is none the less true that His teachings in

regard to the light of life and the kingdom of God have
the same meaning for us that they had for His hearers
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eighteen centuries ago ; that is, that the only real life

is the life of the son of man according to the Father's

will.

It is easier to admit this than to admit that the doc-

trine of the true life, according to the Father's will, con-

tains the conception of immortality and a life beyond
the grave.

Perhaps it is fairer to presuppose that man, after this

terrestrial life passed in the satisfaction of personal

desires, will enter upon the possession of an eternal

personal life in paradise, with all imaginable enjoy-

ments
;
perhaps this is fairer, but to believe that this is

so, to endeavor to persuade ourselves that for our good
actions we shall be recompensed with eternal felicity,

and for our bad actions punished with eternal torments,
— to believe this, does not aid us in understanding
Christ's teaching, but, on the contrary, deprives Christ's

teaching of its chief foundation.

All Christ's teaching goes to persuade His disciples

who recognize the illusoriness of the personal life to

renounce it, and merge it in the life of all humanity, in

the life of the son of man. Now the doctrine of the

immortality of the individual soul does not impel us to

renounce the personal life; on the contrary, it affirms

the continuance of individuality forever.

According to the notion of the Jews, the Chinese, the

Hindus, and all men who do not believe in the dogma
of the fall and the redemption, life is life as it is. A
man is united with a woman, engenders children, cares

for them, grows old, and dies. His children grow up,

and his life continues, it passes on from one genera-
tion to another without interruption, like everything else

in the world,— stones, metals, earth, plants, animals,

stars. Life is life, and we must make the best of it.

To live for self alone is not reasonable. And so men,
from their earliest existence, have sought for some rea-

son for living aside from the gratification of their own
desires ; they live for their children, for their families,

for their nation, for humanity, for all that does not die

with the personal life.
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On the other hand, according to the doctrine of our

Churches, human Hfe, the supreme good that is known
to us, is but a very small portion of another life of which

we are deprived for a season. Our life, according to

this conception, is not the life that God intended or was

obliged to give us. Our life is degenerate and fallen,

a mere fragment, a mockery of life, compared with the

real Hfe which we think God ought to give us. The
principal object of our Hfe, according to this theory, is

not to try to live this mortal life conformably to the will

oi the Giver of Life ; or to render it eternal in the gen-

erations of men, as the Hebrews beHeved ; or to identify

ourselves with the will of the Father, as Christ taught

;

no, it is to beHeve that after this unreal life the true life

will begin.

Christ did not speak of the imaginary life that God
ought to give us, and that God for some unexplained

reason did not give us. The theory of the fall of

Adam, of eternal life in paradise, of an immortal soul

breathed by God into Adam, was unknown to Christ

;

He never spoke of it, never by one word made the

:slightest allusion to its existence.

Christ spoke of life as it is, as it always will be ; we
:speak of an imaginary life which has never existed.

How, then, can we understand Christ's teaching.

Christ did not anticipate such a singular change of

view in His disciples. He supposed that all men under-

stood that the destruction of the personal life is inevi-

table, and He revealed to them an imperishable life.

He offers true peace to those that suffer ; but to those
that believe that they are certain to possess more than
Christ gives. His doctrine cannot give anything. I am
going to exhort a man to toil, assuring him that in

return for it he will receive food and clothing ; and
suddenly this man is persuaded that he is already a
millionaire. Evidently he will pay no attention to

my exhortations. So it is with regard to Christ's teach-

ings. Why should I toil for bread when I can be
rich without labor ? Why should I trouble myself to

-live this life according to the will of God, when with^
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out doing so I am sure of a personal life for all eter

nity ?

We are taught that Christ, as the second person of

the Trinity, as God made manifest in the flesh, was the

salvation of men ; that He took upon himself the pen-

alty for the sin of Adam and the sins of all men ; that

He atoned to the first person of the Trinity for the sins

of humanity ; that He instituted the Church and the

sacraments for our salvation— believing this, the Church
says, we are saved, and shall possess a personal, im-

mortal life beyond the grave. But meanwhile we can-

not deny that Christ saved and still saves men by
revealing to them their inevitable ruin, showing them
that He is the way, the truth, and the life, the true way
of life instead of the false way of the personal life that

men had heretofore followed.

If there are any who doubt the life beyond the grave
and salvation based upon redemption, no one can doubt
the salvation of all men, and of each individual man, if

they will accept the evidence of the destruction of the

personal life, and follow the true way to safety by bring-

ing their personal wills into harmony with the will of

God. Let each man endowed with reason ask himself.

What is life ? and What is death ? and Jet him try to

give to life and death any other meaning than that re-

vealed by Christ.

Every notion of a personal life not based on the

renunciation of self, the service of humanity, of the

son of man, is a phantom which vanishes at the first

application of reason. I cannot doubt that my personal
life will perish, but the life of the world according
to the will of the Father will not perish, and that

only identification with it gives me the possibility

of salvation. It is not much in comparison with the

subhme belief in the future life ! It is not much, but
it is sure.

I am lost in a snowstorm. Some one assures me—

•

and it seems to him so— that he sees a light in the dis-

tance, that it is in the village, but it only seems so to him
and to me because we want to have it so ; we strive to
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reach this light, but we never can find it. Another
plows through the snow ; he seeks and finds the road,

and he cries to us, " Go not that way, the lights you see

are false, you will wander to destruction ; here is the

hard road, I feel it beneath my feet ; it will bring us

home." It is very little. When we had faith in those

lights that gleamed in our deluded eyes, there seemed
to be somewhere yonder a village, a warm izba, deliver-

ance, rest ; and now in exchange for it we have noth-

ing but the solid road. But if we continue to travel

toward the imaginary lights we shall perish ; if we fol-

low the road, we shall surely escape.

What, then, ought I to do, if I alone understood

Christ's teaching, and I alone had trust in it among a

people who neither understand it nor obey it ?

What was I to do— to live like the rest of the world,

or to live according to Christ's teaching ? I under-

stood Christ's teaching as expressed in His commands,
and I saw that the practice of these commands would
bring happiness to me and to all men in the world.

I understood that the fulfilment of these commands
is the will of that first cause from which my life

sprang.

More than this, I saw that whatever I did I should
die like a brute after a senseless life if I did not fulfil

the will of the Father, and that the only chance of sal-

vation lay in the fulfilment of His will.

Doing as all men do, I unquestionably act contrary to

the welfare of all men, I unquestionably act contrary
to the will of the Giver of Life, I unquestionably forfeit

the sole possibility of bettering my desperate condition.

Doing as Christ commands me, I continue the work
common to all men who had lived before me; I con-
tribute to the welfare of all men now living and of

those who will live after me ; I obey the command of

the Giver of Life ; I do the only thing that can save
me.

The circus at Berditchevo is in flames. All are press-

ing and suffocating one another, struggling before the
door, which opens inward.
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'* Back, stand back from the door ; the closer you
press against it, the less the chance of escape ; stand

back, and you will be able to get out and save your-

selves !

"

Whether I am alone in hearing this command, or

whether many also hear and believe it, is all the same

;

but from the moment I have heard and understood, what
can I do but fall back from the door, and call upon every

one to obey the voice of the savior ? I may be suffo-

cated, I may be crushed beneath the feet of the multi-

tude, I may perish, but my sole chance of safety is to

go where the only exit is. And I can do nothing else.

A savior should be a savior, that is, one who saves. And
Christ's salvation is the true salvation. He appeared.

He spoke, and humanity is saved.

The circus has been burning an hour, and it is neces-

sary to make haste, otherwise the men inside may have
no time to escape. But the world has been burning for

eighteen hundred years ; it has been burning ever since

Christ said, ** / am come to send fire on the earth; " and
I suffer as it burns, and it will burn until men are saved.

Do not men exist } was not this fire kindled that men
might have the felicity of salvation t

Understanding this, I understood and believed that

Jesus is not only the Messiah, the Christ, but that He is

in truth the Saviour of the world.

I know that He is the only way, that there is no other

way for me or for those that are tormented with me in

this life. I know that for all and for me there is no
other safety than to fulfil Christ's commands, which
give to all humanity the greatest conceivable sum of

benefits.

Even if I shall have greater trials to endure, even if,

by fulfilling Christ's teaching, I shall the sooner die, still

it does not alarm me. This might seem frightful to any
one who does not realize the nothingness and absurdity
of an isolated personal life, and who believes that he
will never die. But I know that my life, considered
in relation to my individual happiness, is, taken by itself,

a stupendous farce, and that this meaningless existence
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will end in a stupid death, and therefore this cannot be

frightful to me. I shall die as all die, even those that

have not observed the doctrine ; but my life and my
death will have a meaning for myself and for others.

My life and my death will have added something to the

life and salvation of others, and this is what Christ

taught.

CHAPTER IX

If all men practised Christ's teaching, the kingdom
of God would have come upon earth ; if I alone practise

it, I shall do what is best for all men and for myself.

There is no salvation without the fulfilment of Christ's

teaching.

But who will give me the strength to practise it, to

follow it without ceasing, and never to fail ?
'* Lord, I

believe ; help thoic mine tmbelief.'' The disciples called

upon Jesus to strengthen their faith.

*' When I wish to do good,'' says the apostle Paul, *'/

do that which is evil'' *' It is difficult to be saved," is

what is commonly said and thought.

A man is drowning, and calls for aid. A rope, which
is the only thing that can save him, is thrown to him,

but the drowning man says :
** Strengthen my belief that

this rope will save me. I believe that the rope will save

me ; but help my unbelief."

What is the meaning of this .'^ If a man will not seize

upon his only means of safety, it is plain that he does
not understand his condition.

How can a Christian who professes to believe in

Christ's divinity and His doctrine, whatever may be the

meaning that he attaches thereto, say that he wishes to

believe, and that he cannot believe .^ God comes upon
earth, and says, '' Eternal torments, fire, absolute dark-
ness, await you ; and here is your salvation— fulfil my
doctrine." A believing Christian cannot help believing
and profiting by the salvation thus offered to him ; he
cannot possibly say, '' Help my unbelief."

For a man to say this, it must be that he not only
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does not believe in his perdition, but he must be certain

that he shall not perish.

Children have fallen from a boat into the water. They
are kept floating by the current, by their still unsoaked
clothes, and their feeble struggles, and they do not realize

their danger. Those in the boat throw out a rope. They
warn the children against their peril, and urge them to

grasp the rope, — the parables of the woman and the

piece of silver, the shepherd and the lost sheep, the mar-
riage feast, the prodigal son, all have this meaning,—
but the children do not believe ; they refuse to believe,

not in the rope, but that they are in danger of drown-
ing. Children as frivolous as themselves have assured

them that they can continue to float gaily along, even
when the boat is far away. The children do not believe

that their clothes will soon be saturated, the strength of

their little arms exhausted, they will suffocate, sink, and
perish. This they do not believe, and so they do not

believe in the rope of safety.

Just as the children fallen from the boat will not grasp

the rope that is thrown to them, persuaded that they will

not perish, so men who believe in the immortality of the

soul, convinced that there is no danger, do not practise

Christ's commands, God's commands. They do not be-

lieve in what it is impossible not to believe, simply because
they believe in what it is impossible to believe. And so

they cry to some one, ^' Strengthen our faith, lest we
perish.''

But this is impossible. To have the faith that they
will not perish, they must cease to do what will lead

them to perdition, and they must begin to do something
for their own safety, — they must grasp the rope of

safety.

Now this is exactly what they do not wish to do ; they
wish to persuade themselves that they will not perish,

although they see their comrades perishing one after an-

other before their very eyes. This desire to believe in

what does not exist they call faith ! It is plain that they
never have enough faith, and they wish for more.
When I understood Christ's teaching, I saw that what
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these men call faith is that false faith denounced by the

apostle James in his epistle :
^ —

" What does it profit, my brethren, if a man believe he

hasfaith, but has not zvorks ? can that faith save him ?

If a brother or sister be naked and in lack of daily food,

and one ofyou say unto them. Go in peace, be ye warmed
andfilled ; andyet you give them not the tilings needful

to the body ; what does it profit ? Even so faith, if it

have not works, is dead in itself. But some one will say.

Thou hast faith, a7id I have zvorks : Shew 7ne thy faith

which is without works, and L by my works, will shew
thee myfaith. Thou believest that God is one ; thou dost

well: the demons also believe, and tremble. But wilt

thou know, O vain man, 11tatfaith ivithout works is dead?
Was not Abraham oiirfatherjustified by works when he

offered up Isaac his son upon the altar f Thou seest that

faith wrought with his wo7^ks, and by works was faith

made perfect?.... Ye see that by W07^ks a man isjustified,

and not only by faith For as the body without the spirit

is dead, so faith is dead without works!' ^

James says that the only indication of faith is the acts

that it inspires, and consequently that a faith which does
not result in acts is of words merely, with which one
cannot feed the hungry, or justify belief, or obtain sal-

vation. A faith without acts is not faith. It is only a

disposition to believe in something, a vain affirmation of

belief in something in which one does not really believe.

Faith, according to this definition, is what originates

works, and works are what completes faith, in other

words, what makes faith faith.

The Jews said to Christ :
'* Wliat signs shewest thou

then, that we may see, and believe thee ? what dost thou

work ? " *

This they said to Him when He was on the cross

:

^ The epistle of James was not accepted for a long time by the Church,
and when it was accepted was subjected to various alterations : certain

words are omitted, others are transposed, or translated in an arbitrary way.
I have retained the accepted translation, correcting the defective passages
after the Tischendorf text.— Author's Note in Text.

2 Gen. XV. 6. 3 James ii. 14-26.
* John vi. 30.
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''Let hint now come down f7'om the cross that we may
see and believed ^

" He saved others ; himself he cannot save. If he is the

king of the Israelites^ let him now come down from, the

cross and we zvill believe on him.''
^

To such demands for the strengthening of their faith

Christ told them that their desire was vain, and that

they could not be made to believe what they did not

beHeve. " IfI tellyou,'" he said, ''you will not believe ; " ^

"I told you and you believed not But ye believe not

because yoic are not of my sheep'' ^

The Jews asked exactly what is asked by Church
Christians ; they asked for some outward sign which
should make them believe in Christ's teaching. And
He explained that this was impossible, and He told them
why it was impossible. He told them that they could

not believe because they were not of His sheep ; that is,

they did not follow the road of life He had pointed out

to His sheep. He explained the difference between His
sheep and others, He explained why some believed, and
why others did not believe, and what the foundation of

faith really was.

He said : Hozv canyoic believe zvho receiveyour doctrine

(So^a ^) one of another, and seek not the doctri7te that come^

only from God?"^
To believe, says Christ, we must seek for the doctrine

that comes from God alone.

"He that speaks of hifnself seeks his own doctrine

(So^av rrjv ihiav), but he that seeks the doctrine of him that

sent him, the same is true, and no tintruth is in him," '^

The doctrine of life, Bo^a, is the foundation of faith.

All actions result spontaneously from faith. All kinds
of faith spring from So^a in the sense which we attribute

to life. There may be an endless number of actions

;

1 Mark xv. 32. 2 Matt, xxvii. 42.
^ Luke xxii. 67. * John x. 25, 26.

^ Here, as in other passages, 56fa has been incorrectly translated
•* honor " ; 56^a, from the verb 5o/c^a>, means ** manner of seeing, judgment^
doctrine'''— Author's Note.

^ John V. 44.
" John vii. 18.
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there also may be many different kinds of faith. But

there are only two doctrines of life (So^a). Christ repu-

diates the one and affirms the other.

One of these doctrines, the one that Christ repudiates,

consists of the idea that the individual life is one of the

essential and real attributes of man. This doctrine has

been followed, and is still followed, by the majority of

men; it is the source of all the divergent beliefs and
acts of men.
The other doctrine, taught by Christ and by all the

prophets, affirms that our personal life has no meaning
save through fulfilment of God's will.

If a man confess the Bo^a or doctrine that his own in-

dividuality is more important than anything else, he will

consider that his personal welfare is the most important

thing and desirable in life, and having an eye therefore

on what he supposes is the chief good,— the accumula-

tion of an estate, the attainment of distinction or glory,

or the satisfaction of his lusts, — he will have a faith in

accordance with this view of life, and all his acts will

always correspond with his faith.

If a man's So^a is different, if he finds the essence of

life in fulfilling God's will as Abraham understood it and
Christ taught it, then having an eye on what he sup-

poses to be God's will, his faith will accord with his

principles, and his acts will flow from his faith.

This is why those that beHeve that true happiness is

to be found in the personal life can never have faith in

Christ's teaching. All their efforts to believe in it will

be always vain. To beHeve in it they must change their

view of Hfe. And as long as they do not change it their

actions will always coincide with their faith and not with
their desires and their words.
The desire to believe in Christ's teaching on the part

of those who asked Him to perform miracles and of be-

lievers in our day does not and cannot correspond with
their lives, however arduous their efforts may be. They
may pray to Christ as God, and observe the sacraments,
and give in charity, and build churches, and convert
others; they may do all this, but cannot do Christ'c
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works because their acts flow from a faith based on an
entirely different doctrine— Bo^a — from that which
they confess. They could not sacrifice on the altar an

only son as Abraham was ready to do, although Abra-
ham had no hesitation whatever as to whether he should
or should not sacrifice his son to God, to that God who
alone gave the meaning and blessedness of his lifCo

And exactly the same way Christ and His disciples

could not help giving their lives for others, because such
action alone constituted for them the true meaning and
blessedness of their life.

This incapacity of understanding the substance of

faith explains the strange desire of men to act in such
a way that, while they believe it is better to live in ac-

cordance with Christ's teaching, still they endeavor
with all the powers of their souls to live in opposition

to this doctrine, conformably to their belief that the per-

sonal life is a sovereign good.

The basis of faith is the meaning of life, wherefrom
flows the valuation which we put upon the important
and good, or.the trivial and corrupt, in life. Faith is the

valuation of all the phenomena of life. And as now,
men with a faith based on their own doctrines never can
succeed at all in harmonizing this faith with the faith

inspired by Christ's teaching, so it was with the early

disciples.

This misapprehension is frequently referred to in the

Gospels in clear and decisive terms. Several times
Christ's disciples asked Him to strengthen their faith in

His words. ^ After the message, so terrible to every man
who believes in the personal life and who seeks his hap-
piness in the riches of this world, after the words, *' NoziJ

hardly shall they that have riches enter into the kingdom
of God,'' and after words still more terrible for men who
believe only in the personal life, that, whoever does
not abandon everything, and life itself according to

Christ's will, will not be saved; Peter asked, ''Behold,
we havefoj'saken all and followed thee ; what shall we
have thereforef Then, according to Mark, James and

1 Matt. XX. 20-28 ; Mark x. 35-48.
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John, and according to the Gospel of Matthew, then

mother, asked Him that they might be allowed to sit one

on each side of Him when He should be in glory. They
asked Him to strengthen their faith with a promise of

future recompense. To Peter's question Christ replies

with a parable ;
^ to James He replies :

—
'' You know not what you ask ; that is, you ask what

is impossible
;
you do not understand my doctrine. My

doctrine means a renunciation of the personal life, while

you ask for personal glory, a personal recompense. To
drink the cup I drink of (that is, live as I live) is in

your power ; but to sit on my right hand and on my left

— that is, to be my equals— is in no one's power.'' And
then Christ adds that only in the worldly life the great

of this world had their profit and enjoyment of glory

and personal power;" but you, my disciples, ought to

know that the true meaning of human life is not in per-

sonal happiness, but in ministering to others, in being
humiliated before all men. Man does not live to be
ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his personal
life a ransom for all."

In reply to the unreasonable demands which revealed

their slowness to understand His doctrine, Christ did not
command His disciples to have faith in His doctrine, that

is, to modify that valuation of the good and evil things of

life which flowed from their own doctrine— He knew that
to be impossible— but He explained to them the mean-
ing of that life which is the basis of true faith, that is,

taught them how to discern good from evil, the impor-
tant from the unimportant.
To Peter's question, ''What shall we receive.^" what

reward for our sacrifices ? Jesus replies with the para-
ble of the laborers engaged for various periods and
receiving all the same compensation.^ Christ explains
to Peter that failure to understand the doctrine is the
cause of lack of faith. Christ says that only in a per-
sonal and senseless life is remuneration in proportion to
the amount of work done important.

This faith in remuneration for work according to the

^ Matt. XX. 1-16,
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measure of the work is derived from the doctrine of the

personal life. This faith is based upon the presumption
of certain imaginary rights ; but a man has a right to

nothing, nor can he have. He is under obligations for

the good he has received, and so he can exact nothing.

Even if. he were to give up his whole life to the service

of others, he could not pay the debt he has incurred,

and therefore the Master cannot be unjust to him.

If a man sets a value upon his rights to life, if he keeps
a reckoning with the First Cause from whom he has re-

ceived life, he proves simply that he does not under-

stand the meaning of life.

Men having received happiness demand something
more. These men were standing in the bazaar idle and
unhappy ; they were not living. The householder took
them and gave them the supreme welfare of life,

—

work. They accepted the benefits offered, and were
dissatisfied. They were dissatisfied because they had
no clear conception of their position. They went to the

work, with their false doctrine that they had a right to

their life and their work, and that consequently their

work ought to be remunerated. They did not under-

stand that this work is the highest good that is granted
them, and that they should be thankful for the oppor-

tunity to work, and should not demand remuneration.

And so all men who have an uncertain conception of

life, as these laborers had, never can have a right and
true faith.

This parable of the master and the workman return-

ing from the field, related in response to a direct request

by the disciples that He should strengthen, that He
should enlarge, their faith, shows more clearly than ever

the basis of the faith that Christ taught.

When Jesus told His disciples that they must forgive

a brother who trespassed against them not only once,

but seventy times,^ the disciples were overwhelmed at

the difficulty of observing this injunction, and said,

*'Yes, but.... we must believe in order to fulfil that;

strengthen, increase, the faith in us." Just as a little while

^Luke xvii. 3-10.
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before they had asked, ^' What shall we get in return

for this ?
" So now they ask about this same thing, and

so do in exactly the same way so-called Christians even

nowadays.
I wish to believe, but cannot ;

" strengthen our faith

that the rope of salvation may save us;" they say:

*'make us believe " (as the Jews said to Jesus when they

demanded miracles); *' either by miracles or promises of

recompense, make us to have faith in our salvation."

The disciples said what we all say :
'' How pleasant it

would be if we could live our selfish life, and at the

same time believe that it would be far better to practise

God's teaching by living for others." This disposition,

contrary to all the spirit of Christ's teaching, is common
to us all; and yet we are astonished at our lack of faith.

This radical misapprehension which existed then just

as it exists now, He met with a parable illustrating true

faith. Faith cannot come of confidence in what He said
;

faith comes only of a consciousness of our condition ; faith

is based only upon the rational consciousness as to what
is best to do in a given situation. He showed that this

faith cannot be awakened in others by promises of rec-

ompense or threats of punishment, that this can only

arouse a feeble confidence which will fail at the first

trial; but that the faith that removes mountains, the
faith that nothing can shatter, is inspired by the con-

sciousness of our inevitable destruction, and of the only
salvation that is possible in this situation.

To have faith, we must not count on any promise of

reward; we must understand that the only way of

escape from a ruined life is a life conformable to the
will of the Master. Every one who understands this, will

not ask to be strengthened in his faith, but will work
out his salvation without the need of any exhortation.

In reply to His disciples' request, to confirm them
in their faith, Christ said : The householder, when he
comes from the fields with his workman, does not ask
the latter to sit down at once to dinner, but directs him
first to attend to the cattle and to wait upon him, the
master, and then to take his place at the table and dine,
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This the workman does without any sense of being

wronged; he does not boast and he does not demand
gratitude or recompense, but he knows that so it must
be, and that he is doing only what he ought to do, that

this labor is the inevitable condition of his existence

and the true welfare of his life. So says Christ : When
you have done all that you are commanded to do, be
assured that you have only fulfilled your duty. He who
understands his relations to his master will understand
that he has life only as he obeys the master's will ; he
will know in what his welfare consists, and he will have
a faith for which nothing is impossible.

This is the faith Christ taught. Faith, according to

Christ's teaching, has for its foundation a rational con-

sciousness of the true meaning of life.

The foundation of faith according to Christ's teach-

ing is light :
—

''That was the true light which lights every man that

comes into the world. He was in the world, and the

world was made by him, and the world knew him not.

He ca7ne tcnto his own, and his own received him not.

But as many as received him, to them gave he the right

to become the children of God, even to them that believe

on his name'' ^

''And this is the condemnation^ that light is come into

the world, and men loved darkness ratJier than light, be-

cause their deeds were evil. For eveiy one that does ill

hates the light, and comes not to the light, lest his works
should be reproved. But he that does the truth comes to

the light, that his works may be made manifest, because

they have been wrought in God^' ^

He who understands Christ's teaching will not ask
to be strengthened in his faith. Faith, according to

Christ's teaching, is founded on the light, on the truth.

Christ never called for faith in Himself; He called only
for faith in the truth. To the Jews He said :

—
1 John i. 9-12.
2 Sud, Kpi(TLs, condemnation, judgment, does not mean sud, but razdel*

tniye^ division, separation. — Author's Note.
^John iii. 19-21
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'* Yoii seek to kill me, a man who has told you the

truth which I have heardfrom God'' ^

He said :
—

** Which ofyou convicts me of sin ? If T say the truth^y

why do you not believe me f " ^

'* To this end have I been born, and to this end am I
come into the world, that I should bear witness unto the

truth. Every one that is of the truth hears my voice
'''^

To His disciples He said :
—

** / am the way, and the truth, and the life''
^

" The Father," He said to His disciples, in the same
chapter, ....** shallgiveyou anotJier Comforter, and he will

be with you forever, even the Spirit of trutli : whom the

world cannot receive ; for it beholds him not, neither

knows him : you knozv him ; for he abides with you^

and shall be in you." ^

He says that all His teaching, that He Himself, is

truth.

Christ's teaching is the teaching about the truth.

And therefore faith in Christ is not belief in anything
concerning Jesus, but it is knowledge of the truth. No
one can be persuaded to beheve in Christ's teaching,

no one can be bribed to practise it. He who under-

stands Christ's teaching will have faith in Him, because
His teaching is the truth. He who knows the truth

indispensable to his happiness must believe in it, just

as a man who knows that he is really drowning cannot
help grasping the rope of safety.

Thus the question. What must I do to believe ? is an
indication Christ's teaching is not understood.

CHAPTER X

We say, It is difficult to live according to Christ's

teaching. And why should it not be difficult, when all

our lives long we carefully hide from ourselves our true

1 John viii. 40. 2 John viii. 46.
^ John xviii. 37. * Joiin xiv. 6.

^ John xiv. 16, 17.
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situation ; when we endeavor to persuade ourselves that

our situation is not at all what it is, but that it is some-

thing else ? And this confidence, which we call faith,

we regard as sacred, and we endeavor by all possible

means, by threats, by flattery, by falsehood, by stimu-

lating the emotions, to attract men to its support. In

this demand for belief in what is contrary to sense and
reason, we go so far that we take as an indication of

truth the very unreasonableness of the object in behalf

of which we solicit the confidence of men. It was a

Christian who said '^ Credo quia abstcrdum,'" and other

Christians have enthusiastically repeated this, suppos-

ing that the absurd is the best medium for teaching

men the truth ?

Not long ago a man of intelligence and great learning

said to me that the Christian teaching had no impor-

tance as a moral rule of life. Morality, he said, must
be sought in the teachings of the Stoics and the Brah-
mins, and in the Talmud. The essence of the Christian

doctrine is not in morality, he said, but in the theosophi-

cal doctrine propounded in its dogmas.
According to this I ought to prize in the Christian

teaching, not what is eternal and common to humanity,
not what is indispensable to life and reasonable ; but
the most important element of Christianity is that por-

tion of it which cannot be understood, and is therefore

useless,— and this in the name of which millions of

men have perished.

We have formed a false conception of our life and
the life of the world, a conception based upon wrong-
doing, and inspired by selfish passions, and we consider
our faith in this false conception (which we have in

some way attached to Christ's teaching) as most impor-
tant, and necessary for life. If men had not for cen-

turies maintained confidence in a lie, the lie of our con-

ception of life and the truth of Christ's teaching would
long ago have been shown forth.

It is a terrible thing to say, but it sometimes seems
to me that if Christ's teaching, and the Church teach-

ing which has grown out of it, had never existed, those
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who to-day call themselves Christians would be much
nearer than they are now to the truth of Christ's teach-

ing ; that is, to the reasonable doctrine of the good of

life. The moral doctrines of all the prophets of Ae
world would not then be closed to them. They would

have their own minor preachers of the truth, and would

believe in them. Now, all truth has been revealed, and
this absolute truth seemed so terrible to those whose
deeds were evil that they have perverted it into a lie, and
men have lost confidence in the truth.

In our European society, Christ's testimony that **To

this end he had come into the world, that he should

bear witness unto the truth, and that every one that

was of the truth would hear his voice," — has been for

a long time met with Pilate's question, " What is truth?''

These words, expressing such a deep and melancholy
irony against a Roman, we have taken seriously, and
have made an article of faith.

All in our world live not only without truth, not only

without the least desire to know truth, but with the firm

conviction that, among all useless occupations, the most
useless is the endeavor to find the truth that governs
human life.

The rule of life, the doctrine which all peoples, except-

ing our European societies, have always considered as

the most important thing, the rule of which Christ spoke
as the one thing needful, is the one thing excluded from
our life and from all human activity. It is turned over
to a special institution called the Church, in which no
one, not even those that belong to it, really believes.

The only window for the light to which the eyes of

all who think and suffer are turned is shut. To the ques-

tion. What am I } what ought I to do .^ can I not allevi-

ate my life according to the teaching of that God who, if

your words are true, cam.e to save } the answer is :
—

"Obey the authorities, and believe in the Church."
" But why do we live so ill in this world }

" asks a

despairing voice. ''Why so much evil? May I not
abstain from taking part in all this evil ? Is it impossible
to lighten this heavy load of wrong ?

"
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The reply is that '' It is impossible. Your desire to

live well and to help others to Hve well is only a tempta-

tion of pride ; the only thing possible is to save one's

soul for the future life. If you do not wish to take part

in the evil of the world, go out of it !

"

This way is open to all, says the doctrine of the

Church ; but remember, if you choose this path, you
can have no part in the life of the world; you will

cease to live, and slowly kill yourself.

There are only two ways, our teachers tell us : To
believe in and obey the powers that be, to participate

in the organized evil about us; or to forsake the world
and take refuge in a monastery,— not to sleep and not

to eat, or mortify the flesh on a pillar, or to bow down
and straighten up again, and to do nothing for men

;

either to declare Christ's teaching impracticable and
accept the iniquity of life sanctioned by the Church, or

to renounce life, which is equivalent to slow suicide.

However surprising it may seem to one who accepts

Christ's teaching, the error whereby it is claimed that

Christ's teaching is excellent for men, but impracticable,

the error that he who wishes to practise this doctrine,

not in word, but in deed, must retire from the world, is

still more surprising. This error, that it is better for a

man to retire from the world than to expose himself to

the temptations of the world, existed amongst the He-
brews of old, but is entirely foreign, not only to the

spirit of Christianity, but also to Judaism. Against this

error, long before Christ's time was written the story of

the prophet Jonah, which Jesus so loved and cited so

often. The idea of the story from beginning to end is

a unity. The prophet Jonah wishes to be the only right-

eous man, and retires from perverse men. But God
shows him that he is a prophet, that for that very reason
he ought to communicate to misguided men his knowl-
edge of the truth, and so ought not to fly from mis-

guided men, but ought rather to live in communion with
them.

Jonah despises the depraved Ninevites and flees from
them ; but in spite of his efforts to shirk his vocation^
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God brings him back by means of the whale, and the

will of God is accomplished ; the Ninevites receive the

words of God through Jonah, and their lives are made
better. But instead of rejoicing that he has been made
the instrument of God's will, Jonah is angry and jealous

of God's favor shown the Ninevites. He would have

liked to be the only rational and righteous man. He
goes out into the desert and bewails his fate and re-

proaches God. Then a gourd comes up over Jonah in

one night and protects him from the sun, but the next

night a worm devours the gourd. Jonah still more
despairingly reproaches God because the gourd so dear

to him has withered. Then God says to him :
—

•

*'Thou art sorry for the gourd thou callest thine own.

It came up in a night, and perished in a night; and
should I not have pity on a great people which was per-

ishing, living like the beasts, unable to discern between
their right hand and their left hand ? Thy knowledge of

the truth was needed only that thou mightest give it to

those that had it not."

Christ knew this story and often referred to it, but

moreover in the Gospels we find it related how Christ,

after the interview with John, who had retired into the

desert, was Himself subjected to the same temptation

before beginning His mission ; and how He was led

by the Devil (deception) into the wilderness and there

tempted; and how He triumphed over this deception and
in the strength of the Spirit returned to Galilee ; and
how from that time forth He mingled with the most
depraved men, and passed His life among publicans,

Pharisees, and sinners, teaching them the truth.

^

1 Christ is led by Deception into the desert to be tempted there. Error
suggests to Christ that He is not the Son of God if He cannot make stones

into bread. Christ replies :
" I can live without bread. I am alive by

that which is breathed into me by God." Then Error says," If Thou livest

by that which is breathed into Thee by God, then throw Thyself from the
height; Thou wilt kill the flesh, but the spirit breathed into Thee by God
will not perish." Christ replies :

" My Hfe in the flesh is the will of God;
to destroy my flesh is to go contrary to the will of God, to tempt God."
Then Error says :

" If this be so, serve the flesh, like the rest of the world,
and the flesh will reward Thee." Christ replies :

*' I am powerless over the
flesh; my life is in the spirit, but I cannot destroy the flesh because the
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Even according to the teaching of the Church, Christ,

as God in man, gave us an example of life. All of His

life that is known to us was passed in the very vortex of

life : with publicans, with the downfallen of Jerusalem,

and with Pharisees. Christ's chief commands are that

His followers shall love others and spread His doctrines.

Both exact constant intercourse with the world. And
yet the deduction is made that according to Christ's

teaching it is necessary to retire from the world, to have
nothing to do with others, and to stand on a pillar.

That is, to imitate Christ we must do exactly contrary to

what He taught and what He did Himself.

According to the Church commentators Christ's teach-

ing offers itself to men of the world and to dwellers in

monasteries, not as a rule of life for making it better,

for oneself and others, but as a doctrine which teaches

men of the world how, while living an evil life, to be
saved in the other life, and monks how to render exist-

ence still worse than it is.

But Christ did not teach this.

Christ taught the truth, and if abstract truth is the

truth, it will remain such in practice. If life in God is

the only true life, and is in itself blessed, then it is so

here in this world in spite of all the possible accidents

of life. If a life here did not confirm Christ's teaching
about life, then His teaching would not be true.

Christ did not ask us to pass from better to worse,

but, on the contrary, from worse to better. He had
pity upon men, who seemed to Him like scattered sheep
perishing without a shepherd, and He promised them a

shepherd and a good pasturage. He said that His dis-

ciples would be persecuted for His doctrine, and that

they must bear the persecutions of the world with forti-

tude. But He did not say that those that followed His
teaching would suffer more than those that followed the
world's teaching ; on the contrary, He said that those
that followed the world's teaching would be wretched,

spirit is lodged in my flesh by God's will, and because as I live in the fle^
I can serve only God, my Father." And Christ then leaves the desert and
returns to the world. (Matt. iv. i-ii; Luke iv. 1-13.)
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and that those who followed His doctrine would be

blessed. Christ did not teach salvation by faith or by
asceticism, that is, by a deceit of the imagination or

voluntary tortures in this life, but He taught us a way of

life which, while saving us from the ruinousness of the

personal life, would give us, even here in this Hfe, less

of suffering and more of joy than by living the personal

life. Christ in unfolding His doctrine told men that in

practising it among those that did not practise it they

would be, not more unhappy, but, on the contrary, much
more happy than those that did not practise it. Christ

says there is one infallible rule, and that was to have no
care about the worldly life.

In Mark, Peter began to say to Him :
—

" Lo, we have forsaken ally and followed thee ; what
then shall we have?'' Jesus replied: " Verily, I say

unto yon, There is no man that has left honse, or brethre7i,

or sisters, or mother, or father, or children, or wife, or

lands, for my sake, andfor the gospel's sake, bnt he shall

receive a hundred fold m.ore in this time, houses, and
brethren, and sisters, and mothers, and children, and
lands, with persecutions ; and in the age to come eternal

lifer ^

Christ declared, it is true, that those that follow His
doctrine must expect to be persecuted by those that do
not follow it, but He did not say that His disciples will

be losers for that reason ; on the contrary. He said that

His disciples would have, here, in this world, greater

happiness than will fall to the lot of those that do not

follow Him.
That Christ said and thought this is beyond a doubt,

as the clearness of His words on this subject, the mean-
ing of His entire doctrine, His life and the life of His
disciples, plainly show.

But is this true ?

When we examine the abstract question as to which
of the two conditions would be the better, that of Christ's

disciples or that of the disciples of the world, we are

obhged to conclude that the condition of Christ's dis=

1 Mark x. 28-30.
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ciples must be the better, since Christ's disciples, in

doing good to all men, would not arouse the hatred of

men. Christ's disciples, doing evil to no one, would be

persecuted only by the wicked. The disciples of the

world, on the contrary, are likely to be persecuted by
every one, since the law of the disciples of the world is

the law of each for himself, the law of struggle ; that is,

of persecution of one another. The chances of suffering

would be the same for both with only this difference,

that Christ's disciples will be prepared for suffering,

while the disciples of the world will use all possible

means to avoid suffering ; Christ's disciples will feel

that their sufferings are useful to the world, but the

disciples of the world will not know why they suffer.

On abstract grounds, then, the condition of Christ's

disciples must be more advantageous than that of the

disciples of the world.

But is it so in reality ?

To answer this, let each one call to mind all the pain-

ful moments of his life, all the physical and moral suf-

ferings that he has endured, and let him ask himself if

he has suffered these calamities in the name of the

world or in the name of Christ. Let every sincere

man recall his past life, and he will find that he has
never once suffered for practising Christ's teaching;

while the greater part of the misfortunes of his life

have resulted from following the doctrines of the world
in opposition to his own impulses. In my own life (an
exceptionally fortunate one from a worldly point of

view) I can reckon up as much suffering caused by fol-

lowing the doctrine of the world as many a martyr has
endured in the name of Christ. All the most painful

moments of my life, — from the orgies and drunkenness
in which I took part as a student, to the duels and wars
in which I have participated, the diseases that I have
endured, and the abnormal and insupportable conditions
under which I now live,— all this is only martyrdom in

the name of the doctrine of the world. But I speak of
a life exceptionally happy from a worldly point of view.
How many martyrs have suffered and are now suffering
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for the doctrine of the world torments that I should find

difficulty in enumerating

!

We do not realize the difficulties and dangers entailed

by the practice of the doctrine of the world, simply

because we are persuaded that all we endure for it is

unavoidable.

We are persuaded that all the calamities we inflict

upon ourselves are the inevitable conditions of our life,

and we cannot understand that Christ's teaching teaches

us how we may rid ourselves of these calamities and
render our lives happy.
To be able to reply to the question, Which of these

two conditions is the happier ? we must, at least for the

time being, get rid of this false conception and take a

careful survey, of our surroundings.

Mingle with a great crowd, especially in our cities,

and observe the emaciated, sickly, and distorted speci-

mens of humanity to be found therein, and then recall

your own existence and that of all the people with whose
lives you are familiar; recall the instances of violent

deaths and suicides of which you have heard,— and
then ask yourself for what cause all this suffering and
death, this despair that leads to suicide, has been en-

dured. You will find, strange as it may seem at first,

that nine-tenths of all human suffering endured by men
is useless, and ought not to exist, that, in fact, the major-
ity of men are martyrs to the doctrine of the world.

One rainy autumn Sunday, in Moscow, I rode on the

tramway through the bazaar of the Sukharof Tower.
For half a verst the vehicle forced its way through a

compact crowd which quickly re-formed its ranks. From
morning till night these thousands of men, the greater
portion of them starving and in rags, tramped angrily
through the mud, venting their hatred in abusive epi-

thets and acts of violence. The same sight may be seen
in all the bazaars of Moscow. Their evenings these peo-
ple spend in taverns and public houses ; their nights in

their nooks and kennels. Sunday is the best day in their

week. Monday, in their pestiferous kennels, they again
take up their disgusting work.
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Think of the lives of all these people, of the position

in which they live in order to choose that in which they

have placed themselves ; think of the incessant labor

which they voluntarily undergo,— meg ^nd women,

—

and you will see that they are true mak^/rs.

All these people have forsaken houses, lands, parents,

often wives and children ; they have renounced every-

thing, even life itself, and they have come to the city to

acquire that which according to the gospel of the world

is indispensable to every one. And all of them, not to

speak of the tens of thousands of unhappy people who
have lost everything, and who eke out a wretched sub-

sistence on the garbage and vodka in cheap lodging-

houses, all, from factory workman, cab-driver, sewing
girl, and prostitute, to rich merchants and government
ofificials and their wives, all endure the most painful and
abnormal life without being able to acquire what, accord-

ing to the doctrine of the world, is indispensable to

each.

Seek among all these men, from beggar to millionaire,

one who would be contented with what he has earned
toward what he considers necessary and indispensable

according to the teaching of the world, and you will not
find one such in a thousand. Each one spends all his

strength to obtain what is not necessary for him, but is

demanded of him according to the teaching of the world,

and the absence of which constitutes his unhappiness

;

and scarcely has he obtained one object of his desires

when he strives for another, and still another, in that

endless labor of Sisyphus which destroys the lives of men.
Take the scale of income, ranging from three hundred

rubles to fifty thousand rubles a year, and you will rarely

find a person who is not jaded and tormented with work-
ing to gain four hundred rubles if he have three hundred,
five hundred if he have four hundred, and so on end-
lessly. Among them all you will scarcely find one who,
with five hundred rubles, is willing to adopt the mode of

life of him who has only four hundred. Even if such an
instance occurs, it is not inspired by a desire to make
life more simple, but to amass money and lock it up.
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Each strives continually to make the heavy burden ot

existence still more heavy, by giving himself, his soul,

without reserve to the practice of the doctrine of the

world. To-day^^we must buy an overcoat and galoshes,

to-morrow, a w^ ch and chain ; the next day we must

install ourselves in an apartment with a sofa and a

lamp ; then we must have carpets in the drawing-room

and velvet gowns ; then a house, horses and carriages,

pictures in gilt frames, and decorations, and then— then

we fall ill of overwork and die. Another continues the

same task, sacrifices his life to this same Moloch, and
then dies also, without realizing why he has done all

this.

But possibly this existence is in itself attractive.'^

Compare it with what men have always called happi-

ness, and you will see that it is hideously unhappy.
For what, according to the general estimate, are the

principal conditions of earthly happiness, those concern-

ing which there can be no dispute ? One of the first

and most generally acknowledged conditions of happi-

ness is a life in which the link between man and nature

shall not be severed, that is, a life under the open sky,

in the sunshine, the pure air, communion with the

earth, animals, plants. Men have always regarded it

as a great unhappiness to be deprived of all these

things. Men shut up in prisons feel this deprivation

more keenly than any one else. Look at the life of

those men who live according to the doctrine of the

world ? The greater their success according to the

doctrine of the world, the more they are deprived of

these conditions of happiness. The greater their

worldly success, the less they see of the sunlight,

the fields, and woods, and of wild and domestic
animals. Many of them— including nearly all the
women— arrive at old age without having more than
two or three times seen the sun rise or the morning,
without having seen the fields or a forest except from
a seat in a carriage, or a railway train, without ever
having sown or planted anything, and without having
reared or fed a cow or a horse or a hen, and without
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having the least idea how animals are born, grow,

and live.

These people, surrounded by artificial light instead

of sunshine, look only upon fabrics and stone and wood,

fashioned by the hand of man ; they hear only the

roar of machinery, the roll of vehicles, the thunder of

cannon, the sound of musical instruments; they smell

perfumes and tobacco smoke ; under their feet and
hands they have nothing but fabrics, stone and wood,
Because of the weakness of their stomachs and their

depraved tastes, they eat food not fresh but tainted.

When they move about from place to place, they are

not saved from the same privations, they travel in

closed carriages. Even in the country or abroad when
they take journeys they have the same fabrics and
wood beneath their feet ; the same draperies shut out

the sunshine ; and the same lackeys, coachmen, dvorniks,

cut off all communication with the men, the earth, the

vegetation, and the animals about them. Wherever
they

^
go, they are like so many captives shut out from

the conditions of happiness. As prisoners sometimes
console themselves with a blade of grass that forces

its way through the pavement of their prison yard, or

make pets of a spider or a mouse, so these people
sometimes amuse themselves with sickly house plants,

a parrot, a poodle, or a monkey, which, however, they
do not themselves tend.

Another inevitable condition of happiness is work

:

first, congenial and free work ; secondly, physical work
which gives an appetite and tranquil and sound sleep.

Here, again, the greater the prosperity that falls to

the lot of men according to the doctrine of the world,

the more such men are deprived of this second condi-

tion of happiness. All the prosperous people of the
world, the dignitaries and the wealthy, either, like pris-

oners, are deprived of the advantages of work, and strug-

gle unsuccessfully with the disease caused by the lack of

physical exercise, and still more unsuccessfully with the
ennui which pursues them— I say unsuccessfully, be-

cause labor is a pleasure only when it is necessary, and
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they have need of nothing ; or else they undertake work
that is odious to them, like the bankers, solicitors, ad-

ministrators, and government officials, and their wives,

who plan receptions and routs, and devise toilettes for

themselves and their children. I say odious, because

I never yet met any person of this class who was con-

tented with his work or took as much satisfaction in it

as the dvornik feels in shoveling away the snow from
before their doorsteps. All these favorites of fortune

are either deprived of work or are obliged to work at

what they do not like, after the manner of criminals

condemned to hard labor.

The third undoubted condition of happiness is the

family. But the more men are enslaved by worldly

success, the less do they obtain this happiness. The
majority of them are libertines, who deliberately re-

nounce the joys of family life and retain only its cares.

If they are not libertines, their children are not a source

of pleasure, but a burden, and all possible means, some-
times even the most painful, are employed to render
marriage unfruitful. If they have children, they make
no effort to cultivate the pleasures of companionship
with them. According to their laws they are compelled
to leave their children almost continually to the care of

strangers, confiding them first to the instruction of per-

sons who are usually foreigners, and then sending them
to public educational institutions, so that of family life

they have only the sorrows, and the children from in-

fancy are as unhappy as their parents and, as far as

their parents are concerned, have only one feeling— a
wish for their parents' death that they may become the
heirs.^ These people are not confined in prisons, but
the consequences of their way of living as regards their

^ The justification of this existence often heard from parents is very
curious. " I need nothing for myself," the father says; " this way of liv-

ing is very distasteful to me; but, because of affection for my children, I

do this for them." In other words :
" I know for a certainty by experience

that our way of living is unhappy, consequently I am training my children
to be as unhappy as I am. For love of them, I bring them into a city per-
meated with physical and moral miasma; I give them into the care of

strangers, who regard the education of the young as a lucrative enterprise;
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families are more painful than the deprivation of family

inflicted on prisoners.

The fourth condition of happiness is sympathetic and
unrestricted intercourse with all classes of men. And
the higher a man is placed in the social scale, the more
certainly is he deprived of this essential condition of

happiness. The higher he goes, the narrower becomes
the circle of men with whom it is possible for him to

associate ; the lower sinks the moral and intellectual

level of those few that constitute the charmed circle

wherefrom there is no escape.

The peasant and his wife are free to enter into

friendly relations with a whole world of men, and if a
million men do not care to associate with them, there re-

main eighty miUions of laboring people like themselves
with whom they may enter into the most intimate broth-

erly relations, from Arkhangelsk to Astrakhan, without
waiting for a ceremonious visit or an introduction.

A chinovnik and his wife will find hundreds of people
who are their equals ; but the clerks of a higher rank
will not admit them to a footing of social equality, and
they, in their turn, are excluded by others. For the

wealthy society man and his wife, there are dozens of

society families. From all the rest of the world they
are separated. For the cabinet minister and the mil-

lionaire and their families there are only a dozen people
as rich and as important as themselves. For kings and
emperors, the circle is still more narrow.

Is not the whole system like a great prison where
each inmate is restricted to association with two or three
jailers.^

Finally, the fifth condition of happiness is bodily
health and a painless death. And once more the higher
men ascend the social scale, the more they are deprived
of this condition of happiness. Take a moderately
wealthy man and his wife, and an average peasant and
his wife, and notwithstanding all the hunger and exces-

I surround my children with physical, moral, and intellectual corruption."
And this reasoning has to serve as a justification of the unreasonable exis*

tence led by the parents themselves.— Author's Note.
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sive toil which the peasantry endure through no fault

of their own, but through the cruelty of men, and com-

pare them : and you will see that the lower they are

the healthier they are, and the higher they are the more
sickly they are, both men and women. Recall to mind
the rich men and women whom you know and have
known, and you will see most of them are invahds. A
person of that class whose physical disabilities do not

oblige him to take a periodical course of hygienic and
medical treatment is as rare as is an invalid among the

laboring classes. All these favorites of fortune with-

out exception are the victims and practitioners of sexual

vices that have become a second nature, and they are

toothless, gray, and bald at an age when a workingman
is in the prime of manhood. Nearly all are afflicted

with nerves, indigestion, or sexual diseases arising from
excesses in eating, drunkenness, dissipation, and medi-

cines; and those that do not die young, pass half of their

lives under the influence of morphine or other drugs, as

melancholy wrecks of humanity incapable of self-support

and able to live only as parasites, or those ants which are

nourished by their slaves.

Examine the manner of their dying : one has
blown out his brains, another has rotted away with
syphilis; this old man has died of a '' konfortative,"

this young man has died of a castigation self-admin-

istered for the sake of excitement ; one has been eaten
alive by lice, another by worms ; one died of drunken-
ness, another of gluttony, another from morphine, an-

other from an induced abortion. One after another
they perished, in the name of the doctrine of the world.
And a multitude presses on behind them, like an army
of martyrs, to undergo the same sufferings, the same
perdition.

One life after another is cast under the chariot of

this god. The juggernaut advances, crushing out their

lives, and new and ever new victims with groans and
sobs and curses wallow underneath it.

To follow Christ's teaching is difficult ! Christ said :
—

" Whoever wishes to follow me let him forsake house,
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and lands, and brethren, and follow me, his God, and he
shall receive in this world a hundred-fold more houses,

and lands, and brethren, and besides all this, eternal life."

And no one is willing even to make the experiment.

In the doctrine of the world it is commanded :
*' Leave

house and lands and brethren ; forsake the country for

the filthy towns, live all your life long as a naked bath-

rubber, soaping the backs of others in the steam ; as a

clerk in a little underground shop passing life in count-

ing other men's kopeks; as a public prosecutor spend-

ing your days in court or immersed in documents,
helping to make the fate of unhappy wretches still

more unhappy ; as a cabinet minister perpetually sign-

ing unnecessary papers, as the head of an army, killing

men. Live this hideous life, ending in a cruel death,

and you shall receive nothing in this world, and you
will receive no eternal life." All listen and obey. Christ

said :
—

'' Take up the cross and follow me," or in other words,
'' Bear submissively the lot awarded to thee, and obey
me, God."
And no one responds.

But let the first worthless man in epaulets, a man
fitted only to kill his fellows, take it into his head to

say :
—

" Take, not your cross, but your knapsack and gun,
and march to all sorts of suffering and certain death."

And all set forth. Leaving families, parents, wives, and
children, clad in grotesque costumes, subject to the will

of the first comer of a higher rank, famished, benumbed,
and exhausted by forced marches ; they go, like a herd
of cattle to the slaughter-house, not knowing where,—
and yet these are not cattle, they are men. They can-

not help knowing that they are driven to the slaughter-

house. With the insoluble question '*Why ?
" and with

despair in their hearts they move on, to die of hunger,
or cold, or contagious diseases, or, if they survive, to be
brought within range of a storm of bullets and com-
manded to kill men whom they know not. They kill

and are killed, none of them knows why or to what end
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The Turks roast them aHve in the fire, flog them, dis*

embowel them. And the next day some one whistles,

and again all rush forth to meet terrible sufferings,

death, and visible evil. And yet no one finds this to be

difficult. Neither those that suffer nor their fathers and
mothers find that this is difficult. Parents even encour-

age their children to go. It seems to them not only

that soich thing should be, but that they could not be
otherwise, and that they are altogether admirable and
moral.

If the practice of the doctrine of the world were easy,

agreeable, and without danger, we might, perhaps, be-

lieve that the practice of Christ's teaching is difficult,

frightful, and cruel. But the doctrine of the world is

much more difficult, more dangerous, and more cruel

than is Christ's teaching.

Formerly, we are told, there were martyrs for Christ

,

but they were exceptional. We cannot count up more
than about three hundred and eighty thousand of them,

voluntary and involuntary, in the whole course of eigh-

teen hundred years ; but who shall count the martyrs
to the doctrine of the world ? For each Christian mar-

tyr there have been a thousand martyrs to the doctrine

of the world, and the sufferings of each one of them
have been a hundred times more cruel than those en.

dured by the others. The number of the victims of wars
in our century alone amounts to thirty millions of men.
These are the martyrs to the doctrine of the world, who
would have escaped suffering and death if they had
merely refused to follow the doctrine of the world, to

say nothing of following Christ's teaching.
All a man has to do is to do as he pleases, and refuse

to go to war, and, though they might send him to dig
trenches, they would not torment him at Sevastopol and
Plevna. All he has to do is not to believe in the teach-
ing of the world, and not think it indispensable to wear
galoshes and a chain, to maintain a useless salon, or to

do the various other foolish things the teaching of the
world demands, and he will never know overwork or

suffering or perpetual anxiety, or labor without rest ot
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result; he will remain in communion with nature; he

will not be deprived of communion with nature, he will

not be deprived of the work he loves, or of his family,

or of his health, and he will not perish by a senseless

and cruel death.

Christ never taught that martyrdom in His name was
necessary. He teaches us to cease tormenting ourselves

in the name of the false doctrine of the world.

Christ's teaching has a profound metaphysical mean-
ing; Christ's teaching has a universal meaning; Christ's

teaching has also, for the life of every man, a very sim-

ple, very clear, and very practical meaning. This mean-
ing may be thus expressed : Christ teaches men not to

do foolish things. This is the simple meaning of Christ's

teaching, and it is accessible to all.

Christ says :
—

" Be not angry ; do not consider any one as lower

than yourselves— that is stupid ; if you are angry and
offend others, so much the worse for you."

Again He says :
—

** Do not run after women, but choose one woman,
and live with her— it will be better for you."

Once more He says :
—

** Bind not yourselves to any one by promises or oaths,

else you may be compelled to commit foolish and wicked
actions."

Again He says :
—

" Return not evil for evil, or the evil will return upon
you still worse than before, like the log suspended above
the honey to kill the bear."

And again He says :
—

*' Do not consider men as foreigners simply because
they dwell in another country and speak a language
different from yours. If you consider them as enemies,
they will consider you as enemies ; and it will be the worse
for you. And so if you do none of these foolish things

it will be better for you."
** Yes," men say in reply to this, **but the world is so

organized that to go against it is much more calamitous
than to live in accordance with it. If a man refuses
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military service he will be shut up in a fortress, and

possibly will be shot. If a man will not do what is

necessary for the support of himself and his family, he
and his family will starve."

Thus argue men who strive to defend the arrange-

ment of the world ; but they do not believe so. They
say this only because they cannot deny the truth of

Christ's teaching, which they profess, and because they

must justify themselves in some way for their failure to

practise it. They not only do not believe so ; they have
never thought over the matter at all. They have faith

in the doctrine of the world, and they only make use of

the plea they have learned from the Church, — that

much suffering is inevitable for those who would prac-

tise Christ's teaching ; and so they have never tried to

practise Christ's teaching at all.

We see countless sufferings endured by men in the

name of the doctrine of the world, but in these times

we hear nothing of suffering in behalf of Christ's teach-

ing. Thirty millions of men have perished in wars,

fought in behalf of the doctrine of the world ; thou-

sands of millions of beings have perished, crushed by a

social system organized on the principle of the doctrine

of the world ; but I know not of a million, a thousand, a

dozen, or a single man, who has died a cruel death, or

has even suffered from hunger and cold, in behalf of

Christ's teaching. This is only a ridiculous excuse,

proving how little we really know of Christ's teaching.

We not only do not follow it ; we do not even take it

seriously. The Church has explained it in such a way
that it seems to be, not the doctrine of life, but a bugbear.

Christ calls men to drink of a well of living water,

which is close at hand. Men are parched with thirst,

they have eaten of filth and drunk one another's blood,

but their teachers have told them that they will perish
if they come to the fountain shown them by Christ, and
men believe them and suffer torments and die of thirst

within two steps of the water, not daring to approach it.

All we have to do is to believe Christ, believe that He
brought good upon earth, believe that He gives us thirsty
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ones a fountain of living water, and go to it, to see how
cunning has been the deception of the Church, and how
senseless our sufferings are when salvation is so near.

All we have to do is to accept Christ's teaching, frankly

and simply, for the horrible error in which we each
and all live to become plain to us.

Generation after generation of us struggles to main-
tain our lives by means of violence, and the assurance

of our property. We believe that the happiness of our
life is in the greatest possible power, and abundance of

property. We are so accustomed to this that Christ's

teaching that man's happiness does not depend on for-

tune and power and that the rich cannot be happy ap-

pears to us a demand for sacrifice in the name of future

bliss. Christ, however, did not think of calling us to

sacrifice ; on the contrary. He teaches us not to do what
is worse, but to do what is the best for ourselves here in

this present life.

Loving men, Christ taught them to refrain from main-
taining themselves by violence, and not to seek after

riches, just as we teach the common people to abstain,

for their own interest, from quarrels and intemperance.

He said that if men lived without defending themselves
against violence, and without property, they would be
more happy ; and He confirms His words by the ex-

ample of His life. He said that a man who lives accord-

ing to His doctrine must be ready at any moment to

endure violence from others, and, possibly, to die of

hunger and cold, and must not count on a single hour
of life. This seems to us a terrible demand for sacri-

fices, but it is simply a statement of the conditions under
which every man will always continue to exist.

A disciple of Christ must be prepared at every mo-
ment for suffering and death. But is not the disciple of

the world in the same situation ? We are so accustomed
to our deception that everything we do for so-called

security of life,— our armies, fortresses, provisions, our
wardrobes, our medical treatments, all our goods, and
our money, — seems to us like something actual, seri-

ously guaranteeing our existence.
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We forget what is evident to every one— what han
pened to the man who resolved to build storehouses to

provide an abundance for many years : he died that very

night ! Everything that we do to make our existence

secure is like what the ostrich does when he stands and
hides his head in order not to see how they will kill him.

We do worse than the ostrich. To establish the uncer-

tain security of an uncertain life in an uncertain future,

we certainly sacrifice a certain life in a certain present.

The illusion is in the false persuasion that our exist-

ence can be made secure by our competition with others.

We are so accustomed to the deception in what we call

security of our existence and our property, that we do
not realize what we lose by striving after it. We lose

everything— we lose life itself. Our whole life is swal-

lowed up in anxious care for personal security, with

preparations for living, so that we really never live

at all.

All it requires is to get rid of this habit for a moment,
and study our lives from one side, and we shall see that

all we do in behalf of the so-called security of existence

is not done at all for the assurance of security, but

simply to help us to forget that existence never has been
secure and never can be secure. Not only do we deceive

ourselves and spoil our true life for an imaginary life in

this attempt to attain security, but we often destroy what
we wish to preserve.

The French took up arms in 1870 to make their

national existence secure, and the attempt resulted in

the destruction of hundreds of thousands of Frenchmen.
All nations who take up arms undergo the same ex-

perience.

The rich man beHeves that his existence is secure be-

cause he possesses money, but his money attracts a thief

who kills him.

The hypochondriac makes his life secure by medical
treatment, and the medical treatment slowly kills him

;

if it does not kill him, at least it deprives him of life, till

he is like the impotent man who for thirty-five years did
not live, but waited at the pool for an angel. Christ's
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teaching that we cannot possibly make life secure, but

that we must be ready to die at any moment, is unques-

tionably better than the doctrine of the world, which
obliges us to struggle for the security of existence. It

is preferable because the impossibility of escaping death,

and the impossibility of making life secure, is the same
for Christ's disciples as it is for the disciples of the world

;

but, according to Christ's teaching, life itself is not

swallowed up in the idle attempt to make existence

secure, but is free, and can be devoted to the end for

which it is worthy,— its own welfare and the welfare

of others.

Christ's disciple will be poor, but he will always en-

joy the gifts God has given him. He will not ruin his

own existence. We make the word poverty, which is

really happiness, a synonym for calamity, but the fact

is not changed thereby. The poor man : it means that

he will not live in the city, but in the country, he will

not sit idly at home, but will work out of doors, in the

woods and fields ; he will see the sunshine, the sky, the

animals; he will not rack his brains thinking what to eat

CO stimulate appetite, and what to do in order to be reg-

ular. He will be hungry three times a day, will not toss

on soft pillows thinking what will save him from in-

somnia, but he will sleep ; he will have children, and
live with them, he will be in free relations with all men,
and, above all, he will not do anything he does not wish
to do, he will have no fear for anything that may hap-

pen to him. He will be ill, will suffer, will die, like

the rest of the world ; but his sufferings and his death
will probably be less painful than those of the rich

;

and he will certainly live more happily. To be poor, to

be humble, to be a tramp,— tttcoxo'^ signifies brodyaga^

vagabond,— this is what Christ teaches; without this

it is impossible to enter the kingdom of God, without
this it is impossible to be happy here on earth.

** But no one will feed you, and you will die of hun-
ger,*' they say. To this objection, that a man living in

accordance with Christ's teaching will die of hunger,
Christ replies in a short sentence, which has been in-
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terpreted to justify the idleness of the clergy. He
said :

—
** Getyou no gold, nor silver^ nor brass in yourpurses y

no wallet for your journey^ neither two coats^ nor shoes

^

nor staff: for the laborer is worthy of his food!' ^

^^ And into whatever house yo7i shall enter, .... in that

same house remain, eating and drinking such things

as they give: for the laborer is worthy of his hire!' ^

The laborer is worthy of {a^to^; eariv means, word for

word, can and ought to have) his food. It is a very

short sentence, but he who understands it as Christ

understood it, can never argue that a man, even though
he has no property, will die of hunger.

To understand the true meaning of these words we
must first of all get entirely rid of that idea, quite too

common amongst us, developed from the dogma of the

redemption, that man's felicity consists in idleness. We
must get back to that point of view natural to all un-

corrupted men, that work, and not idleness, is the

indispensable condition of happiness for every human
being ; that man cannot help working, that it is as irk-

some, wearisome, and difficult for him not to work as it

is irksome and wearisome for the ant, the horse, or any
other animal not to work. We must rid ourselves of

the savage superstition that a man who has an income
from a place under the government, from landed prop-

erty, or from stocks and bonds, giving him the possi-

bility of living in idleness, is in a natural and happy
position. We must restore to our consciousness the

idea of work possessed by undegenerate men, the idea

that Christ had when He said that the laborer is worthy
of his food. Christ did not imagine that men would
regard work as a curse, and consequently He did not
have in mind a man who would not work, or desired not
to work. He always supposed that His disciples would
work, and so He said. If a man works, his work shall

feed him. He who makes use of the labor of another
will provide food for him who labors, simply because he
profits by that labor. And so he who works will always

1 Matt. X. lo. 2 Luke x. 5, 7.
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have food ; he may not have property, but as to food,

there need be no uncertainty whatever.

The difference between Christ's teaching and the

doctrine of the world, in regard to work, is that accord-

ing to the doctrine of the world, work is a special merit

in a man, whereby he makes agreements with others, and
supposes that he has the right to a sustenance large in

proportion to his work. According to Christ's teaching,

labor is the inevitable condition of human life, and food

is the inevitable consequence of labor. Labor produces
food, and food produces labor. This is the eternal cir-

cle ; the one is the cause and consequence of the other.

However bad the employer may be, he will always feed

his workman, as he will always feed the horse which
works for him ; he feeds him that he may get all the

work possible ; in other words, he will cooperate in the

very thing which constitutes the welfare of the work-
man.

** For verily the son of man came not to be ministered

unto, but to minister and to give his life a ransom for
manyy

According to Christ's teaching, every individual man,
independently of what the world may be, will have a

happier life if he understands that his vocation consists,

not in exacting service from others, but in ministering

lo others, in giving his life for the ransom of many. A
man who does this will be worthy of his food— in other

words, he cannot fail to have it. By the words, a man
does not live in order that men may work for him, but
that he may work for others, Christ established a prin-

ciple which would undoubtedly insure the material exist-

ence of man ; and by the words, ** the laborer is worthy

of his food,'' Christ sets aside once for all the too com-
mon objection that a man who should practise Christ's

teaching in the midst of those who do not practise it

would perish from hunger and cold. [Christ practised

His own doctrine amid great opposition, and He did not
perish from hunger and cold.] He showed that a man
does not insure his own subsistence by amassing worldly
goods at the expense of others, but by rendering himself
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useful and indispensable to others. The more neces-

sary he is to others, the more will his existence be made
secure.

In the present organization of the world there are men
who do not fulfil Christ's teachings, but who possess no

property and minister unto others, but they do not die

of hunger. How, then, can we object to Christ's teach-

ing, that those that practise it by working for others will

perish for want of food ? A man cannot die of hunger
while the rich have bread. In Russia at any given

minute there are always millions of men who possess

no property but live entirely by their own toil.

Among pagans a Christian would be as secure as

among Christians. He labors for others ; consequently,

he is necessary to them, and therefore he will be fed.

Even a dog, if he be useful, is fed and cared for; and
shall not a man be fed and cared for whose service is

necessary to all ?

But a sick man, a man with a family, with children, is

not needed, he cannot w^ork, and they will cease to feed

him, say those who seek by all possible means to prove

the justice of the worldly life. They say so, and they

will continue to say so ; but they themselves do not see

that even while they say this and are desirous of acting

in conformity to it, they cannot do so, and they act in

an entirely different way. These same people, who
w^ill not admit that Christ's teaching is practicable, prac-

tise it themselves. They do not cease to feed a sheep,

an ox, or a dog, when it is sick. They do not kill an
old horse, but they give him work in proportion to his

strength. They feed their families, their lambs, their

pigs, their puppies, expecting a profit from them ; and
can it be that they will not care for a useful man who
has fallen ill, that they will not find work suited to the

strength of the old man and the child, that they will not

bring up those who later on will be able to work for them
in return.

Not only will they do this, but as it is they do it

Nine-tenths of men, the choniui narod, the ''black

people," the laboring classes, are cared for bv the other
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tenth, like so many cattle. And however great the

error in which this one-tenth live, however mistaken

their views in regard to the other nine-tenths of human-
ity, the tenth, even if they could, would not deprive the

other nine-tenths of food. They will never deprive the

j)oor of what they need in order to multi[)ly and work.

Recently this tenth has worked purposely that the nine-

tenths might be regularly maintained, in other words,

that the latter might furnish the maximum of work, and
multiply, and bring up a new supply of workers. Ants
care for the increase and welfare of their little milch

cows. Shall not men do the same .^ and cause those

whose labor they find necessary to increase.^ Laborers
are necessary. And those that profit by labor will

always be careful that their laborers are not destroyed.

The objection concerning the practicability of Christ's

teaching, that if I do not acquire something for myself
and keep what I have acquired, no one will feed my
family, is true, but only in regard to idle, useless, and
therefore obnoxious people, such as make up the ma-
jority of our opulent class. No one, except foolish

parents, will care for lazy people, because lazy people
are of no use to any one, not even to themselves ; but

the worst men will feed and support the laborer. Men
rear calves, but man, as a beast of burden, is much more
useful than an ox, as the tariff of the slave-mart always
shows. This is why children will never be left without
support.

Man does not live to be worked for^ btct to work for
others. He who will labor will befed.

These are truths confirmed by the life of the whole
world.

Now, always, and everywhere, the man who labors

receives the means of bodily subsistence just as every
horse receives fodder. This subsistence is assured to

him who works against his will; for such a workman
desires one thing : to relieve himself of the necessity

of work, and to acquire all that he possibly can in order
that he may take the yoke from his own neck and place

it upon the neck of the man who has sat on his neck.
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A workman like this— envious, grasping, toiling against

his will— will never lack for food and will be happier

than one who without labor lives on the labor of others.

How much happier, then, will that laborer be who
labors in obedience to Christ's teaching with the object

of accomplishing all the work of which he is capable

and wishing for it the least possible return ? How
much more desirable will his condition be, when around

him there will be at least a few, and possibly many, who
will follow his example.

Christ's teaching with regard to labor and the fruits

of labor is expressed in the story of the five and seven

thousand fed with two fishes and five loaves. Humanity
will enjoy the highest possible welfare when men will

cease trying to grasp all that they can, and using what
they have for their personal pleasure, and will do as

Christ taught them by the borders of the sea.

Thousands had to be fed. One of Christ's disciples

told Him that there was a man who had a few fishes

;

some of the disciples had also a few loaves. Jesus
understood that some of the people coming from a dis-

tance had brought provisions with them and that some
had not. That many had provisions with them is

proved by the fact related in all the four Gospels that

at the end of the meal twelve basketfuls of fragments
were picked up. If no one but the lad had brought
anything, how could so much have been left after so

many were fed ?

If Christ had not done what He did, that is, performed
the miracle of feeding thousands of people with five

loaves, the people would have acted as people of the

world act now. Those that had food would have eaten

what they had, would have compelled themselves to eat

it all up, so that nothing might have been left. The
mean ones, maybe, would have taken what was left to

their homes. Those that had nothing would have been
famished, and would have looked at their more fortu-

nate companions with envy and hatred ; some of them
would perhaps have tried to' take food by force from
those that had it. and there would have been quarrels
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and fighting ; that is, the multitude would have acted

just as people act nowadays.
But Christ knew exactly what He wanted to do. As

it says in the Gospels, He commanded all to sit down
around Him and told His disciples to give of what they
had to those who had nothing, and to request others to

do the same. The result was that those that had food
followed the example of Christ and His disciples, and
offered what they had to others. Then all ate moder-
ately ; and when they went round the circle there was
sufficient for those that had not eaten at first. And all

were satisfied, and so much bread remained that they
filled twelve baskets.

Christ teaches men that they ought deliberately to

act in this way because such is the law of man and of

all eternity.

Work is the inevitable condition of human life, and
work gives happiness to man. For this reason, to with-

hold from others the fruits of their labor or yours hinders

the welfare of man.
^* If men did not wrest food from others, ,they would

die of hunger,** we say. To me it would seem more
reasonable to say, *' If men wrest their food from one
another, some of them will die of hunger,'* and it is

so

!

Every man, whether he lives according to Christ's

teaching or according to the doctrine of the world, lives

only by the labor of others. Others have shielded him
and given him to drink and fed him, and they are still

shielding him and giving him to drink and feeding him.

But according to the doctrine of the world, man has a
right to demand that others should continue to support
and care for him and for his family. According to

Christ's teaching, man is shielded and cared for and
supported by others, but in order that other men con-
tinue to shield him and give him to drink and support
him also, he must not require it of any one else, but
must try to serve others, and so render himself useful
and indispensable to mankind.
Men of the world will support any one who is useless
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who demands support of them, but at the first possible

opportunity they cease to feed such a one, and kill him
because of his uselessness ; but all men always, how-
ever wicked they may be, will support and feed the

man that labors in their behalf.

Which, then, is surer, the more reasonable, the more
joyous life, that according to the doctrine of the world,

or that according to Christ's teaching ?

CHAPTER XI

Christ's teaching is to bring the kingdom of God on
earth. It is wrong to imagine that the practice of this

doctrine is difficult ; it is not only not difficult, but it is

inevitable for the man who has once understood it. This
teaching offers the only possible chance of salvation from
the certain ruin that threatens the personal life. Finally,

the fulfilment of this teaching not only does not call men
to endure the privations and sufferings of this life, but
it puts an end to nine-tenths of the suffering which we
endure in the name of the world's teaching.

When I understood this I asked myself why I had
never practised a doctrine which would give me so much
happiness and peace and joy; why, on the other hand,
I always had practised an entirely different doctrine, and
thereby made myself wretched } And the reply could
only be one : Because I never had known the truth

;

it had been concealed from me.
When Christ's teaching was first revealed to me, I

did not believe that the discovery would lead me to re-

ject the teaching of the Church. It only seemed to me
that the Church had not reached those conclusions that
flow from Christ's teaching; but I never thought that
this new idea of Christ's teaching which had been re-

vealed to me, and the deductions drawn from it, would
separate me from the teaching of the Church. I dreaded
this, and in the course of my studies I made no attempt
to search out the errors in the teaching of the Church,
On the contrary, I sought to close my eyes to proposi
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tions that seemed to be obscure and strange, provided

they were not in evident contradiction with what I

regarded as the essence of the Christian teaching.

But the further I advanced in the study of the Gos-

pels, and the more clearly Christ's teaching was re-

vealed to me, the more inevitable the choice became

:

either Christ's teaching, reasonable and simple in ac-

cordance with my conscience and giving me salvation

;

or an entirely different teaching, a doctrine in opposition

to reason and conscience, offering me nothing except
the certainty of my own perdition and that of others.

I was therefore forced to reject, one after another, the

dogmas of the Church. This I did against my will,

struggling with the desire to mitigate as much as possi-

ble my disagreement with the Church, that I might not

be obliged to separate from the Church, and thereby

deprive myself of communion with fellow-believers, the

greatest happiness that religion can bestow.

But when I had completed my task, I saw that in

spite of aU my efforts to maintain a connecting link

with the Church, the separation was complete. Not
only nothing remained, but I was convinced that noth-

ing could remain.

Just as I was completing my labors the following

incident took place :
—

My son, a young lad, one day told me of a discussion

which was going on between two domestics (uneducated
persons who scarcely knew how to read) concerning a

passage in some religious book which maintained that

it was not a sin to put criminals to death, or to kill

enemies in war. I could not believe that this could be
printed in any book, and I asked to see it. The little

volume which caused the dispute bore the title of

** Prayer Book Explained";^ third edition; eighth ten

thousand; Moscow, 1879. On page 163 of this book I

read :
—

" What is the sixth commandment of God ?

** Thou shalt not kill, shalt do no murder.
**What does God forbid by this commandment?

1 " Tolkovui Molitvennik."
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" He forbids us to kill, to take the life of any man.
'* Is it a sin to punish a criminal with death according

to the law, or to kill an enemy in war ?

'' No; that is not a sin. We take the life of the crim-

inal to put an end to the wrong that he commits ; we
slay an enemy in war, because in war we fight for our

sovereign and our native land.''

And with these words closes the explanation; the law

of God is abrogated ! I could scarcely believe my
eyes.

The disputants asked my opinion about the subject

at issue. To the one that maintained the correctness of

what was printed, I said that the explanation was not

correct.

''Why, then, do they print what is wrong and con-

trary to the commandment ? '' he asked. I could say

nothing in reply.

I kept the volume and looked over its contents. The
book contained thirty-one prayers with instructions con-

cerning genuflections and the joining of the fingers ; an
explanation of the C7rdo ; certain citations from the

fifth chapter of Matthew without any explanation what-

ever, for some unknown reason headed, '* Commands
for the Attainment of Bliss"; the ten commandments
accompanied by comments that rendered most of them
void; and "Troparia" for every saint's day.

As I have said, I not only had sought to avoid con-

demnation of the religion of the Church ; I had done
my best to see only its most favorable side ; and having,

therefore, not sought for its weaknesses, knowing its

academic literature well, I was perfectly ignorant of its

literature of instruction. This book of devotion, already
in 1879 spread broadcast in an enormous number of

copies, awakening doubts in the minds of the simplest

people, amazed me. I could not believe that a prayer-
book so entirely pagan, so wholly out of accord with
Christianity, was deliberately spread among the people
by the Church. To verify my belief, I bought and
read all the books published by the synod or with its

" benediction " {blagoslovenia\ containing brief exposi-
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tions of the religion of the Church for the use of chil-

dren and the common people.

Their contents were to me almost entirely new, for at

the time when I received my early religious instruction

they had not yet appeared. As far as I could remem-
ber there were no commandments with regard to the

attainment of bliss, and there was no doctrine which
taught that it was not a sin to kill. No such teachings

appeared in the old catechisms ; they were not to be
found in the catechism of Peter Mogila, or in the cate-

chisms of Platon, or in that of Belyakof, or the abridged
CathoHc catechisms. The innovation was introduced

by the metropolitan Philaret, who prepared a catechism
for the military class, and from this catechism the
" Prayer Book Explained '' was compiled. Philaret's

work is entitled, '' The Christian Catechism of the Or-
thodox Church, for the Use of all Orthodox Christians,''

and is published, ''by order of his Imperial Majesty." ^

The book is divided into three parts, *' Concerning
Faith,'' '' Concerning Hope," and '' Concerning Love."
The first part contains the analysis of the Nicene Creed.

The second part is made up of an exposition of the

Lord's Prayer, and the first eight verses of the fifth

chapter of Matthew, which serve as an introduction to

the Sermon on the Mount, and are called for some
reason, ** Commands for the Attainment of Bliss."

These first two parts treat of the dogmas of the

Church, prayers, and the sacraments, but they contain

no rules with regard to the conduct of life.

The third part, ** Concerning Love," contains an ex-

position of Christian duties, based, not on Christ's com-
mandments, but upon the ten commandments of Moses.
This exposition of the commandments of Moses seems
to have been made for the especial purpose of teaching
men not to obey them. Each commandment is followed
by a reservation which completely destroys its force.

With regard to the first commandment, which enjoins

the worship of God alone, the catechism inculcates the

1 This book has been in use in all the schools and churches of Russia
since 1839.— Tr,
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worship of angels and saints, to say nothing of the

Mother of God and the three persons of the Trinity.^

With regard to the second commandment, not to

make idols, the catechism enjoins the worship of ikons

(p. io8).

With regard to the third commandment, ** not to swear
in vain," the catechism enjoins the taking of oaths as

the principal token of legitimate authority (p. in).

With regard to the fourth commandment, concerning

the observance of the Sabbath, the catechism inculcates

the observance, not of Saturday, but of Sunday, of the

thirteen principal feasts, of a number of feasts of less

importance, the observance of Lent, and of fasts on
Wednesdays and Fridays (pp. ii2-\ 15).

With regard to the fifth commandment, ** Honor thy

father and thy mother,'' the catechism prescribes honor to

the sovereign, the country, spiritual fathers, all persons

in authority,^ and of these last gives an enumeration in

three pages, including '' college authorities, civil, judicial,

and military authorities, and masters {sic) in relation

to their servants and serfs " (pp. 1 16-1 19).

My citations are taken from the sixty-fourth edition

of the catechism, dated 1880. Twenty years have
passed since the abolition of serfdom, and no one has
taken the trouble to strike out the phrase which, in con-

nection with the commandment of God to honor parents,

was introduced into the catechism to sustain and justify

slavery.

With regard to the sixth commandment, ^^Thou shalt

not kill,'' the instructions of the catechism are from the

first in favor of murder.
'' Qnestioji. —^What is forbidden by the sixth com-

mandment ?

*' Answer. — Manslaughter, or the killing of our neigh-
bor in any manner whatever.

'* Question,— Is all manslaughter a transgression of

the law }

^ " Special Catechism," pp. 107, 108.
2 NatchaPs tvuyushchikh f raznuikh otnosheniyakh (jic), those " com-

manding in various relations."
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''Answer. — Manslaughter is not a transgression of

the law when life is taken in execution of duty. For

example :

''
I St. When a criminal is pimished by death accord-

ing to law.
*^ 2d. When we kill our enemies in zvar for the sov-

ereign and our country."

The italics are in the original. Farther on we
read :

—
^^ Question.— With regard to manslaughter, when is

the law transgressed 1

^^ Answer. — When any one conceals a murderer or

sets him at liberty " {sic).

All this is printed in hundreds of thousands of copies,

and under the name of Christian doctrine is taught with

threats of penalties to every Russian. This is taught to

all the Russian people. It is taught to the innocent

children,— to the children to whom Christ said, *' Suffer

them to come unto Him, for of such is the kingdom of

God "; to the children whom we must resemble, in igno-

rance of false doctrines, to enter into the kingdom of

God ; to the children whom Christ tried to protect in

proclaiming woe to him who should offend one of the

little ones ! And the little children are obliged to learn

all this, and are told that it is the only and sacred law of

God.
These are not proclamations sent out clandestinely,

under iear of penal servitude ; they are proclamations

which inflict the punishment of penal servitude on all

who do not agree with the doctrines they inculcate.

As I write these lines, I experience a painful feeling

of dread, simply because I have allowed myself to say

that it is impossible to abolish the fundamental law of

God inscribed in all laws and in all hearts, by words
which explain nothing: ^'According to law,'" ''for the

sovereign and our country,'' and that this should not be
taught to people.

Yes, that has happened of which Christ warned men
when he said :

^ —
^ Luke xi. 33-36 ; Matt, vi, 23,
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** Look^ therefore, whether the light that is in thee be

not darknessy ^^ If the light that is in thee be darkness,

how great is that darkness

T

The light that is in us has become darkness ; and the

darkness of our Hves is full of terror.

*^ Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! be-

cause you shut the kingdom of heaven against 7nen : for
you enter not in yourselves, neither suffer you others to

enter. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites !

foryou devour widows' houses, even while for a pi'ete^ise

you make longprayers : therefore you are still more guilty.

Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for you
compass sea and land to make one proselyte ; and when
he is become so, you make him worse than he was. Woe
unto you, ye blind guides

" Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites ! for
you build the sepulchers of the prophets, andgarnish the

tombs of the righteous, and say. If we had lived in these

days when there were prophets, we should not have been

partakers in their blood, Whei'cfore you witness against

yourselves, that you are the same as those that slew the

prophets. Fill up, then, the measure begun by those like

unto you / send unto you prophets, and wise men,
and scribes : some of themyou will kill and crucify ; and
some of them you will scourge in your synagogues, and
persecute from city to city : that upon you may come all

the righteous blood shed on the earth, from the blood of
Abel, ....

" Every blasphemy {calumny^ shall beforgiven to 7nen ;

but the blasphemy against the Spirit shall not be for-

given,''

Of a truth we might say that all this was written but
yesterday, not against men who no longer compass sea

and land calumniating the Holy Spirit, or converting
men to a religion which renders its proselytes worse
than they were before, but against men who deliberately

force people to embrace their religion, and persecute
and bring to death all the prophets and the righteous
who seek to expose their falsehoods.

J. became convinced that the teaching of the Church,
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although it was called *' Christian," is the same darkness

against which Christ struggled, and against which He
commanded His disciples to strive.

Christ's teaching, like all religious teachings, has two
sides : first, it is an ethical system which teaches men
how to live as individuals, and in relation to one another

;

second, it is a metaphysical theory which explains why
men should live in a given manner and not otherwise.

The one is the consequence, and at the same time the

cause, of the other.

Man should live in this manner because such is his

destiny ; or, man's destiny ik this, and consequently
he should follow it. These two sides of doctrinal ex-

pression are common to all the religions of the world.

Such is the religion of the Brahmans, of Confucius, of

Buddha, of Moses, such is the religion of the Christ. It

teaches life— how to live ; and it explains precisely why
we must live in such a way. But, as has happened to

all teachings, Brahmanism, Judaism, Buddhism, so was
it with Christ's teaching. Men wander from its teach-

ings of life, and they always find some one to justify

their deviations. Those who, as Christ said, sit in

Moses' seat, explain the metaphysical side in such a

way that the ethical prescriptions of the doctrine cease

to be regarded as obligatory, and are replaced by ex-

ternal forms of worship, by ceremonial. This is a con-

dition common to all religions, but it seems to me that

this phenomenon has never been manifested with such
sharpness as in Christianity; it has been manifested
with especial sharpness because Christ's teaching is the

most elevated of all doctrines— the most elevated be-

cause the metaphysics and ethics of Christ's teaching
are so inextricably bound up together and so determine
each other that one cannot be separated from the other

without destroying the vitality of the whole ; and still

more because Christ's teaching is in itself Protestantism:

that is, it is a denial not only of the ceremonial regu-

lations of Judaism, but of all exterior rites of worship.

Therefore* in Christianity the arbitrary separation of
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the metaphysics and ethics could not but disfigure the

doctrine, and deprive it of every sort of meaning, and
so it was. The separation between the doctrine of life

and the explanation of life began with the preaching ot

Paul, who knew not the ethical teachings set forth in the

Gospel of Matthew, and who preached a metaphysico-

cabalistic theory entirely foreign to Christ ; and this

separation was perfected in the time of Constantine,

when it was found possible to clothe the whole pagan
organization of life in a Christian dress, and without

changing it to call it Christianity.

After Constantine, that pagan of pagans, whom the

Church for all his crimes and vices admits to the cate-

gory of the saints, began the councils, and the center of

gravity of Christianity was displaced till only the meta-

physical portion was left in view. And this metaphys-
ical theory, with its accompanying ceremonial, deviated

more and more from its true and primitive meaning,
until it has reached its present stage of development, as

a doctrine which explains the mysteries of a celestial Hfe

beyond the comprehension of human reason, and, with

all its complicated formulas, gives no religious guidance
of this earthly life.

All religions, with the exception of the religion of the

Christian Church, demand from their adherents, aside

from forms and ceremonies, the practice of certain actions

called good, and abstinence from certain actions called

bad.

Judaism prescribes circumcision, the observance of

the Sabbath, the giving of alms, the year of jubilee, and
many other things.

Mohammedanism prescribes circumcision, prayer five

times a day, tithes for the poor, pilgrimage to the tomb
of the Prophet, and many other things. It is the same
with all other religions. Whether these prescriptions
are good or bad, they are prescriptions which exact the
performance of certain actions. Pseudo-Christianity
alone prescribes nothing. The Christian would be
under no obligation to do anything at all, and he would
be under no obligation to refrain from anything if he
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did not observe fasts and prayers, which the Church
itself does not recognize as obHgatory. All that is nec-

essary to the pseudo-Christian is the sacraments. But
the sacraments are not performed by the believer ; they

are administered to him by others. The pseudo-Christian

is not obliged to do anything or to abstain from anything

for his own salvation, since the Church administers to

him everything of which he has need. The Church
baptizes him and anoints him, and gives him the eucha-

rist, and confesses him, even after he has lost conscious-

ness, administers extreme unction to him, and prays for

him,— and he is saved.

From the time of Constantine the Christian Church
has demanded no religious duties of its members. It

has never required that they should abstain from any-

thing whatever. The Christian Church has recognized

and sanctioned everything that was in the* pagan world.

It has recognized and sanctioned divorce and slavery

and courts of justice and all earthly powers and wars
and the death penalty ; it has only required at baptism
a verbal renunciation of evil, and this only in its early

days ; later on, when infant baptism was introduced, it

no longer required even this.

The Church, though it recognizes Christ's teaching in

theory, directly denies it in practice. Instead of guiding

the world in its life, the Church, through affection for the

world, has expounded Christ's metaphysical doctrine so

that no obligation as to the conduct of life might be de-

rived from it, so that it did not prevent men from living

differently from the way in which they have been living.

The Church has surrendered to the world, and having
surrendered, simply follows it. The world does as it

pleases, and leaves to the Church the task of justifying

>ts actions with explanations as to the meaning of life.

The world has organized its life in absolute opposition

to Christ's teaching, and the Church has devised alle-

gories whereby it might be proved that men living cop-

trary to Christ's teaching really live in accordance with
it. The result is that the world lives a life which is

worse than the pagan life, and the Church not only ap«
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proves, but maintains that this existence is in exact con
formity to Christ's teaching.

But time passed and the light of the true teaching of

Christ, which was in the Gospels, notwithstanding that

the Church, conscious of its wrong-doing, tried to con-

ceal it— prohibiting the translation of the Bible— time

passed and this light reaches the people, even through

so-called heretics and free-thinkers, and the falsity of the

Church's teaching is shown so clearly that men begin to

change the method of living justified by the Church,

into one more in accord with Christ's teaching, which
has come to them independently of the Church.

Thus men unbeknown to the Church have abolished

slavery which the Church justified, have put an end to

class privileges, have put an end to the religious punish-

ments justified by the Church, have abolished the divine

right of emperors and popes, and are now in turn pro-

ceeding to abolish property and the State. And the

Church has never forbidden and cannot forbid such
action, because the abolition of these iniquities rests on
the foundation of the very Christian doctrine, which the

Church has preached and still preaches, though it has
tried to distort it.

The teaching of human life has been emancipated
from the Church, and has remained independent of it.

The Church retains its explanations, but explanations
of what ? A metaphysical explanation of a teaching
has a meaning only when there is a gospel of life which
it explains. But the Church has no gospel of life. It

has only explanations of that life which it once organized,
and which no longer exists. If the Church retains the
explanations of that Hfe which at one time existed, like

the explanation of the catechism in regard to killing

men from duty, no one believes in it. The Church
has nothing left but temples and shrines and canonicals
and vestments and words.

For eighteen centuries the Church has hidden the
light of the Christian gospel of life behind its forms and
ceremonials, and wishing to hide it in her robes, has
been herself burned in this flame. The world, with its
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^organization sanctioned by the Church, has rejected the

Church in the name of the very principles of Christian-

ity which the Church has rekictantly professed, and
Kves without it. This is an absolute fact and cannot

be concealed. Everything that tnily lives, not moodily
eating out its heart, thus not living, but only preventing

others from living, everything that is living in our
world of Europe to-day, is detached from the Church,
from all churches, and has an existence independent of

the Church. Let it not be said that this is true only

of the effete Western Europe Our Russia, with its

millions of Christian rationalists, civilized and uncivilized,

who have rejected the doctrme of the Church, proves
incontestably that as regards emancipation from the

yoke of the Church, she is, thanks be to God, far more
effete than Europe.

Everything that lives is inaependent of the Church.
The power of the State is based on tradition, on

science, on popular suffrage, on brute force, on what-

ever you will, except on the Church.
Wars, the relation of state with state, are governed

by principles of nationality, of the balance of power,
but not by the Church.
The institutions established by the State frankly ignore

the Church. The idea that the Church can, in these

times, serve as a basis for justice or the conservation of

property, is simply absurd.

Science not only does not sustain the doctrine of the

Church, but is, in its development, entirely hostile to

the Church.
Art, formerly entirely devoted to the service of the

Church, has wholly forsaken it.

Not only has all life now entirely emancipated it-

self from the Church ; it has no other relation to the

Church, except that of contempt as long as the Church
does not interfere with human affairs, and hatred when
the Church seeks to reassert its ancient privileges. If

i
the form which we call the Church exists, it is simply

I because men dread to shatter the chalice that once con-

jil lained something precious. In this way only can we
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account, in our age, for the existence of Catholicism, of

Orthodoxy, and of the different Protestant churches.

All the churches— CathoHc, Orthodox, Protestant

— are Hke so many sentinels still keeping careful watch

before the prison doors, although the prisoner has long

before escaped and is mingling with them and even

threatening them. All that whereby the world truly lives

at the present time, socialism, communism, politico-eco-

nomical theories, utilitarianism, the hberty and equality

of men and of classes and of women, all the moral princi-

ples of humanity, the sanctity of work, the sanctity of rea-

son, science, art,— all these things that make the world

progress and show themselves hostile to the Church,

are only fragments of the same gospel which, without

knowing it, the Church itself promulgated, and which,

with Christ's teaching, it has so carefully concealed.

In our day the life of the world goes on its way
entirely independent of the teaching of the Church.
That teaching is left so far behind, that the men of the

world no longer hear the voices of the Church preachers.

Indeed there is nothing to hear, because the Church
only gives explanations of that organization which the

world has already outgrown, and which has either entirely

perished or is rapidly falling into irreparable ruin.

Some men were rowing a boat, and a pilot was steer-

ing. The men relied on the pilot, and the pilot steered

well; but after a time the good pilot was replaced by
another, who did not steer at all. The boat moved
along rapidly and easily. At first the men did not no-

tice that the new pilot was not steering ; and they were
only pleased to find that the boat went along so easily.

Then they discovered that the new pilot was utterly

useless, and they mocked at him, and drove him from
his place.

All this would not be so serious, but the misfortune is

that the men, under their impulse of indignation against
the unskilful pilot, forgot that without a pilot they would
not know where they were going.

This very thing has happened with our Christian so<

ciety. The Church does not steer, it is easy to float.
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and we have floated a long way, and all the successes of

science, of which our nineteenth century is so proud,

simply show that we are floating without a helmsman.

We are moving onward, not knowing whither. We live

and make this life of ours what it is, and really we know
not why. But it is impossible to float and row not know-
ing where you are going, and it is impossible to live and
make one's life without knowing why.

If men did nothing of themselves, but were placed by
some external force in the situation where they find

themselves, they might very reasonably reply to the

question, **Why are you in this situation.?'' — ''We do
not know; but here we are, and submit." But men
make their own positions, and not only for themselves,

but also for others, and especially for their children

;

and so we ask, '' Why do you bring together mil-

lions of troops, and why do you make soldiers of your-

selves, and mangle and murder one another ? Why
have you expended, and why do you still expend, an
enormous sum of treasure and of human energy in the

construction of useless and unhealthful cities ? Why do
you organize childish tribunals, and send people whom
you consider as criminals from France to Cayenne, from
Russia to Siberia, from England to Australia, when you
know that it is senseless ? Why do you abandon agri-

culture, which you like, for work in factories and mills,

which you yourselves do not like ? Why do you bring

up your children in such a way they will be forced to

lead an existence which you find worthless ? Why do
you do this ?''

To all these questions you cannot help replying.

If all these things were agreeable, and you liked

them, even then you would be compelled to explain

why you did them. But as all these things are terribly

difficult, and you do them with murmuring and painful

struggles, you cannot help reflecting why you do them all.

We must either cease to do all this, or we must explain

why we do it. Men have never lived and they never can
live if this question is left unanswered. And men have
always had some answer ready.
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The Jew lived as he lived, that is, made war, put

criminals to death, built the temple, organized his en-

tire existence in one way and not another, because all

this was prescribed in his law, which, he was convinced,

God Himself had promulgated. It was the same with

the Hindu, with the Chinaman, it was the same with

the Roman, and it was the same also with the Moham-
medan. It was the same also for the Christian a cen-

tury ago, and it is the same with the great mass of

ignorant Christians now.

To these questions the ignorant Christian makes this

reply

:

" Military service, wars, tribunals, and the death pen-

alty, all exist in obedience to God's law transmitted to

us by the Church. This is a fallen world. All the evil

that exists, exists by God's will, as a punishment for the

sins of the world, and therefore we cannot palliate this

evil. We can only save our own souls by faith, by the

sacraments, by prayers, and by submission to God's
will as transmitted by the Church. The Church teaches

us that all Christians should unhesitatingly obey their

rulers, who are the Lord's anointed, and obey also per-

sons placed in authority by rulers ; that they ought to

defend their property and that of others by force, wage
war, inflict the death penalty, and in all things submit
to the authorities, who command by the will of God."
Whether these explanations are good or bad, they

once sufficed for a believing Christian, as similar expla-

nations satisfied a Jew or a Mohammedan, and men were
not obliged to renounce all reason for living according
to a law which they recognized as divine. But now the
time has come when only the most ignorant people have
faith in any such explanations, and the number of these
diminishes every day and every hour. It is impossible
to check this tendency. Men irresistibly follow those
that lead the way, and sooner or later must pass over
the same ground as the vanguard. The vanguard are

now over an abyss ; the vanguard now find themselves in

a terrible position ; they have organized life to suit them-
selves, they have prepared the same conditions for those
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that are to follow, and absolutely have not the slightest

idea of why they do what they are doing. No civilized

man in the vanguard of progress is able to give any
reply now to the direct questions :

*' Why do you lead

the Hfe that you do lead ? Why are you doing what
you are doing?" I have tried to ask about this, and I

have asked hundreds of people, and never have I got

from them a direct reply. Instead of a direct reply to

the direct question, '' Why do you live so and why do
you do so .'^ " I have always received an answer, not to

my question, but to a question I had not asked.

A believing Catholic, or Protestant, or Orthodox, asked
the question why he lives as he lives, that is, contrary to

Christ the Lord's teaching, instead of making a direct

response, begins to speak of the melancholy state of

skepticism characteristic of this generation, of evil-

minded persons who spread doubt broadcast among the

masses, of the importance of the future of the true

Church. But he will not tell you why he does not what
his faith commands. Instead of speaking of his own
condition, he will talk to you about the general condition

of humanity, and of the Church, as if his own life were
not of the slightest significance, and his sole preoccupa-
tions were the salvation of humanity, and of what he
calls the Church.
A philosopher, of whatever school he may be, whether

an idealist or a spiritualist, a pessimist or a positivist, to

the question why he lives as he lives, that is to say, in

disaccord with his philosophical doctrine, always, instead

of answering this question, will begin to talk about
the progress of humanity, and about the historical law
of this progress which he has discovered, and in virtue

of which humanity gravitates toward good. But he
never will make any direct reply to the question why he
himself, in his own life, does not do what he recognizes
as reasonable. It would seem as if the philosopher
were as preoccupied as the believer, not with his per-

sonal life, but with observing the general laws of

humanity.

The average man, the immense majority of civilized
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half-believers, and who all, without exception, deplore

existence, condemn its organization, and predict uni-

versal destruction,— the average man, to the question

why he continues to lead a life he condemns, without

making any effort to ameliorate it, always, instead of a

direct reply, begins to talk about things in general,

about justice, about the State, about commerce, about

civilization. If he be a member of the police or a prose-

cuting attorney, he asks :
—

"And what would become of the State, if I, to amel-

iorate my existence, were to cease to serve it?
''

*' What would become of commerce ?
" he will ask if

he be a merchant.
'^ What of civilization, if I cease to work for it, and

seek only to better my own condition.'^'' will be the

objection of another.

His response always will be in this form, as if the

problem of his life were not in doing the good toward
which he strives, but in serving the State, or commerce,
or civilization.

The average man replies in just the same manner as

does the believer or the philosopher. Instead of mak-
ing the question personal, he substitutes a general ques-

tion, and the believer and the philosopher and the

average man do this because there is no answer to the

personal question of life, because there is no actual

teaching concerning life. And he is ashamed.
He is ashamed because he is conscious of being in the

humiliating position of a man who has no doctrine of

Hfe, for no one has lived or can live without a doctrine
of life. Only in our Christian world, instead of a doc-
trine of life and an explanation of why life is as it is, and
is not otherwise, that is, instead of religion, an explana-
tion has been substituted as to why life ought to be
what it was once upon a time ; and something has been
called religion, though it is only a system which is not of

the least use to any one, while life itself is made inde-

pendent of any doctrine, in other words, is left without
any definition.

Moreover, as always happens, science has declared this
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fortuitous and monstrous condition of our society to be

in accordance with a law of all humanity. Learned
men, such as Tiele and Spencer, gravely treat of religion,

understanding by religion the metaphysical doctrine of

the universal principle, and never suspecting that they

are not speaking of religion as a whole, but only of one
of its phases.

Hence arises the very extraordinary phenomenon that

in our day we see learned and intelligent men artlessly

believing that they are emancipated from all religion,

simply because they do not accept the metaphysical
explanation of the universal principle that at some time

or other, for some one or other, explained life ! It does

not occur to them that they must live somehow, that

they are living somehow ; and that the principle by
which they live is their religion. These men imagine
they have very elevated convictions, but no faith.

Nevertheless, however they talk, they have a faith from
the moment they do any reasonable act, for reasonable

acts are always determined by a faith. The acts of

these men are determined only by the faith that we must
always do what we are commanded. The faith of men
who do not accept religion is in a religion of obedience
to the will of the ruling majority, in a word, submission

to established authority.

We may live according to the doctrine of the world,

in other words, an animal life, without recognizing any
controlling motive more binding than the rules of estab-

lished authority. But he who lives this way cannot
afifirm that he lives a reasonable life. Before affirming

that we live a reasonable life, we must answer the ques-

tion :
'' What doctrine of life do we regard as reason-

able ?
" Alas ! wretched men that we are, we have not

the semblance of any such doctrine, but we have even
lost all perception of the necessity for a reasonable
doctrine of life.

Ask the men of our time, believers or skeptics, what
theory of life they follow. They will be obliged to con-
fess that they follow but one theory— that based on
laws formulated by the functionaries of the second
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section or by legislative assemblies, and enforced by tL^

police. This is the only theory recognized by Euro
peans. They know that this doctrine is not from

heaven, or from prophets, or from sages ; they are

continually finding fault with the regulations of these

functionaries or legislative assemblies, but nevertheless

they recognize this theory, and submit to the poHce

charged with their enforcement, submit without mur-

muring to the most terrible exactions. The function-

aries or the legislative assemblies have decreed that

every young man must be ready for outrage and death

and for the slaughter of others, and all parents that

have adult sons submit to this law, which was drawn up)

the day before by a mercenary chinovnik, and may be:

changed the next day.

The idea of a law unquestionably reasonable, and'

binding upon every one in spirit as well as in letter, has-

to such a degree become obsolete in our society that the

existence among the Hebrews of a law which regulated

their whole life, not by forced obedience to its require-

ments, but by appealing to the conscience of each indi-

vidual, is considered as the exclusive possession of the

Hebrew people. That the Hebrews should have been
willing to obey only what they recognized in the depths
of their souls as the incontestable truth received directly

from God, in other words, that which agreed with their

consciences, is considered a national trait of the Jews.
But it appears that the natural and normal state of

civilized men is to obey what to their own knowledge is

decreed by despicable men and enforced by policemen
armed with pistols— what each one, or at least the

majority of these men, regards as unjust, that is, contrary
to their consciences.

I have sought in vain in our civilized society for any
clearly formulated moral bases of life. There are none.
No perception of their necessity exists. On the con-

trary, we find the extraordinary conviction that they are

superfluous; that religion is nothing more than a few
words about God and a future life, and a few ceremonies
very useful for the salvation of the soul according to
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some, and good for nothing according to others : but

that life goes of itself and has no need of any funda-

mental bases or rules, and that we have only to do what
we are told to do.

Of what is considered the essence of faith, that is, the

doctrine of life and the explanation of its meaning, the

first is considered as of very little importance, and as

having no relation whatever to faith ; the second, that

is, the explanation of some bygone life, or speculations

and guesses concerning the historical development of life,

is considered as of great significance. In all that con-

stitutes the life of man, in all such questions as: how
shall he live ? shall he go and kill men or shall he not

go? shall he judge others or not? shall he educate his

children in one way or another ?— men of our society

give themselves unreservedly to other men, who, like

themselves, know not why they live, and compel their

fellows to live in one way and not in another.

And men regard an existence like this as reasonable,

and have no feeling of shame !

The abyss between the explanation of faith which
passes for faith, and faith itself which passes for social

and political life, is now as wide as it can possibly be,

and the majority of civilized people have nothing to

regulate life but faith in the police. This condition

would be horrible if it were universal. Fortunately,

even in our own time, there are men, the noblest men
of our time, who are not contented with such a faith,

but have their own faith as to how man ought to live.

These men are regarded as the most malevolent, the
most dangerous, and generally as the most unbelieving of

all human beings, and yet they are the only believing men
of our time, not only believing in general, but believing

Christ's teaching, if not as a whole, at least in part.

These men often know nothing at all of Christ's

teaching ; they do not understand it, and, Hke their

adversaries, they refuse to accept the leading principle

of the Christian faith, that of non-resistance to evil
;

often they hate Christ : but their whole faith with re-

gard to what life ought to be is drawn from Christ's
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teaching. However much these men may be hounded
and persecuted, they are the only ones that do not

tamely submit to whatever orders are given, and conse-

quently they are the only men of our society that live

a reasonable and not an animal life, the only ones that

have faith.

The thread connecting the world and the Church,
which gives a meaning to the world, has become weaker
and weaker in proportion as the vital juices have been
more and more absorbed by the world, and now, when
these juices are wholly absorbed, the connecting thread

is little more than a hindrance.

This is the mysterious birth process, and it is going
on before our eyes. The last bond connecting with the

Church will soon be severed, and the process of inde-

pendent life will begin.

The teachings of the Church, with its dogmas, its

councils, and its hierarchy, are undoubtedly united to

Christ's teaching. The connecting link is as perceptible

as the cord which unites the newly born child to its

mother; but as the umbilical chord and the placenta

become after parturition useless pieces of flesh, which
are carefully buried out of regard for what they once
nourished, so the Church has become a useless organ,

to hide somewhere out of regard for what it once was.

As soon as respiration and circulation are estab-

lished, the former source of nutrition becomes a hin-

drance to life. Vain and foolish would it be to attempt
to retain the bond, and to force the child which has come
into the light of day to receive its nourishment through
the navel string, and not through the mouth and lungs.

But the deliverance of the baby from the mother's
womb does not ensure life. The baby's life depends on
a new bond of nourishment with its mother.
And so it must be with our Christian world of to-day.

Christ's teaching has gestated and given birth to our
world. The Church, one of the organs of Christ's

teaching, has fulfilled its mission and has become useless,

a hindrance. The world cannot be guided by the Church

;
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but the deliverance of the world from the Church will

not ensure life. Life will begin when the world per-

ceives its own weakness and the necessity for a different

source of strength. And this is what must take place

in our Christian world : it must cry from a conscious-

ness of its helplessness ; only this consciousness of its

helplessness, a consciousness of the impossibility of de-

pending on its former means of nourishment, and the

inadequacy of any other form of nourishment except its

mother's milk, will bring it to its mother's breast teeming
with milk.

This modern European world of ours, outwardly so

self-confident, so bold, so decided, but in the depths of

its consciousness so perplexed and despairing, is exactly

like a newly born baby : it sprawls, it struggles, it

pushes, it gets angry, it cannot tell what to do; it is

conscious that its former source of nourishment is ex-

hausted, but it knows not where to seek for a new one.

A newly born lamb uses its eyes and ears, and frisks

its tail, and leaps and bounds. It seems to you by its

determined look that it knows everything ; but, poor
thing, it knows nothing ! All the impetuosity and
energy come from its mother's blood through a medium
of transmission which has just been broken, nevermore
to be renewed. It is in a blissful, and at the same time
a perilous situation. It is full of youth and strength,

but it is lost if it cannot get its mother's milk.

And so it is with our European world. Behold what
a complex, what an apparently reasonable, and what an
energetic life is boiling in this European world ! As if

all these men knew all that they are doing and why they
are doing it all. Behold, with what enthusiasm, what
vigor, what youthfulness, do the men of our world do
what they are doing ! The arts, the sciences, industry,

political and administrative details, all are full of life.

But this life is only because nourishment once, not so long
ago, was furnished through the umbilical cord ! There
was the Church which transmitted the truth of Christ's

teaching to the life of the world. Every manifestation of

the world's life has been nourished by itj has grown and
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developed by it. But the Church has done its work,

and has dried up.

All the organs of the world are alive ; the fountain

from which they formerly received their nourishment

has withered away, and they have not yet found an-

other ; and they seek everywhere, everywhere but at the

breast of the mother from whom they have only just

been delivered. Like the lambkin, they still possess the

animation derived from nourishment already received,

and they do not yet understand that their future nourish-

ment is to be had only from their own mother, but in a dif-

ferent form from what was formerly given to them.

The world must now understand that the period of

unconscious nourishment is ended, and that a new
process of conscious nutrition must henceforth maintain

its life.

This new process consists in consciously accepting

those truth, li the Christian teaching that were once
unconsciously absorbed by humanity through the organ-

ism of the Church which still furnishes nutrition for hu-

manity. Men must lift up that light whereby they live,

but which has so long remained concealed from them,

and carry it high before them and other men, and con-

sciously live by its light.

Christ's teaching, as a religion which governs life and ex-

plains to them the meaning of life, is now before the world

just as it was eighteen hundred years ago. Formerly
the world had the explanations of the Church, which, in

concealing the doctrine, seemed in itself to offer a satis-

factory interpretation of that old life ; but now the time
is come when the Church has lost its usefulness, and the

world, having no other way of explaining its new life,

cannot help feeling its helplessness, and therefore iti

must go for aid directly to Christ's teaching.

Now, Christ first taught men to believe in the light,

and that the Hght is within themselves. Christ taught
men to prize higher than anything else this light of

reason, taught them to live conformably with it, and to

do nothing that they themselves considered contrary to

reason. If you consider it contrary to reason to go out
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to kill Turks or Germans, do not go ; if you consider

it contrary to reason to make use of the labor of poor

men that you and yours may wear " cylinder " hats and
lace yourselves in corsets or live in the height of fashion

and maintain a salon, to be a burden to you, why, don't

do so ; if you consider it contrary to reason to take peo-

ple already corrupted by idleness and dangerous com-
panionship and shut them up in prison, in other words,

in absolute idleness and the most dangerous companion-
ship, do not do so ; if you consider it contrary to reason

to live in the pestilential air of cities when you can live

in a purer atmosphere, if you consider it contrary to

reason to teach your children before all and above all

the grammatical laws of dead languages, do not do so.

Do not do what our whole European world is doing at

the present time,— living, and yet not considering its

life reasonable ; acting, and yet not considering its acts

reasonable ; but having no confidence in reason, and
living in opposition to it.

Christ's teaching is the light. The light shines, and the

darkness cannot compass it. Men cannot refuse to accept
the light when it shines. They cannot quarrel about it,

they cannot help agreeing with it. They must agree
with Christ's teaching because it encircles, without com-
ing into collision with, all the errors in which men live,

and, like the ether which the physicists tells us about,

permeates all things. Christ's teaching is inevitable for

every man of our world in whatever situation he may be
found. Men cannot help accepting Christ's teaching, not
because it is impossible to deny the metaphysical expla-

nation of life which it gives (everything may be denied),

but because it alone offers rules for the conduct of life

without which humanity has never lived, and never will

be able to live ; without which no human being has lived

or can live, if he would live as man should live,— a
reasonable life.

The power of Christ's teaching is not in its explanation
of the meaning of life, but in what is deduced from it— in

its teaching of life. Christ's metaphysical doctrine is not
new ; it is that eternal doctrine of humanity inscribed in
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all the hearts of men, and preached by all the true

prophets of the world. The power of Christ's teaching

is in the application of this metaphysical doctrine to life.

The metaphysical basis of the ancient doctrine of the

Hebrews and Christ is the same : love to God and men.
But the application of this doctrine to life, according to

Moses, as the Hebrews understood it, demanded the ful-

filment of six hundred and thirteen commandments, many
of which were absurd and cruel, and all based on the au-

thority of the Scriptures. The teaching of life, accord-

ing to Christ, springing from the same metaphysical

basis, is expressed in five reasonable and beneficent

commands, bearing in themselves meaning and justifica-

tion, and embracing the whole of human life.

Christ's teaching cannot fail to be accepted by those

very sincere Jews, Buddhists, Mohammedans, and others

who might doubt the truth of their own law ; still more
must it be accepted by the men of our Christian world
who have now no moral law.

Christ's teaching does not quarrel with the men of our
world as regards their point of view ; to begin with, it is

in harmony with it, and while including it in itself, it gives

them what they have not now, what is indispensable to

their existence, and what they all seek,— it offers them
a way of life, not an unknown way, but a way already
explored and familiar to all.

You are a sincere Christian, it matters not of what
confession. You believe in the creation of the world,
in the Trinity, in the fall and redemption of man, in the
sacraments, in prayer, in the Church. Christ's teaching
is not opposed to your dogmatic belief, and is absolutely
in harmony with your theory of the origin of the uni-

verse; it only gives you something that you did not
possess. While you retain your present religion you
feel that the Hfe of the world and your own life are full

of evil, and you know not how to remedy it. Christ's

teaching (which should be binding upon you since it is

the doctrine of your own God) offers you simple and
practical rules which will surely deliver you and other
men from the evil with which you are tormented.
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Believe, if you will, in the resurrection, in paradise, in

hell, in the Pope, in the Church, in the sacraments, in the

redemption
;
pray according to the dictates of your faith,

attend upon your devotions, sing your hymns, — bu^ all

this will not prevent you from practising the five com-
mandments given by Christ for your good :

—
Be not angry

;

Commit not adultery

;

Take no oaths

;

Do not defend yourself by violence

;

Do not make war.

It may happen that you will break one of these rules;

you will perhaps yield to temptation, and violate one of

them, just as you violate the rules of your faith, or the

articles of the civil code, or the laws of propriety. In

the same way you may, perhaps, in moments of temp-
tation, fail of observing all of Christ's commands. But,

in your calm moments, do not do as you do now, and so

organize your existence as to render it a difficult task

not to be angry, not to commit adultery, not to take

oaths, not to defend yourself, not to make war ; organize

rather a life in which it would be difficult to do these

things. You cannot help recognizing this because God
commands it.

You are an unbeliever, a philosopher of any school.

You affirm that the progress of the world is in accord-

ance with a law which you have discovered. Christ's

teaching does not oppose your views ; it is in harmony
with the law that you have discovered. But, aside from
this law of yours through which the world will in the

course of a thousand years reach a state of felicity, there

is still your own personal life to be considered. This
life you can use by living in conformity to reason, or

you can waste it by living in opposition to reason, and
you have now for this, your personal life, no rule what-
ever, except the decrees drawn up by men whom you do

: not esteem, and enforced by the police. Christ's teaching
I offers you rules which are assuredly in accord with your
I law, for your law of *' altruism," or single will, is nothing
I but a poor paraphrase of this same gospel of Christ.
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You are an average man, half believer, half skeptic, hav^

ing no time to analyze the meaning of human life, and
therefore no clearly defined theory of existence. You do
what all do. Christ's teaching does not quarrel with you.

It says : Very good. You are not capable of reasoning,

of verifying the truth of the doctrine taught you ; it is

easier for you to do as others do. But however modest
you maybe, you know that you have within you a judge
who sometimes approves your acts and sometimes con-

demns them. However modest your lot, there are occa-

sions when you are bound to reflect and ask yourself,
" Shall I do as all do, or in accordance with my own
judgment.'^ " Precisely on such occasions, that is, when
you are called on to solve some problem with regard to

the conduct of life, Christ's commands appeal to you
with all their force.

And these commands will surely give answer to your
inquiry, because they embrace your whole life, and they
will be in accord with your reason and your conscience.

If you are nearer to faith than to unbelief, you will, in

following these commands, act in harmony with the will

of God. If you are nearer to skepticism than to belief,

you will, in thus acting, govern your actions by the most
reasonable laws existing in the world, and of this you
will be convinced because Christ's commands carry their

own meaning and their own justification. Christ said :
—

^^ Now is the jitdgment of this world: now shall the

prince of this wojdd be cast ont^ ^

*' These things have I spoken unto you, that in me you
may have peace, hi the worldyou have tribulation: but
be ofgood cheer ; I have overcome the world^^
And indeed the world, that is, the evil in the world, is

overcome.
If the world of evil still exists, it exists only as some-

thing dead, it lives only by inertia ; it no longer contains
the vital principle. For those who have faith in Christ's

commands, it does not exist at all. It is vanquished by
an awakened conscience of the son of man. A train

which has been put in motion continues to move in a

1 John xii. 31. 2 jo^n xvi. 12>.
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straight line ; but all the intelligent effort of a controlling

hand is made manifest, and the movement is reversed.
** For all things bo7'n of God overcome the world ; and

the victory whereby the world is overcome is yourfaith,'' ^

The faith that triumphs over the world is faith in

Christ's teaching.

CHAPTER XII

I BELIEVE in Christ's teaching, and this is my faith :—
I believe that my happiness is possible on earth only

when all men fulfil Christ's teaching.

I believe that the fulfilment of this teaching is possible,

easy, and pleasant.

I believe that even now, when this teaching is not ful-

filled, if I should be the only one among all those that

do not fulfil it, there is, nevertheless, nothing else for me
to do for the salvation of my life from the certainty of

eternal loss but to fulfil this teaching, just as a man in

a burning house, if he find a door of safety, must go out.

I believe that my life according to the teaching of the

world has been a torment, and that a life according to

Christ's teaching can alone give me in this world the hap-

piness for which I was destined by the Father of Life.

I believe that this teaching will give welfare to all

humanity, will save me from inevitable destruction, and
will give me in this world the greatest happiness. Con-
sequently, I cannot help fulfilling it.

'* The law was given by Moses ; grace and trnth came
byJesus Christ.'''^

Christ's teaching is goodness and truth. Formerly, not
knowing goodness, I knew not truth. Mistaking evil for

good, I fell into evil, and I doubted the lawfulness of

my tendency toward good. But I understand and be-

lieve now that the good toward which I strive is the will

of the Father, is the most lawful essence of my life.

Christ said to me :
—

Live for the good ; believe not in those snares and

^ I John V. 4. 2 John i, 17.

(<
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temptations (aKcivSaXa) which, by enticing thee with

the semblance of good, draw thee away from true good-

ness, and lead thee into evil. Thy welfare is thy unity

with all men ; evil is the violation of the unity with the

son of man. Deprive not thyself of the good which is

given thee.''

Christ showed me that the unity of the son of man,

the love of men for one another, is not as I had formerly

supposed, merely an ideal after which men are to strive

;

but that this unity, this love of men for one another, is

their natural condition, the condition into which accord-

ing to His words children are born, the condition in

which all men would live if they were not drawn aside

by error, illusions, and temptations.

But Christ has not merely shown me this. He has
also enumerated clearly in His commandments, without

the possibility of mistake, every one of the temptations

that deprive me of this natural condition of unity, love,

and good, and insnare me in evil. Christ's commands
give me the means of salvation from the tempta-
tions that have deprived me of happiness ; and so I

cannot help believing in these com^mands. The good of

life was given me, and I myself destroyed it. In His
commands, Christ has shown me the temptations
whereby I destroy my good, and therefore I cannot do
what destroys my good. In this, and in this alone, is

all my faith.

Christ showed me that the first temptation destructive

of my good is my enmity toward men, my anger against
them. I cannot help believing this, and so I cannot
willingly remain at enmity with others. I cannot, as I

could once, foster anger, be proud of it, fan it into flame,

justify it, regarding myself as an intelligent and superior
man, and others as useless and foolish people. Now,
when I give up to anger, I can only realize that I alone
am guilty, and seek to make peace with those that are
at enmity with me.

But this is not all. While I now see that anger is an
abnormal, pernicious, and morbid state, I also perceive
the temptation that led me into it. The temptation was
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in separating myself from other men, recognizing only a

few of them as my equals, and regarding all the others

as persons of no account {raka) or as stupid and
uncultivated {fools). I see now that this wilful separa-

tion from other men, this calHng other men raca or

fool, was the principal source of my disagreements. In

looking over my past life I see now that I had rarely

permitted my anger to rise against those I considered

as my equals, and never insulted them. But the least

disagreeable action on the part of one whom I con-

sidered an inferior inflamed my anger and led me to

abusive words or actions, and the more superior I felt

myself to be, the more easily I insulted him ; sometimes
the mere supposition that a man was of a lower social

position than myself was enough to provoke me to an
outrageous manner.

I understand now that he alone is above others who
hum_bles himself before others and makes himself the

servant of all. I understand now why those that are

great in the sight of men are an abomination to God,
and why woe is threatened the rich and mighty, and why
blessedness is promised the poor and humble. Now I

understand this truth, I have faith in it, and this faith

has transformed my perception of what is right and
important, and what is wrong and despicable, in life.

Everything that once seemed to me right and important

I
— honors, glory, civilization, wealth, the complications

and refinements of life, luxury, rich food, fine clothing,

etiquette,— has become for me wrong and despicable.

Rusticity, obscurity, poverty, austerity, simplicity of

surroundings, of food, of clothing, of manners, all have
now become right and important to me.
And therefore if, even now, knowing all this, I may,

in a moment of forgetfulness, give myself up to anger
and abuse a brother, in my quiet state of mind I cannot
yield to the temptation which, raising me above other
men, deprived me of my true good,— unity and love

;

even as a man cannot lay a snare for himself a second
time after he has once been caught in one and almost
lost.
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Now, I can no longer give my support to anything

which Hfts me above or separates me from others. I

cannot, as I once did, recognize in myself or others

titles or ranks or qualities aside from the title and

quality of man. I cannot seek for fame and glory ; I

cannot cultivate such sciences as would separate me
from others. I cannot avoid striving to get rid of my
wealth which separates me from men. In my way of hfe,

my food, my clothing, my manners, I cannot help striv-

ing for what will not separate me from others but will

unite me to the majority of men.

Christ showed me that the second temptation destruc-

tive of my welfare is wanton desire, that is, the desire

to possess another woman than her to whom I am united.

I cannot help believing in this, and therefore, I can-

not, as I did once, consider my passionate temperament
as a natural and elevated human quahty. I can no
longer justify it by my love for the beautiful, or my
passionate nature, or my wife's faults. At the first in-

clination toward wanton desire I cannot fail to recognize

that I am in a morbid and abnormal state, and to seek

all means to rid myself of this evil.

But, knowing that wanton desire is an evil, I also

know the temptation that used to seduce me into it, and
so I can avoid it. I know now that the principal cause

of this temptation is not that men cannot refrain from
lechery, but that the majority of men and women are

abandoned by those with whom they were first united,

I know now that every desertion of a man or woman
when the two have once been united, is that very divorce

which Christ forbade, because men and women aban-

doned by their first companions are the original cause of

all the debauchery in the world.

Recalling what led me to debauchery, I see now that

besides that barbarous education whereby both physi-

cally and intellectually wanton desire was kindled in me
and justified by all the subtilities of the mind; the prin-

cipal temptation that led me astray was in the abandon-
ment of the woman to whom I had first been united,

and the situation of the abandoned women on all sides
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around me. I see now that the principal force of the

temptation was not in my carnal desires, but in the fact

that those desires were not satisfied in the men and
women by whom I was surrounded. I now understand
Christ's words :

—
** God created them from the beginning, made them.

male and female So that they are no more twain,

but one flesh. What, therefore, God hath joined together,

let not man put asunder^ ^

I understand now that monogamy is the natural law

of humanity, which cannot with impunity be violated.

I now understand perfectly the words declaring that

whoever separates from his wife, that is from the woman
with whom he was first united, and seeks another, com-
pels her to resort to debauchery, and thus introduces

into the world a new evil against himself.

This I believe ; and the faith I now have has trans-

formed my opinions with regard to the right and impor-

tant, and the wrong and despicable, things of life. What
once seemed to me the best thing— a refined, elegant

life, passionate and poetic love, praised by all poets and
artists, now seemed to me wicked and revolting. On
the other hand a laborious, indigent, rude life, which
moderates the sexual desires, now seemed to me good.

The human institutior of marriage, which gives an ex-

ternal seal of legality to the union of man and woman,

I
does not seem to me so lofty and important as the genu-

ine union of man and woman, which, when accomplished,
can never be broken without breaking God's will.

If, when in a moment of weakness, I may fall under
the promptings of desire, I know the snare that would
deliver me into this evil, and so I cannot yield to it as

formerly I was accustomed to do. I cannot now desire

and seek for physical sloth and luxury, which excite

excessive sensuality in me. I cannot now pursue amuse-
ments which kindle amorous sensuality, — novels, poetry,

music, theaters, balls, —- amusements which once seemed
to me elevated and refining, but which I now see to be
injurious. I cannot abandon my wife, for I know that

1 Matt. xix. 4-6.
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by forsaking her, I set a snare for myself, for her, and

for others. I cannot encourage the gross and idle ex-

istence of others. I cannot encourage or take part in

licentious pastimes, novels, plays, operas, balls, and the

like, which are so many snares for myself and for others.

I cannot favor the celibacy of persons fitted for the

marriage relation. I cannot encourage the separation

of wives from their husbands. I cannot make any dis-

tinction between unions that are called by the name of

marriage, and those that are denied this name. I can-

not help considering as sacred and absolute the sole and
unique union by which man is once for all indissolubly

bound to the first woman with whom he has been united.

Christ showed me that the third temptation destruc-

tive to my welfare is the temptation of the oath. I can-

not help believing this ; consequently, I cannot, as I

once did, bind myself by oath to serve any one for any
purpose, and I can no longer, as I did formerly, justify

myself for having taken an oath because ^*it would harm
no one," because every one did the same, because it is

necessary for the State, because the consequences might
be bad for me or for some one else if I refused to sub-

mit to this exaction. I know now that it is an evil for

myself and for others, and I cannot conform to it.

Nor is this all. I now know the snare that led me
into evil, and I can no longer yield to it. I know that

the snare is in the use of God's name to sanction an im-

posture, and that the imposture consists in promising in

advance to obey the commands of one man, or of many
men, while I ought to obey the commands of God alone.

I know now that the most terrible evil in its consequences
— murders in war, imprisonments, capital punishment
— exists only because of the oath, in virtue of which
men make themselves instruments of evil, and believe

that they free themselves from all responsibility. Re-
membering now many and many of the evils that have
Impelled me to hostility and hatred, I see that they all

originated with the oath, the engagement to submit to

the will of others. I understand now the meaning of

the words:—
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*' But let your speech be, Yea, yea ; nay^ nay ; and
whatever is more than these is of evil^^

Understanding this, I am convinced that the oath de-

stroys my true welfare and that of others, and this

behef changes my estimate of right and wrong, of the

important and despicable. What once seemed to me
right and important,— the promise of fidelity to the

government supported by the oath, the exacting of oaths

from others, and all acts contrary to conscience, done
because of the oath,— now seem to me wrong and low.

Therefore I can no longer evade Christ's command
forbidding the oath ; I can no longer bind myself by
oath to any one, I cannot exact an oath from another,

I cannot encourage men to take an oath, or to cause

others to take an oath ; nor can I regard the oath as nec-

.essary, important, or even inoffensive, as many think.

Christ showed me that the fourth temptation destruc-

tive of my welfare is the resort to violence for the resis-

tance of evil. I am obliged to believe that this is an
evil for myself and for others ; consequently, I cannot,

as I once did, deliberately resort to violence, and seek
to justify my action with the pretext that it is indispen-

sable for the defense of my person and property, or of

the persons and property of others. I cannot yield to

the first impulse to resort to violence; I am obliged to

renounce it, and to abstain from it altogether.

But besides knowing this, I know now the temptation
that caused me to fall into this evil. I know now that

the snare consisted in the erroneous belief that my life

could be made secure by violence, by the defense of my
person and property against others. I know now that

a great portion of the evils that afflict mankind is due
to this,— that men, instead of giving their work for

others, deprive themselves completely of the privilege

of work, and forcibly appropriate the labor of their fel-

lows. Remembering now all the evil that I caused my-
self and others and all the evil that others have done,

I see that a large part of this evil arises from the fact

that we consider it possible by self-defense to guaran-

1 Matt. V. 37.
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tee and better our lives. I also understand now the

words:—
*M man is born not to be worked for, bict to work for

others^' and the meaning of the words, ''TJie labo^^er is

worthy of hisfood!'

I believe now that my true welfare, and that of others,

is possible only when every man will labor not for him-

self, but for another, and not only does not withhold his

labor from another, but also will give it with joy to any

one who has need of it. This faith changed my esti-

mate of what is right and important, and wrong and
despicable. What once seemed to me right and impor-

tant,— riches, private property of every sort, honor, the

maintenance of personal dignity and personal privileges,

— all this has now become to me low and wrong ; all

that used to seem to me low and wrong— labor for.

others, poverty, humility, the renunciation of all property

and of all personal privileges— has become good and
lofty in my eyes.

If, now, in a moment of forgetfulness, I yield to the

impulse to resort to violence, for the defense of my per-

son or property, or of the persons or property of others,

I cannot deliberately and calmly use this snare for my
own destruction and the destruction of others. I

cannot acquire property. I cannot resort to force

in any form for my own defense or the defense of

another, except in behalf of a child, and then only to

deliver from an evil imminently threatening it. I can-

not take part with any power which has for an object

the defense of men and their property by violence. I

cannot be a judge, or take part in a trial, or a nachalnik,

or take part in the exercise of any jurisdiction what-
ever. I can no longer encourage others in the support
of tribunals, or in the exercise of authoritative adminis-
tration.

Christ showed me that the fifth temptation that de-

prives me of my well-being is the distinction we make
between foreigners and compatriots. I cannot help be-

lieving this, and consequently, if, in a moment of forget-

fulness, I have a feeling of hostility toward a man of
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another nationality, I am obliged, in quiet moments of

reflection, to regard this feeling as wrong. I can no
longer, as I did formerly, justify my hostility by the

superiority of my own people over others, or by the

ignorance, the cruelty, or the barbarism of another race.

At the first manifestation of this, I cannot help striving

to be even more friendly with a foreigner than with one
of my own countrymen.
Not only do I know now that my discrimination among

different nations is an evil destructive of my welfare,

but I now know the temptation that led me into this

evil, and I can no longer, as I once did, deliberately

and calmly yield to it. I know now that this temp-
tation consists in the erroneous belief that my welfare

is connected only with the welfare of my countrymen,
and not with the welfare of all mankind. I know
now that my unity with others cannot be shut off by a
frontier, or by a government decree which decides that

I belong to this or that nation. I know now that all

men are everywhere brothers and equals. When I

think now of all the evil that I have done, that I have
endured, and that I have seen about me, as the conse-

quence of national enmities, I see clearly that it is all

due to that gross imposture called patriotism, — love for

one's native land. When I think now of my education,

I see how these hateful feelings of enmity for other

nations, feelings of separation from them, were never
inherent in me, but all these evil feelings were artifi-

cially inoculated in me by a senseless education. I

understand now the meaning of the words :
—

^' Do good to your enemies, treat the^n as you treat your
ozvn people. You are all sons of one Father. Therefore
be like your Father ; in other words, make no distinction

betzveen your nation and others ; be the same zvith all''

I understand now that true welfare is possible for me
only on condition that I recognize my unity with the

whole world. I believe this, and this belief has changed
my estimate of what is right and wrong, important and
despicable. What once seemed to me right and impor-
tant— love for my country, love for my own nation, for
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my empire, services rendered at the expense of the

welfare of other men, miUtary exploits— now seem to

me repulsive and pitiable. What once seemed to me
shameful and wrong— renunciation of nationality, and

the cultivation of cosmopolitanism— now seem to me
right and important. If, now, in a moment of forget-

fulness, I can help a Russian more than a foreigner,

and desire the success of Russia or of the Russian peo-

ple, I can no longer in a calm moment yield to this

temptation which destroys me and others.

I cannot recognize states or peoples ; I can take no
part in any quarrels between peoples or states, or any
discussion between them, either oral or written, much
less in any service in behalf of any particular state. I

cannot take part in any of those measures based on di^

visions between states,— the collection of customs duties,

taxes, the manufacture of arms and projectiles, or any
act favoring armaments, military service, and still less

in any war with other nations,— neither can I help

others to do this.

I have learned in what my true welfare consists, I

have faith in that, and consequently I cannot do what
would inevitably deprive me of that welfare.

I not only believe that I ought to live thus, but I

believe that if I live thus, my life will attain its only pos-

sible meaning, and be reasonable, pleasant, and inde-

structible by death.

I believe that my reasonable Hfe, the light I bear with
me, was given to me only that it might shine before

men, not in words only, but in good deeds, that men
may thereby glorify the Father.^

I believe that my life and my consciousness of truth

is the talent confided to me for a good purpose, and that

this talent is a fire which is a fire only when it burns.

I believe that I am a Nineveh with regard to other

Jonahs from whom I have learned and shall learn of the

truth ; but that I am also a Jonah in regard to other

Ninevites to whom I am bound to transmit the truth.

I believe that the only meaning of my life is to be at

1 Matt. V. 16.
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tained by living in the light that is within me, and not

putting it under a bushel, but by holding it high before

people so that they may see it. This faith gives me re-

newed strength to fulfil Christ's teaching, and overcomes
the obstacles which used to stand in front of me.

All that once sapped within me the truth and the prac-

ticability of Christ's teaching, everything that once turned

me from it, the possibility of privations, suffering, and
death, inflicted by those who know not Christ's teaching,

now confirm its truth and draw me into its service.

Christ said, '' When you have lifted up the son of man,
then shall you be drawn toward me," and I felt that I

was irresistibly drawn to Him by the influence of His
doctrine. ''The tntth,'' He says again, ''The truth shall

7nakeyou free,'' and I know that I am in perfect liberty.

An armed enemy will come, or even evil-minded per-

sons attack me, I used to think, and if I do not de-

fend myself they will rob us, and beat us, and torture us,

and kill me and my neighbors, those whom I felt bound
to protect, and this seemed terrible to me. But this that

once troubled me now seems desirable, and confirmed the

truth. I know now that the enemy and the so-called

malefactors or brigands are all men like myself ; that,

like myself, they love good and hate evil ; that they live,

as I live, on the eve of death ; and that, -with me, they seek

for salvation, and will find it only in Christ's teaching.

All the evil that they do to me will be evil to them also,

and so can be nothing but good for me. But if truth is

unknown to them, and they do evil thinking that they
do good, I know the truth, only on condition that I re-

veal it to those that know it not. And this I can do
only by refusing to participate in evil, and thereby con-

fessing the truth by my example.
*' But hither come the enemy,— Germans, Turks,

savages ; if you do not make war on them, they will ex-

terminate you !

" That is untrue. If there were a

society of Christians that did evil to none, and gave of

their labor for the good of others, such a society would
have no enemies— Germans or Turks or savages— to

kill or to torture them. The foreigners would take only
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what the members of this society would voluntarily give^

making no distinction between Russians, Germans, Turks,

or savages. But when Christians live in the midst of a

non-Christian society which defends itself by war, and calls

on the Christians to join in waging war, then the Chris-

tians have an opportunity of helping men by revealing

the truth to those that know it not. A Christian knows
the truth only to bear witness of the truth before those

that know it not. He cannot bear witness in any other

way than by example. He must renounce war and do
good to all men, whether they are so-called enemies or

comipatriots.
*^ But not merely enemies, but wicked men among his

own people will attack a Christian's family, and if he do
not defend himself, will pillage and massacre him and
his family."

This again is wrong. If all the members of this family

are Christians, and consequently hold their lives only for

the service of others, no man will be found unreasonable
enough to deprive such people of the necessaries of life

or to kill them. The famous Miklukha-Maclay lived

among the most bloodthirsty of savages, so it is said;

they did not kill him, they reverenced him and followed

his teachings, simply because he did not fear them, ex-

acted nothing from them, and treated them always with
kindness.

But what if a Christian lives in a non-Christian family,

accustomed to defend itself and its property by a resort

to violence, and is called on to take part in this defense t

Then this call is simply an appeal to the Christian to

fulfil the duties of his life. A Christian knows the truth

only that he may show it to others, more especially to

his neighbors and to those who are bound to him by
ties of blood and friendship, and a Christian can show
the truth only by refusing to join in the errors of others,

by taking part neither with aggressors or defenders, but
by abandoning all that he has to those who will take it

from him, thus showing by his life that he needs nothing
save the fulfilment of God's will, and that he fears

nothing except disobedience to that will.
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But a government cannot permit a member of the

society over which it has sway, to refuse to recognize

the fundamental principles of governmental order or to

decline to fulfil the duties of all citizens. The govern-

ment exacts from a Christian the oath, jury service,

military service, and his refusal to conform to these de-

mands may be punished by exile, imprisonment, and
even by death. Then, once more, the exactions of those

in authority are only an appeal to the Christian to fulfil

the duty of his life. For a Christian, the exactions of

those in authority are the exactions of those who do not

know the truth. Consequently, a Christian who knows
the truth must bear witness of the truth to those that

know it not. Exile and imprisonment and death, to

which in consequence of this the Christian is subjected,

give him the possibility of bearing witness of the truth,

not in words, but in acts. All violence— war, brigandage,

executions— is not accomplished through the forces of

unconscious nature; it is accomplished by men who
are blinded, and do not know the truth. Consequently,
the more evil these men do to the Christians, the further

they are from the truth, the more unhappy they are, and
the more necessary it is that they should have knowl-
edge of the truth. Now a Christian cannot make known
his knowledge of truth except by abstaining from the

errors that lead men into evil ; he must render good for

evil. In this alone is the whole work of a Christian's

life, and its whole meaning, and death cannot destroy it.

Men united by error constitute a compact mass. The
compactness of this mass is the evil of the world. All

the intellectual activity of humanity is directly destroying

the cohesive power of deception.

All revolutions are attempts to shatter the power of

evil by violence. Men think that by hammering on the

mass it will cease to be a mass, and they pound on it

;

but, in their efforts to shatter it, they only make it more
dense than it was before. The cohesion of the mole-
cules is not destroyed. The disruptive movement must
come from within, when molecule releases its hold upon
molecule, and the whole mass falls into disintegration.
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Error is the force that welds men together ; truth is

communicated to men only by deeds of truth. Only
deeds of truth, by introducing light into the conscience

of each individual, can dissolve the cohesion of error,

and detach men one by one from the mass united to-

gether by the cohesion of error.

This work has been going on for eighteen hundred
years.

It began when Christ's commands were first given to

humanity, and it will not cease till, as Christ said, *' all

things be accomplished'' ^

The Church composed of those that sought to unite

men in unity by the solemn aflfirmation that it alone was
the truth, has long since fallen to decay.

But the Church composed of men united, not by
promises or consecrations, but by deeds of truth and
love, has always lived and will live forever. This Church,
now as then, is made up not of those that say '' Lordy

Lordy'' and work iniquity, but of those that hear the

words of truth and reveal them in their lives.

The members of this Church know that life is to them
a blessing if they do not destroy the unity of the son of

man ; and that the blessing will be lost only to those

that do not obey Christ's commands. And so the mem-
bers of this Church cannot help practising Christ's com-
mands and teaching them to others.

Whether this Church be in numbers little or great, it

is, nevertheless, the Church that shall never perish, the

Church in which all men will be united.
** Fear noty little Jlock ; for it is your Father'*s good

pleasure to give you the kingdom!^

Moscow, January 22 (O. S.), 1884.

1 Matt. V. 18.
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AUTHOR^S PREFACE

THIS present book is extracted from a larger work,
which exists in manuscript, and cannot be pub«

Ushed in Russia.

That work consists of four parts, namely :
—

1. An account of that course of my personal life, and
of my thoughts, which led me to the conviction that in

the Christian teaching lies the truth.

2. An investigation of the Christian teaching— first,

according to the interpretation of the Greek Church
solely ; then, according to the interpretation of the

Churches generally, and the interpretation of the apos-

tles, councils, and so-called ** Fathers." Also, an exposi-

tion of the falsity in these interpretations.

3. An investigation of the Christian teaching, based,

not upon the above interpretations, but solely upon the

words and deeds ascribed to Christ by the four Gospel?

4. An exposition of the real meaning of the Christian

teaching, of the motives for its perversions, and of the

r consequences to which it should lead.

I .
- From the third of these parts this present volume is

condensed. I have there effected the fusion of the four

Gospels into one, according to the real sense of the teach-

ing. I had no need to digress from the order in which
each Gospel is written, so that in my harmonisation the

transpositions of verses, rather than being more, are less

numerous than in the greater part of those known to

me, and in our Grechoulevitch's version of the four Gos-
pels. In my treatment of the Gospel of John there is

no transposition, but all stands in the same order as in

the original.

My division of the Gospel into twelve chapters (or

six, since each pair of the twelve may be taken as one)
281
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came about spontaneously from the nature of the

teaching. The following is the purport of the chap-

ters :
—

1. Man is the son of the Infinite Source of Being;

he is the son of this Father, not by the flesh but by the

spirit.

2. And therefore, man must serve the Source of his

being, in the spirit.

3. The life of all nien has a divine Origin. This
Origin only is sacred.

4. And therefore, man must serve this Source of all

human life. This is the will of the Father.

5. Service of the Will of the Father of Life is life-

giving.

6. And therefore, it is not necessary to life that each
man should satisfy his own will.

7. This present life in time is the food of the true

life.

8. And therefore, the true life is outside time ; it is

in the present.

9. Time is an illusion in life ; the life of the past and
the future clouds men from the true life of the present.

10. And therefore, one must aim to destroy the de-

ception arising from the past and future, the life in time.

11. The true life is that now present to us, common]
to all, and manifesting itself in love.

12. And therefore, he who lives by love now, in thisj

present, becomes, through the common life of all men,
at one with the Father, the source, the foundation oi

life.

So that the chapters, in pairs, are related as cause
and effect.

Besides these twelve chapters, this exposition includes
— {a) The introduction of the first chapter of the Gospel
of John, where the writer of the Gospel speaks, in his

own name, as to the purport of the whole teaching

:

and {b) a portion of the same writer's Epistle (written

probably before the Gospel) ; this containing the gen-

eral sense to be derived from the preceding exposi-

tion.
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These two parts are not essential to the teaching

Although the former, as well as the latter of them^
might be omitted without loss (the more so as they come
in the name of John, and not of Christ), I have, never-

theless, kept them, because, to a straightforward under-

standing of the whole teaching, these parts, confirming

each other and the whole, as against the strange com-
mentaries of the Churches, yield the plainest evidence

of the meaning to be put upon the teaching.

At the beginning of each chapter, besides a brief in-

dication of the subject, I had put words from the prayer
taught by Jesus to His disciples, such as corresponded
with the contents of the chapter.

At the conclusion of my work I found, to my astonish-

. ment and joy, that the Lord's Prayer is nothing less

than Christ's whole teaching, stated in most concise form^
and in that same order in which I had already arranged
the chapters, each phrase of the prayer corresponding to

the purport and sequence of the chapters, as follows:—
1. Our Father,

2. Which art in heaven,

3. Hallowed be Thy name,

4. Thy kingdom come,

5. Thy will be done, as in

heaven,
6. So also on earth.

7. Give us our daily bread

8. This day.

9. And forgive us our debts as

we forgive our debtors,

10. And lead us not into temp-
tation,

1 1

.

But deliver us from evil,

12. For Thine is the kingdom,
the power, and the glory.

Man is the son of the Father.

God is the infinite spiritual

source of life.

May the Source of Life be held
holy.

May His power be established
over all men.

May His will be fulfilled, as it

is in Himself,

So also in the bodily life.

The temporal life is the food of

the true life.

The true life is in the present.

May the faults and errors of the
past not hide this true life

from us,

And may they not lead us into

delusion,

So that no evil may come to us,

And there shall be order, and
strength, and reason.

In that large third part from which this work is con-
densed, the Gospel according to the four Evangelists
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is presented in full. But in the rendering now given,

all passages are omitted which treat of the following

matters, namely, — John the Baptist's conception and
birth, his imprisonment and death ; Christ's birth, and
his genealogy ; his mother's flight with him into Egypt

;

his miracles at Cana and Capernaum ; the casting out

of devils ; the walking on the sea ; the cursing of the

fig-tree; the heahng of sick, and the raising of dead
people ; the resurrection of Christ Himself ; and, finally,

the reference to prophecies fulfilled in His life.

These passages are omitted in this abridgment, be-

cause, containing nothing of the teaching, and describ-

ing only events which passed before, during, or after

the period in which Jesus taught, they complicate the

exposition. However one takes them, under any cir-

cumstance, they bring to the teaching of Jesus neither

contradiction nor confirmation of its truth. Their sole

significance for Christianity was that they proved the

divinity of Jesus Christ for him who was not persuaded
of this divinity beforehand. But they are useless to

one whom stories of miracles are powerless to convince,

and who, besides, doubts the divinity of Jesus as evi-

denced in His teaching.

In the large work, every departure from the ordinary

version, as well as every comment added to the text,

and every omission, is made clear, and proved by the

comparison of the various versions of the Gospels, from
the examination of contexts, and finally, by consider-

ations, philological and other. But in the present
abridged rendering, all these arguments and refutations

of the false understanding of the Churches, as well as

the minute notes and quotations, are omitted ; because,
however true and exact they may be in their places,

they cannot carry conviction as to the true under-
standing of the teaching. The justness of a conception
of this kind is better proved, not by arguing particular

points, but by its own unity, clearness, simplicity, full-

ness, as well as by its harmony with the inner feelings

of all who seek truth. Speaking generally, in regard
to what divergence there is between my rendering and
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the Church's authorized text, the reader must not for

get that it is a gross error to represent the four Gospels,

as is often done, to be books sacred in every verse and

in every syllable. The reader must not forget that

Jesus never Himself wrote a book, as did, for instance,

Plato, Philo, or Marcus Aurelius ; that He, moreover,

did not, as Socrates did, transmit His teaching to in-

formed and literate men, but spoke to a crowd of illiter-

ate men ; and that only a long time after His death men
began to write down what they had heard from Him.
The reader must not forget that a great number of

such accounts have been written, from which, at first,

the Churches selected three, and then another. More-
over, in selecting those which seemed to them the best

according to the proverb, '* No stick without knots," the

Churches, out of the enormous heap of the Christian liter-

ature, have been forced to take in with their bargain a

great many knots ; so that the canonical Gospels contain

nearly as many faulty passages as those Gospels re-

jected as apocryphal.

The reader must not forget that it is the teaching of

Christ which may be sacred, but in no way can a certain

measure of verses and syllables be so ; and that certain

verses, from here to here, say, cannot be sacred merely
because men say they are so.

, Moreover, the reader must not forget that these se-

lected Gospels are, at any rate, the work of thousands of

various brains and hands of men ; that during centuries

the Gospels have been selected, enlarged, and com-
mented upon ; that the most ancient copies which have
come down to us, from the fourth century, are written

straight on without punctuation, so that, even after the

fourth and fifth centuries, they have been the subject

of the most diverse readings ; and that such variations

in the Gospels may be counted up to fifty thousand.
The reader must have all this present in mind in order

to disengage himself from the opinion, so common
among us, that the Gospels, in their present shape, have
come to us directly from the Holy Spirit. The reader

must not forget that, far from it being blamable to dis
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encumber the Gospels of useless passages, and to illumi.

nate passages the one by the other, it is, on the contrary,

unreasonable not to do this, and to hold a certain number
of verses and syllables as sacred.

On the other hand, I pray my readers to remember
that, if I do not hold the Gospels to be sacred books
emanating from the Holy Spirit, I yet less regard the

Gospels as mere historical monuments of religious litera-

ture. I understand the theological as well as the his-

torical standpoint on the Gospels, but regard the books
myself from quite another. I pray the readers of my
rendering not to be misled, either by the theological

view, or by that other, so usual in our day among edu-

cated men, the historical view, neither of which I hold

with. I consider Christianity to be neither a pure reve-

lation nor a phase of history, but I consider it as the

only doctrine which gives a meaning to life.

And it is neither theology nor history which has won
me to Christianity ; but just this, that, when fifty years

old, having questioned myself, and having questioned

the reputed philosophers whom I knew, as to what I

am, and as to tHF'purport of my life, and after getting

tKeTeply that I was a fortuitous concatenation of atoms,

j^ncLthat my life was void of purport, and that life itself

i^-^yJL -I became desperate, and wished to put ?v ^^^

to my life. But after recalling to myself how formerly, in

childhood, while I still had religious faith, life possessed
meaning for me ; and that the great mass of men about
me, who hold to faith and are uncorrupted by wealth,

possess the meaning of life : after all this, I was brought
into doubt as to the justness of the reply given to me by
the wisdom of men of my own station, and I tried once
more to understand what answer it is that Christianity

gives to those men who live a life with meaning. And
I embarked upon the study of Christianity, as to what
in this teaching guides the lives of men. I began to

study that Christianity which I saw appHed in life, and
to make the comparison of this applied Christianity with
the sources whence it percolates. The source of the

Christian teaching is the Gospels, and there I found the
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explanation of the spirit which animates the life of alV

who really live. But along with the flow of that pure,

life-giving water I perceived much mire and slime un-

rightfully mingled therewith ; and this had prevented

me, so far, from seeing the real, pure water. I found

that, along with the lofty Christian teaching, are bound
ap the teachings of Hebraism and the Church, both of

which are repugnant and foreign to the former. 1 thus

felt myself in the position of a man to whom is given a

sack of refuse, who, after long struggle and wearisome
labor, discovers among the refuse a number of infinitely

precious pearls. This man then knows that he is not

blameworthy in his distaste for the dirt, and also that

those who have gathered these pearls at the same time

with the rest of the sackful, and who have preserved

them, are no more to blame than himself, but, on the

contrary, deserve love and respect.

I knew not the light, and I thought there was no
sure truth in life ; but when I perceived that only light

enables men to live, I sought to find the sources of the

light. And I found them in the Gospels, despite the

false commentaries of the Churches. And when I

reached this source of light I was dazzled with its

splendor, and I found there full answers to my ques-

tions as to the purport of the lives of myself and others,

— answers which I recognized as wholly harmonious
with all the known answers gained among other nations,

and, to my mind, surpassing all other answers.

I sought a solution of the problem of life, and not of

a theological or historical question ; and that is why I

was indifferent to know whether Jesus Christ is or is

not God, and from whom proceeds the Holy Spirit, etc.

And it is just as unimportant and unnecessary to know
when and by whom such and such a Gospel was written,

and whether such and such a parable came from Jesus
Himself or not. For me, the only important concern
was this Hght, which, for eighteen hundred years, has
shone upon mankind ; which has shone upon me like-

wise, and which shines upon me still. But to know,
more than this, how I ought to name the source of this
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light, what elements compose it, and what kindled it, \

in no way concerned myself.

I might end this preface here if the Gospels were
newly discovered books, and if the teaching of Jesus

had not been, these eighteen hundred years, the subject

of a continuous series of false interpretations. But to-

day, to rightly understand the teaching of Jesus as He
must needs have understood it Himself, it is indispensa-

ble to know the chief causes of these false interpreta-

tions. The prime cause of such false interpretations,

which make it now so difficult for us to recover the true

teaching of Jesus, is the fact that, under the cover of

the Christian teaching, have been preached the teach-

ings of the Church, which are made up from explana-

tions of most contradictory writings, in which only a

small part of the true teaching enters ; even that being
distorted, and adapted to the commentaries. The teach-

ing of Christ, according to this misinterpretation, is sim-

ply one link in the great chain of revelation which began
with the world's beginning, and stretches into the Church
of our own time.

These misinterpreters call Jesus God ; but the recog-

nition of His divinity does not make them recognize a

greater importance in His words and teaching than in

the words of the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the Acts, the

Epistles, the Apocalypse, or even the decisions of the

Councils and the writings of the Fathers.
And this false understanding allows no presentment

of the teaching of Jesus which does not accord with the

revelations which have preceded and followed Him;
doing this with the purpose, not to make cleai*the mean-
ing of the teaching of Jesus, but to harmonize, as far as

possible, various writings which contradict each other

;

such as the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the Gospels, Epis-
tles, Acts, and, generally, all those which pass for

sacred.

It is possible, indeed, to make a limitless number of

such interpretations, having for object, not truth, but
the reconcilement of those two irreconcilables, the Old
and the New Testaments. And, in fact, the number of
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these is unlimited. This is the case with the Epistles

of Paul, and with the decisions of the Councils (which

last begin with the formula :
*' It is the will of us and

the Holy Spirit"); and such, also, is the case with the

decrees of popes and synods, with the teachings of the

Khlysty,^ and with all false interpreters of the thought

of Jesus. All recur to the same gross sanctions of the

truth of their reconcilements, affirming that these recon-

cilements are not the result of their personal thought,

but a direct witness from the Holy Spirit.

Without entering upon an analysis of these different

dogmatic systems, each of which pretends to be the only

true one, we may, nevertheless, well see that all of them,

beginning by holding sacred the multitude of writings

which make up the Old and New Testaments, thereby

impose upon themselves an insurmountable barrier to

the understanding of the real teaching of Jesus ; and
out of this confusion necessarily results the possibility,

and even the necessity, of an infinite variety of opposed
sects.

The reconcilement of all the revelations can be infi-

nitely varied, but the explanation of the teaching of one
person, and one looked upon as a God, should, on the

contrary, not give rise to any difference of sect. It is

impossible there should be conflicting way^ of interpret-

ing the teaching of a God come down to earth. If God
had so come down to reveal unfailing truth to men, at

least He would have revealed it in such a way that all

might understand ; if, then, this has not been done, that

is because it was not God who came ; or if, indeed, the

truths of God are such that God Himself cannot make
them plain to mankind, how can men do so ?

If, on the other hand, Jesus was not God, but only a

great man. His teaching can still less engender sects.

For the teaching of a great man is only great because
it explains in a clear, understandable way that which
others have set out obscurely, incomprehensibly. That
which is incomprehensible in the teaching of a great man
is not great. The teaching of a great man can, there

^ A Russian sect.
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fore, engender no sects. Only, then, this interpretation,

which pretends to be a revelation from the Holy Spirit,

and to contain the sole truth, raises up antagonisms and

gives birth to sects. However much the sects of vari-

ous religions may assure us that they do not condemn
those of other sects, that they pray for union with them,

and have no hate to them, it is not true. Never, since

the time of Arius, has a single dogma arisen from
other cause than the desire to contradict an opposing

dogma.
To maintain that a particular dogma is a divine reve-

lation, inspired by the Holy Spirit, is in the highest de-

gree presumption and folly. The highest presumption,

because there is nothing more arrogant than for a man
to say, ** What I tell you, God Himself says through

my mouth." And the highest folly, because there is

nothing more stupid than to reply to one who says that

God speaks by his mouth, *^ God says quite the oppo-

site, and by mine own mouth." But in this way reason

all the Churches ; and hence have been born, and are

now being born, all the sects and all the evil brought,

and being brought, into the world in the name of

religion.

And yet deeper than this surface evil, all the sects

cherish a second internal vice, which destroys in them
any character of clearness, certainty, and honesty. It

is this. While these sects present us with their false

interpretations, as the last revelation from the Holy
Spirit, they are careful never to precisely and decisively

determine what is the very essence and purport of this

revelation, which they profess is continued through
them, and which they call *'the Christian teaching."

All the sectarians who accept the revelation from the

Holy Spirit, along with the Mohammedans, recognize
Moses, Jesus, an.d Mohammed. The Churchmen accept
Moses, Jesus, and the Holy Spirit. But to Mohammedan-
ism, Mohammed is the last prophet, who alone has given
the definite explanation of the two preceding revelations,—'this is the last revelation, which explains all the pre-

ceding
; and this one every true believer has before him.
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With the religion of the Churches it is quite otherwise

That also, like the Mohammedan, accepts three revela-

tions, but in place of calling their religion by the name
of their last revealer, that is, the *' religion of the Holy
Spirit," they maintain their religion to be that of Jesus,

and refer themselves to His teaching. So that, in giv-

ing to us what are really their own doctrines, they pre-

tend to rest them upon the authority of Jesus.

Those religions of the Holy Spirit which offer to us

the last and most decisive of revelations, whether it be
in the writings of the Apostle Paul or the decisions of

such and such Councils, or the decrees of popes or patri-

archs, ought to say so, and call their faith by the name
of him who had the last revelation. And if the last

revelation is by the Fathers of the Church, or a decree

of the Patriarch of the East, or a papal encyclical, or

the syllabus or the catechism of Luther or Philaretus,

people should say so, and call their faith by this name

;

because the last revelation, which explains all the pre-

ceding, is always the most important one. But they
decline to adorn their dogmatic systems with the names
of these authorities, and, continuing to preach quite

against Christ's own teaching, they persist in maintain-

ing that Jesus has revealed their doctrine to them. So
that, according to their teaching, Jesus declared that He,
by His blood, redeemed our humanity, ruined through
Adam's sin ; that there are three Persons in God ; that

the Holy Spirit came down upon the apostles, and was
transmitted to the priesthood by the laying on of hands

;

that seven sacraments are necessary to salvation ; that

communion must be in two kinds ; and so on. They
would have us believe that all this is part of the teach-

ing of Jesus ; whereas we shall there seek in vain even
the least allusion to any such matters. The Churches
which so pretend would do well in concluding to give

all this to us at once as the doctrine of the Holy Spirit

not of Jesus ; for, in short, only those are Christians

who hold the revelation of Jesus Himself as the decisive

one, in virtue of His own saying, that His followers must
own no other master than Himself.
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It would seem that the matter is so plain that it is not

worth thinking about ; but however strange it seems to

say so, it is none the less true that up till now the teach-

ing of Jesus is not separated, on the one hand, from
artificial and unwarrantable connection with the Old
Testament, and, on the other hand, from the superadded
fantastic notions which have been imposed upon it under
cover of the name of the Holy Spirit. Up to now, there

are some who, in calling Jesus the second Person of the

Trinity, will not conceive of His teaching otherwise than

as in accordance with the so-called revelations of the

third Person, as these are found in the Old Testament,
the decrees of Councils, and the conclusions of the

Fathers of the Church ; and in preaching the most
extravagant things, they affirm these extravagances to

be the rehgion of Christ. Others there are who, in

refusing to regard Jesus as a God, similarly conceive of

His teaching, not at all as He Himself declared it, but as

what Paul and the other interpreters have made of it.

Whilst considering Jesus as a man, and not as a God,
these learned men deprive Him of a common natural

right : the right of being held responsible for His own
words only, and not for the words of His misinterpreters.

In their endeavors to elucidate the teaching of Jesus,

they attribute to Him ideas which He never thought of

uttering. The representatives of this school, to begin
with Renan, the most popular of them, do not see it

their duty to take the trouble of distinguishing between
that which bears the stamp of Jesus Himself and that

which His interpreters have wrongly ascribed to Him.
And, instead of thus troubling to search out the teach-

ing of Jesus Himself a little more deeply than the

Churches have done, they have been led to seek in the
events of His life, and in the facts of history contempo-
rary with Him, the explanation of His influence and of

the diffusion of His ideas.

The problem they are called upon to solve is, in effect,

this—
Eighteen hundred years ago a poor wanderer appeared

on earth who taught certain things. He was flogged
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and executed. And since then, although many and
many just men have suffered for the beHef, milUons of

people, wise and foolish, learned and ignorant, cannot
shake off the conviction that this man, alone among
men, was God. Here is a strange phenomenon; how
is it to be explained ? The Churches explain it by say-

ing that this man, Jesus, was really God, by which every-

thing is explained. But if this man was not God, how
are we to explain why this mere man, in particular, has

been acknowledged as God ?

On this point the learned people of our schools of

history gather with extreme care every detail of the life

of this man, without noticing that, even though they
should succeed in gathering a great number of these

details (in truth, they have gathered none); and even
though they should succeed in entirely reconstructing

the life of Jesus in the smallest details, the supreme
question remains unanswered,— the question as to why
Jesus, and no one else, exercised such an influence over

men. The answer to this is not found in knowledge of

the society in which Jesus was born, brought up, and so

on ; still less is it found in knowledge of the happenings
in the Roman world at about this time, or in the fact

that the people were inclined to superstitious beliefs.

I
To gain this answer, it is only needful to find what pre-

cisely was the especial mark of Jesus which has led so

many people to raise Him above the resl of men, and,

for eighteen hundred years,* to hold Him as a God.
He who would solve this problem, it would seem, must,

before all, bring himself to understand the teaching of

Jesus : His true teaching, clearly seen, and not the crude
interpretations which have been put upon it. But this

is just what is neglected. The learned historians of

Christianity are so satisfied to think that Jesus was no
God, they are so keen to prove that His teaching holds
nothing divine, and is, therefore, not binding, that they
are not alive to a very plain fact : they do not see that,

the more they prove Jesus to have been simply a man,
and in nothing divine, the darker and more insoluble

they make the problem they have in hand. They are
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making their full efforts to prove that He was simply a

man, that, therefore, His teaching is not obligatory. To
see clearly this astonishing error, one has only to remem-
ber the last writings of Renan's follower, M. Havet, who
remarks, with much simplicity, ** Christ was never, in

anything, a Christian." And M. Soury, for his part, is

altogether ravished with the idea that Jesus was a cul-

tureless man, a simple soul.

The essential thing is : not to prove that Jesus was no
God, and His doctrine not divine, any more than to,prove

He was not a Catholic : but to know what His teaching

essentially is ; that teaching which has seemed to men
so lofty and so precious, that they have again and again

owned Him for God who gave it to them.
If the reader belongs to that vast body of educated

men who have been brought up in the beliefs of a Church,
and who have not renounced its absurdities ; if he be a

man of reason and conscience (whether retaining love

and respect for the Christian teaching, or whether, fol-

lowing the proverb, '' Burn the coat now the vermin
have got in,'' he thinks the whole of Christianity a per-

nicious superstition), I pray him to reflect that that which
shocks him, and seems to him a superstition, is not the

real teaching of Jesus ; and that it were unjust to make
Jesus responsible for the follies which have, since Hi.^

time, incrusted His teaching. It is only necessary to

study the teaching of Jesus in its proper form, as it has
come down to us in the words and deeds which are

recorded as His own. With readers of the kind I have
addressed, my book will go to show that Christianity is

not only a mixture of things sublime and things base

;

that it is not only not a superstition, but that, on the

contrary, it is the most convincing presentment of meta-
physics and morals, the purest and most complete doc-

trine of life, and the highest light which the human
mind has ever reached ; a doctrine from which all the

noblest activities of humanity in politics, science, poetry,

and philosophy instinctively derive themselves.
If, on the other hand, my reader belongs to that small

minority of educated men who remain attached to Church
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doctrines, and who accept religion, not for an outward
end, but to gain inward quietude, then I ask such a

reader to remember that the teaching of Christ, as set

forth herein, is quite other than that teaching as he has

been given to understand it ; and that, therefore, the

question for him is, not as to whether the doctrine here

put before him agrees with his beUefs, but, as to which
is more in harmony with his reason and his heart— the

teaching of his Church composed of reconcilements of

many scriptures, or the pure teaching of Jesus. It con-

cerns him only to decide whether he will accept the new
teaching, or whether he prefers to retain the teaching of

his Church.
If, finally, my reader belongs to the category of men

who value and accept outwardly the belief of some Church,
not at all for truth's sake, but for the outward considera-

tion of gains that come therefrom, such an one should
inform himself that, whatever be the number of his

coreligionists, whatever their power, whatever their sta-

tion, even though monarchs, and whatever lofty person-

ages they can reckon among them, he himself forms one
of a party, not of the accusers, but of the accused. Such
readers should inform themselves that they are not asked
ito furnish arguments for their case, because, this long

while, all such arguments have been given which can be
given ; and ey^en should they cite their proofs, they would
only prove that which every one of the hundreds of op-

posing sects proves in its own case.

And, in truth, such people need not to prove any-
thing, but to clear themselves, first, of the sacrilege they
commit in putting the teaching of Jesus, whom they
hold to be God, upon the same footing as the teachings
of Ezra, of the Councils, of Theophylact ; and in allow-

ing themselves to distort the sayings of God into agree-

tment with the sayings of men. Again, they must clear

themselves of blasphemy in ascribing to God-Jesus all

the zealotry which abides in their own hearts, and
declaring it to be teaching of • Christ. And finally,

they must clear themselves of the treason they commit
in hiding from men the teaching of God. who has come
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down to earth to bring us salvation ; and by sliding in,

to displace this teaching, the tradition of the Holy
Spirit, thus depriving thousands of millions of that sal-

vation which Jesus brought for men ; and thus, instead

of peace and love, bringing in all the diversity of sects,

and all the recriminations, murders, and all sorts of mis-

deeds which follow.

For these readers there are only two issues : either

to make humble submission, and renounce their deceits

;

or, to persecute those who arise to accuse them of the

evil they have done and are doing.

If they will not renounce their deceits, it remains
for them to take the only other part, that is, to perse-

cute me. For which, in now completing my writing,

I am prepared, with joy, and with fear for my own
human weakness.
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CHAPTER I

THE SON OF GOD

Matty the son of God, is powerless in thejiesh, andfree in the spirit

C'©ur JIFatljer'')

Mt. i. i8. np^HE birth of Jesus Christ was thus:—
X His mother Mary was betrothed to Jo

seph. But, before they began to live as man
19. and wife, Mary proved with child. But Joseph

was a good man, and did not wish to disgrace

, 24. her ; he took her as his wife, and had nothing

25. to do with her until she had borne her first son,

and called him Jesus.

Lk. ii. 40. And the boy grew and matured, and was
intelligent beyond his years.

41. Jesus was twelve years old ; and it happened
42. that Mary and Joseph went to the feast at

43- Jerusalem, and took the boy with them. The
44. feast was over, and they went homeward, and

forgot about the boy. Afterward they recol-

lected, and thought that he had gone off with
45. the children, and they inquired about him along

the road. He was nowhere to be found, and
46. they went back to Jerusalem after him. And

it was the third day before they found the boy
in the temple, sitting with the teachers, ques-

47. tioning them, and listening. And every one
48. wondered at his intelligence. His mother

caught sight of him, and said :
'' Why have

297
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you done this way with us ? Your father and

I have been grieving, and looking for you/'

And he said to them: *' But where did you Lk. it. 49

look for me ? Surely you ought to know that

the son must be looked for in his Father's

house ?
" And they did not understand his ^ 50^

words ; they did not understand whom it was
he called his Father.

And after this, Jesus lived at his mother's, 51.

and obeyed her in everything. And he ad- 52.

vanced in age and intelligence. And every iii. 23,

one thought that Jesus was the son of Joseph

;

and so he lived to the age of thirty.

At that time the prophet John appeared in Mt. iii. i.

Judea. He lived in the desert of Judea, on ^^*
**

^'

the Jordan. John's clothes were of camel's Mt. iii. 4.

hair, girt round the waist with a strap ; and
he fed on bark and herbs.

He summoned the people to a change of Mk. i. 4.

life, in order to get rid of wickedness ; and,

as a sign of the change of life, he bathed peo-

ple in the Jordan, He said :
" A voice calls Lk. iii. 4.

to you : Open a way for God through the wild

places, clear the way for Him. Make it so 5.

that all may be level, that there may be neither

hollows nor hills, neither high nor low. Then 6.

God will be among you, and all will find their

salvation."

And the people asked him, " What are we 10.

to do ? " He answered :
" Let him who has two n.

suits of clothes give one to him who has none.
Let him who has food give to him who has
none." And tax-collectors came to him, and i*-

asked: "What are we to do.?" He said to

them :
'' Extort nothing beyond what is or-

dered." And soldiers asked :
" How are we

to live ? " He said :
" Do no one any harm,

do not deal falsely ; be content with what is

served out to you."
And inhabitants of Jerusalem came to him, Mt.

13-

14.
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and all the Jews in the neighborhood of the

Mt ii. 6. Jordan. And they acknowledged their wick-

edness to him ; and, in sign of the change of

life, he bathed them in the Jordan.

7. And many of the orthodox and conventional

religionists also came to John, but secretly. He
recognized them, and said :

*' You race of vipers

!

Have you, also, got wind of it, that you cannot
8. escape the will of God ? Then bethink your-

selves, and change your faith ! And if you
wish to change your faith, let it be seen by
your fruits that you have bethought yourselves.

10. The ax is already laid to the tree. If the

tree produces bad fruit, it will be cut down
11. and cast into the fire. In sign of your change

I cleanse you in water ; but, along with this

bathing, you must be cleansed with the spirit.

12. The spirit will cleanse you, as a master cleanses

his threshing-floor ; when he gathers the wheat,

but burns the chaff.''

13. Jesus came from Galilee to the Jordan to be
bathed by John ; and he bathed, and heard

John's preaching.
iv. I. And from the Jordan he went into the wild

2. places, and there he strove in the spirit. Jesus
passed forty days and nights in the desert,

without food or drink.
Lk. iv. 3. And the voice of his flesh said to him :

" If

you were Son of the Almighty God, you might
of your own will make loaves out of stones

;

but you cannot do this, therefore you are not

4. Son of God." But Jesus said to himself :
'' If

I cannot make bread out of stones, ^this means
that I am not Son of a God of the flesh, but

Son of the God of the spirit. I am alive, not

by bread, but by the spirit. And my spirit is

able to disregard the flesh."

But hunger, nevertheless, tormented him

;

and the voice of the flesh again said to him

:

" If you live only by the spirit, and can disre
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gard the flesh, then you can throw off the flesh,

and your spirit will remain alive." And it Lk. iv. 9.

seemed to him that he was standing on the

roof of the temple, and the voice of the flesh

said to him :
*' If you are Son of the God of

the spirit, throw yourself off the temple. You
will not be killed. But an unforeseen force will i<x

keep you, support you, and save you from all

harm.'' But Jesus said to himself :
'' I can ll[

disregard the flesh, but may not throw it off,

because I was born by the spirit into the flesh.

This was the will of the Father of my spirit,

and I cannot oppose Him."
Then the voice of the flesh said to him :

" If

you cannot oppose your Father by throwing
yourself off the temple and discarding life,

then you also cannot oppose your Father by
hungering when you need to eat. You must
not make light of the desires of the flesh ; they
were placed in you, and you must serve them."
Then Jesus seemed to see all the kingdoms of 5.

the earth, and all mankind, just as they live

and labor for the flesh, expecting gain there-

from. And the voice of the flesh said to him

:

6.

** Well, you see, these work for me, and I give

them all they wish for. If you will work for 7.

me you will have the same." But Jesus said s.

to himself :
" My Father is not flesh, but spirit.

I live by Him ; I always know that He is in

me. Him alone I honor, and for Him alone I

work, expecting reward from Him alone."

Then the temptation ceased, and Jesus knew '3.

the power of the spirit.

And when he had known the power of the '^

spirit, Jesus went out of the wild places, and > ^- 35-

went again to John, and stayed with him.
And when Jesus was leaving John, John said ^^

of him :
" This is the saviour of men."

On account of these words of John, two of 37

John's disciples left their former teacher and
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I 38. went after Jesus. Jesus, seeing them follow-

ing him, stopped and said :
'' What do you

want?" They said to him: ** Teacher! we
wish to be with you, and to know your teach-

39. ing." He said :
^' Come with me, and I will

tell you everything." They went with him,

and stayed with him, listening to him until the

tenth hour.

40. One of these disciples was called Andrew.
41. Andrew had a brother Simon. Having heard

Jesus, Andrew went to his brother Simon, and
said to him :

** We have found him of whom
the prophets wrote, the Messiah ; we have
found him who has announced to us our sal-

42. vation." Andrew took Simon with him, and
brought him also to Jesus. Jesus called this

brother of Andrew, Peter, which means a

stone. And both these brothers became dis-

ciples of Jesus.
43- Afterward, before entering Galilee, Jesus

met Philip, and called him to go with him.
44- Philip was from Bethsaida, and a fellow-vil-

45- lager of Peter and Andrew. When PhiHp
knew Jesus, he went and found his brother

Nathanael, and said to him :
** We have found

the chosen of God, of whom the prophets and
Moses wrote. This is Jesus, the son of Joseph,

46. from Nazareth." Nathanael was astonished

that he of whom the prophets wrote should be
from the neighboring village, and said :

*' It

is most unlikely that the messenger of God
47- should be from Nazareth." Philip said : "Come

with me, you shall see and hear for yourself."

48. Nathanael agreed, and went with his brother,

and met Jesus ; and, when he had heard him,

49. he said to Jesus :
'* Yes, now I see that this is

true, that you are the Son of God and the king
51. of Israel." Jesus said to him :

** Learn some-
thing more important than that. Henceforth
heaven is opened, and people may be in com-
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munion with the forces of heaven. Henceforth
God will be no longer separate from men/'
And Jesus came home to Nazareth ; and on Lk. iv. 16,

the Sabbath he went as usual into the syna-

gogue, and began to read. They gave him the 17.

book of the prophet Isaiah, and, unrolling it,

he began to read. In the book was written :
—

** The spirit of the Lord is in me. He has ^s.

chosen me to announce happiness to the un-

fortunate and the broken-hearted, to announce
freedom to those who are bound, light to the

blind, and salvation and rest to the weary. To 19-

announce to all men the time of God's mercy/'
He folded the book, gave it to the attendant, 2a

and sat down. And all waited to hear what
he should say. And he said :

'' This writing

has now been fulfilled before your eyes/'

CHAPTER II

LIFE IN THE SPIRIT

Therefore man must work, not for the flesh, but for the spirit

(*' OTfjiJ^ art xxi fjeafaen ")

It happened once that Jesus, with his dis- Mt. xii. 1.

ciples, went through a field on the Sabbath. Lk.* vl.'^?'

His disciples were hungry, and on the way
plucked ears of corn, bruised them in their

hands, and ate the grain. But, according to

the teaching of the orthodox, God had made
an agreement with Moses, that all should ob-

serve the Sabbath, and do nothing on that day.
According to this teaching of the orthodox, God
commanded that he who worked on the Sab-
bath should be stoned to death. The orthodox Mt. xii 2

saw that the disciples were bruising ears of

corn on the Sabbath, and said ;
'' It is not
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right to do so on the Sabbath. One must not

work on the Sabbath, and you are bruising

ears of corn. God ordained the Sabbath, and
commanded the breaking of it should be pun-

ished with death." Jesus heard this, and said

:

Mt xii. 7. '* If you understand what is the meaning of

God's words, ' I desire love, and not sacrifice,'

you would not attach blame to that which is

8. not blameworthy. Man is more important than

the Sabbath."

Lk. xiii. 10. It happened another time, on a Sabbath, that

11. when Jesus was teaching in the synagogue, a

sick woman came up to him and asked him to

12-14. help her. And Jesus began to cure her. Then
the orthodox church-elder was angry with Jesus
for this, and said to the people :

** It is said in

the law of God : There are six days in the week
xiv. 3. on which to work." But Jesus, in reply, asked

the orthodox professors of the law :
'' Well,

then, in your opinion, may not one help a man
6. on the Sabbath .^ " And they did not know
5. what to answer. Then Jesus said :

" Deceiv-
Lk. xiii. 15. ers ! Does not each of you untie his beast

from the manger and lead him to water on the
Mt. xii. II. Sabbath .^ And if his sheep falls into a well,

any one will run and drag it out, although even
12. on the Sabbath. And a man is much better

than a sheep. But you say that one must not
Mk. iii. 4. help a man. What, then, in your opinion, must

one do on the Sabbath, good or evil : save a

soul or destroy it } Good must be done always,

on the Sabbath too."

Mt ix. 9. Jesus once saw a tax-gatherer receiving taxes.

The tax-gatherer was called Matthew. Jesus
began to speak with him, and Matthew under-
stood him, liked his teaching, and invited him
to his house, and showed him hospitality.

10.^ When Jesus came to Matthew, there came also

Matthew's friends, tax-gatherers and unbeliev-

ers, and Jesus did not disdain them, and sat
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down, he and his disciples. And the orthodox Mt. ix. n
saw this, and said to Jesus' disciples :

'' How
is it that your teacher eats with tax-gatherers

and unbelievers?" According to the teaching

of the orthodox, God forbade communion with

unbelievers. Jesus heard, and said :
** He who 12.

is satisfied with his health does not need a doc-

tor, but he who is ill, does. Understand what 13.

is the meaning of God's words :
' I desire love

and not sacrifice.' I cannot teach a change of

faith to those who consider themselves ortho-

dox, but I teach those who consider themselves
unbelievers."

There came to Jesus orthodox professors of Mk. vu! \\

the law from Jerusalem. And they saw that ^^ ^x- ^•

his disciples and Jesus himself ate bread with

unwashed hands ; and these orthodox began to

condemn him for this, because they themselves 3-

strictly observed, according to church tradition,

how plates and dishes should be washed, and
would not eat unless they had been so washed.
Also, they would eat nothing from the market 4.

unless they had washed it.

And the orthodox professors of the law asked s-

him :
**Why do you live not according to church

tradition, but take and eat bread with unwashed
hands .^" And he answered them: ''But in Mt. xv. 3.

what way do you break God's commandment,
following your church tradition } God said to Mk. vii. 10,

you : * Honor your father and mother.' But
"

you have twisted it so that every one can say

:

* I give to God what I used to give my parents.'

And he who so says need not support his father 12.

and mother. Thus, then, you break God's com- 13.

mandment by church tradition. Deceivers

!

The prophet Isaiah spoke the truth about you: Mt. xv. 7.

* Because this people only fall down before me »•

in words, and honor me with their tongue,
while their heart is far from me ; and because 9

their fear of me is only a human law which
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they have learnt by heart ; therefore I will per-

form a wonderful, an extraordinary thing upon
this people : The wisdom of its wise men shall

be lost, and the reason of its thinkers shall be
dimmed. Woe to them who take thought to

hide their desires from the Eternal, and who
Mk. vii. 8. do their deeds in darkness/ And so it is with

you : You leave that which is important in the

law, that which is God's commandment, and
observe your human tradition as to the wash-
ing of cups !

"

14. And Jesus called the people to him, and
15. said :

'' Hearken all, and understand : There
is nothing in the world that, entering a man,
could defile him ; but that which goes forth

from him, this defiles a man. Let love and
mercy be in your soul, and then all will be

16. clean. Try to understand this.''

17. And when he returned home, his disciples

18. asked him :
'' What do these words mean ?

"

And he said :
'* Do you also not understand

this ? Do you not understand that everything
external, that which is of the flesh, cannot de-

19- file a man ? The reason is, it enters not his

soul, but his body. It enters the body, and
20. afterward goes out from it. Only that can

defile a man which goes out from the man
21. himself, from his soul. Because from the soul

of man proceed evil, fornication, impurity, mur-
der, theft, covetousness, wrath, deceit, insolence,

envy, calumny, pride, and every kind of folly.

23. All this evil is out of the soul of man and it

alone can defile a man."
jn. ii. 13. After this, the Passover came, and Jesus

went to Jerusalem, and entered the temple.
14. In the inclosure of the temple stood cattle,

cows, bulls, rams ; and there were cotes full of

pigeons, and money-changers behind their

counters. All this was necessary in order to

make offerings to God. The animals were
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slaughtered and offered in the temple. This

was the method of prayer among the Jews, as

taught by the orthodox professors of the law.

Jesus went into the temple, twisted a whip, jn. u. 15

drove all the cattle out of the inclosure, and
set free all the doves. And he scattered all 16.

the money, and bade that none of this should

be brought into the temple. He said :
'' The Mt. xxi. 13.

prophet Isaiah said to you : The house of God Mk. xi. 17.

is not the temple in Jerusalem, but the whole
j^J^-

^i- 7-

world of God's people. And the prophet Jere- "•)

miah also told you : Do not beheve the false-

hoods that here is the house of the Eternal.

Do not believe this, but change your life ; do not

judge falsely ; do not oppress the stranger, the

widow, and the orphan ; do not shed innocent

blood, and do not come into the house of God,
and say : Now we may quietly do foul deeds.

Do not make my house a den of robbers."

And the Jews began to dispute, and said to ,8.

him :
^* You say that our piety is wrong. By

what proofs will you show this ?
" And, turn- ,9.

ing to them, Jesus said :
** Destroy this temple

and I will in three days awaken a new, living

temple." And the Jews said :
*' But how will ao.

you at once make a new tem.ple, when this was
forty-six years in building.?" And Jesus said Mt. xH. 6.

to them : " I speak to you of that which is

more important than the temple. You would 7*

not say this if you understood the meaning of

the words of the prophet : I, God, do not rejoice

at your offerings, but rejoice at your love to each
other. The living temple is the whole world
of men, when they love each other."

And then in Jerusalem many people believed jn. u. 23.

in what he said. But he himself beUeved in

nothing external, because he knew that every-
thing is within man. He had no need that any 25-

one should give witness of man, because he
knew that in man is the spirit.
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iv. 4. And Jesus happened once to be passing

5. through Samaria. He passed by the Samaritan
village of Sychar, near the place which Jacob

6. gave to his son Joseph. There was Jacob's

well. Jesus was tired, and sat beside the well.

8. His disciples went into the town to fetch bread.

7. And a woman came from Sychar to draw water,

9- and Jesus' asked her to give him to drink. And
she said to him :

'' How is it that you ask me to

give you to drink ? For you Jews have no inter-

course with us Samaritans.''

10. But he said to her :
** If you knew me, and

knew what I teach, you would not say this, and
you would give me to drink, and I would give

13. you the water of life. Whoever drinks of the

14. water you have will thirst again. But whoever
shall drink of the water I have shall always be
satisfied, and this water shall bring him ever-

19- lasting life." The woman understood that he
was speaking of things divine, and said to him :

*^ I see that you are a prophet, and wish to teach
20. me. But how are you to teach me divine things,

when you are a Jew and I a Samaritan.? Our
people worship God upon this hill, but you Jews
say that the house of God is only in Jerusalem.

You cannot teach me divine things, because you
have one belief, and we another." And Jesus

21. said to her :
** Believe me, woman, the time is

already here, when people, to pray to the Father,
23. will come neither to this hill nor to Jerusalem.

The time has come when the real worshipers
of God will worship the Heavenly Father in

24. spirit and with works. Such are the worship-

ers the Father needs. God is a spirit, and He
must be worshiped in the spirit and with

25. works." The woman did not understand what
he told her, and said : I have heard that the

messenger of God will come, he whom they call

the anointed. He will then declare every-
26. thing." And Jesus said to her: '' It is I, the
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same who has spoken with you. Expect noth-

ing more.''

After this, Jesus came into the land of Judea, Jn. ui 2%

and there Uved with his disciples, and taught.

At that time John taught the people near Salim, «3.

and bathed them in the river Enon. For John 24,

was not yet put in prison.

And a dispute arose between the disciples of ^s.

John and the hearers of Jesus, as to which was
better, John's cleansing in water or Jesus' teach-

ing. And they came to John, and said to him : 26.

** You cleanse with water, but Jesus only teaches,

and all go to him. What have you to say of 27.

him?" John said: **A man of himself can
teach nothing, unless God teach him. Who 31.

speaks of the earth, is of the earth; but who-
soever speaks of God, is from God. It is no- 32-34.

wise possible to prove whether the words that

are spoken are from God or not from God. God
is a spirit ; He cannot be measured, and He
cannot be proved. He who shall understand
the word of the spirit, by this very thing proves
that he is of the spirit. The Father, loving His 3s

Son, has intrusted all to him. Whoever be- 36.

lieves in the Son has life, and whoever does not
believe in the Son has not Hfe. God is the
spirit in man."

After this there came to Jesus one of the or- Lk. xi 37.

thodox, and invited him to dinner. Jesus went
in and sat down at table. The host noticed that ^^

he did not wash before dinner, and wondered
thereat. And Jesus said to him :

" You ortho- 39-4t.

dox wash everything outside ; but are you clean
inside } Be well-disposed to men, and all will

be clean."

And while he sat in the house of the orthodox, ^h. 37

there came a woman of the town, who was an
unbeliever. She had learnt that Jesus was in

the house of the orthodox man, and she came
there too, bringing a bottle of scent. And she 3a
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knelt at his feet, wept, and washed his feet with

her tears, wiped them with her hair, and poured
*. vii. 39 scent over them. The orthodox man saw this,

and thought to himself :
** He is hardly a pro-

phet. If he were really a prophet, he would
know what kind of a woman it is that is wash-
ing his feet. He would know that this is a

wrong-doer, and would not allow her to touch
40. him.'' Jesus guessed his thought, and, turning

to him, said: '* Shall I tell you what I think ?
'*

41- The host assented. And Jesus said :
'' Well, it

is this. Two men held themselves debtors to a

certain man of property, one for five hundred

42. pence, the other for fifty. And neither the one
nor the other had anything to pay with. The
creditor pardoned both. Now, in your opinion,

which will love the creditor more, and show him
43. greater attention ? And he said :

*' Of course,

44- h^ that owed more.'* Jesus pointed to the

woman, and said :
" So it is with you and this

woman. You consider yourself orthodox, and
therefore a small debtor ; she considers herself

an unbeliever, and therefore a great debtor. I

came to your house
;
you did not give me water

to wash my feet. She washed my feet with her
45- tears, and wiped them with her hair. You did
4<i. not kiss me, but she kissed my feet. You did

not give me oil to anoint my head, but she
47- anoints my feet with precious scent. He who

rests in orthodoxy will not do works of love, but
he who considers himself an unbeliever will do
works of love. And for works of love, all is

48-50. forgiven.'* And he said to her: "All your
wickedness is forgiven you." And Jesus said :

"All depends upon what each man considers

himself. Whoever considers himself good will

not be good ; but whoever considers himself bad
will become good."

^riii. 10. And Jesus said further: "Two men once
came into a temple to pray ; one orthodox, and
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the other a tax-gatherer. The orthodox man Lk xviH. n

prayed thus :
* I thank Thee, God, that I am not

as other men, I am not a miser, nor a libertine
;

I am not a rogue, not such a worthless fellow as

that tax-gatherer. I fast twice weekly, and give xa.

away a tithe of my property.' But the tax- 13.

gatherer stood afar off, and dared not look up
at the sky, but merely beat his breast, and said

:

' Lord, look down upon me, worthless as I am.'

Well, and this man was better than the ortho- 14-

dox, for the reason that whoever exalts him-

self shall be humbled, and whoever humbles
himself shall be exalted.'*

After this, disciples of John came to Jesus, ^zy

and said :
" Why do we and the orthodox fast

much, while your disciples do not fast ? For,

according to the law, God commanded people

to fast.*' And Jesus said to them :
** While 34

the bridegroom is at the wedding, no one
grieves. Only when the bridegroom is away, 35

do people grieve. Having life, one must not 3^

grieve. The external worship of God cannot
be combined with works of love. The old

teaching of the external worship of God can-

not be combined with my teaching of works
of love to one's neighbor. To combine my
teaching with the old, is the same as to tear

off a shred from a new garment and sew it on
an old one. You will tear the new and not
mend the old. Either all my teaching must
be accepted, or all the* old. And having once
accepted my teaching, it is impossible to keep
the old teaching, of purification, fasting, and
the Sabbath. Just as new wine cannot be r/

poured into old skins, or the old skins will

burst and the wine run out. But new wine ^
must be poured into new skins, and both the
one and the other will remain whole."
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CHAPTER III

THE SOURCE OF LIFE

Tke life ofall men has proceeded from the spirit of the Fathif

C ?^alIotoet( be Cfjg Name '')

xi a, After this, John's disciples came to ask
^* Jesus whether it was he of whom John spoke

;

whether he was reveaUng the kingdom of God,
4- and renewing men by the spirit? Jesus an-

swered and said :
" Look, Hsten,— and tell

John, whether the kingdom of God has begun,
and whether people are being renewed by the

spirit. Tell him of what kingdom of God I

5. am^ preaching. It is said in the prophecies
that, when the kingdom of God shall come,
all men will be blessed. Well, tell him that

6. my kingdom of God is such that the poor are

blessed, and that every one who understands
me becomes blessed.''

7. And, having dismissed John's disciples, Jesus
began to speak to the people as to the king-

dom of God John announced. He said

:

** When you went to John in the wilderness

to be baptized, what did you go to see } The
orthodox teachers of the law also went, but
did not understand that which John announced.

16. And they thought him nothing worth. This
breed of orthodox teachers of the law only

consider that as truth which they themselves
invent and hear from each other, and that as

law which they themselves have devised. But
j8. that which John said, that which I say, they

do not hearken to, and do not understand.

Of that which John says, they have under-

stood only that he fasts in the wild places, and
9- they say: 'In him is an evil spirit' Of that

which I say, they have understood only that
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I do not fast, and they say : * He eats and
drinks with tax-gatherers and sinners— he is

a friend of theirs/ They chatter with each 17

other Uke children in the street, and wonder
that no one Hstens to them. And their wis- 19

dom is seen by their works. If you went to s

John to look at a man attired in rich clothes,

why, such dwell here in palaces. Then, what 9

did you go to seek in the desert ? Did you go
because you think John was the same as other

prophets ? Do not think this. John was not

a prophet like others. He was greater than
all prophets. They foretold that which might
be. He has announced to men that which
is, namely, that the kingdom of God was,

and is, on earth. Verily, I tell you, a man has 10

not been born greater than John. He has
declared the kingdom of God on earth, and
therefore he is higher than all. The law and Lk. xvi. 16

the prophets, — all this was needful before

John. But, from John and to the present
time, it is announced that the kingdom of God
is on earth, and that he who makes an effort

enters into it."

And the orthodox came to Jesus, and began xvii 20

asking him :
" How, then, and v/hen, will the

kingdom of God come ? '' And he answered
them :

'' The kingdom of God which I preach
is not such as former prophets preached.
They said that God would come with divers
visible signs, but I speak of a kingdom of

God, the coming of which may not be seen
with the eyes. And if any one shall say to

you, *See, it is come, or it shall come,' or,
* See, it is here or there,' do not believe them.
The kingdom of God is not in time, or in

place, of any kind. It is like lightning, seen 24

here, there, and everywhere. And it has «
neither time nor place, because the kingdom of
God, the one which I preach, is within you.''
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to iii. 1, After this, an orthodox behever, one of the
^' Jewish authorities, named Nicodemus, came

to Jesus at night, and said :
*' You do not bid

us keep the Sabbath, do not bid us observe
cleanhness, do not bid us make offerings, nor
fast

;
you would destroy the temple. You sav

of God, He is a spirit, and you say of the king-

dom of God, that it is within us. Then, what
kind of a kingdom of God is this ?

"

:3- And Jesus answered him :
'* Understand

that, if man is conceived from heaven, then
in him there must be that which is of heaven."

Nicodemus did not understand this, and
^said :

** How can a man, if he is conceived of

rthe flesh of his father, and has grown old,

again enter the womb of his mother and be
(Conceived anew.?"

s- And Jesus answered him :
" Understand

what I say. I say that man, besides the flesh,

is also conceived of the spirit, and therefore

every man is conceived of flesh and spirit, and
therefore may the kingdom of heaven be in

6. him. From flesh comes flesh. From flesh,

spirit cannot be born; spirit can come only

8. from spirit. The spirit is that which lives in

you, and lives in freedon. and reason ; it is that

of which you know neither the beginning nor

the end, and which every man feels in him.

7- And, therefore, why do you wonder that I told

you we must be conceived from heaven ?
"

9. Nicodemus said :
*' Still I do not believe that

this can be so."

10. Then Jesus said to him: *'What kind of a

teacher are you, if you do not comprehend
11. this ? Understand that I am not interpreting

some learned points ; I am interpreting that

which we all know, I am averring that which
13 we all see. How will you believe in that

which is in heaven if you do not believe in that

which is on earth, which is in you yourself.'^
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" For, no man has ever gone up to heaven, Jn. m. 13

but there is only man on earth, come down
from heaven, and himself of heaven. Now, 14

this same heavenly Son in man it is that must
be lifted up, that every one may believe in him 15

and not perish, but may have heavenly life.

For God gave His Son, of the same essence 16.

as Himself, not for men's destruction, but for

their happiness. He gave him in order that

every one might believe in him, and might not

perish, but have life without end. For He did 17-

not bring forth His Son, this life, into the world
of men in order to destroy the world of men

;

but He brought forth His Son, this life, in order

that the world of men might be rnade alive

through him.
** Whoever commits his life to him does not xs,

die ; but he who does not commit his life to

him destroys himself thereby, in that he has
not trusted to that which is life. Death con- 19-

sists in this, that life is come into the world,

but men themselves go away from life.

" Light is the life of men ; light came into

the world, but men prefer the darkness to

light, and do not go to the light. He who ao.

does wrong does not go to the light, so that
his deeds may not be seen, and such a one
bereaves himself of life. Whereas he who a

lives in truth goes to the light, so that his

deeds are seen ; and he has life, and is united
with God.

** The kingdom of God must be understood,
not, as you think, in the sense that it will come
for all men at some time or other, and in some
place or other, but thus,— In the whole world
always, some people, those who trust in the
heavenly Son of man, become sons of the king-
dom, but others who do not trust in him are de-
stroyed. The Father of that spirit which is in

man is the Father of those only who acknowl-
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edge themselves to be His sons. And, there-

fore, only those exist to Him who have kept in

themselves that which He gave them/'

Mt xiii. 3. And, after this, Jesus began to explain to the

people what the kingdom of God is, and he
made this clear by means of parables.

He said: "The Father,—who is spirit,

—

sows in the world the life of understanding,
4- as the husbandman sows seed in his field. He

sows over the whole field, without remarking
where any particular seed falls. Some seeds

fall upon the road, and the birds fly down and
5. peck them up. And others fall among stones

;

and although among these stones they come
lip, they wither, because there is no room for

7- the roots. And others, again, fall among worm-
wood, so that the wormwood chokes the corn,

8. and the ear springs up, but does not fill. And
others fall on good soil ; they spring up, and
make return for the lost corn, and bear ears,

and fill, and one ear will give a hundredfold,

another sixtyfold, and another thirtyfold. Thus,
then, God also sowed broadcast the spirit in

men ; in some it is lost, but in others it yields

a hundredfold : these last are they who form
vik. iv. 26. the kingdom of God. Thus the kingdom is not

such as you think, that God will come to reign

over you. God has only sown the spirit, and
the kingdom of God will be in those who pre-

serve it.

27.
" God does not force men. It is as when the

sower casts the seeds in the earth, and himself
28. thinks no more of them ; but the seeds of them-

selves swell, sprout up, put forth leaf, sheath,

29. and ear, and fill with grain. Only when it is

ripened, the master sends sickles to reap the

cornfield. So also God gave His Son, the

spirit, to the world ; and the spirit of itself

grows in the world, and the sons of the spirit

make up the kingdom of Godc
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A woman puts yeast in the kneading trough Mto xiii 3s

and mixes it with the flour ; she then stirs it

no more, but lets it ferment and rise. As long

as men live, God does not interpose in their

life. He gave the spirit to the world, and the

spirit itself lives in men, and men who live by
the spirit make up the kingdom of God. For
the spirit there is neither death nor evil. Death
and evil are for the flesh, but not for the spirit.

The kingdom of God comes in this way. 24.

A farmer sowed good seed in his field. The
farmer is the Spirit, the Father ; the field is

the world ; the good seeds are the sons of the

kingdom of God. And the farmer lay down 25

to sleep, and an enemy came and sowed darnel

in the field. The enemy is temptation ; the

darnel is the sons of temptation. And his 27.

laborers came to the farmer and said :
** Can

you have sown bad seed ?
" Much darnel has

come up in your field. Send us, we will weed 28.

it out.*' And the farmer said: *^You must 29.

not do that, for in weeding the darnel you will

trample the wheat. Let them grow together.

The harvest will come, when I shall bid the 30^

reapers take away the darnel and burn it ; and
the wheat I shall store in the barn."

Now, the harvest is the end of man's life,

and the harvesters are the power of heaven.
And the darnel shall be burnt, but the wheat
shall be cleaned and gathered. Thus also, at

life's end, all shall vanish which was a guile of

time, and the true life in the spirit shall alone
be left. For the Spirit, the Father, there is no
evil. The spirit keeps that which it needs, and
that which is not of it does not exist for it.

The kingdom of God is like a net. The net 47.

will be spread in the sea, and wiU catch all

kinds of fish. And afterward, when it is 4a

drawn out, the worthless will be set aside and
thrown into the sea. So will it be at the end
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of the age ; the powers of heaven will take the

good, and the evil will be cast away.

Mt xiii la And when he finished speaking, the disciples

asked him how to understand these parables ?

II. And he said to them :
" These parables must

be understood in two ways. I speak all these

parables because there are some like you, my
disciples, who understand wherein is the king-

dom of God, who understand that the kingdom
of God is within every man, who understand
how to go into it ; while others do not under-

14. stand this. Others look, but see not; they
hearken, and do not understand, because their

15. heart has become gross. Therefore I speak
these parables with two meanings, for both
classes of hearers. To the others I speak of

God, of what God's kingdom is to them, and
they may understand this ; while to you I speak
of what the kingdom of God is for you— that

kingdom which is within you.

x8,
** And see that you understand as you ought

19- the parable of the sower. For you the parable

is this : Every one who has understood the

meaning of the kingdom of God, but has not

accepted it in his heart, to him temptation

comes and robs him of that which has been
20. sown : this is the seed on the wayside. That

which was sown on stones, is he who at once
21. accepts with joy. But there is no root in him,

and he only accepts for a time ; but let straits

and persecution befall him, because of the

meaning of the kingdom, and he straightway
22. denies it. That which was sown among the

wormwood is he who understood the meaning
of the kingdom, but worldly cares and the

seductions of wealth strangle the meaning
33. in him, and he yields no fruit. But that which

was sown on good soil is he who understood
the meaning of the kingdom, and accepted it

into his heart ; such yield fruit, one a hundred-
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fold, another sixtyfold, another thirtyfold. For Mt xiii iz

he who retains, to him much is given ; while

from him who does not retain, the whole will

be taken.
** And, therefore, take care how you under- Lk. via. is

stand these parables. Understand them so as

not to give way to deceit, wrong, and care;

but so as to yield thirtyfold, or sixtyfold, or a
hundredfold.

** The kingdom of heaven grows and spreads Mt. xHi 31.

in the soul out of nothing, providing every-

thing. It is like a birch seed, the very small-

est of seeds, which, when it grows up, becomes
greater than all other trees, and the birds of

heaven build their nests in it.''

CHAPTER IV

god's kingdom

Therefore the will of the Father is the life and welfare of
all men

(**2Cf)g fem3li0m come'')

And Jesus went among the towns and vil- Mt. ix 3s

lages, and taught all men the happiness of ful-

filling the Father's will. Jesus was sorry for 36.

men, that they perish without knowing wherein
is the true life, and are driven about and suffer,

without knowing why, Uke sheep left without
a shepherd.

Once a crowd of people gathered to Jesus,
to hear his teaching ; and he went up on a hill

and sat down. His disciples surrounded him.
And Jesus began to teach the people as to

what is the Father's will. He said :
—

Blessed are the poor and homeless, for they Lk.

are in the will of the Father. Even if they
hunger for a time, they shall be satisfied ; and

V. 1.

VI. 20,

21.
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if they grieve and weep, they shall be com-
Lk. vi. 22. forted. If people look down upon them, and

thrust them aside and everywhere drive them
23. away, let them be glad at this ; for the people

of God have ever been persecuted thus, and
they receive a heavenly reward.

24. But woe to the rich, for they have already

got everything they wish, and will get noth-

ing more. They are now satisfied; but they
25. shall be hungry. Now they are merry ; but

they shall be sad. If all praise them, woe to

them, because only deceivers get everybody's
praise.

Blessed are the poor and homeless, but
blessed only then, when they are poor, not

merely externally, but in spirit ; as salt is good
only when it is true salt ; not externally only,

but when it has the savor of salt.

Mt V. 13. So, you also, the poor and homeless, are the

teachers of the world
;
you are blessed, if you

know that true happiness is in being homeless
and poor. But if you are poor only externally,

then you, like salt without savor, are good for

14. nothing. You must be a light to the world

;

therefore do not hide your light, but show it to

15- men. For when one lights a candle, one does
not put it under a bench, but upon the table,

16. that it may light all in the room. So, you also,

do not hide your light, but show it by your
works, so that men may see that you know the

truth, and, looking at your good works, may
understand your Heavenly Father.

«7- And do not think that I free you from the law.

I teach not release from the law, but I teach
18. the fulfilment of the eternal law. As long as

there are men under heaven, there is an ever-

lasting law. There will be no law, only when
men shall of themselves act wholly according
to the eternal law. And now I am giving you

19. the commandments of the eternal law. And
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if any one shall release himself, if only from one
of these short commandments, and shall teach

others that they may so release themselves, he
shall be least in the kingdom of heaven ; while

he who shall fulfil them, and shall thereby teach

others, shall be the greatest in the kingdom of

heaven. Because if your virtue be not greater ur ^ mt

than the virtue of the orthodox leaders, you
will in no way be in the kingdom of heaven.

These are the commandnients i--^

In the former law it was said :
" Do not «

kill/' But if any one shall kill another, he
must be judged.

But I tell you, that every one is worthy of «st

judgment who gets angry with his brother.

And still more to blame is he who abuses his

brother.

So that, if you wish to pray to God, re- »3

member, first, whether there is no man who
may have something against you. If you re-

member that but one man considers you have
offended him, leave your prayer, and go first «#

and make peace with your brother ; and then
you may pray. Know that God wants neither

sacrifice nor prayer, but peace, concord, and
love among you. And you may neither pray,

nor think of God, if there is but one man to

whom you do not bear love.

And so this is the first commandment : Do
not be angry, do not abuse ; but having
quarreled, make peace in such a way that
no one may haye cause for offense againsf
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n

m V. 31. In the former law it was said: "Do not

commit adultery ; and if you wish to put away
your wife, give her a bill of divorce/'

28. But I tell you, if you are drawn by the

beauty of a woman, you are already commit-

29. ting adultery. All sensuality destroys the soul,

and therefore it is better for you to renounce
the pleasure of the flesh than to destroy your
life.

3s. And if you put away your wife, then, be-

sides being vicious yourself, you drive her also

into vice, and him who shall have to do with

her.

And therefore, this is the second command-
ment : Do not think that love toward woman
is good ; do not admire the beauty of women,
but live with the one to whom you have be-

come united, and do not leave her.

in

33- In the former law it was said :
" Do not

utter the name of the Lord your God in vain,

do not call upon your God when lying, and do
not dishonor the name of your God. Do not
swear by Me in untruth, so as to profane your

34. God.'' But I tell you that every oath is a
profanation of God.

35. Therefore, swear not at all. Man cannot
promise anything, because he is wholly in the

|6. power of the Father. A man cannot turn one
hair from gray to black; how then shall he
swear beforehand, that he will do this and
that, and swear by God ? Every oath is a
profanation of God, for, if a man shall have to

fulfil an oath which is against the will of God,
rfc must follow that he has sworn to go against
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God's will ; so that every oath is evil. But Mt v 3?

when men question you about anything, say

:

*'Yes/' if yes,— *' No," if no. Everything
added to this is evil.

Therefore, the third commandment is

:

Swear nothing, to any one ; say " Yes," when
it is yes,— " No," when it is no ; and under*

stand that every oath is evil.

IV

In the former law it was said :
" He who de- 3a

stroys life, shall give a life for a life ; an eye
for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a hand for a
hand, an ox for an ox, a slave for a slave,"

and so on.

But I tell you : Do not wrestle with evil by 39.

evil. Not only do not take by law an ox for

an ox, a slave for a slave, a life for a life, but
do not resist evil at all. If any one wishes to 4c

take an ox from you by law, give him another;

if any one wishes to get your coat by law, give

him your shirt also ; if any one strikes out your
tooth on one side, turn to him the other side.

If you are made to do one piece of work, do 41.

two. If men wish to take your property, h 3a

give it to them. If they do not return your
money, do not ask for it.

And therefore : Do not judge, do not go to 37-

law, do not punish, and you yourself shall not

be judged, nor punished. Forgive all, and you
shall be forgiven, because if you shall judge
people, they will judge you also.

You cannot judge, because you, all men, are Mt. yii i

bhnd, and do not see the truth. How, with s

obstructed eyes, will you discern the mote in

your brother's eye ? You must first clear your
own eye. But whose eyes are clear ? Can a Lk wi a
blind man lead a blind man ? Both will fall
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into the pit. Thus, also, they who judge and
punish, Hke the blind, are leading the blind.

Lk. vi.40. They who judge and condemn people to

violent treatment, wounds, maiming, death,

wish to teach people. But what else can come
from their teaching, than that the pupil will

learn his lesson, and will become quite like the

teacher.? What, then, will he do, when he
has learnt his lesson ? The same that the

teacher does : violence, murder.

Mt. vii. 6. And do not think to find justice in the

courts. To seek legal justice, to hand matters

over to human courts, is the same as to cast

precious pearls before swine ; they will trample
upon it, and tear you to pieces.

And, therefore, the fourth commandment
is : However men may wrong you, do not

resist evil, do not judge and do not go to law,

do not complain and do not punish.

ir.43. In the former law it was said: "Do good
to men of your own nation^ and do evil to

strangers.*'

^. But I tell you, love not only your own
countrymen, but people of other nations. Let
strangers hate you, let them fall upon you,

wrong you ; but you speak well of them, and
46. do them good. If you are only attached to

your countrymen, why, all men are thus

attached to their own countrymen, and hence
IS' wars arise. Behave equally well toward men

of all nations, and you will be the sons of the

Father. All men are His children, and there-

fore all are brothers to you.

And, therefore, this is the fifth command-
ment : Behave equally well toward foreigners,

as I told you to behave among yourselves
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Before the Father of all men there are neither

different nations nor different kingdoms : all

are brothers, all sons of one Father. Make no
distinction among people as to nations and
kingdoms.
And so : I. Do not be angry, but be at

peace with all men. IL Do not seek delight

in sexual gratification. III. Do not swear
anything to any one. IV. Do not oppose evil,

do not judge, and do not go to law. V. Do
not make any distinction among men as to

nationality, and love strangers like your own
people.

All these commandments are contained in Mi vii r.

this one : All that you wish people should do
for you, do you even so to them.

Fulfil my teaching, not for men's praise. If vi i.

you do it for men, then from men you have
your reward. But if not for men, then your
reward is from the Heavenly Father. So that, «.

if you do good to men, do not boast about it

before men. Thus hypocrites do, that men
may speak well of them. And they get what
they wish. But if you do good to men, do it 3.

so that no one may see it, so that your left hand
jmay not know what your right hand is doing.

And your Father will see this, and will give 4-

you what you need.

And, if you wish to pray, do not pray like 5.

tlie hypocrites. Hypocrites love to pray in

churches, in the sight of men. They do this

for men's sake, and get in return from men
that which they wish.

But, if you wish to pray, go where no one ^

may see you, and pray to your Father, the
Spirit, and the Father will see what is in your
soul, and will give you that which you wish in

the spirit.

When you pray, do not chatter with your 1

tongue Hke the hypocrites. Your Father &
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knows what you want before you open your
lips.

Pray only thus

:

Mt. vL 9. Our Father, without beginning and without

end, like heaven !

10. May Thy being only be holy.

Maypower be only Thine, so that Thy will be

done, without beginning and without efid, on
earth,

11. Give mefood of life in the present.

12- Smooth out my former mistakes, and wipe
them away ; even as I so do with all the mistakes

13. of my brothers, that I may notfall into tempta-

tion, and may be savedfrom evil.

Because Thine is the pozver and might, and
Thine thejudgtnent,

Mk xi. 25. If you pray, above all, bear no one any
26. malice. For if you do not forgive men their

wrong-doing, the Father also will not forgive

you yours.

Mt. vi. 16. If you fast, and go hungry, do not show it

to men ; thus do the hypocrites, that people
may see, and speak well of them. And people
speak well of them, and they get what they

17, wish. But do not you do so ; if you suffer
^s- want, go about with a cheerful face, that people

may not see. But your Father will see, and
will give you what you need.

19- Do not lay up store on earth. On earth,

the worm consumes, and rust eats, and thieves

20. steal. But lay up heavenly wealth for yourself.

Heavenly wealth the worm does not gnaw, nor
21. rust eat, nor thieves steal. Where your wealth

is, there will your heart also be.

23. The light of the body is the eye, and the
23. light of the soul is the heart. If your eye

is dim, then all your body will be in dark-

ness. And if the light of your heart is dim,
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then all your soul will be in darkness. You Mt. H 34

cannot serve at one time two masters. You
will please one, and offend the other. You can-

not serve God and the flesh. You will either

work for the earthly life or for God. There- as.

fore, do not be anxious for what you shall eat

and drink, and wherewith you shall be clothed.

Life is more wonderful than food and -clothing,

and God gave it you.

Look at God's creatures, the birds. They do 26.

not sow, reap, or harvest, but God feeds them.
In God's sight, man is not worse than the bird.

If God gave man life. He will be able to feed

him too. But you yourselves know that, how- 27.

ever much you strive, you can do nothing for

yourselves. You cannot lengthen your life by
an hour. And why should you care about 28.

clothing ? The flowers of the field do not 29.

work and do not spin, but are dressed as Solo-

mon in all his glory never was. Well, then, if 3c.

God has so adorned the grass, which to-day

grows and to-morrow is mown, will he not
clothe you ?

Do not trouble and worry yourselves ; do 31-

not say that you must think of what you will

eat and how you will be clothed. This every 32.

one needs, and God knows this need of yours.

And so, do not care about the future. Live 33.

in the present day. Take care to be in the
will of the Father. Wish for that which alone
is important, and the rest will all come of itself.

Strive only to be in the will of the Father. 34.

And so, do not trouble about the future.

When the future comes, then it will be time to

do so. There is enough evil in the present.

Ask and it shall be given you, seek and you Lk. xi. 9.

shall find, knock and it shall be opened to you.
Is there a father who would give his son a ^'' ^"-

^l[

stone instead of bread, or a snake instead of a
fish ? Then, how is it that we, wicked men, n.
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are able to give our children that which they
need, while your Father in heaven shall not

give you that which you truly need, if you ask
Him ? Ask, and the Heavenly Father will

give the life of the spirit to them who ask Him.
Mt. vii. 13. The way to life is narrow, but enter by the

narrow way. The way into life is one only.

It is narrow and strait. About it the plain

lies great and wide, but it is the way of de-

14. struction. The narrow way alone leads to

Lk. xii. 32. Hfe ; and few find it. But do not quail, Uttle

flock ! The Father has promised you the

kingdom.
Mt. vii. 15. Only, beware of false prophets and teachers

;

they approach you in sheepskins, but within

they are ravening wolves.

16. By their fruits will you know them ; by that

which they yield. Figs are not gathered from
17. thistles, nor grapes from thorns. But a good

tree brings forth good fruit. And a bad tree

20. brings forth bad fruit. And so you will know
Lk. vi. 45. them by the fruits of their teaching. A good

man, from his good heart, brings forth every-

thing that is good ; but a wicked man, from
his evil heart, brings forth everything evil ; for

the lips speak from the overflow of the heart.

And therefore, if teachers teach you to do
to others that which is bad for yourselves,

—

teach violence, executions, wars,— know that

they are false teachers.

Mt. vii. 21. For it is not he that says : Lord, Lord

!

who shall enter the kingdom of heaven, but he
who fulfils the word of the Heavenly Father.

22. The false teachers will say :
** Lord, Lord ! we

have taught your teaching, and we have driven
23. away evil according to your teaching." But I

will disown them, and say to them : No, I never
acknowledged you, and do not acknowledge
you. Go out of my sight, you are doing that

which is unlawful.
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And so, every one who has heard these words Mt. vii. 24,

of mine, and fulfils them, he, Hke a reasonable

man, builds his house upon a rock. And his 25.

house will stand against all storms. But he 26.

who hears these words of mine, and does not

fulfil them, he, like a foolish man, builds his

house upon sand. When the storm comes, 27.

it will overthrow the house, and all will per-

ish.

And all the people wondered at such teaching ; Lk, iv. 32.

because the teaching of Jesus was quite other

than that of the orthodox teachers of the law.

These taught a law which must be obeyed, but

Jesus taught that all men are free. And in Mt. iv. 14.

Jesus Christ were fulfilled the prophecies of

Isaiah :
'' The people living in darkness, in the 16.

shadow of death, saw the light of life, and he
who furnished this light of truth does no vio-

lence nor harm to men, but he is meek and
gentle. He, in order to bring truth into the xii. 19.

world, neither disputes nor shouts ; his voice

is never heard raised. He will not break a 20.

straw, and will not blow out the smallest light.

And all the hope of men is in his teaching. 21.

CHAPTER V

THE TRUE LIFE

TAe fulfilment of the personal will leads to death ; the fulfil"

ment of the Father''s willgives true life

(** erfjg toill fie ione '')

And Jesus rejoiced at the strength of the Mt. xi. 25.

spirit, and said :
—

'* I acknowledge the spirit of the Father, the
source of everything in heaven and earth. Who
has revealed that which was hidden from the
wise and learned, to the simple, solely through
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their acknowledging themselves Sons of the

Father.

Mt. xi. 28. ''AH take care for fleshly happiness, and
have put themselves to a load which they can-

not draw ; they have put a yoke upon them-
selves which was not made for them.

** Understand my teaching and follow it

;

and you shall know rest and joy in life. I

give you another yoke, and another load

;

ag- namely, the spiritual life. Put yourselves to

that, and you shall learn from me peace and
happiness. Be calm and meek in heart, and

30. you will find blessedness in your life. Because
my teaching is a yoke made for you, and the

fulfilment of my teaching is a light load, with

a yoke made for you."
jn. iv. 31. The disciples of Jesus once asked him

32. whether he wished to eat. He said :
'* I

33- have food of which you do not know." They
thought that some one had brought him some-

34. thing to eat. But he said :
—

" My food is to do the will of Him who gave
me life, and to fulfil that which He intrusted

35, to me. Do not say 'There is still time,' as the
3^- plowman said, waiting for the harvest. He

who fulfils the will of the Father is always sat-

isfied, and knows neither hunger nor thirst.

The fulfilment of the will of God always sat-

isfies, bearing its reward within itself. You
must not say, ' I will afterward fulfil the will

of the Father.' While there is life, you always
can, and must, fulfil the will of the Father.

37- Our life is the field which God has sown, and
38. our business is to gather its fruits. And if

we gather the fruits, we get the reward, life

beyond time. True it is, that we do not give

ourselves life ; some one else does. And if we
labor to gather in life, then we, like reapers,

get our reward. I teach you to gather in this

life, which the Father has given you."
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Once, Jesus came to Jerusalem. And there J**- ^ h

was then a bathing-place there. And men said 4.

of this bathing-place, that an angel came down
into it, and through this the water in the bath

would begin to move, and he who first plunged
into the water after it was moved got well from
whatever he was ailing. And sheds were made «.

around the bath, and under these sheds sick

men lay, waiting for the water in the bath to 3.

be moved, in order to plunge into it.

And a man was there who had been infirm s-

thirty-eight years. Jesus asked who he was.

And the man told how he had been ailing so

long, and was still waiting to get into the bath
first, upon the water being moved, in order to

be healed ; but for these thirty-eight years he
had been unable to get in first, others always
getting into the bath before him.

And Jesus saw that he was old, and said to 6.

him :
*' Do you wish to get well ?

"

He said :
*' I wish to, but I have no one to 7-

carry me into the water in time. Some one
always will get in before me.''

And Jesus said to him: *^ Awake, take up s.

your bed and walk.''

And the sick man took up his bed and 9-

walked.

And it was the Sabbath. And the orthodox »<>•

said :
" You must not take up the bed, for to-

day is the Sabbath." He said :
'' He who "•

raised me, bade me also take up the bed."

And the infirm man said to the orthodox, that 15.

it was Jesus who had healed him. And they 16.

became angry, and accused Jesus, because he
did such things on the Sabbath.
And Jesus said :

*' That which the Father 17.

always does, I also do. In truth, I say to you, 19.

the Son of himself can do nothing. He does
only that which he has understood from the
Father. What the Father does, he also does. ^o.
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The Father loves the Son, and by this very
fact has taught him everything which the Son
should know.

ftk. v.«i. *'The Father gives life to the dead, and
thus the Son gives life to him who desires it

;

because, as the business of the Father is life,

22. so the business of the Son must be hfe. The
Father has not condemned men to death, but
has given men power, at will, to die or live.

23. And they will live, if they shall honor the

Son as the Father.

24. "I tell you truly, that he who has under-

stood the meaning of my teaching, and has
believed in the common Father of all men,
already has life, and is delivered from death.

25. They who have understood the meaning of

human life, have already escaped from death
26. and shall live forever. Because, as the

Father lives of Himself, so also has He given

27. the Son life within himself. And He has

given him freedom. It is by this, that he is

the Son of Man.
28. '' Henceforth all mortals shall be divided

29. into two kinds. They alone, who do good,

shall find life ; but they who do evil shall be
30- destroyed. And this is not my decision, but

it is what I have understood from the Father.

And my decision is true, because I thus de-

cide, not in order to do that which I wish, but

in order that all may do that which the Father
of all wishes.

31- '* If I were to assure all that my teaching is

true, this would not establish my teaching.
^6. But there is that which establishes my teach-

ing ; namely, the conduct which I teach. That
shows that I do not teach of myself, but in the

37. name of the Father of all men. And my
Father, He who has taught me, confirms the

truth of my commandments in the souls of

all.
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'' But you do not wish to understand and to

know His voice. And you do not accept the Jn. v. 3a

meaning this voice speaks. That that which
is in you, is spirit descended from heaven,—
this, you do not beUeve.

** Enter into the meaning of your writings. 39.

You will find in them the same as in my teach-

ing, commandments to live, not for yourself

alone, but for the good of men. Why, then, do 40.

you not wish to believe in my commandments,
which are those that give life to all men ? I 43.

teach you in the name of the common Father
of all men, and you do not accept my teach-

ing ; but if any one shall teach you in his own
name, him will you believe.

" One cannot believe that which people say 44.

to each other, but one can only believe that in

every man there is a Son like the Father."

And that men may not think that the king- Lk. xix. n.

dom of heaven is established by anything
visible; but that they may understand that

the kingdom of God consists in the fulfilment

of the Father's will ; and understand that the

fulfilment of the Father's will depends on
each man's effort and striving to make people

see that life is given, not for oneself person-

ally, but for the fulfilment of the Father's

will, which alone saves from death and gives

life,— Jesus told a parable. He said :
—

x2.

''There was a rich man, who had to go
away from his home. Before he went, he »3.

called his slaves, and gave among them ten tal-

ents, one to each, and said :
* While I am away,

labor each of you upon what I have given.*

But it happened that, when he was gone, cer- 14

tain inhabitants of that town said :
' We do not 15.

wish to serve him any more.' When the rich

man came back, he called the slaves to whom
he had given the money, and bade each say

what he had done with his money. The first i6.
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came, and said :
* See, master, for your one I

Lk. xix. 17. have earned ten/ And the master said to

him :
' Well done, good servant

;
you have

been trustworthy in a little, I will place you
over much ; be one with me in all my wealth.'

18. Another slave came, and said :
* See, master,

19- for your talent I have earned five/ And the
master said to him :

* Well done, good slave,

20. be one with me in all my estate.' And yet
another came, and said :

' Here is your talent,

I hid it in a cloth and buried it ; because I was
21. afraid of you. You are a hard man, you take

where you did not store, and gather where
22. you did not sow.' And the master said to

him :
* Foolish slave ! I will judge you by your

own words. You say that, from fear of me,
you hid your talent in the earth, and did not
work upon it. If you knew that I was severe,

and take where I did not give, then why did

Alt. XXV. 26, you not do that which I bade you do ? If you
Lk. xix. 23! had worked upon my talent, the estate would

have been added to, and you would have ful-

filled that which I bade you. But you have
not done that for which the talent was given
you, and, therefore, you must not own it.'

24. And the master bade the talent be taken from
him who had not worked upon it, and given to

25- him who had worked most. And then the

servants said to him : ' Sir, he already has
26. much.' But the master said :

' Give to them
who have worked much, because he who looks
after that which he has, shall receive an in-

Mt. XXV. 30. crease. As to them who did not wish to be in

my power, drive them forth, so that they may
be here no more.'

"

Now this master is the source of life, the

spirit, the Father. His slaves are men. The
talents are the life of the spirit. As the mas-
ter does not himself work upon his estate, but
bids the slaves to work, each by himself, so
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the spirit of life in men has given them the

command to work for the Hfe of men, and
then left them alone. They who sent to say-

that they did not acknowledge the authority

of the master, are they who do not acknowl-

edge the spirit of life. The return of the

master, and the demand for an account, is the

destruction of fleshly life, and the decision of

the fate of men as to whether they have yet

life beyond that which was given them. Some,
the slaves who fulfil the will of the master,

work upon that which was given them, and
make gain on gain ; they are those men who,
having received life, understand that life is the

will of the Father, and is given to serve the

life of others. The foolish and wicked slave,

who hid his talent and did not work upon it,

represents those men who fulfil only their

own will, and not the will of the Father ; who
do not serve the life of others. The slaves

who have fulfilled the master's will, and worked
for the increase of his estate, become sharers

of the whole estate of the master, while the

slaves who have not fulfilled the master's will,

and have not worked for him, are bereft of

that which was given them. People who have
fulfilled the will of the Father, and have served
life, becomes sharers in the life of the Father,

and receive life, notwithstanding the destruc-

tion of the fleshly life. They who have not
fulfilled the will, and have not served life, are

bereft of that life which they had, and are

destroyed. They who did not wish to acknowl-
edge the authority of the master, such do not
exist for the master ; he drives them forth.

People who do not acknowledge within them-
selves the life of the spirit, the life of the Son
of man, such do not exist for the Father.

After this, Jesus went into a desert place, jn. vi.

And many people followed him. And he
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climbed a mountain, and sat there with his

jn. vi. 5. followers. And he saw that there was a great

throng, and said :
*' Whence shall we get bread

7. to feed all these people ? '' Philip said :
** Even

two hundred pence will not suffice, if to each
Mt. xiv. 17. be given but a little. We have only a little

)i\. vi. 9. bread and fish." And another disciple said

:

*^They have bread ; I have seen it. There is

a boy who has five loaves and two small fishes."

xo. And Jesus said :
** Bid them all lie down on

the grass."

II. And Jesus took the loaves which he had,

and gave them to his disciples, and bade them
give them to others ; and so all began to hand
from one to another what there was, and all

were satisfied, yet much was left over.

a6. The next day, the people came again to

Jesus. And he said to them :
'' See, you come

to me, not because you have seen wonders,
but because you have eaten bread and were

27. satisfied." And he said to them : *' Work not

for perishable food, but for everlasting food,

such as only the spirit of the Son of Man gives,

sealed by God."
28. The Jews said :

" But what must we do, m
order to do the works of God ?

"

29. And Jesus said :
*' The work of God is in

this, to believe in that life which He has given
you."

30. They said: ''Give us a sign that we may
believe. What are your deeds which can serve

31. as a proof ? Our fathers ate manna in the wil-

derness. God gave them bread from heaven
to eat; and so it is written."

32. Jesus answered them: '' The true heavenly
bread is the spirit of the Son of Man, that

33. which the Father gives. Because the nour-

ishment of man is the spirit descended from
heaven. This it is which gives life to the

35. world. • My teaching gives true nourishment
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to man. He who follows me shall not hun-

ger, and he who believes in my teaching will

never know thirst.

*' But I have already told you that you have jn. vi. 36

seen this, yet do not believe.
'' All that life which the Father gave the Son 37.

will be realized through my teaching ; and ev-

ery one who believes will be a sharer in it. I 38.

came down from heaven, not to do that which
I wish, but to do the will of the Father, of Him
who gave me life. But the will of the Father 39.

who sent me is this, that I should keep all that

life which He gave, and should not destroy any-

thing of it. And therefore, herein is the will of 40.

the Father who sent me, that every one who
sees the Son, and believes in him, should have
everlasting life. And my teaching gives life

at the last day of the body."
The Jews were shocked at his saying that his 41

teaching was come down from heaven. They 42.

said :
** Why, this is Jesus, the son of Joseph

;

we know his father and mother. How, then,

can he say that his teaching has descended from
heaven }

"

" Do not debate as to who I am, and whence 43-

I am come," said Jesus. '' My teaching is true, ^^

not because I declare, like Moses, that God
spoke with me on Sinai ; but it is true because
it is in you also. Every one who believes my
commandments, believes, not because it is I who
speak, but because our common Father draws
him to Himself ; and my teaching will give
him life at the last day. And it is written in 45-

the prophets, that all shall be taught by God.
Every one who shall understand the Father,
and shall learn to understand His will thereby
yields himself to my teaching.

'' That any man has seen the Father, this has ••^

never been, except he who is from God; he has
seen, and sees, the Father.
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In. vi. 47. *' He who believes in me (in my teaching) has

everlasting life.

48,
'' My teaching is the nourishment of life.

^^* Your fathers ate manna, food straight from
50. heaven, and yet they died. But the true nour-

ishment of life, which descends from heaven,

is such, that he who is fed with it will not die.

51. My teaching is this nourishment of life de-

scended from heaven. He who is fed with it

lives forever. And this nourishment which I

teach is my flesh, which I give for the life of

all men.''

52. The Jews did not understand what he said,

and began to dispute as to how it was possible

to give one's flesh for the nourishment of men,
and why.

53. And Jesus said to them :
** If you shall not

give up your flesh for the life of the spirit,

54- there will be no life in you. He who does not

give up his flesh for the life of the spirit, has

55. not real life. That in me which gives up the

flesh for the spirit, that alone lives.

**And therefore, our flesh is the true food

56. for the real life. That only which in me con-

sumes my body, that which gives up the fleshly

57. life for the true life, that only is I. It is in

me, and I am in it. And as I live in the flesh

by the will of the Father, similarly, that which
lives in me lives by my will."

60. And some of his disciples, when they heard
this, said :

'' These are hard words, and it is

difficult to understand them."

61. And Jesus said to them :
'' Your ideas are

so confused, that my sayings as to what man
was, is, and always will be, seem difficult to

63. you. Man is the spirit in the flesh, and the

spirit alone gives life, but the flesh does not
give life. In the words which seem so diffi-

cult to you, I have really said nothing more
than that the spirit is life."

,
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X. LAfterward, Jesus chose seventy men out of Lk.

his near friends, and sent them into those places

where he himself wished to go. He said to »

them :

—

** Many people do not know the blessing of

real life. I am sorry for all ; and wish to teach

all. But as the master is not enough for the

reaping of his field, so also I shall not suffice.

Go you, then, through the various cities, and 3.

everywhere proclaim the fulfilment of the will

of the Father.
'' Say, The will of the Father is in this : Not

to be angered, not to be sensual, not to swear,

not to resist evil, and not to make any distinc-

tion between people. And accordingly, do ye
in everything fulfil these commandments.

**I send you like sheep among wolves. Be Mt. x. 16.

wise as snakes, and pure as doves.
** Before everything, have nothing of your Lk. x. 4.

own ; take nothing with you, neither wallet, nor
bread, nor money ; only clothes upon your body,
and shoes. Further, make no distinction be- 5.

tween people ; do not choose your hosts, where
you shall put up. But in whichever house you Mt. x. 12.

shall come first, stay there. When you come
into the house, greet the master. If he wel-

come you, stay ; if not, go into another house.
*' For that which you shall say, they will hate 22.

you, and fall upon, and persecute you. And 23.

when they shall drive you out, go into another
village ; and if they all drive you out of that,

go yet into another. They will persecute you
as wolves hunt sheep ; but do not quail, suffer

to the last hour. And they will take you into

the courts, and will try you, and will flog you,
and will take you before the authorities, that
you may justify yourselves before them. And ^9.

when you shall be taken into the courts, be
not afraid ; and do not bethink yourselves
what you shall say. The spirit of the Father
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will speak through you, what is needful to be
said.

Mt. X. 23. ''You will not have passed through all the

towns, before people will have understood your
teachings, and will turn to it.

27. **And so, be not afraid. That which is

hidden in the souls of men will come forth.

26. That which you shall say to two or three will

28. spread among thousands. But chiefly, be not

afraid of those who may kill your body. To
your souls, they can do nothing. And so, do
not fear them. But be afraid lest both your

bodies and souls be destroyed, by your abstain-

ing from the fulfilment of the will of the

29- Father. That is what you have to fear. Five

sparrows are sold for a farthing, but even they

30. shall not die without the Father's will. And
a hair shall not fall from the head without the

31. Father's will. So then, what need you be
afraid of, seeing you are in the Father's will ?

34. *' Not all will believe in my teaching. And
they who will not believe, will hate it ; because

it bereaves them of that which they love, and
Lk. xii. 49. strife will come of it. My teaching, like fire,

51. will kindle the world. And from it strife must
52, arise in the world. Strife will arise in every
^^* house. Father against son, mother against

daughter ; and their kin will become haters

of them who understand my teaching, and
xiv. 26. they will be killed. Because, for him who

shall understand my teaching, neither his

father, nor his mother, nor wife, nor children,

nor all his property, will have any weight."

Mk. iii. 22. Then the learned orthodox gathered at

Jerusalem, and went to Jesus. Jesus was in

20. a village, and a crowd of people thronged into

the place, and stood around.

Mt. xii. 24. The orthodox began to speak to the people,

in order that they might not believe in the

teaching of Jesus. They said that Jesus was
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possessed ; that if they should live by his com-
mandments, there would then be yet more
evil among the people than now. They said,

that he drove out evil with evil

Jesus called them to him, and said :
*' You Mt. xii 25,

say that I drive out evil with evil. But no 26.

power destroys itself. If it destroys itself,

then it would not be. You would drive out 27.

evil with threats, executions, murders ; but

evil, nevertheless, is not destroyed, precisely

because evil cannot make head against itself.

But I drive out evil by other means than you
do ; that is to say, not with evil.

'' I drive out evil by summoning people to 28.

fulfil the will of the Spirit, the Father, who
gives life to all. Five commandments express

the will of the Spirit which gives happiness
and life. And these commandments destroy 29.

evil. By their doing so, you have a proof
that they are true.

*' If men were not sons of one spirit, it would
not be possible to overcome evil ; as it is not
possible to go into the house of a strong man,
and rob it. In order to rob the house of a
strong man, it is necessary first to bind the
strong man. And men are bound thus in the
unity of the spirit of life.

'* And therefore I tell you, that every mis- 31.

take of men, and every wrong interpretation,

shall escape punishment ; but false representa-
tion about the Holy Spirit, which gives life to

all, shall not be forgiven to men. Should any ^
one say a word against man, that is not im-
portant ; but should any one say a word against
that which is holy in man, against the spirit,

this cannot pass unpunished. Gird at me as
much as you like, but do not call evil the com-
mandments of life which I have disclosed to

you. It cannot pass unpunished, if a man
shall call that good which is evil.
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Mt. xii. 30.
** It is necessary to be at one with the spirit

of life. He who is not at one with it, is against

it. It is necessary to serve the spirit of life

and of good in all men, and not in oneself

33. alone. You must either hold that life and
happiness is good for the whole world, then
love life and happiness for all men, or else

hold life and happiness an evil, and then not

love life and happiness for yourself. You
must either hold a tree good, and its fruit good
or else hold a tree bad, and its fruit bad.

Because a tree is valued by its fruit/'

CHAPTER VI

THE FALSE LIFE

Therefore^ in order to receive the true life^ man must on earth

resign the false life of theflesh, and live by the spirit

(*^©n 3£att]^, as \\i J^eabm'/)

Lk. viii. 19. And there came once to Jesus his mother
Mt. xii. 46. and brothers, who could in no way get to see

him, because there was a great crowd around
47- him. And a man saw them, and went up to

Jesus, and said :
'' Your family, your mother

and brothers, are standing without, and wish to

see you."
Lk. viii. 21. And Jesus said :

*' My mother and my
brothers are they who have understood the

wall of the Father, and fulfil it.''

xi. 27. And a woman said :
'' Blessed is the womb

that has brought you forth, and the breasts

that you have sucked."
28. Jesus said to this :

" Blessed only are they
who have understood the spirit of the Father,

and keep it."

ix. 57. And a man said to Jesus :
'' I will follow

you whithersoever you may go."
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And Jesus said to him, in answer :
'' You Lk. ix. 5a

cannot follow me ; I have neither house nor

place to live in. Wild beasts have their lairs

and burrows, but man is everywhere at home,
if he lives by the spirit/'

And it happened once that Jesus was, with Mk. iv. 35..

his followers, sailing a boat. He said :
** Let

us pass over to the other side." A storm arose 37-

upon the lake, and the boat began to fill, so

that it nearly sank. And Jesus lay in the 38-

stern, and slept. They woke him, and said

:

*' Teacher, is it really all the same to you that

we are perishing ?
" And, when the storm had 4°^

fallen, he said :
** Why are you so timid ? You

do not believe in the life of the spirit."

Jesus said to a man :
*' Follow me." Lk. ix. 59.

And the man said :
'* I have an aged father,

let me first bury him, and then I will follow

you."

And Jesus said to him :
*' Let the dead bury 6a

the dead, but do you, if you wish to truly live,

fulfil the will of the Father, and make that will

known everywhere."
And again, another man said :

** I wish to be 61.

your disciple, and will fulfil the will of the
Father, as you command, but let me first settle

my family."

And Jesus said to him :
*' If the plowman look 6*

behind, he cannot plow. However strong the
reasons you have to look behind, so long as you
look behind, you cannot plow. You must forget

everything except the furrow you are driving

;

then only can you plow. If you consider as

to what will be the outcome for the life of the
body, then you have not understood the real

life, and cannot live by it."

After this, it happened once that Jesus went «• 38

with his disciples into a village. And a woman
named Martha invited him into her house.
Martha had a sister named Mary, who sat at 39.
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the feet of Jesus, and listened to his teaching.

'iM. X. 4o„ But Martha was busy getting ready the meal.

And Martha went up to Jesus, and said :
*' Do

you not see that my sister has left me alone to

serve ? Tell her to help me in the work."

41. And Jesus said to her in answer :
'' Martha,

Martha ! you trouble and busy yourself with

many things, but only one thing is needful.

48. And Mary has chosen that one thing which is

needful, and which none shall take from her.

For true life the food of the spirit alone is

needful."

ix. 23. And Jesus said to all :
'^ Whoever wishes to

follow me, let him forsake his own will, and
let him be ready for all hardships and suffer-

ings of the flesh at every hour ; then only can

«4. he follow me. Because he who wishes to take

heed for his fleshly life will destroy the true life.

And he who fulfils the will of the Father, even
if he destroy the fleshly life, shall save the true

25. life. For, what advantage is it to a man if he
should gain the whole world, but destroy or

harm his own life ?''

xii. 15. And Jesus said :
** Beware of wealth, because

your life does not depend upon your having
more than others.

i5.
** There was a rich man, who had a great

harvest of corn. And he thought to himself :

J7,
Let me rebuild my barns. I will erect larger

19. ones, and gather there all my wealth. And I

will say to my soul :
* There, my soul, you

have everything after your desire ; rest, eat,

ao. drink, and live for your pleasure.' But God
said to him :

* Fool, this very night your soul

shall be taken ; and all that you have stored

up shall go to others.'

«i.
^* And thus it happens with every one who

provides for the bodily life, and does not live

in God."
And Jesus said to them :

** Now, you sayXIU. 2.
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that Pilate killed the Galileans. But were
these Galileans any worse than other people,

that this happened to them ? In no way. We Lk. xiu. 3

are all such, and we shall all perish likewise,

unless we find salvation from death.
'' Or of those eighteen men, whom the tower 4.

crushed in falling, were they particularly worse
than all the other dwellers in Jerusalem ? In

no wise. If we do not find salvation, sooner 5

or later we shall perish in the same way. If 6.

we have not yet perished as they, we must
think of our position, thus :

—
*' A man had an apple tree growing in his

garden. The master came into the garden,

and saw there was no fruit on the tree. And r

the master said to his gardener: * It is now
three years since I have watched this apple
tree, and it is still barren. It must be cut

down, for as it is, it only spoils the place.

And the gardener answered :
' Let us wait yet S

a little, master ; let me dig it round. I will

dung it, and let us see what it will be next
summer. Maybe it will yield fruit. But if it

yields nothing by the summer, well then, we
will cut it down.'

*' Likewise we, as long as we live by the
flesh, and yield no fruit to the life of the spirit,

are barren apple trees. Only by the mercy of

some power are we yet left for a summer.
And if we do not yield fruit we shall also

perish, even like him who built the barn, like

the Galileans, like the eighteen men crushed
by the tower, and like all who yield no fruit

;

perishing, dying forever, by death.
** In order to understand this, there is no Lk. xn ^

need of special wisdom ; each one sees this for
himself. For not only in domestic affairs, but
in that also which happens in the whole world,
are we able to reason and to foresee. If the
wind is in the west, we say there will be rain,
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L!:. xii. 55. and so it happens. But if the wind is from
the south, we say there will be fair weather,

56. and so it is. How, then, is it that we are able

to foresee the weather, and yet we cannot fore-

see that we shall all die and perish, and that

the only salvation for us is in the life of the

spirit, in the fulfilment of its will ?

"

xiv 25. And a great multitude went with Jesus, and
he once more said to all :

—
26. ^* He who wishes to be my disciple, let him

count for nothing father and mother, and wife

and children, and brothers and sisters, and all

his goods, and let him at every hour be ready

27. for anything. And only he who does as I do,

only he follows my teaching, and only he is

saved from death.

s8.
" Because every one, before beginning any-

thing, will reckon whether that which he does

is profitable, and if it is profitable, will do it,

but if unprofitable, will abandon it. Every
one who builds a house will first sit down and
reckon how mxuch money is wanted, how much
he has, and whether that will sufifice to finish

«9- it. He will do this, so that it may not happen
that he should begin to build, and not finish,

for people to laugh at him.

30. " Likewise also, he who wishes to live the

fleshly life must first reckon whether he can
finish that with which he is busy.

31. " Every king, if he wishes to make war, will

first think whether he can go to war with ten

32. thousand against twenty thousand. If he con-

cludes that he cannot, then he will send am-
bassadors, and make peace, and will not make
war. So also, let every man, before giving

himself over to the fleshly life, bethink him
whether he can wage war against death, or

whether death is stronger than he; and whether
it is not then better for him to make peace be-

forehand.
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"And so, eacii of you should first examine Lk xh 33

what he considers his own family, money, or

estate. And, when he has reckoned what all

this avails him, and understands that it avails

him nothing, then only can he be my dis-

ciple/'

And upon hearing this, a man said :
*' That 15

is very well, if there be indeed a life of the

spirit. But what if one abandons all, and
there be no such life ?

'*

To this Jesus said : '' Not so ; every one knows
the life of the spirit. You all know it ; but you
do not do that which you know. Not because
you doubt, but because you are drawn away
from the true life by false cares, and excuse
yourselves from it.

*'This is like your conduct, like your deeds

:

16

A master got ready a dinner, and sent to in-

vite guests, but the guests began to decline.

One said :
* I have bought land, and I must la

go and look after it.' Another said :
' I have »9-

bought oxen, and I must try them.' A third aa

said :
* I have taken a wife, and am going to

celebrate the wedding.' And the messengers 2?.

came and told the master that no one was
coming. The master then sent the messen-
gers to invite the beggars. The beggars did 33

not refuse, but came. And when they were
come, there was still room left. And the mas- 33

ter sent to call in still more, and said :
' Go and

persuade all to come to my dinner, in order

that I may have more people.' And they who
had refused, from want of leisure, found no
place at the dinner.

" All know that the fulfilment of the will of

the Father gives life, but do not go because
the guile of wealth draws them away.

*' He who resigns false temporary wealth for

the true life in the will of the Father, does as
did a certain clever steward. There was a man H. 1.
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who was steward to a rich master. This stew-

ard saw that, sooner or later, the master would
drive him away, and that he would remain

ik. xvi. 3. without food, and without shelter. And the

steward thought to himself :
' This is what I

will do : I will privately distribute the master's

goods to the laborers ; I will reduce their debts,

and then, if the master drives me out, the

laborers will remember my kindness, and will

5- not abandon me.' And so the steward did.

He called the laborers, his master's debtors,

6. and rewrote their documents. For him who
owed a hundred he wrote fifty ; for him who
owed sixty, he wrote twenty, and similarly for

s. the rest. And the master learned this, and
said to himself :

* Well, he has done wisely

;

otherwise he would have had to beg his bread.

To me he has caused a loss, but his own
reckoning was wise.'

*' For, in the fleshly life, we all understand
wherein is the true reckoning, but in the life

of the spirit, we do not wish to understand.

9. Thus must we do with unjust, false wealth,

—

give it up, in order to receive the life of the

10. spirit. And if we regret to give up such trifles

as wealth for the life of the spirit, then this

11. hfe will not be given us. If we do not give

up false wealth, then our own true life will not
be given us.

^' It is impossible to serve two masters at

one time ; to serve God and Wealth, the will

of the Father, and one's own will. Either one
or the other."

14. And the orthodox heard this. But loving

wealth, they jeered at him.

15. And he said to them :
*' You think that,

because men honor you on account of wealth,

you are really honorable. It is not so. God
does not look at the exterior, but looks at the

heart. That which stands high among men, is

12.
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abomination in the eyes of God. Now the ^k. xvi. x6

kingdom of heaven is attainable on earth,

and great are they who enter it. But there

enter it, not the rich, but those who have noth-

ing. And this has always been so, both ac-

cording to your law, and according to Moses,

and according to the prophets also. Listen. x^

How does it stand with rich and poor in your
way of thinking ?

'' There was a rich man. He dressed well, 19

led an idle and amusing life every day. And
there was a vagrant, Lazarus, covered with

sores. And Lazarus came to the yard of the "•

rich man, and thought there would be leavings

from the rich man's table, but Lazarus did not

get even the leavings, the rich man's dogs ate

up everything, and even licked Lazarus' sores.

And both these died, Lazarus and the rich aa.

man. And in Hades, the rich man saw, far 23-

off, Abraham ; and behold, Lazarus, the beg-

gar, was sitting with him. And the rich man •4-

said :
* Father Abraham, see, Lazarus the beg-

gar is sitting with you. He used to wallow
under my fence. I dare not trouble you, but
send Lazarus the beggar to me; let him but
wet his finger in water, to cool my throat, be-

cause I am burning in the fire.' But Abraham «s.

said : ' But why should I send Lazarus into

the fire to you ? You, in that other world, had
what you wished, but Lazarus only saw grief

;

so that he ought now to be happy. Yes, and 26.

though I should like to help you, I cannot,

because between us and you there is a great
pit, and it is impossible to cross it. We are
living, but you are dead.' Then the rich man 27.

said :
' Well, Father Abraham, send Lazarus

the beggar to my home. I have five brothers ; 28.

I am sorry for them. Let him tell everything
to them, and show how harmful wealth is ; so
that they may not fall into this torture.' But 39

ao.
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Abraham said :
* As it is, they know the harm.

They were told of it by Moses, and by all the

Lk. xvi. 30. prophets/ But the rich man said :
* Still, it

would be better if some one should rise from
the dead, and go to them ; they would the

31. sooner bethink themselves/ But Abraham
said :

* But if they do not listen to Moses
and the prophets, then, even if a dead man
came to life, they would not listen, even to

him/ "

"That one should share all with one's

brother, and do good to everybody; this all

men know. And the whole law of Moses,
and all the prophets, said only this :

* You
know this truth, but cannot do it, because you
love wealth.'

''

Mk. X. 17. And a rich official among the orthodox went
up to Jesus, and said to him :

** You are a good
teacher, what shall I do to receive everlasting

life ?
"

18. Jesus said ;
'' Why do you call me good ?

Only the Father is good. But, if you wish
to have life, fulfil the commandments.''

xg. The official said: *' There are many com-
mandments ; which do you mean ?

"

And Jesus said :
** Do not kill. Do not com-

mit adultery. Do not lie. Do not steal. Further,

honor your Father, and fulfil His will ; and
love your neighbor as yourself."

90. But the orthodox official said :
*' All these

commandments I have fulfilled from my child-

hood ; but I ask, what else must one do, accord-

ing to your teaching ?
"

81. Jesus looked at him, at his rich dress, and
smiled, and said :

'* One small thing you have
left undone. You have not fulfilled that which
you say. If you wish to fulfil these command-
ments : Do not kill, Do not commit adultery,

Do not steal. Do not lie, and, above all, the

commandment: Love your neighbour as your-
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self, — then, at once sell all your goods, and
give them to the poor. Then you will have
fulfilled the Father's will."

Having heard this, the ofificial frowned, and Mk.

went away, because he was loath to part with

his estates.

And Jesus said to his disciples :
" As you 23,

see, it is in no wise possible to be rich, and to

fulfil the Father's will."

The disciples were horrified at these words, ^^^

so Jesus once more repeated them, and said

:

**Yes, children, he who has his own property, 25.

cannot be in the will of the Father. Sooner Lk. xviii.as.

may a camel pass through a needle's eye than

he who trusts in wealth fulfil the will of the

Father." And they were still more horrified, 26.

and said :
** But, in that case, is it at all possible

to keep one's life .^"

He said: **To man it seems impossible to ^7-

support one's life without property ; but God,
even without property, can support a man's
life."

Once, Jesus was going through the town of

Jericho. And in this town was the chief of

the tax-gatherers, a rich man named Zaccheus.
This Zaccheus had heard of the teaching of

Jesus, and believed in it. And when he knew
that Jesus was in Jericho, he wished to see

him. But there were so many people around,
that it was impossible to push through to him.

Zaccheus was short of stature. So he ran
ahead and climbed a tree, in order to see Jesus
as he was going past. And thus, in passing
by, Jesus saw him, and having learnt that he
believed his teaching, said :

" Come down from
the tree, and go home ; I will come to your
house." Zaccheus climbed down, ran home,
made ready to meet Jesus, and joyfully wel-

comed him.

The people began to criticize, and to say of
*

XIX. I.
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Jesus :
** See, he has gone into the tax-gatherer's

house,— the house of a rogue/'

i.k. :iix. 8. Meanwhile, Zaccheus said to Jesus :
" See,

sir, this is what I will do. I will give away half

of my goods to the poor, and out of what is

left I will repay fourfold those whom I have
wronged."

9. And Jesus said :
*' Now you have saved your-

self. You were dead, and are alive
;
you were

lost, and are found; because you have done as

Abraham did, when he wished to slay his son
;

10. you have shown your faith. Therein is the whole
business of man's life ; to seek out and save in

his soul that which is perishing. But such sac-

rifice as yours must not be measured by its

amount."
Mk. xii. 41. It happened once that Jesus and his disciples

were sitting opposite a collecting-box. People
were placing their contributions in the box, for

God's service. Rich people went up to the box,

42. and put in much. And a poor woman, a widow,
came and put in two farthings.

43. And Jesus pointed her out, and said :
** See,

now, this poor widow has put two farthings in

44- the box. She has put in more than all. Be-

cause they put in that which they did not need
for their own livelihood; while this woman has
put all that she had ; she has put in her whole
life."

Mt xxvi. 6. It happened that Jesus was in the house of

7. Simon the leper. And a woman came into the

house. And the woman had a vase of precious

oil worth fifteen pounds. Jesus said to his disci-

ples, that his death was near. The woman heard
this, and pitied Jesus, and, to show him her love,

wished to anoint his head with the oil. And
she forgot everything, and broke the vase, and
anointed his head and feet, and poured out all

the oil.

8. And the disciples began to discuss among
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themselves, thinking that she had done wrong.

And Judas, he who afterward betrayed Jesus,

said :
** See how much good stuff has gone for

nothing. This oil might have been sold for fif- Mt. xxvi 9

teen pounds, with which, how many poor might
have been helped !

'' And the disciples began
blaming the woman ; who was troubled, and did

not know whether she had done well or ill.

Then Jesus said :
'* You are troubling the 10.

woman without cause. She has, indeed, done a

good work, and you mistakenly think of the poor.

If you wish to do good to the poor, do so ; they 11.

are always with you. But why call them to mind
now ? If you pity the poor, go with your pity,

do them good. But she has pitied me, and done
real good, because she has given away all that

she had. Who of you can know what is useful,

and what is not necessary ? How do you know
that there was no need to pour the oil over me ?

She has thus anointed me with oil, and if it

were but to get ready my body for burial, this

was needful. She truly fulfilled the will of the i>

Father, in forgetting herself and pitying another.

She forgot the reckonings of the flesh and gave
away all that she had."

And Jesus said :
*' My teaching is the ful-

filment of the Father's will ; and the Father's
will can be fulfilled by deeds only ; not by
mere words. If a man's son, in answer to his xxi. 28.

father's bidding, keeps saying, ' I obey, I

obey,' but does nothing which his father bids,

he then does not fulfil the will of his father.

But if another son keeps saying, * I do not wish ag

to obey,' and then goes and does his father's

bidding, he indeed fulfils the father's will.

And so with men : Not he is in the Father's
will who says :

' I am in the Father's will,'—
but he who does that which the Father
wishes."
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CHAPTER VII

I AND THE FATHER ARE ONE

T^ true food of everlasting life is the fulfilment oj the

Father''s will

('*(gibe us our tiailg bteati'')

fa Tti. 1. After this the Jews tried to condemn Jesus
to death, and Jesus went away into Gahlee,

and Hved with his relations.

The Jewish feast of tabernacles was come.
2, And the brothers of Jesus got ready to go to
^' the feast, and invited him to go with them.
5. They did not believe in his teaching, and said
^'

to him :
—

" Now, you say that the Jewish service of

God is wrong, that you know the real service

of God by deeds. If you really think that no
one but yourself knows the true service of

God, then come with us to the feast. Many
people will be there, and you can declare be-

fore them all that the teaching of Moses is

wrong. If all believe you, then it will be clear

to your disciples also, that you are right. Why
4. make a secret of it } You say that our ser-

vice is wrong, that you know the true service

of God ; well then, show it to all."

6. And Jesus said :
** For you, there is a special

time and place in which to serve God ; but for

me, there is none. I always and everywhere
T. work for God. This is just what I show to

people. I show to them that their service of

God is wrong, and therefore do they hate me.
8. Go you to the feast, and I will go when I

think fit."

9, And the brothers went, but he remained
behind, and only came up at the middle of

II. the feast. And the Jews were shocked at
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his not honoring their feast, and delaying to

come. And they discussed his teaching much. Jn vU, it

Some said that he spoke the truth, while

others said that he only disturbed the peo-

ple.

At the middle of the feast, Jesus entered h
the temple, and began to teach the people

that their service of God was wrong; that

God should be served not in the temple and
by sacrifices, but in the spirit, and by deeds.

All listened to him and wondered that he 15

knew the whole of wisdom without having
learnt. And Jesus, having heard that all x6.

wondered at his wisdom, said to them :
—

** My teaching is not my own, but His who
sent me. If any one wishes to fulfill the will* »7

of the Spirit which sent us into life, he will

know that I have not invented this teaching,

but that it is of God. Because he who invents «8

from himself, follows his own mere imagina-

tions ; but he who seeks the mind of Him
who sent him, he is right, and there is no
wrong in him.

** Your law of Moses is not the Father's law, 19

and, therefore, they who follow it do not fulfil

the Father's law, but work evil and falsehood.

I teach you the fulfilment of the will of the ait

Father alone, and in my teaching there cannot 22.

be contradiction. But your written law of 23.

Moses is all full of contradictions. Do not 24-

judge by outside appearance, but judge by the
spirit."

And some said :
*' While he has been called as.

a false prophet, see, he condemns the law, and
no one makes a charge against him. Maybe 26

in very deed he is a true prophet ; maybe even
the authorities have acknowledged him. Only ^
one reason makes it impossible to believe
him, namely, that it is said, when he who is

sent from God shall come, no one will know
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whence he is come ; but we know this man*s
birth and all his family."

The people still did not understand his

teaching, and still sought proofs.

In. vi. 28. Then Jesus said to them: *' You know me,
and whence I am, after the flesh. But you do
not know whence I am, after the spirit. You
do not know Him, from whom I am according

to the spirit; and that is the only needful

19. knowledge. If I had said that I am Christ,

you would have believed me, the Man, but

you would not have believed the Father who
is in me, and in you. But it is necessary to

• believe the Father only.

33. " I am here among you for the short space

of my life. I point out to you the way to that

source of life, from which I have come forth.

34. And you ask of me proofs, and wish to con-

demn me. If you do not know the way, then,

when I shall be no more, you will in nowise
find it. You must not discuss me, but must
follow me. Whoever shall do that which I

say, he shall know whether what I say is true.

He for whom the fleshly life has not become
the food of the spirit, he who follows not the

truth, thirsting for it as for water, cannot
37. understand me. But he who thirsts for the

38- truth, let him come to me to drink. And he
who shall believe in my teaching shall receive the

39- true life. He shall receive the life of the spirit."

40- And many believed in his teaching, and said :

" That which he says is the truth and is of God."
42. Others did not understand him, and still sought

in prophecies for proofs that he was sent from
43. God. And many disputed with him, but none
44- could controvert him. The learned orthodox
45. sent their assistants to contend with him, but

their assistants returned to the orthodox priests

and said : '*We can do nothing with him."

And the high priests said to them :
*' But why
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have you not convicted him ? '' And they an- jn. vH. 46,

swered :
" Never did any man speak as he."

Then the orthodox said :
'' It signifies noth- 47

ing that it is impossible to controvert him, and
that the people believe in his teaching. We do 48.

not believe, and none of the authorities believe.

But the people is cursed, they were always stu- 49.

pid and unlearned; they believe every one."

And Nicodemus, the man to whom Jesus ex- so.

plained his teaching, said to the high priests

:

'' It is impossible to condemn a man without

having heard him to the end, without under-

standing whither he is leading." But they said 52.

to him :
** It is useless to discuss, or pay any at-

tention to this affair. We know that a prophet
cannot come from Galilee."

At another time, Jesus was speaking with the iii. n
orthodox, and said to them :

'* There can be no
proofs of the truth of my teaching, as there can-

not be of the illumination of light. My teach-

ing is the real light, by which people tell what
is good and what is bad, and therefore it is im-

possible to prove my teaching ; which itself

proves everything. Whoever shall follow me
shall not be in darkness, but shall have life.

Life and enlightenment, which are one and the

same."
But the orthodox said :

'* You alone say this." 13.

And he answered them and said :
'' And if I 14.

alone say this, yet I am right ; because I know
whence I came, and whither I go. According
to my teaching, there is reason in Hfe ; whereas,
according to yours, there is none. Besides this, 18.

not I alone teach, but my Father, the Spirit,

teaches the same."
They said :

*' Where is your Father ?
"

19.

He said :
" You do not understand my teach-

ing, and therefore you do not know my Father.
You do not know whence you are and whither u
you go. I lead you, but you, instead of follow-
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ing me, discuss who I am. Therefore you can-

not come to that salvation of life to which I

|n. viiL 24. lead you. And you will perish, if you remain
in this error, and do not follow me."
And the Jews asked :

'' Who are you ? ''

26. He said :
** From the very beginning, I tell

you, I am the Son of Man, acknowledging the
27- Spirit as my Father. That which I have under-

stood of the Father, the same I tell to the
a8. world. And when you shall exalt in your-

selves the Son of Man, then you shall know
what I am ; because I do and speak, not of

myself, as a man, but I do and speak that

which the Father has taught me. This I say,

this I teach.

29.
'' And he who sent me is always with me

;

and the Father has not left me, because I do

31. His will. Whoever will keep to my understand-

ing of life, whoever will fulfil the will of the

Father, he will be truly taught by me. In

order to know the truth, it is necessary to do
good to men. He who does evil to men, loves

darkness, and goes into it ; he who does good
to men, goes to the Hght ; so that, in order to

understand my teaching, it is necessary to do

32. good deeds. He who shall do good, shall know
the truth ; he shall be free from evil and death.

34. Because every one who errs becomes the slave

of his error.

35- "And as the slave does not always live in

the house of the master, while the son of the

master is always in the house, so also a man,
if he errs in his life and becomes a slave

through his errors, does not live always, but
dies. Only he who is in the truth remains
always living. The truth is in this, to be not

a slave, but a son. So that, if you err, you will

36. be slaves and die. But if you are in the truth,

then you shall be free sons, and shall be living.

37.
'' You say of yourselves that you are sons of
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Abraham, that you know the truth. But see,

you wish to kill me, because you do not under-

stand my teaching. It comes to this, that I J^ vUi. 38

speak that which I have understood from my
Father, and you wish to do that which you
have understood from your father."

They said :
'' Our father is Abraham." 39

Jesus said to them :
" If you were the sons

of Abraham you would do his deeds. But see, ^
you wish to kill me because I told you that

which I had learnt from God. Abraham did

not do in that way ; therefore you do not serve

God, but serve your father, another one."

They said to him :
'' We are not bastards, 41.

but we are all children of our Father, all sons

of God."
And Jesus said to them :

*' If your father 43.

were one with me, you would love me, because
I came forth from that Father. For I was
not born of myself. You are not children of 43.

the one Father with me, therefore you do not

understand my word ; my understanding of life

does not find place in you. If I am of the

Father, and you of the same Father, then you
cannot wish to kill me. But if you wish to

kill me, then we are not of one Father.
'' I am from the Father of good, from God

;

4*

but you are from the devil, from the father of

evil You wish to do the lusts of your father

the devil, who is always a murderer, and a liar,

with no truth in him. If he, the devil, says
anything, he says what is of himself, and not
common to all, and he is the father of lying.

Therefore you are the servants of the devil

and his children. Now you see how plainly 46.

you are convicted of error. If I err, then con-
vict me ; but if there is no error in me, then
why do you not believe in me ?

"

And the Jews began to revile him, and to 4t

say he was possessed.
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^n. Yiii 49. He said :
" I am not possessed ; but I honor

the Father, and you wish to kill me ; therefore

you are not brothers of mine, but children of

50. another father. It is not I that affirm that I

51. am right, but the truth speaks for me. There-
fore I repeat to you : he who shall comprehend
my teaching and perform it, shall not see death."

52. And the Jews said :
** Well, do not we speak

the truth in saying that you are a Samaritan
possessed, and that you convict yourself ? The
prophets died, Abraham died ; but you say that

he who performs your teaching shall not see

53- death. Abraham died, and shall you not die.*^

Or are you greater than Abraham ?
"

54. The Jews were still discussing as to whether
he, Jesus of Galilee, was an important prophet,

or unimportant, and forgot that he had told them
that he said nothing of himself as a man, but
spoke of the spirit that was within him.

And Jesus said :
** I do not make myself to

be anything. If I spoke of myself, of that

which only seems to me, then all that I should

say would mean nothing. But there is that

source of everything which you call God ; well,

55. it is of Him that I speak. But you have not

known, and do not know the true God. But
I know Him, and I cannot say that I do not

know Him ; I should be a liar like you, if I

said that I do not know Him. I know Him,
56. and know His will, and fulfil it. Abraham,

your father, saw and rejoiced over my under-

standing."

57. The Jews said: "You are only thirty years
old. how were you living at the same time as

Abraham ?
"

58. He said :
*' Before Abraham was, there was

the understanding of good, there was that which
I tell you."

59 Then the Jews picked up stones in order to

kill him, but he went away from them.
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Jesus said :
^' My teaching is the awakening jn. xi. 25,

of life. He who beUeves in my teaching, not-

withstanding that he dies in the flesh, remains

living, and every one who lives and believes in 26.

me shall not die."

And yet a third time Jesus taught the peo- «. i.

pie ; he said :
'' Men surrender themselves to

my teaching, not because I myself prove it.

It is impossible to prove the truth. The truth

itself proves all the rest. But men surrender

to my teaching, because there is no other than

it ; it is known to men, and promises life.

*' My teaching is to men as the shepherd's 2,

familiar voice is to the sheep, when he comes
among them through the door, and gathers

them, to lead them to the pasture. But your 5

teaching, no one believes ; because it is foreign

to them, and because they see in it your own
lusts. It is with men as with sheep, at the

sight of a man who does not enter by the door,

but climbs over the fence. The sheep do not
know him, but feel that he is a robber. My 7

teaching is the only true teaching ; like the one
door for the sheep. All your teachings of the 8,

law of Moses are lies, they are all like thieves

and robbers to the sheep. He who shall give 9

himself up to my teaching shall find true life

;

just as the sheep go forth and find food, if they
follow the shepherd.

'' A thief only comes to steal, rob, and de- 10.

stroy, but the shepherd comes to give life.

And my teaching alone promises, and gives
the true life.

*' There are shepherds to whom the sheep n.

are the chief interest in life, and who give up
their lives for the sheep. These are true la

shepherds. And there are hirehngs who do
not care about the sheep, because they are hire-

lings, and the sheep are not theirs ; so that if

a wolf comes they abandon their charge and
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flee from them, and the wolf devours the sheep.

jn. X. 13. These are false shepherds. And so there are

false teachers, such as have no concern with

the life of people ; v/hile true teachers give up
their lives for the life of men.

14, *' I am such a teacher. My teaching is this,
^^' — to give up one's life for the life of men.
18. No one shall take my life from me, but I my-

self freely give it up for men, in order to receive

true life. The commandment to do this I re-

15- ceived from my Father. And as my Father
knows me, so I also know Him ; and therefore

^7. I lay down my life for men. Therefore the

Father loves me, because I fulfil His com-
mandments.

16.
" And all men, not only those here now, but

all men, shall understand my voice ; and all

shall come together into one, and all men shall

be one, and their teaching one.''

24. And the Jews surrounded him, and said

:

*'A11 that you say is difficult to understand,

and does not agree with our writings. Do not

torment us, but simply and straightforwardly

tell us, whether you are that Messiah who,
according to our writings, should come into

the world."

25. And Jesus answered them :
" I have already

told yen who I am, but you do not believe.

If you do not believe my word, then believe

my works; by them understand who I am,
and wherefore I am come.

26. ** But you do not believe me because you do
27. not follow me. He who follows me, and does
e8. that which I say, he understands me. And he

who understands my teaching and fulfils it, re-

29- ceives the true life. My Father has united
30. them with me, and no one can disunite us. I

and the Father are one."

31. And the Jews were offended at this, and
took up stones to kill him.
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But he said to them :
" I have shown you jn x. 32

many good works, and have disclosed the

teaching of my Father. For which, then, of

these good works do you wish to stone me ?
'*

They said :
'* Not for the good do we wish 33

to stone you ; but because you, a man, make
yourself God."
And Jesus answered them :

** Why, this is 34

just what is written in your writings, where
it says that God Himself said to the wicked
rulers: *You are gods.' If He called even 35.

vicious men gods, then why do you consider 36.

it sacrilege to call that the son of God, which
God in His love sent into the world ? Every
man in the spirit is the son of God. If I do 37.

not live in God's way, then do not believe that

I am a son of God. But if I live after God's 38.

way, then believe from my life that I am in

the Father, and then you will understand that

the Father is in me and I in Him."
And the Jews began to dispute. Some said ao

that he was possessed, and others said : "A ai.

man who is possessed cannot enlighten men."
And they did not know what to do with him, 39.

and could not condemn him. And he went 40.

again across the Jordan, and remained there.

And many believed in his teaching, and said 41.

that it was true, as the teaching of John was.
Therefore many believed in it. 42.

And Jesus once said to his disciples :
" Tell Mt. xvi. 13.

me how the people understand my teaching
about the son of God and the son of man."
They said: *'Some understand it like the 14-

teaching of John, others like the prophecies of

Isaiah ; others, again, say that it is like the
teaching of Jeremiah. They understand that

you are a prophet."
" And how do you understand my teaching ?

"
«5

And Simon Peter said to him :
'* In my ^^

opinion, your teaching consists in this, that
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you are the chosen Son of the God of Life.

You teach that God is the life in man."
Mt. Kvi 17. And Jesus said to him :

'' Happy, are you,

Simon, that you have understood this. No
man could disclose this to you ; but you have
understood this, because God in you has dis-

closed it to you. Not fleshly understanding,

and not I, my words, have disclosed this to

you ; but God my Father has directly disclosed

it. And upon this is founded that society of

men for whom there is no death."

18

CHAPTER VIII

LIFE IS NOT TEMPORAL

Therefore true life is to be lived in the present

(*' 2rf}i0 tiag '')

Mt X. 38. Jesus said :
" He who is not ready for all

fleshly sufferings and bereavements, has not

39- understood me. He who shall obtain all that

is best for the fleshly life, shall destroy the true

life ; he who shall destroy his fleshly life in ful-

filling my teaching, shall receive the true life."

nix. 27. And in answer to these words, Peter said

to him :
** See, we have listened to you, have

thrown off all cares and property, and have fol-

lowed you. What reward shall we have for

this.?"

Mk, X. 29, And Jesus said to him: *' Every one who
^°* has abandoned home, sisters, brothers, father,

mother, wife, children, and his fields, for my
teaching, shall receive a hundredfold more than
sisters and brothers and fields, and all that is

needful in this life ; and besides this, he re-

si- ceives life beyond the power of time. There
are no rewards in the kingdom of heaven, the

kingdom of heaven is its own aim and reward
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In the kingdom of God all are equal, there is

neither first nor last.

'* Because the kingdom of heaven is like this. Mt xx. 1.

The master of a house went in the early morn-

ing to hire laborers for his grounds. He «•

hired laborers at a penny a day, and set them
to work in the garden. And he again went at s*

mid-day and hired more, and sent them into

the garden to work ; and at evening he hired

still more, and sent them to work. And with

them all he agreed at a penny. The time 8.

came for the reckoning. And the master
ordered all to be paid alike. First, those who 9-

came last ; and afterward, the first. And the

first saw that the last received each a penny.
And they thought that they would receive «>.

more ; but the first were also given each a
penny. They took it and said :

* But how is ".

this ? They only worked one shift, and we all 12.

four ; why, then, do we receive alike ? This 13-

is unjust.' But the master came up, and said :

*What are you complaining about .^ Have I

offended you ? The amount I hired you for, I

have given you. Our agreement was for a 14.

penny, take it and go. If I wish to give to

the last the same as to you, am I not master
of my own will ? Or because you see that I 's-

am good, is that the cause of your grudging ?
'

"

In the kingdom of God there is neither first 16.

nor last, for all there are as one.

There came to Jesus two of his disciples, 20.

James and John, and said :
'' Promise us that Mk x. 35.

you will do that for us which we shall ask of

you."

He said : *' What do you wish ?
"

Mt. xx.21.

They said :
'' That we may be equal with

you."

Jesus said to them :
'' You yourselves do not

know what you ask. You may live just as I

do, and be cleansed from fleshly life like me,

22
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but to make you like myself is not in my
Mt XX. 23. power. Every man may, by his own effort,

enter the kingdom of his Father, having sub-

mitted to His power, and fulfilling His will."

24. When they heard of this, the other disciples

grew angry with the two brothers, because
these wished to be equal to their teacher, and
the first among his disciples.

25. But Jesus called them, and said :
'' If you

brothers, James and John, asked me to make
you such as I am in order to be first among
my disciples, then you were mistaken ; but if

you, my other disciples, are angry with them
because they wish to be your elders, then you
also are mistaken. Only in the world are

kings and officials reckoned by seniority for

governing the people. But among you, there

26. cannot be either elder or younger. Among
you, for one to be greater than another, it is

27. necessary to be the servant of all. -Among
you, let him who wishes to be first, consider

28. himself last. Because therein is the will of

the Father as to the Son of Man; who does
not live to be served, but to himself serve all,

and to give up his fleshly life, as a ransom for

the life of the spirit.''

itvm. ii. And Jesus said to the people: ''The Father
12. seeks to save that which perishes. He re-

joices over it, as a shepherd rejoices when he
has found one sheep that was lost. When
one is lost, he leaves the ninety-nine, and goes

Lk. XV. 8. to save the lost one. And if a woman lose a
farthing, she will sweep out the whole hut and

JO. seek until she find it. The Father loves the

Son, and calls him to Himself.'*

xiv. 8. And he told them yet another parable, to

the effect that they who live in the will of

God ought not to exalt themselves. He said

:

" If you are invited to dinner, do not seat

yourself in the front corner; some one will
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come of more consideration than yourself, and

the master will say :
* Leave your place, and Lk. xiv. 9.

allow him who is better than you to be seated/

Then you will be put to shame. But do better, la

take your seat in the very last place, then the

master will find you, and call you to a place

of honor, and you will be honored.
** So also in the kingdom of God there is no wl

room for pride. He who exalts himself, by so

doing lowers himself ; but he who humbles
himself, and considers himself unworthy, by
this same means raises himself in the kingdom
of God.

** A man had two sons. And the younger «>. "-

said to his father :
* Father, give me my prop- x2.

erty.' And the father gave him his share.

The younger son took his share, went abroad, 13.

squandered all his property, and began to

suffer want. And abroad, he became a swine- is-

herd. And he so hungered, that he ate acorns ^6.

with the swine. And he bethought himself of 17.

his life, and said :
* Why did I take my share

and leave my father ? My father had plenty

of everything ; at my father's, even laborers

ate their fill. But I here am eating the same
food as the swine. I will go to my father, fall *^*

at his feet, and say : I am to blame, father,

before you, and am not worthy to be your
son. Take me back even as a laborer/

So he thought, and he went to his father. ^
And when he was still far off, his father at

once recognized him, and himself ran to meet
him, embraced him, and began to kiss him.
And the son said : * Father, I am to blame "•

before you, I am not worthy to be your son.'

But the father would not even listen, and said 22

to the laborers :
* Bring quickly the best

clothes and the best boots, to clothe him and
shoe him. And go and bring a fatted calf and 23.

kill it, and we will rejoice that this my son was 24
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dead and is now alive, was lost and is now
i.k XV. 25. found/ And the elder brother came from

the field, and as he approached he heard the

26. sounds of music in the house. He called a

servant to him, and said :
* Why is there this

merry-making here ?
' And the boy said

:

27. * Have you not heard that your brother is

returned, and your father is full of joy, and
has ordered a fatted calf to be killed, for joy

28. that his son has returned ?
' The elder brother

was offended, and did not go into the house.

29- And the father came out and called him. And
he said to his father :

' See, father, how many
years I have worked for you, and have not

disobeyed your command, while you never
30. killed a fatted calf for me. But my younger

brother left the house and squandered all his

property with drunkards, and you have now
killed the calf for him.' And the father said :

3». * You are always with me, and all mine is

32. yours ; and you should not be offended, but
should be glad that your brother was dead and
has become alive, was lost and is found.*

Mk xU. I.
** A master planted a garden, cultivated it,

arranged it, did everything so that the garden
might yield as much fruit as possible. And
he sent laborers into the garden, that they
might work there, and gather the fruit, and
pay him according to the agreement for the gar-

den. (The master is the Father ; the garden,

the world ; the laborers, men. The Father
does no more than send His Son, the Son of

Man, into the world, that men may yield fruit

to the Father from the understanding of life

2. which He placed in them.) The time came
when the master sent a servant for the rents.

(The Father, without ceasing, tells men that
3- they must fulfil His will.) The laborers drove

away the messenger of the master with nothing,

and continued to live, imagining that the gar-
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den was their own, and that they themselves,

of their own will, were settled on it. (Men
drive away from themselves the declaration of

the will of the Father, and continue to live,

each one for himself, imagining that they live

for the joys of the fleshly life.) Then the Mk. xii. 4.

master sent one after another his chosen ones,
^

then his son, to remind the laborers of their

debt. But the laborers quite lost their reason, ?•

and imagined that if they killed this son of the

master, who reminded them that the garden
was not theirs, they would be left quite in

peace. So they killed him. ».

*^ Thus men do not love even a reminder of

the spirit which lives in them, and declares to

them that it is eternal and they are not eternal

;

and they have killed, as far as they could, the

consciousness of the spirit ; they have wrapped
in a cloth and buried in the ground the talent

that was given them.
** What, then, is the master to do ? Nothing Mt. xxi. 40,

else than drive forth those laborers, and send
^'*

others.
'' What is the Father to do ? Sow until there

shall be fruit. And this He does.
'' People have not understood and do not 42.

understand that the consciousness of the spirit

which is in them, and which they hide because
it troubles them, brings life to them through
understanding it. They reject that stone upon ^^

which everything rests. And they who do not
take as foundation the life of the spirit, do
not enter into the kingdom of heaven, and do
not receive life. In order to have faith, and to

receive life, it is necessary to understand one's

position, and not to expect rewards."
Then the disciples said to Jesus :

'' Increase Lk. ^yii 5

in us our faith. Tell us that which will make
us more strongly believe in the life of the spirit,

that we may not regret the Kfe of the flesh,
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which must be given up wholly for the life of

the spirit. For reward, you yourself say there

is none/*

Jk. xYii. 6. And in answer to this, Jesus said to them :

" If you had such a faith as the faith that from
a birch seed there springs up a great tree ; if,

also, you believed that in you there is the germ,
the only germ, of the spirit whence springs up
the true hfe, you would not ask me to increase

in you your faith.
'' Faith does not consist in believing something

wonderful, but faith consists in understanding
one's position, and wherein lies salvation. If

you understand your position, you will not ex-

pect rewards, but will beheve in that which is

intrusted to you.

7.
*' When the master returns with the laborers

from the field, he does not seat the laborer at

8. his table. But he bids him see to the cattle,

and prepare his supper, and after this only

9. says to the laborer :
* Sit down, drink and eat.'

The master will not thank the laborer for hav-

ing done what he ought to do. And the la-

borer, if he understands that he is a laborer,

is not offended, but works, believing that he
will receive his due.

to. **And so you, also, must fulfil the will of

the Father, and think that we are worthless

laborers, having only done what we ought to

do, and not expect a reward, but be content
with receiving that which is due to you.

" There is no need to take care to believe

that there will be a reward, and life ; this can-

not be otherwise ; but there is need to take
care not to destroy this life, not to forget that

it is given us that we may bring forth its fruits,

and fulfil the will of the Father.
xii. 35, " And therefore always be ready, like ser-

^ * vants awaiting a master, to answer him im-

lll
mediately when he comes. The servants dg
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not know when he will return, either early or

late, and they must always be ready. And
when they meet the master, they have fulfilled

his will, and it is well for them.
^* So in life also. Always, every minute of the

present, you must live the life of the spirit, not

thinking of the past or the future, and not saying

to yourself : then or there I will do this or that.

" If the master knew when the thief would L&, xii jcj

come, he would not sleep ; and so do you also

never sleep ; because, to the life of the son of

man time is nothing ; he lives only in the pres-

ent, and does not know when is the beginning
or end of life.

*' Our life is the same as that of a slave whom Mt. xxiv. 45r

the master has left as chief in his household.
^^'

And well it is for that slave if he does the will

of the master always ! But if he shall say, 48.

*The master will not soon return,' and shall for-

get the master's business, then the master will 50.

return unexpectedly, and will drive him out. 51.

*' And so, be not downcast, but always live in Mk. xiu. 33.

the present by the spirit. For the life of the
spirit there is no time.

" Look to yourselves, so as not to weigh your- Lk. xxi. 34.

selves down, and not to blind yourselves with
drunkenness, gluttony, and cares ; so as not
to let the time of salvation pass. The time of

salvation, like a web, is cast over all; it is

there always. And therefore always live the
life of the Son of Man.

*' The kingdom of heaven is like this. Ten Mt. xxv i.

maidens went with lamps to meet the bridegroom.
Five were wise and five foolish. The foolish *;

ones took lamps but did not take oil ; but the 4.

wise took lamps and a store of oil. While they 5.

waited for the bridegroom, they went to sleep.

When the bridegroom was approaching, the ^

foolish maidens saw that they had little oil, and 7.

went to buy some ; and while they were gone, 19.
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the bridegroom came. And the wise maidens
who had oil went in with him, and the doors
were shut. Their business was only this, to

meet the bridegroom with lights ; and the five

foolish ones forgot that it was important, not

only that the lights should burn, but that they
should burn in time. And in order that they
might be burning when the bridegroom came,
they must burn without stopping.

** Life is only for this, to exalt the Son of

Man, and the Son of Man exists always. He
is not in time ; and therefore, in serving him,

one must live without time, in the present

alone.

Lk. xiii. 24. *' Therefore make efforts in the present to

25. enter into the life of the spirit. If you do not
make these efforts you shall not enter. You
will say: 'We said so and so.' But there will

be no good works to show, and there will not
Mt. xvi. 27. be life. Because the Son of Man, the one true

spirit of life, will appear in each man, as such
man has acted for the Son of Man.

Mt. XXV. 320
'^ Mankind is divided according to the way

in which men serve the Son of Man. And
by their works men shall be divided into two
classes, as sheep are divided from goats in

the flock. The one shall Hve, the other per-,

ish.

34. ''They who have served the Son of Man,
they shall receive that which belonged to them
from the beginning of the world, that life

which they have kept. They have kept life

by the fact that they have served the Son of

Man. They have fed the hungry, clothed the

naked, welcomed the stranger, visited the pris-

oner. They have lived in the Son of Man,
felt that he only is in all men, and therefore

they have loved their neighbors.
" Whereas they who have not lived in the

Son of Man, they have not served him., have
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not understood that he alone is in all, and
therefore have not joined in him and have lost

life in him, and have perished."

CHAPTER IX

TEMPTATIONS

The illusions of temporal life conceal from men the true life

in the present

(** iFotgibe us our liebtg as toe forgifae our iebtorg '*)

Once, children were brought to Jesus. His Mt. xix. 13.

disciples began to drive the children away.

Jesus saw this being done, and was grieved, 14.

and said :
—

" You drive the children away without rea-

son. They are better than any, because chil-

dren all live after the Father's will. They
are, indeed, already in the kingdom of heaven.
You should not drive them away, but learn Lk.xviii.17.

from them ; because, in order to live in the

Father's will, you must live as children live.

Children do not abuse one another, do not bear
ill-will to people, do not commit adultery, do
not swear by anything, do not resist evil, do
not go to law with any one, acknowledge no
difference between their own people and for-

eigners. Therefore are they better than grown
people, and are in the kingdom of heaven. If Mt.xviii 3-

you do not refrain from all the temptations of

the flesh, and become as children, you will not
be in the kingdom of heaven.

** Only he who understands that children are 5.

better than we, because they do not break the
Father's will, only he understands my teach-
ing. And he who understands my teaching, Lk. ix. 48

he alone understands the Father's will. We Mt.xviii. 10

cannot despise children, because they are bet-
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ter than we, and their hearts are pure in the

sight of the Father, and are always with Him.
Mtxviii.iA *' And not one child perishes by the Father's

will. They perish only as men entice them
from the truth. And therefore it behooves us

to take care of them, and not to entice them
from the Father, and from true life.

** That man does ill who entices them from
purity. To entice a child from good, to lead

it into temptation, is as bad as to hang a mill-

stone on its neck and throw it into the water.

It is hard for it to swim to the surface ; it is

more likely to drown. It is as hard for a child

to get out of temptation into which a grown-up
man leads it.

7. " The world of men is unhappy only on ac-

count of temptations. Temptations are every-

where in the world, they always were and
always will be ; and man perishes from temp-
tations.

8.
'' Therefore give up everything, sacrifice

everything, if only you may not fall into temp-
tation. A fox, if it fall into a trap, will wrench
off its paw and go away, and the paw will heal

and it will remain alive. Do you likewise.

Give up everything, if only not to sink into

temptation.

Lk. xvii. 3.
'' Beware of temptation under that first com-

mandment ; do not bear ill-will against men,
when people offend you, and you would wish
to be avenged on them.

MLxviii. 15. ** If a man offend you, remember that he is

the son of the same Father, and your brother.

If he has offended you, go and persuade him
of it face to face. If he listen to you, then you
have the advantage, you will have found a new

16. brother. If he do not listen to you, then call

to your aid two or three others who may per-

IXl xvii. 4. suade him. And if he repent, forgive him.

And if he offend you seven times, and seven
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times says, * Forgive me/ then forgive him.

But if he does not Hsten, then tell the society Mt. xviu 17

of believers in my teaching, and if he listens

not to them, then forgive him, and have noth-

ing to do with him.
*' Because the kingdom of God is like this. 23.

A king began to settle with his tenants. And 24.

there was a man brought to him who owed him
a million, and had nothing to pay him with.

Then the king commanded to sell the man's 95.

estate, his wife, his children, and the man
himself. But the tenant began to beg mercy 26.

of the king. And the king was gracious to 97.

him, and pardoned all his debt. And now, • 28.

this same tenant went home, and saw a peas-

ant. This peasant owed him fifty shillings.

The king's tenant seized him, began to strangle

him, and said: * Give me what you owe me.'

And the peasant fell at his feet, and said

:

99.

* Have patience with me, I will pay you all.'

But the tenant showed him no mercy, and put 30.

the peasant into prison, to stay there until he
paid everything. Other peasants saw this, 31-

and went to the king, and told what the ten-

ant had done. Then the king called the 3«-

tenant, and said to him : * Wicked creature,

I pardoned you all your debt, because you
prayed me. And you, also, should have shown 33.

mercy to your debtor, because I showed mercy
to you.' And the king became angry, and gave 34.

the tenant to be made to suffer, until he should
pay all his rent.

"Just so, the Father will do with you, if 35-

you do not forgive, from the bottom of your
heart, all those who are to blame in your sight.

*'You know that if a quarrel arise with a v. 25

man, it is better to make it up with him with-

out going to the court. You know this, and
you act so because you know, should it go to

the court, you will lose more. Now, it is the
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same with all malice. If you know that mal-

ice is a bad thing, and removes you from the

Father, then get clear of malice as soon as

possible, and make your peace.

Mi.xviii. 18. **You yourselves know that as you become
bound on earth, so you will be before the

Father. And as you free yourselves on earth,

so you will be also free before the Father.

19. Understand that if two or three on earth are

united in my teaching, everything they may
desire they already have from my Father.

20. Because where two or three are joined in the

name of the spirit in man, the spirit of man is

living in them.

?Mk. X. -2. " Beware also of temptation under the sec-

ond commandment ; the temptation for men
to change their wives.''

jSfit xu. 3. There once came to Jesus orthodox teachers,

who, trying him, said :
** May a man leave his

wife.?"

4. He said to them :
*' From the very beginning

man was created male and female. This was
5. the will of the Father. And therefore a man

leaves father and mother and cleaves to his

wife. And husband and wife unite in one
6. body. So that the wife is the same for a

man as his own flesh. Therefore man must
not break the natural law of God, and separate

8. that which is united. According to your law
of Moses, it is said that you may abandon a

wife and take another; but this is untrue.

According to the Father's will, this is not so,

9. and I tell you that he who casts off his wife

drives into immorality both her, and him who
shall have to do with her. And casting off his

wife, a man breeds immorality in the world."

JO. And the disciples said to Jesus :
** It is too

hard to be tied for life, whatever happens, to

one wife. If that must be, it were better not

to marry."
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He said to them: *'You may refrain from Mt. xix. n,

marriage, but you must understand what you
are about. If any one wishes to live without "

wife, let him be quite pure, and not approach
women ; but he who loves women, let him
unite with one wife and not cast her off, and
not gaze upon others.

'' Beware of temptation against the third

commandment ; the temptation to force people

to fulfil obligations and to take oaths/'

Once, tax-gatherers came to Peter, and asked «vii. 24,

him :
" How about your teacher, does he pay

taxes ? '' Peter said :
*' No, he does not/' *5-

And he went and told Jesus that he had been
stopped, and told that all were bound to pay
taxes.

Then Jesus said to him :
'* The king does

not take taxes of his sons ; and moreover, men
are not bound to pay any one but the king. Is

this not so ? Well, so it is with us. If we are

sons of God, then we are bound to no one but
God, and free from all obligations. And if they 37

demand taxes of you, then pay. But do so,

not because it is your duty, but because you
may not resist evil. Otherwise resistance to

evil will cause a greater evil."

Another time, the orthodox joined with «»»»• ^6.

Caesar's officials, and went to Jesus, to entrap
him in his words. They said to him :

" You
teach every one according to the truth. Tell 17.

us, are we bound to pay taxes to Caesar or
not.'^" Jesus understood that they wished to ^s.

convict him of not acknowledging duty to

Caesar. And he said to them :
'' Show me 'o^

that with which you pay taxes to Caesar."
They handed him a coin. He looked at the ^
coin, and said: **What is this here.? Whose
effigy and whose signature are these ?

" They
said: "Caesar's." And he said : "Well then, «
pay Caesar that which is Caesar's, but that
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which is God's, your soul, give to no one but

to God." Money, goods, your labor, give

everything to him who shall ask it of you.

But your soul, give to none but God.
** Your orthodox teachers go about every-

Mt xxiii. 15. where, and compel people to swear and vow that

they will fulfil the law. But by this they only

pervert people, and make them worse than
before. It is impossible to promise with one's

16- body for one's soul. In your soul, God is

;

*^' therefore people cannot promise for God to

men.
" Beware. Temptation under the fourth com-

mandment is the temptation for men to judge
and execute people, and call upon others to

take part in these judgments and executions.'*

Lk. ix. 52. The disciples of Jesus once went into a vil-

lage, and asked for a night's lodging ; but they
53. were not admitted. Then the disciples went
54. to Jesus to complain, and said :

'' Let these

55. people be struck with lightning." Jesus said :

" You still do not understand of what spirit you
56. are. I am teaching, not how to destroy, but

how to save people."
xii. 13. Once a man came to Jesus, and said :

" Bid my
14. brother give me my inheritance." Jesus said

to him :
'^ No one has made me judge over you,

and I judge no one. And neither may you
judge any one."

fn. viii. 3. The orthodox once brought a woman to

4. Jesus, and said :
** See, this woman was taken

5. in adultery. Now, by the law she shoulii be
stoned to death. What do you say ?

"

6. Jesus answered nothing, and waited for them
7. to bethink themselves. But they pressed him,

and asked what he would adjudge to this

woman. Then he said :
" He among you who

is without fault, let him be the first to cast a

8. stone at her." He said nothing more.

9. Then the orthodox looked within themselves,
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and their consciences smote them ; and they

who were in front sought to get behind the

others, and all went away. And Jesus re- jn. riii. r^

mained alone with the woman. He looked

round, and saw that there was none else.

**Well,'* said he to the woman, '*has no one
condemned you .? " She said: *' No one.'' Then i^

he said :
" And I do not condemn you. Go,

and henceforth sin no more."
Beware. Temptation against the fifth com-

mandment is the temptation for men to con-

sider themselves bound to do good only to

their countrymen, and to consider foreigners

as enemies.

A teacher of the law wished to try Jesus, Lk. x. 25.

and said :
*^ What am I to do in order to receive

the true life ?
" Jesus said :

** You know,— love a?,

your Father, God, and him who is your brother

through your Father, God ; of whatever country
he may be." And the teacher of the law said : 29.

" This would be well, if there were not differ-

ent nations ; but as it is, how am I to love the
enemies of my own people ?

"

And Jesus said :
** There was a Jew who fell ^

into misfortune. He was beaten, robbed, and
abandoned on the road. A Jewish priest went 3^

by, glanced at the wounded man, and went on.

A Jewish Levite passed, looked at the wounded 3*-

man, and also went by. But there came a man 33.

of a foreign, hostile nation, a Samaritan. This
Samaritan saw the Jew, and did not think of

the fact that Jews have no esteem for the
Samaritans, but pitied the poor Jew. He 3*-

washed and bound his wounds, and carried

him on his ass to an inn, paid money for him 3s

to the innkeeper, and promised to come again
to pay for him. Thus shall you also behave
toward foreign nations, toward those who
hold you of no account and ruin you. Then
you will receive true life."
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Mt. xvi. 21. Jesus said: ** The world loves its own, and
hates God's people. Therefore men of the

world— priests, preachers, officials— will har-

ass those who shall fulfil the will of the Father.

And I am going to Jerusalem, and shall be per-

secuted and killed. But my spirit cannot be
killed, but will remain alive.''

Uk viii. 32. Having heard that Jesus would be tortured

and killed in Jerusalem, Peter was sad, and took

Jesus by the hand, and said to him :
'' If so,

33- then you had better not go to Jerusalem." Then
Jesus said to Peter :

'* Do not say this. What
you say is temptation. If you fear tortures and
death for me, this means that you are not think-

ing of that which is godly, of the spirit, but are

thinking of what is worldly."

34. And having called the people and his disci-

ples, Jesus said :
*' He who wishes to live ac-

cording to my teaching, let him forsake his

fleshly life, and let him be ready for all fleshly

suffering ; because he who fears for his fleshly

life, shall destroy the true life ; he who despises

the fleshly life, shall save the true life."

Mt. xxii. 23. And they did not understand this, and certain

materialists coming, he explained to all what is

the meaning of the true life and the awakening
from death.

The materialists said that after the fleshly

24- death there is no longer any life. They asked :

" How can all rise from the dead ? If all were
to rise, then in rising they could in no way have

25. life together. For instance, there were seven
brothers among us. The first married and died.

The wife was taken by the second brother and
28. he died, and she was taken by the third, who

also died, and so on unto the seventh. Well
now, how shall these seven brothers live with
one wife if all arise from the dead ?

"

Lk. XX. 34. Jesus said to them :
** You either purposel)''

confuse things, or you do not understand what
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the awakening to life is. Men in this present

life marry. But they who shall earn everlast- Lk. xx. 35

ing life, and the awakening from death, do not

marry. And that because they can no longer 36

die, but are united with the Father. In your Mt. xxn 31.

writings, it is said that God said :
' I am the God 32.

of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.' And this was
said when Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob had died

from among men. It follows, that they who
have died from among men are alive to God.
If God is, and God does not die, then they who
are witK God are always alive. The awakening
from death is, to live in the will of the Father.

For the Father, there is no time ; therefore in

fulfilling the will of the Father, in joining Him,
man departs from time and death."

When they heard this, the orthodox no longer 34

knew what to devise to compel Jesus to hold

his tongue ; and together they began to ques-

tion Jesus. And one of the orthodox said

:

35.

"Teacher, what, in your opinion, is the chief 36.

commandment in the whole law ?
"

The orthodox thought that Jesus would get

confused in the answer about the law. But 37

Jesus said :
'* It is, to love the Lord with all

one's soul, in whose power we are. From it the

second commandment follows, which is, to love

one's neighbor. Because the same Lord is in 39-

him. And this is the substance of all that is ^^

written in all your books."
And Jesus said farther :

" In your opinion, 42

what is Christ ? Is he some one's son ?
" They

said :
" In our opinion, Christ is the son of

David." Then he said to them :
'* How, then, 43

does David call Christ his Lord? Christ is

neither son of David, nor any one's son after

the flesh ; but Christ is that same Lord, our
Ruler, whom we know in ourselves as our life.

Christ is that understanding which is in us."

And Jesus said :
'' See, beware of the leaven Lk. xa. i
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of orthodox teachers. And beware of the leaven

of the materiaUsts and of the leaven of the gov-

Lk. xii. 5 ernment. But most of all, beware of the leaven

of the self-styled * orthodox/ because in them
is the chief stumbling-block."

XX. 45. And when the people understood of what he
46. was speaking, he repeated :

*' Most of all, be-

ware of the teaching of the scholars, of the

Mt.xxiii. a. self-called * orthodox.' Beware of them, be-

cause they have taken the place of the prophets
who declared the will of God to the people.

They have perversely assumed authority to

preach to the people the will of God. They
preach words, and do nothing. And the result

3. is that they no more than say :
* Do this and

that.' And there is no further result, because
4. they do nothing good, but only talk. And they

tell people to do what is impossible to be done,
5- and they themselves do nothing. They only

labor to keep the teaching in their own hands

;

and with this aim they strive to appear impos-
ing ; they dress themselves up and exalt them-

8. selves. Know, therefore, that no one should
13. call himself teacher and leader. But the self-

styled orthodox are called teachers, and by this

very thing they hinder you from entering into

the kingdom of heaven, where they themselves

15. do not enter. These orthodox think that peo-

ple may be brought to God by exterior rites

16. and pledges. Like blind men, they do not see

that the outside show means nothing ; that all

23. depends upon the soul of man. They do the

easiest thing, the external thing ; that which is

needful and difficult— love, compassion, truth

28. — they leave undone. It suffices them to be
only outwardly in the law, and to bring others

87. outwardly to the law. And therefore they, like

painted coffins, outwardly look clean, but are

30. an abomination within. They outwardly honor
31. the holy martyrs. But in very deed they are the
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same as those who torture and kill the saints.

They were before, and are now, the enemies
of all good. From them comes all the evil

in the world ; because they hide the good,

and instead of it uphold evil. Most of all to Mk Ui. 2a

be feared, therefore, are self-called teachers.

Because you yourselves know every mistake
may be made good. But if people are mis- 2^

taken as to what good is, this mistake can
never be set right. And this is precisely the

condition of self-called leaders."

And Jesus said: "I wished, here in Jeru- Mtxxia.3y.

salem, to join all men in one understanding
of true happiness ; but the people here are

only capable of putting to death the teachers

of good. And therefore they will remain the 38.

same godless people as they were, and will not
know the true God ; until they shall lovingly 39.

welcome the understanding of God.'* And xxiv. i.

Jesus went away from the temple.

Then his disciples said to him :
** But what

will happen to this temple of God, with all its

embellishments which people have brought
into it, to give to God." And Jesus said: ** I s.

tell you truly, the whole of this temple, with
all its embellishments, shall be destroyed, and
nothing shall remain of it. There is one tem-
ple of God ; that is, the hearts of men when
they love each other."

And they asked him :
" When shall there be 3.

such a temple.?" And Jesus said to them: 4.

" That will not be soon. People will yet long
be deceived in the name of my teaching, and
wars and rebellions will be the result. And is.

there will be great lawlessness, and little love.

But when the true teaching shall spread among 14

all men, then will be the end of evil and temp-
tations."
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CHAPTER X

THE WARFARE WITH TEMPTATION

Therefore^ not to fall by temptation, we must, at every moment
of life, be at one with the Father

("3Leati ug not into temptation *')

Ut xi. 53- After this, the orthodox chief priests began
to do all they could to lay traps for Jesus, in

jn. xi. 47. some way or other to destroy him. They gath-

48. ered in council, and began to consider. They
said :

" This man must somehow or other be
put an end to. He so proves his teaching

that, if he be left alone, all will believe in him,

and cast off our belief. Already half of the

people believe in him. But if the Jews believe

in his teaching, that all men are sons of one
Father, and brothers, and that there is nothing
in our Hebrew people different from other peo-

ples, then the Romans will completely over-

whelm us, and the Hebrew kingdom will be no
more.''

Lk. xix. 47. And the orthodox high priest and learned

men for long counseled together, and could

48. not think what to do with Jesus. They could

not make up their minds to kill him.

)d. xi. 49. Then one of them, Caiaphas, the chief priest

of that year, thought of the following device.

50. He said to the others :
** You must remember

this : it is expedient to kill one man, that the

whole people may not perish. If we leave this

man alone, the people will perish ; this I de-

clare to you. Therefore it is better to kill

52. Jesus. Even if the people do not perish, they
will nevertheless go astray, departing from the

Qne belief, if we do not kill Jesus. Therefore
il IS better to kill Jesus.*'

53. And when Caiaphas said this, they resolved
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that there was no need to discuss, but that

Jesus must be killed without fail.

They would have taken Jesus at once and Jn. xi. 54

killed him, but he withdrew from them into

the desert. But at this time the feast of the 55

Passover was approaching, when a great mul-

titude always gathered in Jerusalem. And the 56

orthodox high priests reckoned upon Jesus

coming with the people to the feast. And 57.

they made known to the people that if any one
should see Jesus he should bring him to them.

And it so happened that, six days before the xU. i.

Passover, Jesus said to his disciples :
** Let us **' ^'

go to Jerusalem.'* And he went with them.

And the disciples said to him :
*' Do not go &

into Jerusalem. The high priests have resolved

now to stone you to death. If you come they
will kill you."

Jesus said to them :
*' I can fear nothing, 9

because I live in the light of understanding.

And as every man, that he may not stumble,

walks by day and not by night, so every man,
that he may doubt nothing and fear nothing,

must live by this understanding. Only he »»

doubts and fears who lives by the flesh ; but
he who lives by understanding, for him there

is nothing doubtful or fearful."

And Jesus came to the village of Bethany,
near Jerusalem, and to the house of Martha
and Mary which was there.

Early in the morning Jesus went into Jeru-
salem. There was a great crowd for the feast.

And when they recognized Jesus, they sur- »i

rounded him, tore branches from the trees,

and threw their clothes before him on the
road, and all shouted :

'' Here is our true king,

he who has taught us the true God."
Jesus sat upon an ass's foal, riding, and the «

people ran before him and shouted; thus he
rode into Jerusalem. And when he had thus Mt. xxi 10

XII. X.

12.
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ridden into the town, the whole people were
Mt. XXI. II. excited, and asked :

'* Who is he ?
" They who

knew him answered :
" Jesus, the prophet of

Nazareth, in Gahlee/'
Mk. xi. 15. And Jesus went into the temple, and again

drove out thence all the buyers and sellers.

jn. xii. 19. And the orthodox high priests saw all this^,

and said to each other :
*' See what this manj

is doing. The whole people are following

him."
Mk. xi. 18. But they did not dare to take him straight

from among the people, because they saw that

the people were gathering round him, and they

bethought them how to take him by cunning.
fn. xii. 20. Meanwhile Jesus was in the temple, and

taught the people. Among the people, be-

sides Jews, there were Greeks and heathen.

The Greeks heard of the teaching of Jesus, and
understood his teaching in this way, namely,
that he taught the truth, not only to Hebrews

21. but to all men. Therefore they wished to be
also his disciples, and spoke about this to

22. Philip. And Philip told this to Andrew.
These two disciples feared to bring Jesus

together with the Greeks. They were afraid

lest the people should be angry with Jesus,

because he did not recognize any difference

between Hebrews and other nations, and they
long wavered about telling this to Jesus ; but
afterward both together told him, and hearing

• that the Greeks wished to be his followers,

Jesus was troubled. He knew that the people
hated him because he made no difference

between the Hebrews and the heathen, but
acknowledged himself to be the same as the

heathen.
«3- He said :

'* The hour is come to explain

what I understand by the Son of Man, though
I perish because, in explaining this, I destroy

distinction between Jews and heathen. I must
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speak the truth. A grain of wheat will only jn. xH. 2+

bring forth fruit when it itself perishes. He 25,

who loves his fleshly life loses the true life, and
he who despises the fleshly life keeps it for the

everlasting life. He who wishes to follow my
teaching, let him do as I do. And he who ad

does as I do shall be rewarded by my Father.

My soul is now wrestling. Shall I surrender 27.

myself to the compromises of temporary life,

or fulfil the will of the Father, now, at this

hour ? And what then ? Surely now, when
this hour is come in which I am living, I shall

not say :
* Father, save me from that which I

should do.' I cannot say this for the sake of

my life. And therefore I say :
' Father, show 28.

yourself in me.'
''

And Jesus said :
" Henceforth the present 31.

society of men is condemned to destruction.

From now that which rules this world shall be
destroyed. And when the Son of Man shall 32-

be exalted above the earthly life, then shall

he unite all in one.''

Then the Jews said to him :
'' We under- 34.

stand from the law what the everlasting Christ
is ; but why do you say that the Son of Man
shall be exalted.? What is the meaning of
exalting the Son of Man .?"

To this Jesus answered: "To exalt the 3s

Son of Man, means to live by the life of under-
standing that is in you. To exalt the Son 36.

of Man above that which is earthly, means to
'

believe in the light while there is light, in

order to be a son of understanding.
*' He who believes in my teaching believes 44

not in me, but in that spirit which gave life

to the world. And he who understands my 45

teaching, understands that spirit which gave
life to the world. But if any one hears my 47

words and does not fulfil them, it is not I who
blame him, seeing that I came, not to accuse,
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jn. xu. 48. but to save. He who does not accept my
words is accused, not by my teaching, but by
the understanding which is in himself. This

49- it is which accuses him. I did not speak of

myself, but said what my Father, the living

50. spirit in me, suggested to me. That which I

say, the spirit of understanding has told me,
and that which I teach is the true life/'

36. And having said this, Jesus went away, and
again hid from the chief priests.

42. And of those who heard these words of

Jesus, many of the powerful and wealthy
people believed, but were afraid to acknowl-
edge it to the chief priests, because not one
of these priests believed and acknowledged it.

43. They were accustomed to judge according to

man, and not according to God.
I iitxxvi. 3. After Jesus had hidden, the high priests and

the elders again met in the court of Caiaphas.
4- And they began to plan how to take Jesus
5. unknown to the people, for they were afraid

14. to seize him openly. And there came to their

council one of the first twelve disciples of

15. Jesus, Judas Iscariot, who said :
** If you wish

to take Jesus secretly, so that the people may
not see, I will find a time when there will be
few people with him, and will show you where
he is ; and then take him. But what will you
give me for this ? '' They promised him for

x6. this thirty silver coins. He agreed ; and from
that time began to seek an opportunity to bring

the chief priests upon Jesus, in order to take
him.

17- Meanwhile Jesus withdrew from the people,

and with him were only his disciples. When
the first feast of unleavened bread approached,
the disciples said to Jesus :

'* Where, then, shall

18. we keep the Passover .^ '' And Jesus said : *'Go
into some village, and enter some one's house,

and say that we have not time to prepare the
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Mt. XXVI. 19

2Q

Mt.

Mk,

Mt.

XXVI.

xiv.

xxvi.

feast, and ask him to admit us to celebrate the

Passover." And the disciples did so ; they

asked a man in the village, and he invited them
in. And they came and sat down to the table,

Jesus and the twelve disciples, Judas among
them.

Jesus knew that Judas Iscariot had already jn

promised to betray him to death, but he did

not accuse Judas for this, or show him ill-will,

but as in all his life he taught his disciples

love, so even now he only reproached Judas
lovingly. When they all twelve were seated

at table, he looked at them, and said :
'' Among

you sits he who has betrayed me. Yes, he who
eats and drinks with me shall also destroy me."
And he said nothing more, so that they did not

know of whom he spoke, and they began to sup.

When they began to eat, Jesus took a loaf

and broke it into twelve parts, and gave each
of the disciples a piece, and said :

'^ Take and
eat, this is my body." And he then filled a
cup with wine, handed it to the disciples, and
said: "Drink, all of you, of this cup." And
when they had all drunk, he said :

** This is

my blood. I shed it that people may know
my will, to forgive others their sins. For I Lk. xxii

shall soon die, and be no more with you in this

world, but shall join you only in the kingdom
of heaven."

After this, Jesus got up from the table, girt jn.

himself with a towel, took a ewer of water,

and began to wash the feet of all the disciples.

And he came to Peter ; and Peter said :
'' But

why will you wash my feet 1
" Jesus said to

him :
'' It seems strange to you that I should

wash your feet ; but you will know soon why I

do this. Though you are clean, yet not all of

you are so, but among you is my betrayer, to

whom I gave, with my own hand, bread and
wine, and whose feet I wish to wash."

36.

27.

28,

18

Xlll.

10
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> xiii. 12, When Jesus had washed all their feet, he
again sat down, and said :

*' Do you understand

14. why I did this ? It was so that you always
may do the same for each other. I, your
teacher, do this, that you may know how to

17. behave toward those who do you evil. If you
have understood this, and will do it, then you will

18. be happy. When I said that one of you will

betray me, I did not speak of all of you, because
only a single one of you, whose feet I washed,
and who ate bread with me, will betray me."

2x. And having said this, Jesus was troubled in

spirit, and yet again said :
*' Yes, yes, one of

you will betray me."
22. And again the disciples began to look round

at each other, not knowing of whom he spoke.
23- One disciple sat near to Jesus, and Simon
24- Peter signed to him in a way to ask who
25. the betrayer was. The disciple asked. And
26. Jesus said :

*^ I will soak a piece of bread, and
give it to him : and he to whom I shall give it

27. is my betrayer." And he gave the bread to

Judas Iscariot, and said to him: **What you
30. wish to do, do quickly." Then Judas under-

stood that he must go out, and as soon as he had
taken the bread he forthwith went out. And
it was impossible to follow him, as it was night.

31. And when Judas was gone out, Jesus said

:

" It is now clear to you what the Son of Man
is. It is now clear to you that in him God is,

to make him as blessed as God Himself.

33.
^* Children ! I have not long now to be with

you. Do not equivocate over my teaching, as

I said to the orthodox, but do that which I do.

34. I give you this, a new commandment. As I

always, and to the end, have loved you all, do
you always, and to the end, love each other.

35. By this only will you be distinguished. Seek
to be only thus distinguished from other

people. Love one another."
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33-

34.

35-

xxii. 35.

And after this, they went to the Mount of Mt.xxvi. 30

OHves.
And on the way Jesus said to them :

" See, 3^-

the time is coming when that shall happen
which is written, the shepherd shall be killed,

and all the sheep shall be scattered. And
to-night this shall happen. I shall be taken,

and you will all abandon me, and scatter."

Peter said to him in answer: **Even if all

shall be frightened, and scatter, I will not deny
you. I am ready for prison and for death with

you."

And Jesus said to him :
" But I tell you that

this very night, before cock-crow, after I have
been taken, you will deny me, not once, but
thrice."

But Peter said that he would not deny him

;

and the other disciples averred the same.
Then Jesus said to the disciples :

*' Before, Lk.

neither I nor you had need of anything. You
went without wallet and without change of

shoes, and I so bade you do. But now, if I 36.

am accounted an outlaw, we can no longer do
so, but we must be furnished with everything,

and with swords, that we may not perish in

vain."

And the disciples said :
" See, we have two 38.

swords."

Jesus said :
" It is well.**

And having said this, Jesus went with the fol- Mt. xxvi. 36.

lowers into the garden of Gethsemane. Com- "^"* ^''"**

ing into the garden, he said :
'' Wait you here,

but I wish to pray."

And while near to Peter and the two brothers, Mt. xxvi. 37'

sons of Zebedee, he began to feel weary and sad,

and he said to them :
** I feel very sad and my

soul is full of the anguish before death. Wait
here, and be not cast down as I am."
And he went off a little way, lay on the ground

on his face, and began to pray, and said :
'' My

3a

39
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Father, the Spirit ! Let it be not as I will, which
is that I should not die, but let it be as Thou
wilt. Let me die, but for Thee, as a spirit, all is

possible ; let it be that I may not fear death, that

I may escape the temptation of the flesh."

Mt. xxvi.4o. And then he arose, went up to the disciples,

and saw that they were cast down. And he
said to them :

" How is it you have not strength

for one hour to keep up your spirit even as I

!

41. Keep up your spirit, so as not to fall into the

temptation of the flesh. The spirit is strong,

the flesh is weak.'*
4a. And again Jesus went away from them, and

again began to pray, and said :
'* Father, if I

must suffer, must die, and am about to die, then
43. so let it be. Let Thy will be done." And hav-

ing said this, he again went up to the disciples,

and saw that they were still more cast down,
and ready to weep.

44. And he again went away from them, and the

third time said :
'' Father, let Thy will be done."

45. Then he returned to the disciples, and said to

them :
** Now be easy, and be calm, because it

is now decided that I shall give myself into the

hands of worldly men."

CHAPTER XI

THE FAREWELL DISCOURSE

The self-life is an illusion which comes through the flesh, an
evil. The true life is the life common to all men

C* ©elifaer m from ebil '')

Ik. xiii. 36. And Peter said to Jesus :
" Whither are you

going.?"

Jesus answered :
" You will not have the

strength now to go whither I am going ; but
afterward you will go the same way."
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And Peter said :
'' Why do you think that I Jn xiii. 37.

have not the strength now to follow whither you
go ? I will give up my life for you."

And Jesus said :
'' You say that you will give 38.

aip your life for me, and yet even before cock-

crow you shall deny me thrice." And Jesus xiv. i.

said to the disciples :
*' Be not troubled and be

mot afraid, but believe in the true God of life,

and in my teaching.

**The life of the Father is not only that which 2.

IS on earth, but there is another life also. If 3*

there were only such a life as the life here, I

would say to you, that when I die I shall go
into Abraham's bosom, and make ready a place

there for you, and I shall come and take you,

and we shall together live happily in Abraham's
bosom. But I point out to you only the direc- 4.

tion to life."

Thomas said :
*' But we do not know whither 5.

you go, and therefore we cannot know the way.

We want to know what there will be after death.*'

Jesus said :
** I cannot show you what will be ^

there; my teaching is the way, and the truth,

:and the life. And it is impossible to be joined

with the Father of life otherwise than through
my teaching. If you fulfil my teaching, you 7.

shall know the Father."

Philip said : ''But who is the Father ?
"

8.

And Jesus said :
'' The Father is He who gives 9-

life. I have fulfilled the will of the Father, and
therefore by my life you may know wherein is

the will of the Father. I live by the Father, i^-

and the Father lives in me. All that I say and "•

do, I do by the will of the Father. My teaching
is, that I am in the Father and the Father is in

me. If you do not understand my teaching, yet
you see me and my works. And therefore you
may understand what the Father is. And you ^
know that he who shall follow my teaching may
do the same as I ; and yet more, because I shall
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fn xiv. 13. die, but he will still live. He who shall live

according to my teaching, shall have all that he
wishes, because then the Son will be one with

14. the Father. Whatever you may wish that

accords with my teaching, all that you shall

15. have. But for this you must love my teaching.

i6. My teaching will give you, in my place, an in-

17. tercessor and comforter. This comforter will be
the consciousness of truth, which worldly men
do not understand ; but you will know it in your-

18. selves. You never wiirbe alone, if the spirit of

19- my teaching is with you. I shall die, and
worldly men will not see me ; but you will see

me because my teaching lives and you will live

ao. by it. And then, if my teaching shall be in you,

you will understand that I am in the Father and
21. the Father in me. He who shall fulfil my teach-

ing, shall feel in himself the Father ; and in him
my spirit shall live."

«2. And Judas, not Iscariot, but another, said to

him :
*' But why, then, may not all live by the

spirit of truth .?

"

«3- Jesus said in answer :
*' Only he who fulfils

my teaching, only him the Father loves, and in

24. him only can my spirit abide. He who does

not fulfil my teaching, him my Father cannot
love, because this teaching is not mine, but the

25. Father's. This is all that I can tell you now.
26. But my spirit, the spirit of truth, which shall

take up its abode in you after I am gone, shall

reveal to you all, and you shall recall and
understand much of that which I have told

27. you. So that you may always be calm in spirit,

not with that worldly calm which men of the

world seek, but with that calm of spirit in

38. which we no longer fear anything. On this

account, if you fulfil my teaching, you have no
reason to grieve over my death. I, as the

spirit of truth, will come to you, and, together
with the knowledge of the Father, will take up
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my abode in your heart. If you fulfil my
teaching, then you must rejoice, because in-

stead of me you will have the Father with you
in your heart, and this is better for you.

*' My teaching is the tree of life. The Father > xv. i.

is He who tends the tree. He prunes and %

cherishes those branches upon which there is

fruit, that they may yield more. Keep my 4«

teaching of life, and life will be in you. And
as a shoot lives not of itself, but out of the

tree, so do you live by my teaching. My . 5.

teaching is the tree, you are the shoots. He
who lives by my teaching of life yields much
fruit; and without my teaching there is no
life. He who does not live by my teaching 6.

withers and dies ; and the dry branches are cut

off and burnt.
" If you will live by my teaching, and fulfil it, 7«

then you shall have all that you desire. Be- 8.

cause the will of the Father is, that you may
live the true life and have that which you de-

sire. As the Father gave me happiness, so I 9*

give you happiness. Hold to this happiness.

I am living, because the Father loves me and «<>.

I love the Father; do you also live by the

same love. If you will live by this, you shall "•

be blessed.
*' My commandment is, that you love one i«.

another as I have loved you. There is no 13.

greater love than to sacrifice one's life for the
love of one's own, as I have done.

" You are my equals, if you do that which I «4.

have taught you. I do not hold you as slaves, ' »s

to whom orders are given, but as equals ; be-

cause I have made clear to you all that I have
known of the Father. You do not, of your 16

own will, choose my teaching ; but because I

have pointed out to you that only truth by which
you will live, and from which you will have all

that you wish.
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jn. XV. 17. " The teaching is summed up in this— Love
one another.

18. " If the world should hate you, then do not

19. wonder; it hates my teaching. If you were
at one with the world, it would love you. But
I have severed you from the world, and for

90. that it will hate you. If they persecuted me,
21. they will persecute you also. They will do

all this, because they do not know the true

22. God. I explained to them, but they did not
23. wish to hear me. They did not understand

my teaching, because they did not- under-
24. stand the Father. They saw my life, and my
25. life showed them their error. And for this

26. they still more hated me. The spirit of truth

which shall come to you will confirm this

27. to you. And you will accept it. I tell you
this beforehand, so that you may not be
deceived when persecutions shall be upon

a. you. You shall be made outcasts ; men shall

think that in killing you they do God's pleas-

3. ure. All this they cannot help doing, be-

cause they understand neither my teaching

4. nor the true God. All this I tell you before-

hand, so that you may not wonder when it

comes about.

5. "Well then, I now go away to that Spirit

which sent me ; and now you understand, you
6. need not ask me whither I go. But before,

you were grieved that I did not tell you whither,

to what place, I depart.

7. " But I tell you truly that it is well for you
that I am going. If I do not die, the spirit of

truth will not appear to you, but if I die, it

8. will take up its abode in you. It will take

up its abode in you, and it will be clear

to you where untruth is, where truth is,

9. and how to make decision. Untruth, in

that people do not believe in the life of the
10. spirit. Truth, in that I am one with the
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Father. Decision, in that the power of Jn. xvi. «
the fleshly life is at an end.

** I would say yet much more to you, but it 12.

is difficult for you to understand. But when 13.

the spirit of truth dwells in you, it will show
you the whole truth, because it will tell you,

not a new thing of its own, but that which is

of God ; and it will show you the way in all

concerns of life. It also will be from the 15.

Father, as I am from the Father ; therefore it

also will tell you the same as I tell you.
" But when I, the spirit of truth, shall be in x6.

you, you will not always see me. Sometimes
you will, and sometimes you will not, hear

me."
And the disciples said one to another

:

17-

*' What does he mean when he says :
' Some-

times you will see me, sometimes you will not
see me.' What means this, * Sometimes you is.

will, sometimes you will not ' ?
"

Jesus said to them :
*' Do you not under- ^9'

stand what this means, ' Sometimes you will,

sometimes you will not, see me '
? You know 20.

how it always is in the world, that some are

sad and grieved, while others rejoice. And
you will grieve, but your grief will pass into

joy. A woman, when she bears, grieves while «
she is in the pangs of childbirth ; but when
that is ended, she does not remember the pangs,
for joy that a man is born into the world. And
so you will grieve ; anon you will see me, the
spirit of truth will enter into you, and your
grief will be turned into joy. Then you will 23.

no longer ask anything of me, because you will

have all that you wish. Then all which one of

you desires in the spirit, all that he will have
from his Father.

*' You formerly asked for nothing for the 24

spirit; but now ask what you will for the
spirit, and you will have all ; so that your

92.
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fn. XVI. 35. bliss will be full. Now I, as a man, cannot

tell you this clearly in words, but when I, as

the spirit of truth, shall live in you, I will

proclaim to you clearly about the Father.

26. Then it will not be I who will give you all you
ask of the Father in the name of the spirit.

27. But the Father will Himself give, because He
loves you for having received my teaching.

28. You have understood that understanding pro-

ceeds from the Father into the world and re-

turns from the world to the Father."

29. Then the disciples said to Jesus :
'' Now

we have understood everything, and have

30. nothing more to ask, we believe that you are

from God.''

33- And Jesus said :
** All that I have said to

you is in order that you may have confidence

and rest in my teaching. Whatever ills may
befall you in the world, fear nothing : my
teaching will conquer the world."

xvii. I. After this, Jesus raised his eyes to heaven,
and said

:

'* My Father ! Thou hast given Thy Son
the freedom of life in order that he may re-

3. ceive the true life. Life is the knowledge of

the true God of the understanding, Who is

6. discovered to me. I have discovered Thee to

4. men on earth ; I have done that work which
Thou hast bidden me do. I have shown Thy

6. being to men on earth. They were Thine
before, but by Thy will I have discovered to

7» them the truth, and they know Thee. They
have understood that all they have, their life,

is from Thee only, and that I have taught
them, not of myself, but as proceeding, I with

9- them, from Thee. But I pray to Thee for

10, those who acknowledge Thee. They have
understood that all that I have is Thine, and
all that is Thine is mine. I am no longer in the

world, for I return to Thee ; but they are in

IX.
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the world, and therefore I pray Thee, Father,

to preserve in them Thy understanding. I do jn. xrii is

not pray Thee to remove them from the world,

but to free them from evil; to confirm them 17.

in Thy truth. Thy understanding is the truth.

My Father ! I wish them to be as I am ; to «i.

understand as I do, .that the true life began
before the beginning of the world. That they

should all be one ; as Thou, Father, art in me,
and I in Thee, so they may also be one in me.
I in them. Thou in me, so that all may be one

; ^
so that all men may understand they are not

self-created, but that Thou, in love, hast sent

them into the world as Thou didst send me.
Father of truth ! the world did not know Thee, 25.

but I knew Thee, and they have known Thee
through me. And I have made plain to them 26.

what Thou art. Thou art in me, that the

love with which Thou hast loved me may be
in them also. Thou gavest them life, and
therefore didst love them. I have taught them
to know this, and to love Thee ; so that Thy
love might be returned from them to Thee.*'

CHAPTER XII

THE VICTORY OF THE SPIRIT OVER THE FLESH

Therefore^ for him who liveSy not the self-life^ but a common
life in the will of the Father^ there is no death. Bodily
death is for him union with the Father

('* S^fjine ig ti^e feittfltiam, potoer, anti glorg ")

After this, Jesus said :
" Now arise, and Mt. xxvi 46

let us go ; already he is coming who will be-
tray me.'*

And he had hardly said this, when suddenly 47

Judas, one of the twelve disciples, appeared,
and with him a great throng of people with
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Mtxxvi. 48. sticks and swords. Judas said to them: ** I

will bring you where he and his followers are.

and so that you may know him among them
all, he whom I shall first kiss, that is he."

49. And he straightway went up to Jesus, and
said :

'' Hail, teacher !
" and kissed him.

50. And Jesus said to him :
" Friend, why are

you here ?
'*

Then the guard surrounded Jesus, and
wished to take him.

51. And Peter snatched the sword from the

high priest's servant, and slashed the man's
ear.

$a. But Jesus said: "You must not oppose
evil. Cease." And he said to Peter: '* Re-
turn the sword to him from whom you took

it ; he who shall draw the sword, shall perish

with the sword."

55- And after this, Jesus turned to the crowd,

and said: '*Why have you come out against

me, as against a robber, with arms ? I was
every day among you in the temple, and taught

Lk.xxii. 53. you, and you did not take me. But now is

your hour, and the power of darkness."
Mt. XXVI. 56. Then, having seen that he was taken, all the

disciples ran away.
jn. xviii. 12. And the officer ordered the soldiers to take

Jesus, and bind him. The soldiers bound him,
13. and took him first to Annas. This was the

father-in-law of Caiaphas, and Caiaphas was
the high priest for that year, and lived in the

14. same house with Annas. This was the same
Caiaphas who planned how to destroy Jesus.

He held that it was good for the sake of the

people to destroy Jesus, because, if that were
not done, it would be worse for the whole peo-

Mk. xiv. 53. pie. And they took Jesus to the house where
this high priest lived.

Mtxxvi. 58. When they had brought Jesus thither, one
of his disciples, Peter, followed him from afar,
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and watched where they were taking him.

When they brought Jesus into the court of the

high priest, Peter went in also, to see how all

would end. And a girl in the yard saw Peter, Mt. xxvi. 69

and said to him :
*' You, also, were with Jesus

of Galilee." Then Peter was afraid that they 7c.

would accuse him also, and he said aloud be-

fore all the people :
'* I do not know what you

are talking about." Afterward, when they 71.

had taken Jesus into the house, Peter also

entered the hall, with the people. In the hall,

a woman was warming herself at the fire, and
Peter approached. The woman looked at Peter,

and said to the people :
** See, this man is likely

to have been with Jesus of Nazareth." Peter 7*

was still more frightened, and swore that he
never was with him, and did not even know
what kind of a man Jesus was. A little while 73,

after, the people came up to Peter, and said

:

** It is quite clear that you also were among the

disturbers. By your speech one may know that

you are from Galilee." Then Peter began to 74

swear, and aver that he had never known or

seen Jesus.

And he had hardly said this, when the cock 7s

crew. And Peter remembered those words
which Jesus had said to him, when Peter swore
that if all denied Jesus, he would not deny him :

" Before the cock crow this night, you will deny
me thrice." And Peter went out, and cried

bitterly. Jesus had prayed that he might not
thus fall into temptation. He had fallen into

one temptation, that of strife, when he began
to defend Jesus ; and into another temptation,
the fear of death, when he denied Jesus.

And there gathered to the high priest, the Mk xiv. 53

orthodox chief priests, assistants, and officials.

And when all were assembled, they brought in jn. xviu. ig

Jesus; and the chief priests asked him, what
was his teaching, and who were his followers.
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Jn. xviii. 20,

21.

23

•It. xxvi. 59.

60,
61.

And Jesus answered :
'' I always said all I

had to say before everybody openly, and so

I speak now; I concealed nothing from any
one, and I conceal nothing now. But about

what do you question me ? Question those

who heard and understood my teaching. They
will tell you.''

When Jesus had said this, one of the high
priest's servants struck him in the face, and
said :

" To whom are you speaking ? Is this

the way to answer the high priest ?
"

Jesus said :
*' If I spoke ill, say what I spoke

ill. But if I said nothing ill, then there is no
cause to beat me."
The orthodox chief priests strove to accuse

Jesus, and at first did not find any proofs against

him for which it was possible to condemn him.

Afterward they found two witnesses. These
said about Jesus: ''We ourselves heard how
this man said :

' I will destroy this temple of

yours made with hands, and in three days will

build up another temple to God, not made with
hands.'" But this evidence, also, was not

62. enough to condemn him. And therefore the
high priest called up Jesus, and said :

'' Why
do you not answer their evidence ?

"

Jesus held his tongue, saying nothing. Then
the high priest said to him :

'' Well, say then,

Are you the Christ, and of God ?
"

Jesus answered him, and said :
" Yes, I am

the Christ, and of God. You yourselves will

now see that the Son of Man is made like God."
Then the high priest cried out :

" You blas-

pheme ! Now we do not want any evidence.

We all hear, now, that you are a blasphemer."
And the high priest turned to the assembly,
and said :

'' You have yourselves heard that

he blasphemes God. To what do you sentence
him for this ?

"

And all said :
'' We sentence him to death.''

59

63

64.

65.

66,
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Then all the people, and the guards, fell Mt.xxvi. 67

upon Jesus, and began to spit in his face, to

strike him on the cheeks, and to tear at him.

They covered his eyes, hit him in the face,

and asked :
** Now, prophet, guess who it was 68.

that hit you ?
''

' But Jesus held his peace.

Having abused him, they took him, bound, xxvii. 2.

to Pontius Pilate. And they brought him into jn. xviii. 28.

the court.

Pilate, the governor, came out to them and 2^

asked :
" Of what do you accuse this man ?

"

They said :
'* This man is doing wrong , so 30-

we have brought him to you.*'

And Pilate said to them :
" But if he does 31-

wrong, then judge him yourselves according

to your law.**

And they said: "We have brought him to

you that you might execute him, for we are

not allowed to kill any one.**

And so that happened which Jesus expected. 32.

He said that one must be ready to die on the

cross at the hands of the Romans, more likely

than at the hands of the Jews.
And when Pilate asked, whereof they accused Lk.xxiii. a.

him, they said, that he was guilty of stirring up
the people, and that he forbade the payment
of taxes to Caesar, and that he set up himself

as Christ and king.

Pilate listened to them, and bade Jesus be Jn xviii 33.

brought to him in the court. When Jesus
came in, Pilate said to him :

" So you are king
of the Jews ?

**

Jesus said to him :
" Do you really suppose 34.

that I am a king, or are you repeating only
that which others have told you ?

'*

Pilate said :
" I am not a Jew, therefore you 35

cannot be my king, but your people have
brought you to me. What kind of a man are
you ?

**
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jn. xYm36. Jesus answercd : *'I am a king; but my
kingdom is not an earthly one. If I were an
earthly king, my subjects would fight for me,
and would not yield to the high priests. But
as it is, you see that my kingdom is not an
earthly one.**

37- Pilate said to this :
" But yet, do you not

consider yourself a king ?
** Jesus said :

*' Not
only I, but you also, cannot but consider me a

king. For I only teach, in order to discover

to all the truth of the kingdom of heaven.

And every one who lives by the truth, is a

king."
38. Pilate said :

*' You spoke of truth. What is

truth ?
"

And having said this, he turned, and went to

the chief priests. He went out and said to

them :
*' In my opinion, this man has done

no wrong.**
Mk. XV. 3. But the chief priests insisted upon their

opinion, and said that he was doing much evil,

and stirring up the people, and had raised the

whole of Judea right from Galilee.

4. Then Pilate, in the presence of the chief

priests, began to question Jesus. But Jesus
did not answer. Pilate then said to him :

*' Do
you hear of what they accuse you ? Why do
you not justify yourself.'^

**

5. But Jesus still held his tongue, and said not

another word, so that Pilate wondered at him.
UcxxUi. 6. Pilate remembered that Galilee was in the

power of King Herod, and asked :
** Ah ! he

is from Galilee ?
** They answered :

** Yes.**

7. Then he said :
" If he is from Galilee, then

he is under the authority of Herod, and I will

send him to him.** Herod was then in Jeru-

salem, and Pilate, in order to rid himself, sent

Jesus to Herod.
a. When they brought Jesus to Herod, Herod

was very glad to see him. He had heard much
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of him, and wished to know what kind of man
he was. So he called Jesus to him, and began Lk. xxm. $

to question him about all he wished to know.
But Jesus answered him nothing. And the lo,

chief priests and teachers, just as with Pilate,

so before Herod, vehemently accused Jesus,

and said that he was a rioter. And Herod n
deemed Jesus an empty fellow, and to mock
him, bade them clothe him in red, and send
him back to Pilate. Herod was pleased at i«

Pilate's showing respect to him, by sending

Jesus for his judgment, and on this account

they became friends, whereas formerly they

had been at variance.

Now, when they brought Jesus again to n
Pilate, Pilate called back the chief priests

and Jewish authorities, and said to them

:

*' You brought this man to me for stirring 14.

up the people, and I have examined him
before you, and do not see that he is a rioter.

I sent him with you to Herod, and now, see, 15.

— nothing wrong is found in him. And, in

my opinion, there is no cause to punish him
with death. Had you not better punish him
and let him go .^^

''

But when the chief priests heard this, all Mt.xxvii.a3.

cried out :
'' No, punish him in the Roman

fashion ! Stretch him on the cross !
" Pilate "•

heard them out, and said to the. chief priests:
** Well, as you will ! But you have a custom
at the feast of the Passover to pardon one
condemned malefactor. Well, I have lying
in prison, Barabbas, a murderer and rioter.

Which one of the two must be let free

:

Jesus or Barabbas ? ''

Pilate thus wished to save Jesus ; but the
chief priests had so worked upon the people,
that all cried out :

'' Barabbas, Barabbas !

"

And Pilate said :
" And what shall be done a«

with Jesus.?''
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They again cried out :
*' Roman fashion,—

to the cross, to the cross with him."

utxxvii. 23. And Pilate tried to talk them over. He said :

"Why do you press so hardly on him? He
has done nothing that he should be punished

jn. xix. 4. with death, and he has done you no harm. I

will set him free, because I find no fault in him."
6. The chief priests and their servants cried

out :
" Crucify, crucify him !

"

And Pilate said to them :
*' If so, then take

him and crucify him yourselves. But I see no
fault in him."

7. The chief priests answered; "We ask only

that which our law demands. By our law, he
must be executed for having made himself out

to be Son of God."
8. When Pilate heard this word, he was

troubled, because he did not know what this

9 term " Son of God " meant. And having
returned into the court, Pilate called up Jesus
again, and asked him :

" Who are you, and
whence are you ?

"

But Jesus did not answer.
10 Then Pilate said :

" But why do you not

answer me ? You surely see that you are in

my power, and that I can crucify you, or set

you free."

11. Jesus answered him :
" You have no power.

There is power only from above."
IS. Pilate, nevertheless, wished to set Jesus free,

15. and he said to them :
" How is it you wish to

crucify your king ?
"

12. But the Jews said to him :
" If you set Jesus

free, you will thereby show that you are a dis-

loyal servant to Caesar, because he who sets

himself up as king is an enemy to Caesar.

15. Our king is Caesar; but crucify this man."
13. And when Pilate heard these words, he

understood that he could now no longer

refuse to execute Jesus.
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Then Pilate went out before the Jews, took

some water, washed his hands, and said :
** I

am not guilty of the blood of this just man."
And the whole people cried out :

" Let his

blood be upon us and all our children/'

So that the chief priests gained the upper
hand. And Pilate sat in his place of judgment,
and ordered Jesus to be first flogged.

When they had flogged him, the soldiers,

who had done this, put a crown upon his head
and a rod in his hand, and threw a red cloak

over his back, and fell to reviling him ; in

mockery, they bowed down to his feet, and
said :

*' Hail, king of the Jews !
" And others

struck him on the cheeks, over the face, and
spat in his face.

But the chief priests cried :
*' Crucify him

!

Our king is Caesar ! Crucify him !
''

And Pilate bade him be crucified.

Then they stripped Jesus of the red dress,

put on him his own clothing, and bade him
bear the cross to a place called Golgotha, there

to be crucified at once. And he carried his

cross, and so came to Golgotha. And there

they stretched Jesus on the cross, beside two
other men. These two were at the sides, and
Jesus was in the middle.

When they had crucified Jesus, he said

:

" Father ! forgive them ; they do not know what
they are doing.'*

And when Jesus was hung on the cross, the

people thronged round him and railed at him.

They came up, wagged their heads at him, and
said :

" So, you wish to destroy the temple of

Jerusalem, and to build it up again in three

days. Well now, save yourself, come down from
the cross ! '' And the chief priests and leaders

stood there also, and mocked at him, and said

:

" He thought to save others, but cannot save
himself. Now show that you are Christ ; come

Mt.xxvii, 24

9S

Lk. xxiii. 23.

Jn. xix. 13.

Mt.xxvii. 26.

28,

29.

Jn. xix. 15.

16.

Mt.xxvii. 31.

Jn. xix. z8.

Lk. xxiii. 34.

35.

Mk. XV. 29.

3a

3^'

3^
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down from the cross, and then we will believe

you. He said that he was the Son of God,
and that God would not forsake him. But how
is it that God has now forsaken him.?'* And
the people, and the chief priests, and the

soldiers, railed at him, and even one of the

robbers crucified with him, he too railed at

him.

tk.xxia. 39. One of the robbers, reviling him, said: "If
you are Christ, save yourself and us.''

40. But the other robber heard this and said :

" Do you not fear God ? You who are your-

self on the cross, do you even rail at the inno-

41. cent ? You and I are executed for our deserts,

but this man has done no harm."
4s. And, turning to Jesus, this robber said to

him :
" Lord, remember me in your kingdom."

43. And Jesus said to him :
*' Even now you are

blessed with me !

"

Mt.xxvii.46. But at the ninth hour, Jesus, worn out, cried

aloud :
'' Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani !

" This
means : " My God, my God ! why hast Thou
forsaken me ?

"

47- And when the people heard this, they began
to say jeeringly :

" He is calling the prophet
Elias ! Let us see whether Elias will come !

"

In. xix. 38. Afterward, Jesus cried out : " Let me
drink

!

"

And a man took a sponge, soaked it in

vinegar, that stood by, and gave it to Jesus on
a reed.

30. Jesus sucked the sponge, and cried out in a

loud voice :
" It is finished ! Father, I give up

tk. xxiii. 46. my spirit into your hands!" And, letting his

head fall, he gave up the ghost.
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A PROLOGUE

THE UNDERSTANDING OF LIFE

The proclamation of Christ has replaced the belief in an

external God by the understanding of life

The Gospel is the revelation of this truth,

that the first source of everything is the under-

standing of life itself. This being so, the

Gospel puts in the place of what men call
'' God " a right understanding of Hfe. With-
out this understanding there is no life ; men
only live in so far as they understand life.

Those who do not grasp this, and who deem
that the body is the source of life, shut them-
selves out from true life ; but those who com-
prehend that they live, not through the body,
but through the spirit, possess true life. This
is that true life which Jesus Christ came to

teach to men. Having conceived that man's
life flows from the understanding, he gave to

men the teaching and example of a life of the

understanding in the body.
Earlier religions were the announcements of

law as to what men ought to do, and not to

do, for the service of God. The teaching of

Jesus, on the other hand, deals only with the

understanding of life. No man has ever seen,

and no man can see or know, an external God

;

therefore our life cannot take for its aim the
service of such a God. Only by adopting for

his supreme principle the inner understanding
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of life, having for its source the acknowledg-
ment of God, can man surely travel the way
of life.

Mk. i. I. The announcement of salvation of Jesus

jtt, XX. 31. Christ, the Son of God. This is the announce-
ment of salvation ; all men who come to know
they are sons of God receive true life. The
foundation and beginning of all things is the

understanding of life. Understanding of life

n is God. This the announcement of Jesus
Christ reveals as the foundation and beginning

3. of everything. All is built upon the under-

standing of life, without which there can be
4- no living. In this is true life.

5. This understanding is the light of truth.

But this light shines amid the darkness, and
9- the darkness is not able to overcome it. The

true light has always been in the world, and
shines upon all men who come into the world.

10. It has been in the world, and the world existed

only because it contained this light; but the
IX. world has not adhered to it. This light has

appeared in its place, but its place has not

retained it.

12. All those who have grasped the understand-
ing of life have received the opportunity of

«3- becoming like it through belief in it. Those
who have believed that life is in the under-

standing have become the sons, not of the

flesh, but of the understanding.
14- And the understanding of life was united

with the flesh in the person of Jesus Christ,

and so we were given to know that the off-

spring of understanding, man in the flesh, is

of the same nature as his Father, the original

source of life.

15. The teaching of Jesus is the perfect and
16. true faith. In fulfilling the teaching of Jesus,

we have understood the new faith which re-
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places the old. It was law that Moses gave, Jn. i. xy,

but we come to understand the true faith

through Jesus Christ.

No man has ever seen God ; the Son only, »*

who is in the Father, has shown us the way
of life.
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A SUMMARY

THE UNDERSTANDING OF LIFE IS

TO DO GOOD

The announcement of blessedness made by Jesus Christ is an

announcement of understanding of life

The understanding of life is this : The
source of life is perfect goodness, and there-

fore human life is perfectly good in its nature.

To understand the source of life, it is necessary

to believe that our spirit, the life in man, came
from this source. The man, formerly not living,

is summoned into life by this, his origin. This
source of life appoints blessedness for man,
because its own being is blessedness.

To keep in harmony with the source of his

life, a man must fix himself upon the one char-

acteristic of this source which is comprehen-
sible to him, and which finds blessedness in

doing good. Therefore man's life must be
devoted to this blessedness ; that is, to doing
good from love. But we can find no objects

of goodness other than men. All our own
bodily desires are out of harmony with this

principle of blessedness ; and therefore they,

with all the life of the body, must be surren-

dered to the principle of blessedness, to active

love to mankind.
Love to our fellow-men follows from the

understanding of life revealed by Jesus Christ.

The confirmations of this understanding of

life are twofold. One is, that when not ac-
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cepted, the source of life seems to be an im-

postor, who gives to men an unsatisfied craving

for life and blessedness. The other is, that

man feels in his soul that love and goodness
toward his fellow-men is the only true, free,

eternal life.

The First Epistle of John the Divine

This is the announcement of the understand- i Jn. 1 1-3

ing of life through which men have fellowship

with the Father of life, and therefore have
eternal life.

This is an announcement of blessedness. 4.

The understanding of life is, that God is life 5,

and blessedness, and that in life and blessed-

ness death and evil do not exist.

If we say that we are at one with God, while 6.

we feel we are living in evil and death, then
either we are imposing upon ourselves, or we
are not doing what we ought to do.

Only by living the same life as His, do we 7.

become at one with Him.
As a teacher of this life, we have Jesus u. 1.

Christ, the right-living. He freed us and all 2.

who will, from wrong-living.

The proof that we know the teaching of 3-

Jesus Christ is, that we carry out his command-
ments. Any one who says he knows the teach- 4-

ing of Jesus Christ, and does not keep his

commandments, is a liar, and there is no truth

in him. But the man who carries out his ^

commandments has the love of God in him.

Only through love can we know that we are

at one with God.
He who says he is at one with Jesus Christ, 6.

must also live as Jesus lived.

He who says of himself that he is in life ^^^

and blessedness, but hates his living brother-
man, is not in life and blessedness, but in
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death and evil; and he does not know what
he is doing ; he is bUnd, hating the Hfe which
is in himself also.

1 jn. ii. 15. To escape this blindness, a man must re-

member that everything in the world, in the

earthly life, is the desire of the flesh, or vanity,

and that all this is not from God. And that

16. all this passes away, perishes. And that only
17- he who does the will of God, which is love,

endures for ever.

23. Only he who recognizes that his spirit is

the offspring of the Father, is united with the

24. Father. Therefore remain in the knowledge
that you are, in the spirit, sons of the Father,

God, and you will have eternal life.

iii. I. God gives us the opportunity of being His
sons, and like Himself. So that, in this present

2. life, we become His sons. We do not know
what we are to be, but we know that we
are like Him, and that we are united with

Him.
3. Confidence in this eternal life rids us of our

mistakes, and purifies us to the Father's purity.

4. For whoever commits sin, violates the will of

God.

5. Jesus Christ came to teach us the way to

deliverance from sin, and unity with God.
6. Therefore those who become united with

Him can no longer sin. Only that man will

7. sin who does not know Him. But he who
8. lives in God, acts righteously ; and only he
9. who is not united with God, does unright-

eously. He who owns his origin from God,
cannot do any falsehood.

10. Therefore men are of two classes— men of

God, and men who are not of God ; men who
know the right and love the brethren, and
men who do not know the right and do not

love the brethren.

11. For, following the teaching of Jesus Christ,
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we cannot refrain from loving one another.

Through the teaching of Jesus Christ, we ijn. Hi 14

know that we have passed from death to life,

because we love the brethren, and that he who
does not love his brother is in death. We is*

know that one who does not love his living

brother does not love life. And he who does

not love life cannot himself possess life.

By this teaching we recognize love, in the 16.

fact that life is given to us ; and we know,
therefore, that we also must give up our life

for our brother. So that he who, himself «7-

having the means of life, sees his brother in

need, and does not yield his own life for his

brother's sake, — in him there is no divine

love.

We must love, not by words, but by deeds, 18.

in truth. And he who so loves has a quiet 19-

heart, because he is at one with God.
If our heart is at strife in us, we subdue it 20.

to God. For God is higher than the wishes 21-

of our hearts. But if there is no strife in our
hearts, then we are blessed, and that because 22.

we do all we can, the best deeds, and fulfil all

that is ordained for us.

And this is ordained for us— to believe that *3-

man is the son of God, and to love our brother.

Those who do this are united with God, and *v- 4-

are risen above the world, because that which
is in us is greater, of more consequence, than
all the world.

Therefore let us love one another. Love is 7-

from God, and every one who loves is the son
of God, and knows God. And he who does ^'

not love, does not know God. Because God
is love.

That God is love, we know because He sent *

into the world this Spirit, such as He Him-
self is, and thereby gave us life. We did not la

exist, and God was under no compulsion, but
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He gave us life and blessedness ; therefore

He must love us.

t Jn. iv. II- No man can perfectly know God. All we
'^* can know of Him is, that He had love toward

us, and because of this love gave us life. And
to be in fellowship with God, we must be like

Him, and do as He does ; we must love one
another. If we love one another, God dwells

in us, and we dwell in Him.
16. Having understood the love of God toward

us, we beheve that God is love, and that he
17. who loves is united with God. And having

understood this, we do not fear death, because
in this world we become such as God Himself

x8. is. Our life becomes love, and is thus freed

from fear and all sufferings.

19. We love, because He loves. And we love

not a God whom no one can love, because no
one sees Him, but our brother-man, whom it is

ao. possible to love. He who says he loves God,
and yet hates his brother, is deceiving himself.

Because, if he does not love the brother whom
he sees, how, then, can he love God whom he

21. does not see ? For it is ordained to us to love

God in our brother.

V. 3. To love God, is to fulfil His commandments.
And these commandments are not hard for

4. him who, recognizing that his origin is from

5. God, rises above the world. Our faith lifts us

above the world. And our faith in that which
Jesus, the Son of God, taught us, is true. He
has taught us that he lived in the world, not

merely in the way of truth, but by the power
6. of the spirit. And that spirit is in us, and

makes us strong in truth, following out the

teaching.

9. If we believe in what men affirm, why, then,

should we not believe in the spirit that is in

10. ourselves ? He who believes in that spirit of

life which is in us, has assurance within him-
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self. And he who does not beheve that there

is a spirit from above us, from the Father,

makes God a deceiver.

The spirit in us affirms that our Hfe is eter- '> v. ii,

nal. He who knows that this spirit is the off- la.

spring of the Infinite Spirit, and becomes Hke
Him, has eternal life. And for him who so 14.

believes, there is no difficulty left in his life,

but everything he desires in the will of the

Father will come to him.

Therefore he who believes himself to be a *^

son of God, will not live in any deception, but
is free from evil. Because he knows that this 19.

material world is an illusion, and that in man aa

himself there is the capacity to know that which
has real existence. And only the Spirit, the

Son, the offspring of the Father, really exists.
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A RECAPITULATION

CHAPTER I

THE SON OF GOD

MaUf the son of God, is powerUss in the flesh, and free in the spirit

C'©ut JJatfjet*')

Jesus in his childhood called God his Father. There
arose in Judea, at this time, a prophet named John.
John preached the coming of God upon earth. He
said that when men should change their lives, when
they should treat one another as equals, when they
should cease to injure one another, and, instead of so

doing, serve one another, then God would appear upon
earth, and His kingdom would be established on earth.

Jesus, having heard this declaration, withdrew from
among men and went into the wild places, to medi-

tate upon the meaning of human life, and upon his

relations to that infinite source of all being, called God.
And Jesus accepted as his Father that infinite source

of being whom John had called God.
After passing days in the wild places without taking

food, Jesus began to suffer hunger. Then he thought
to himself, '* I am the Son of God the Almighty ; I

ought, then, to be as He is. But now, I wish to

eat, and no bread comes for my need ; I am not, then,

all-powerful." Then he said to himself, '' It is true,

I cannot make for myself bread out of stones ; but
I can overcome the want of bread. So that, though
not all-powerful in the body, I am all-powerful in

the spirit, and I can quell the body ; and thus I am
the Son of God, not through the flesh, but through the

spirit."
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Then he said :
'' But if I am the Son of the Spirit,

I can free myself of the body, and do away with it."

But to that he answered, '* I am born as spirit, em-
bodied in flesh. Such is the will of my Father, and I

cannot set myself against His will.'*

*' But if you cannot satisfy the wants of your bodj

,

and if you are no better able to free yourself from
your body,'' he went on to himself, *^you ought, then,

to labor for the body, and to enjoy all the pleasures

it gives you."

But to that he answered, ** I cannot satisfy the wants
of my body any better than I can rid myself of it ; but

my Hfe is all-powerful, in that it is the spirit of my
Father; and it follows that in my body I must serve

the spirit, my Father, and labor for Him only! And
becoming convinced that man's life is only in the spirit

of the Father, Jesus left the wild places, and .began to

declare his teaching to men. He said that the spirit

dwelt in him, that henceforth heaven was opened, that

the powers of heaven were brought to men, that for

men a free and boundless life was begun, and that all

men, however unfortunate in the body, may be happy.

CHAPTER II

LIFE IN THE SPIRIT

Therefore man must work^ not for the fleshy but for the spirit

(** TOfjicf) art 'm fteaben ")

The Jews, holding themselves orthodox, worshiped
an external God, whom they regarded as Creator and
Lord of the Universe. According to their teaching,

this external God had made an agreement with them.
According to this agreement, he had promised the Jews
to help them, and they had promised to worship Him

;

and the chief condition of the alliance was the keeping
of the Sabbath.
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But Jesus said :
^* The Sabbath is a human institution.

That man shall live in the spirit, is more important than
all religious ceremonies. Like all external forms of

religion, the keeping of the Sabbath includes in itself

a delusion. It is impossible to do nothing on the Sab-
bath. Good actions must be done at any time : and if

keeping the Sabbath prevents good action, then the Sab-
bath is an error.''

Another condition in this agreement with God, was
the avoidance of the society of infidels. As to this,

Jesus said :
" God asks for no sacrifice to Himself, but

only that men should love one another.''

Still another condition related to the following of rules

about washing and cleansing ; as to which, Jesus said

:

" God demands, not outside cleanliness, but only, pity

and love toward men." He taught that all such exter-

nal ceremonies were harmful, and that the church tra-

dition itself was an evil. The church tradition causes
men to neglect the most important acts of love, as, for

instance, love to father and mother. Of all external

ceremonies, of all the ritual of the old law, which had
for object, as was held, the purification of men, Jesus
said :

*^ Know all of you, that nothing from outside can
defile a man ; only what he thinks, and what he does,

defiles him."
After this, Jesus went to Jerusalem, a town considered

holy, entered the temple, where the orthodox believed

that God dwelt, and there taught :
** It is useless to

offer God sacrifices ; man is of more consequence than
a temple ; and the only duty is, to love one's neighbor,

and help him."
And he taught, further :

" Men need not worship God
in any particular place, but they must worship Him in

spirit and in act. The spirit cannot be seen or shown.
The spirit is man's consciousness of his sonship to the

Infinite Spirit. No temple is needed. The true temple
is the society of men united in love." He said: **A11

external worship of the divine is not only false and
injurious, as with the Jews, among whom it caused
murder and admitted neglect of parents, but harmful,
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because one who goes through external ceremonials,

thinks himself made righteous, and free from the need
of doing what love demands." He said: ''Only that

man aims at good, and does good, who feels his own
imperfection. To do good deeds, a man must think

of himself as imperfect. But external acts of worship

lead men into the delusion of self-conceit. All external

ceremonies are unnecessary, and must be thrown aside.

Deeds of love are incompatible with ceremonial perfor-

mances, and it is impossible to do good in that form.

Man is the son of God by the spirit, and therefore

must serve the Father in the spirit/'

CHAPTER III

THE SOURCE OF LIFE

The life of all 77ien has proceeded from the spirit of the Father

('^J^allotoeli tie 2r{}g jSTame'')

John's disciples asked Jesus what was meant by his
'' Kingdom of God." He said that the Kingdom of

God as preached by him was also that preached by
John; and that therein every man, however poor,

might be blessed.

And Jesus said to the people :
**John was the first who

preached to men a Kingdom of God which is not of the

external world, but is in the soul of man. The orthodox
went to hear John, but understood nothing, because they
know only those fictions of their own about an external

God, which they preach ; and they are astonished when
no one pays heed to them. But John preached the

truth of the Kingdom of God within men, and therefore

he did more than them all. He did so much that, since

his time, the law and the prophets, and all external forms
of divine worship, are superseded. Since he taught, it is

made clear that the Kingdom of God is in the soul of

man.
** The beginning and the end of all things is in the sou]

1
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of man. Every man, in addition to his bodily life, to the

fact which he knows as to his conception from a bodily

father through a bodily mother, recognizes in himself a

free spirit, intelligent, and independent of the body.

This very Spirit, infinite, and proceeding from the infi-

nite, is the origin of all, and is what we call God. We
know Him only as we recognize Him within us. This
Spirit is the source of our life, and must be ranked
above everything; and to Him we must live. By
making Him the foundation of our life, we gain the

true and infinite life.

''The Father-Spirit, who sends this Spirit into men,
cannot have sent Him to deceive men, so that, while

conscious of Him, they might come to lose Him. This
infinite Spirit being in man. He must have been given to

the end that men, through Him, might have infinite life.

Therefore the man who conceives of this Spirit as his

life, has infinite life. The man who does not so con-

ceive, has no true life. Men can of themselves choose
life or death. Life,— in the Spirit; death,— in the flesh.

The life of the Spirit is goodness, light. The life of the

flesh is evil, darkness. To believe in the Spirit means
I, to do good deeds; to disbelieve, means to do evil deeds.

I Goodness is life ; evil is death.

I
'' God, the Creator, external to us, the beginning of

f all beginnings, we do not know. Our conception of

Him can only be this, that He sowed in men the Spirit;

sowing, as a sower does, everywhere, not discriminating,

over the field; and the seed, falling on good ground,
grows, falling on sterile ground, perishes.

*' The Spirit alone gives life, and men are responsible

for keeping or losing it. To the Spirit, no evil exists.

Evil is but an illusion of life. There are only the two
conditions, of living and not-living. Thus the world
presents itself to every man; and for every man there,

is in his soul a consciousness of the Kingdom of Heaven.
Each one can, by his own free will, enter, or not enter,

that Kingdom. To enter, belief in the life of the Spirit

is necessary. He who believes in that life of the Spirit^

has infinite life/*
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CHAPTER IV

god's kingdom

Therefore the will of the Father is the life and welfare of all men

(*'2r{)g femgtiom come'')

Jesus pitied men because they did not know true

blessedness ; therefore he taught them. He said

:

" Blessed are those who have no property, no position,

and who do not care for these ; and unhappy are they

who seek riches and position. Because such poor and
oppressed people are in the Father's will ; but the rich

and acknowledged people seek only to make gain from
men for this temporary life. To carry out God's will, one
must not fear to be poor and despised, but must rejoice

in this, while showing men what true happiness is.

** To carry out the will of the Father, which gives life

and welfare, mankind must fulfil five commandments,
namely :

—
The First Commaitdment

To do no ill to any one, and to so act as to rouse evil

in no one ; because from evil comes evil.

The Second Commandment

Not to follow after women, and not to desert the

woman with whom a union has once been formed

;

because desertion and change of wives causes all the

world's dissoluteness.

The Third Commandment

To take no oath of any kind ; because nothing can be

promised, since man is in the Father's power ; and oaths...

when taken, are for bad ends.
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The Fourth Commandmeiit

Not to fight against evil, but to suffer wrong, and to

give even more than men would exact from us ; not to

condemn, and not to use the law ; because every man
is himself full of errors, and cannot guide others. By
taking revenge, we only teach others to revenge.

The Fifth Commandment

To make no difference between a fellow-countryman
and a foreigner; because all men are children of one
father.

"The observance of these five commandments is

necessary, not to win praise from men, but for one-

self, for one's own welfare ; therefore there is no
propriety in praying and fasting in sight of men.

** The Father knows all that men need, and there is

no necessity to pray for particular things ; it is simply

needful to seek to be in the Father's will. And this is

the will of the Father, that a man shall have no anger
toward any other. To keep fasts is not essential, for

men may fast merely to win praise from men, and such
praise ought to be avoided. It is only necessary care-

fully to conform to the will of God, and the rest will

follow of itself. While caring for the body, care cannot
be given to the Kingdom of Heaven. Even though a

man does not trouble about food and clothing, he will

live on. The Father will give life. The needful thing

is, at this present moment, to be in the will of the

Father. The Father gives to his children what they
need. We must desire only the power of the Spirit,

which the Father gives.

**The five commandments mark out the road to the

Kingdom of Heaven. This narrow path alone leads

to eternal life. False teachers— wolves in the skins

of sheep— always try to turn men astray from this

road ; they must be guarded against. False teachers

can always be detected, because they teach evil in the
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name of good. If they teach violence and executions,

they are false teachers. By the deeds they teach they

may be known.
'' Not that man does the Father's will, who calls on

the name of God ; but he who does good deeds. And
he who fulfils these five commandments will have
secure and true life, of which nothing can deprive

him. But he who does not fulfil them will have an
insecure life; one soon to be taken from him, leaving

him nothing."

The teaching of Jesus filled the people with admira-

tion and joy, because it offered freedom to every one.

The teaching of Christ was the fulfilment of John's
prophecy that God's chosen one should bring light to

men, overcome evil, and restore truth, by kindness,

meekness, and goodness, but not by violence.

CHAPTER V

THE TRUE LIFE

The fulfilment of the personal will leads to death ; the fulfilment oj the

Father''s will gives the true life

C 2[;f)g toill be lione '*)

The wisdom of life is, the recognition of one's own
life as the offspring of the Father's Spirit. Men set

before themselves the aims of the bodily life, and in

pursuing these aims, they harass themselves and others.

In receiving the doctrine of the spiritual life, and in

subjecting and making less of the body, men will find a

full satisfaction in the Hfe of the Spirit, in that life

which is appointed for them.

Jesus said to his disciples :
" The true food of man

is the fulfilment of the will of the .Father-Spirit. This
fulfilment is always possible. Our whole life is a gather-

ing of the fruits of the life sown within us by the Father.

Those fruits are the good we are doing among men.
" We ought not to look forward with anxiety for any-
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thing. We ought, without ceasing our interest iii life, to

do good among men."
After this, Jesus happened to be in Jerusalem, where

was a bath, beside which lay a sick man, doing nothing

but waiting a miracle to cure him. Jesus came, and said

to him :
'' Do not expect a cure by a miracle, but live your

life according to your strength, and do not be deluded
as to the purpose of life." The invalid obeyed Jesus,

got up, and went away.
The orthodox, seeing this, began to reproach Jesus for

what he said, and because he had, on the Sabbath, raised

an invalid. Jesus said to them :
** I did nothing new. I

have only the power to act of our common Father, the

Spirit. He lives, and gives life to men, and I have
done likewise. And to do this is every man's business.

Every one is free, and can live, or not live. To live, is to

fulfil the will of the Father, which is to do good to others.

Not to live, is to fulfil one's own will, not to do good to

others. It is in every one's power to do this, or that ; to

gain life, or to destroy it.

'' The true life of man is like this. A master appor-

tioned to his slaves some valuable property, and told

each one to work upon what was given to him. Some
worked ; some did not work, but put out of sight what
was given to them. The master demanded an account:
and to those who worked, he gave yet more than they
had ; but from those who did not work, he took away
everything."

The portion of valuable property of the master is the

Spirit of life in man, who is the son of the Father-Spirit.

He who in his life works for the sake of the spirit-life,

receives infinite life ; he who does not work, is deprived
of what was given to him.

The true life is the common life of humanity, and not

the life of the individual. Each one must work for

the life of others.

After this, Jesus went to a desert place, and many
people followed him. At evening, the disciples came,
and said: *' How shall we feed all these people.!^"

Among the gathering were some who had nothing, and
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some who had bread and fish. And Jesus said to his

disciples :
" Give me all the bread you have." He took

the loaves, and gave bread to his disciples, who gave to

others, who did likewise. So all ate of others' bread,

not consuming all there was, and all were satisfied. And
Jesus said: ''Act just in this way. It is not necessary

that each one should get food for himself, but it is need-

ful to do that which the Spirit in man demands, namely,
that each shall share to others what supply there is.

The true food of man is the Spirit of the Father.

Man lives by the Spirit only. Everything in life must
be made subservient to this ; for life consists in doing,

not one's own will, but the will of the Father of life.

And that will is, that the perfect life of the Spirit

which is given to men, shall remain in them, and that

all shall cherish the life of the Spirit within them until

the hour of death. The Father, the source of life, is

Spirit. Life consists only in carrying out the will of the

Father ; and to carry out that will of the Spirit, one must
surrender the body. The body is the food, the material

for the life of the Spirit. Only in giving up the body
does the Spirit live."

After this, Jesus chose certain disciples, and sent

them everywhere to preach the doctrine of the life of

the Spirit. In sending them, he said :
'' Preach the

life of the Spirit, and, consistently therewith, renounce
beforehand all fleshly desires, and have nothing of your
own. Be ready for persecution, privation, suffering.

Those who love the life of the body will hate you,

harass and murder you ; but do not fear. If you fulfil

the will of the Father, then you possess the life of the

Spirit, of which no one can deprive you."

The disciples went away, and when they returned,

declared that everywhere the teachings of evil were
conquered by them.
Then the orthodox told Jesus that his teaching,

even if it conquered evil, was in itself an evil, because
those who carry it out must of necessity suffer. To
this, Jesus answered :

'' Evil cannot conquer evil. If

evil is conquered, it can only be by good. Goodness
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is the will of the Father-Spirit common to all men.
Every man has a knowledge of what benefits himself.

If he does similar benefits to others, if he does that

which is the will of the Father, then he will do good.

Therefore the carrying out of the will of the Father-

Spirit results well, even though it be followed with

sufferings and deaths of those who fulfil that will."

CHAPTER VI

THE FALSE LIFE

Therefore^ in order to receive the true life, man must on earth resign the

false life of the flesh, and live by the Spirit

(**®n tart]^ m m i^eafam**)

To the spiritual life there can be no difference

between members of one family and strangers. Jesus
said that his mother and his brethren, as such, had no
superior claims upon him ; only those were near to him
who fulfilled the will of the common Father. A man's
life and welfare depend, not on family relations, but on
the life of the Spirit.

Jesus said :
'' Blessed are those who retain their under-

standing of the Father. The man who lives by the

Spirit has no home, for, being by the Spirit, he cannot
own any special house.'' And he said that he himself

had no fixed abode ; that not being needed to enable a

man to carry out the will of the Father, which can be
done at all times, in all places.

The death of the body cannot be dreadful to a man
who gives himself up to the will of the Father, because
the life of the Spirit goes on despite the death of the

body. Jesus said that he who believes in the life of

the Spirit has nothing to fear.

No cares make it impossible for a man to five in his

Spirit. When a man said that he would obey the teach-

ing of Christ presently, but that he must first bury his

father, Jesus answered :
'' Only the dead trouble about
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burial of the dead ; but the living live always in fulfill

ing the will of the Father/' Cares about relations and
family affairs must not hinder the life of the Spirit. He
who troubles about the results to his bodily life from the

fulfilment of the Father's will, does as the plowman
does, who plows, looking not in front, but behind.

Cares for the pleasures of the bodily life, which seem
so important to men, are delusions. The only, the real

business of life, is the making plain of the Father's will,

attention to it, and fulfilment of it. To Martha's re-

proach, that she alone troubled about the supper, and
that her sister Mary did not help, but listened to his

teaching, Jesus said: *' You blame her unjustly. Take
some trouble, yourself, if you need what comes of it, but

let those who do not need pleasures for the body attend

to the one essential business of life."

And Jesus said :
'' He who desires the true life, which

comes of fulfilling the Father's will, must first of all give

up his own personal desires." He must not only cease

to plan out his life to his own wishes, but he must be
ready at any moment to bear any privations and suffer-

ings. One who seeks to arrange his bodily life to his

own desires, will wreck the true hfe of fulfilment of the

Father's will.

Most ruinous to the life of the Spirit is the love of

gain, of getting rich. Men forget that, however much
they acquire riches and goods, they may die at any
moment, and their property is not an essential of life.

Death broods over every one of us. Sickness, killing

by men, fatal accidents, may at any minute end life.

Bodily death is the unescapable condition of every
second of life. While one lives, one must regard every
hour of life as a delay granted by the kindness of

some power. This we must remember, and not say that

we do not know it. We know and foresee in regard
to all events of earth and sky, but death, which we
know waits on us every moment, we forget. But unless

we forget death, we cannot yield ourselves to the life

of the body, we cannot build upon it. To follow the

teaching of Christ, one has to count up the advantages
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of serving the bodily life, of serving one's own will, and
the advantages of fulfilling the Father's will. Only one
who clearly takes account of this can be a disciple of

Christ. And he who makes the calculation, will not

prefer a visionary benefit and a visionary life to the true

good and the true life. The true life has been given to

men, and men know it, they hear its summons, but,

always swept on by the cares of the moment, they are

withheld from it. The true life is as though a rich man
gave a feast, and summoned the guests. His call to

them is the voice of the Spirit of the Father inviting all

men to Himself. But of those invited some are busy
in commerce, some in the household, some in family

affairs,— none come to the feast. Only the poor, such
as have no cares of the body, come to the feast, and
gain happiness. So men, distracting themselves with
cares for the bodily life, are losing the true life. He
who cannot, and that altogether, decline the cares and
gains of the bodily life, cannot fulfil the Father's will,

because one cannot serve oneself a little, and the Father
a Httle.

A man must calculate, whether it is better to serve the

body, whether it is possible to arrange his life accord-

ing to his own will. He must do as one does who would
build a house, or who contemplates war. Such an one
will reckon whether he has means to finish building,

whether he has means to conquer. And upon seeing

that he has not, he will not spend for nothing either

labor or armies. Otherwise, he fruitlessly wastes, and
will be a laughingstock to men. If one could arrange

the bodily life to one's own will, then it might be well to

serve the body ; but as that is impossible, then better

sacrifice the body, and serve the Spirit. Otherwise, one
will gain neither one thing nor another ; the bodily life

will not be gained, and the spiritual life will be lost. So
that, to fulfil the Father's will, the bodily Hfe must be
quite resigned.

The bodily Hfe is involved in the world's false riches,

which we are commissioned to manage in such a way
as to gain the true and perfect riches.
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If a rich man has a manager who knows that, however
he may serve his master, the latter will dismiss him,

leaving him with nothing, this manager will do well if,

during his management of the other's riches, he treats

people well. Then, even though his master dismiss him,

those whom he has benefited will receive him and sus-

tain him. So also must men act as to the bodily life.

The bodily life is that wealth, not one's own, which is

given to one to manage for a time. If men will rightly

use this wealth, which is not their own, then they will

gain true wealth, really their own.
If we do not give up our falsely held riches, then the

true life will not be given to us. The illusory life of

the body, and the life of the spirit, cannot both be
served. One cannot serve property and God. What
is honorable with men, is abomination before God.
Riches are evil before God. A rich man is continually

guilty, in that he eats abundantly and luxuriously, while

at his door the poor starve. And every one knows that

the property which one will not share to others is held

in non-fulfilment of the Father's will.

Once Jesus was approached by an orthodox and rich

ruler, who began to boast that he had fulfilled all the

commandments of the law. Jesus reminded him that

there is a commandment to love others as oneself, and
that this is the Father's will. The ruler said he kept
this also. Then Jesus said to him :

" That is not true
;

if you desire to fulfil the Father's will, you would not

have property. A man cannot fulfil the will of the

Father, if he has a fortune of his own, which he does
not give away to others."

And Jesus said to the disciples :
** Men think it impos-

sible to live without property, but I tell you, true life is

in the giving up of one's own to others."

A man, Zaccheus by name, heard the teaching of

Jesus, and believed it, and having invited Jesus to his

house, he said to him :
*' I am giving half my fortune

to the poor, and I will restore four times over to those

whom I may have wronged;" And Jesus said :
'' Here

is a man who fulfils the Father's will ; for the fulfilment
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of that will is not a matter of finding an opportunity, but
the whole life must go in fulfilment."

Goodness cannot be measured in any way. It is im-

possible to say who has done more good, and who less,

A widow who gives away her last farthing gives mort
than a rich man who gives thousands. It is also impos
sible to measure goodness by utility or inutility.

As an instance of how goodness must be shown, take

the woman who pitied Jesus, and in her emotion poured
upon him many pounds' worth of costly oil. Judas said

she had done foolishly, because many people might have
been fed on the price. But Judas was a thief ; he spoke
untruth, and in talking of the worldly value of the oil, he
did not consider the poor. Not utiHty, not value, comes
into the question, but the necessity of always, every
minute, loving others, and giving up to them one's own.

CHAPTER VII

I AND THE FATHER ARE ONE

The true food of everlasting life is the fulfilment of the Father''s will

(** (Sifae us 0ur tiailg bttati *')

Answering the Jews' demands for proofs of the truth

of his teaching, Jesus said :
'* The truth of my teaching

is proved in the fact that I teach, not in my own name,
but in the name of the common Father of all men. I

teach that which is good in the sight of the Father of

all men, and is therefore good for all men.
** Do as I say ; fulfil the five commandments, and you

will see that the truth is as I say. Fulfilment of these

five commandments will drive away all the world's evil

;

therefore it must be that they are true and right. Clearly,

he who teaches, not his own personal will, but the will

of Him who sent him, will teach the truth. The Mosaic
law teaches the fulfilment of men's own wills, and is

therefore full of coBtradictions ; but my teaching is to
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fulfil the will of the Father, and therefore in it all is

harmonious."
The Jews did not understand him, and looked for

external proofs as to whether he himself were the

Christ written of in the prophecies. On this he said to

them: '^Do not inquire who I am, whether it is of me
your prophecies speak, but attend to my teaching, to

what I say of our common Father. It is not necessary

to inquire about outside matters, as to whence I come

;

but my teaching must be followed. He who will follow

my teaching will obtain true life. There can be no
proofs of my teaching. It is the light itself, and as you
cannot illuminate light, so you cannot prove the truth

of truth. My teaching is light ; he who sees it has light

and life, and has no need of proofs. But he who is in

darkness must come to the light."

But again the Jews asked him who he was, as to his

bodily personality. He said to them :
'* I am, as I told

you from the first, a man, the Son of the Father of life.

Only he who will so regard himself (this is the truth I

teach), and will fulfil the will of the common Father,

only he will cease to be a slave, and become a free

man. Because we are slaves only through the error

which considers the bodily life as the real life. He who
will understand the truth, that life consists only in the

fulfilment of the Father's will, only he will become free

and immortal. Just as a bond-servant in a master's house
is not there for ever, but the son does remain, so the

man who lives the life of a slave of the flesh does not

remain in life for ever ; but he who in spirit fulfils the

Father's will, remains in life for ever. To understand
me, you must understand that my Father is not that

which is your Father, what you call God. Your Father
is a God of the flesh ; but my Father is the Spirit of life.

Your Father, your God, is a God of revenge, a murderer,
one who executes men ; but my Father gives life.

Therefore we are children of different Fathers.
'' I am following the truth, and you wish to kill me for

that, to please your God. Your God is the devil, the

source of evil ; and in serving him, you serve the devil
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But my teaching is, that we are the sons of the Father
of life, and that he who believes in my teaching shall not
see death."

The Jews asked :
'* How can a man not die, when all

the most God-pleasing men, even Abraham, are dead ?

How, then, can you say that you, and those that believe

your teaching, will not die ?
" To this Jesus answered :

*' I speak not by my own authority. I speak of the one
source of life, whom you call God, and who is in men.
This source I know, I cannot help knowing, and I know
His will, and I fulfil it ; and of this source of life I say,

that it was, and is, and shall be, being deathless."

The demand for proof of Jesus' teaching is like a

demand made upon a once-blind man, to give proofs of

how and why he sees light. The blind man whose
sight was restored, still the same man he was before,

can only say, he was blind, but now sees. Just this, and
nothing else, can one answer who formerly did not

understand the meaning of life, but now does under-

stand. Such a man will say that he did not, before,

know the true good in life, but now he knows. The
once-blind man, when told he is cured not according to

rule, and that he who cured him is the evil-doer, and
that he must be cured in another way, can only reply,

that he knows nothing as to the correctness of the man-

I
ner of cure, or as to the faultiness of his healer, or as

to their being a better way of cure, but that he knows
only, he was blind, and now sees. And just so, he who
grasps the meaning of this doctrine, that the true good
is to fulfil the Father's will, can say nothing as to the

regularity of the teaching, or as to the possibility of

gaining something better. He will say :
** Formerly I

did not see the meaning of life ; now I see. I know no
more."
And Jesus said: *'My teaching is the awakening of

the Hfe which has so far slept ; he who will believe my
teaching, shall awaken to eternal life, and continue to

live after death. My teaching is not proved in any way,
except that men give themselves up to it, because it

alone has the promise of life for men.
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*' Sheep follow the shepherd, who gives them food and
life ; and in the same way, men accept my teaching

because it gives life to all. And as the sheep do not

follow the thief who climbs over into the fold, but throw
themselves aside from him, so men, also, cannot accept

the doctrines which teach violence and putting-to-death.
** My teaching is a door to the sheep, and all who will

follow me shall find true life. As those only are good
shepherds who own and like the sheep, and devote

their lives to them, while the mere hirelings, who have
no liking for sheep, are bad shepherds ; so, also, only

that teacher is true who does not look after himself,

and he is bad who cares only about himself. My teach-

ing is, that a man shall not look after himself, but shall

yield up the life of the body for the life of the spirit

This I teach and fulfil.''

Still the Jews did not understand, and persisted in

looking for proofs as to whether or not Jesus was the

Christ, to determine whether they should believe in him
or not. They said :

'' Do not torment us, but tell us

frankly, are you the Christ, or not.?" Then Jesus
answered them :

** Belief must be given, not to words,

but to deeds. By the deeds I teach you may know
whether I teach truth or not. Do as I do, and do not

trifle over words. Fulfil the will of the Father, and then

you will all join with me and with the Father, because
I am a Son of Man, and at one with the Father. And
I am that which you call God, and I call Father. God
and I are one. Even in your own writings it is said,

that God said to men, * You are gods.' Every one, by
his spirit, is son of this Father. And if a man lives

fulfilling the will of the Father, then he becomes at one
with the Father. If I fulfil the will, the Father is in

me, and I am in the Father."

After this, Jesus asked the disciples how they under-

stood his teaching as to the Son of Man. Simon Peter

answered him :
" Your teaching is that you are the Son

of the God of life ; that God is the life of the spirit in

man." And Jesus said to him: *' Not only I am a

son, but all men are ; and this is revealed to men, not
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by me, but by the common Father of men. Upon this

knowledge is based the true Hfe of man. To this life

there is n'o death.'*

CHAPTER VIII

LIFE IS NOT TEMPORAL

Therefore true life is to be lived in the present

C*2C{)is tiag**)

Dealing with the disciples' question as to the recom-
pense for surrendering the life of the body, Jesus
said :

** To him who enters into the reality of this teach-

ing, no further recompense can be given ; because,

first, when a man yields up friends and goods for the

sake of this teaching, he gains a hundred times more
friends and goods; and second, a man who seeks such
recompense wants to have something over and above
others, which is entirely contrary to the fulfilment of the

Father's will." In the Kingdom of Heaven there is

neither great nor small ; all are equal. Those who look

for something extra as reward for their goodness, are

like the laborers who claimed a greater payment than
that for which they had agreed with their employer;
merely because, in their opinion, they were more de-

serving than other laborers. There are no rewards,

punishments, degradations, or exaltations, for him who
understands this teaching. No one can be higher or

lower, more or less important, than another, according

to the teaching of Jesus.

All can equally fulfil the Father's will. Therefore,

in so doing, no one becomes superior, truer, or better,

than another.

Kings and those who serve them, they only are meas-
ured by such standards. By my teaching, said Jesus,

there can be no superior rank, because he who would
excel must serve everybody ; for the teaching is, that

life is given to man, not that others may serve hira
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but that he may give his whole Hfe to serve others ; but

he who will not do this, but seeks to exalt himself, shall

fall lower than he was.

To get rid of all ideas of rewards and of one's eleva-

tion, the meaning, purpose, of life must be understood.

That lies in fulfilling the will of the Father; and the

will of the Father is, that that which He gave shall be
returned to Him. As a shepherd leaves his flock, and
goes to look for the lost sheep, as a woman will search

everywhere to find a lost penny, so also the Father's

continual work is manifested to us in His drawing to

Himself that which pertains to Him.
We must understand the true life, what it is. The

true life is brought to light always in the lost being
brought back to where they belong, in the awakening
of those who slept. People who have the true life,

who are restored to the source of their being, cannot,

like worldly men, take account of others as better or

worse ; but, being sharers of the Father's life, they can
take delight only in the return of the lost to their

Father. If a son, who has gone astray and left his

father, should repent, and return, how then could the

other sons of the same father grudge at the father's joy,

or themselves not rejoice at the brother's return ?

To lead us to believe the teaching, and to alter one's

way of living, and fulfil the teaching, we need, not ex-

ternal proofs, not promises of reward, but a clear under-

standing of what the true life is. If men think they

are complete masters of their own lives, and that life is

given them for bodily enjoyment, then clearly, any sacri-

fice made for another will seem to them an act worthy
of reward, and without such payment they will yield

nothing. A man demands rents from tenants who
have forgotten that their ground is theirs on condition

that they give up the fruits to the owner; and when he

demands the rent again and again, they seek to kill him.

So with the men who think themselves masters of their

own lives, not discerning that life is given by true

understanding; men who demand the fulfilment of

their own wills.
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Both belief and action are necessary, to learn that a

man can do nothing of himself, and if he give up his

bodily life to serve goodness, he deserves neither thanks
nor reward. We must understand that, in doing good,

a man only does his duty, does what he must necessarily

do. Only by so understanding his life, can a man have
faith to enable him to do deeds of true goodness.

Precisely in such an understanding of life, the King-
dom of Heaven consists. This Kingdom is invisible ; it

cannot be pointed out as identified with this or that

place. The Kingdom of Heaven is in the human un-

derstanding. The whole society of the world goes on
living as of old ; men eat, drink, marry, trade, die, and
along with this, in the souls of men, lives the Kingdom
of Heaven. It is the understanding of life, growing
from itself, like a tree in the spring.

The true life of the fulfilment of the Father's will is

not in the life of the past, or of the future, but it is the

life of now, the life which all must live at this instant of

time. Therefore one must never relax the true life in

them. Men are set to watch over life, not of the past

or the future, but the life now being lived ; and in that, to

fulfil the will of the Father of all men. If they let this

life escape them, by not fulfilling the Father's will, then
they will not receive it back again

;
just as a watchman,

set upon a night-long watch, does not perform his duty
if he fall asleep even for a moment ; for in this moment
a thief may come.

Therefore a man must concentrate his strength in the

present hour, for in this hour only can he fulfil the

Father's will. And that will is Hfe and blessing for all

men. Only those live who are doing good. Good done
to men, now, in this hour, is life, life which unites us

with the common Father,
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CHAPTER IX

TEMPTATIONS

The illusions oftemporal life concealfrom men the true life in the present

C*iFotgibe ug our liebts as toe forgibe our tiebtors**)

Man is born with knowledge of the true life of ful-

filment of the Father's will. Children live by that

knowledge ; through them we may see what the Father's

will is. To understand the teaching of Jesus, one must
understand the life of children, and be like them.

Children always live in the Father's will, not breaking

the five commandments. They would not come to break
them if their elders did not mislead them. In misleading

children to break those commandments, men ruin the

children. In misleading them, men are doing as they

would do by fastening a millstone to a man's neck and
throwing him into the water.

If there were no temptations, the world would be

happy. The world is unhappy by them only. These
temptations are wrong-doing which men enact for

imaginary gain to the life in time. Temptations ruin

men ; therefore it is necessary to give up everything

rather than fall into temptation.

Temptation against the first commandment leads men
to consider themselves in the right against others, and
others as in the wrong, debtors to them. To avoid this

temptation, men must remember that all men are always
infinitely in debt to the Father, and they can only clear

themselves of this debt by forgiving their brother-men.

Therefore men must overlook injuries, and not be de-

terred though the offender again and again injure them.

However many times a man may be injured, he must
forgive, and still forgive, not remembering the wrong.
For the Kingdom of Heaven is forgiveness.

If we do not forgive, we are doing as the debtor did.

This debtor, greatly owing, came to him in whose power
he was, and began to ask for mercy. The other forgave
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him all. The debtor went away, and began himself to

squeeze a debtor, who owed him but a little. Now, to

gain life, we must fulfil the Father's will. And we pray
the Father to forgive us, that we have not duly fulfilled

his will, and we hope to be forgiven. What, then, are

we doing, if we do not ourselves forgive ? We are doing
to others what we dread for ourselves.

The will of the Father is well-being, and evil is that

which separates us from the Father. Why, then, should

we not strive to quench evil right away, when evil ruins

us, and takes our life ?

Temptation against the second commandment is, to

think that woman is created for bodily pleasure, and that

in leaving one woman and taking another, heightened
pleasure is gained. To avoid this temptation, we must
remember that the Father's will is, not that man should

amuse himself with woman's charms, but that every man,
with his wife, should be one body. The Father's will is,

for every man, one wife ; for every wife, one husband.
If one man keep to one wife, then there is wife or

husband for each one who needs. Therefore he who
changes the woman he lives with deprives her of a hus-

band, and tempts some other man to leave his wife and
take the deserted one. A man may do without a wife,

but he must not have more than one, because if he does,

he goes against the will of the Father, which is, that one
man unite with one woman.
Temptation against the third commandment is, for

men to create, for the protection of the temporal life,

a^uthoritative powers, and to demand from each other

oaths, pledges, to do the deeds those powers demand.
To avoid this temptation, men must remember that

they are not indebted for their life to any power but

God. The claims of authority must be regarded as vio-

lence ; and, following the commandment regarding the

non-resistance of evil, men must yield what the authori-

ties demand, namely, their goods and labor; but they
cannot, either by oaths or promises, pledge their con-

duct. Oaths, being imposed, make men bad. He who
recognizes life in the will of the Father cannot bind his
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actions by pledges ; because for such a man there is

nothing more sacred than his own hfe.

Temptation against the fourth commandment is, for

men to hold that, by giving themselves up to animos-
ity and revenge, they can exterminate evil from among
themselves. If a man injure another, men think he
should be punished, and that justice lies in human judg^

ments. To be free from this temptation, we must re

member that men are called, not to judge, but to save
each other. To judge of another's injustice is impos-
sible for men, as they themselves are full of wickednesSo

The only thing open to them is to teach others by ex-

ample of goodness, forgiveness, and purity.

Temptation against the fifth commandment is, for man
to think there is a difference between one's own coun-

trymen and men of other nations ; and that it is there-

fore necessary to make defense against other nations,

and to injure them. To avoid this temptation, it is neces-

sary to know that all the commandments are summed
up in this one, of fulfilling the will of the Father who
gives life and well-being to all men ; and therefore it

is necessary to do good to all men, without distinction.

Even though others still make such distinctions, and
though nations who look on each other as aliens are

at war, nevertheless, everybody who would fulfil the

Father's will must do good to all men, even to those who
belong to another nation which is at war.

To avoid falling into any delusions of men, we must
not think about bodily affairs, but about spiritual. To
him who has understood that life consists in being, at this

moment, in the Father's will, neither deprivations, nor

suffering, nor death can be dreadful. Only he obtains

true life who is, at every moment, ready to give up his

bodily life in order to fulfil the Father's will.

And that all may understand the true life to be one in

which there is no death, Jesus said :
'' Eternal life must

not be understood to be Hke this present life. For the

true life in the Father's will, there is neither space nor

time. Those who are awakened to the true life, live in

the will of the Father, for which there is no space nor
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time ; and they live with the Father. Though they die to

us, they live to God. Therefore one commandment in-

cludes in itself all others ; the commandment, namely, to

love, with all our strength, the source of life ; and conse-

quently to love all men, each of whom bears in himself

this same original."

And Jesus said :
" This source of life is that very

Christ which you await. The comprehension of this

source of life, which knows no distinction of persons, no
time, no place, is the Son of Man which I teach. Any-
thing which hides this source of life from men is tempta-
tion. There is the temptation of the scribes, bookmen,
and of the materialists ; do not yield thereto. There are

the temptations of authority ; do not yield thereto. And
there is the most terrible temptation, from the teachers

of religion who call themselves orthodox. Beware of

this last more than of all others ; because just they, these

self-ordained teachers, by inventing the worship of a

false God, decoy you from the true God. They, in-

stead of serving the Father of life by deeds, substitute

words, and they teach words, while they themselves
do nothing. Therefore you can learn nothing from
them but words. But the Father requires deeds, not

words. And they have nothing to teach, because they
themselves know nothing ; but for their own gain they

must parade as teachers. But you know that no man can
be the teacher of another. There is one teacher for all

— the Lord of life— understanding. And these self-

assuming teachers, thinking to teach others, deprive

themselves of true life, and prevent others from the un-

derstanding of it. They teach that their God will be
pleased with external ceremonies ; and they think they

can bring men to serve religion by vows. They are con-

cerned with appearances only. An outward assumption
of religion suffices them, but they do not care what is in

the hearts of men. Therefore they are like elaborate

coffins, very nice outside, but within full of repulsiveness.

They give honor, in words, to saints and martyrs, but

they are themselves just the very men who have mur-
dered and tortured in the past, and who murder and tor-
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ture the saints of to-day. By them come all the world's

temptations; because, under the guise of good, they
teach evil. The temptation they create is the root of all

others, because they defile that which is most sacred.

For a long time yet they will not be changed, but will

continue their deceptions, and increase evil in the world.

But there shall come a time when all the temples will be
ruined, with all the external God-worship ; when all men
will understand, and unite in love, to serve the one Father
of life, by fulfilling His will."

CHAPTER X
THE WARFARE WITH TEMPTATION

Therefore^ not to fall by temptation, we must, at every moment of life^ be

at one with the Father

(*'2.eati U0 not into temptation'')

The Jews saw that the teaching of Jesus would de-

stroy their state, religion, and nationality, and at the

same time they saw they could not controvert him ; so

they decided to kill him. His innocence and justness

stood in their way, but the high priest Caiaphas discov-

ered a reason for killing Jesus, though innocent. Caia-

phas said :
** We need not consider whether this man

is just or unjust; we have to determine whether our

Jewish people shall remain a separate nation, or whether
we shall be broken up and dispersed : the nation will

perish, and the people be scattered, if we leave this

man alone, and do not put him to death." This argu-

ment settled the matter, and the orthodox sentenced

Jesus to death. They instructed the people to seize

upon him as soon as he might appear in Jerusalem.

Jesus, although he knew about this, nevertheless, on
the feast of the Passover, came to Jerusalerr.. His dis-

ciples entreated him not to do so ; but he said :
" What

these orthodox can do to me, and all that other men can
do, cannot alter the truth for me. If I have the light,

I know where I am, and which way I am going. Only
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he who does not know the truth can fear anything, or

can doubt anything. Only he who cannot see, stum-
bles/' And he went to Jerusalem, stopping on the way
at Bethany.
When he left Bethany, and went to Jerusalem, crowds

of people met and followed him. This still more con-

vinced the orthodox of the need to kill him. They only
wanted an opportunity to seize him. • He knew also that

the lightest incautious word from him at that time,

spoken against the law, would be a reason for his execu-

tion ; but notwithstanding this, he entered the temple,

and declared again that the worship of the Jews, with
their sacrifices and libations, was false, and he declared

his teaching. But his teaching, based on the prophets,

was such that the orthodox could not yet find a palpable

breach of the law which would justify them in putting

him to death ; the more so that the greater part of the

lower class was with Jesus.

At the feast were certain heathen, who, having heard
of the teaching of Jesus, wished to talk with him about
it. The disciples, hearing of this, were afraid, fearing

lest Jesus, in talking with them, should betray himself,

and excite the people. At first they would not bring

Jesus and these heathen together; but afterward they
resolved to tell him these men wanted to see him.

Hearing this, Jesus was disturbed. He well knew that

his speech to the heathen would clearly show his antag-

onism to the whole Jewish law, would turn the crowd
from him, and would give the orthodox a reason to

accuse him of being in league with the hated heathen.

Jesus became disturbed, knowing this ; but he also knew
that his mission was to make clear to men, the children

of one Father, their real unity, despite differences of

religion. He knew that the step he was about to take

would end his bodily life, for the sake of giving birth to

spiritual results. He said :
'' He who holds fast to the

bodily life is deprived of the true one ; and he who is

not careful for the bodily life obtains the true life. I

am troubled by what is before me, but I have only lived

that I might reach this hour; how, then, can I fail to
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now do what I must do ? So let the Father's will be
shown through me now.''

And turning to the people, heathen and Jews, Jesus
declared openly what he had only privately told to Nico-

demus. He said :
" Men's lives, with all their various

religions and organized powers, must be wholly changed.
All power and authority must disappear. It is only

necessary to understand the nature of man as the son of

the Father of life, and this understanding abolishes all

division among men, and all ruling power, and makes
men one."

The Jews said :
" You wholly destroy our religion.

Our law looks to the Christ, but you speak only of the

Son of Man, and say that he must be set up. What do
you mean ?

" He answered them :
'^ To set up the Son

of Man means to live by the light of the understanding
which is in men, to follow this light into more light.

I teach no new faith, only that which every one may
know within himself. Every man knows he has life,

given to him and to all men by the Father of life. My
teaching is only this, that man must live the life given
by the Father to all."

Many of the humbler kind of people believed Jesus.

But the notable and official classes disbelieved ; because
they did not want to consider the universal basis of

what he said, but only its immediate and temporary
bearings. They saw that he turned the people from
themselves, and they wished to kill him ; but they were
afraid to seize him openly, and did not seek to do so in

Jerusalem and in the daytime, but secretly elsewhere.

And one of the twelve disciples, Judas Iscariot, ap-

proached the authorities, and him they bribed to take
their emissaries to Jesus when he should be away from
the people. Judas promised this, and went again to

Jesus, awaiting a suitable opportunity to betray him.

On the first day of the feast, Jesus and his disciples

kept the Passover. And Judas, thinking Jesus was not

aware of his treachery, was with them. But Jesus
knew Judas had sold him. And as they all sat at table,

Jesus took bread, broke it in twelve pieces, and gave a
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piece to each disciple, including Judas with the rest.

And not mentioning any name, he said :
" Take, eat

my body/' Then he took the cup with the wine, passed
it to them, for them all, including Judas, to drink from,

and said :
** One of you will shed my blood. Drink my

blood."

Afterward Jesus got up, and began to wash the feet

of all his disciples, including Judas. And having fin-

ished, he said :
'' I know that one of you will betray me

to my death, and shed my blood ; but him I have fed,

and given to drink, and washed his feet. I have done
this to show you how you must act toward those who
do you harm. If you will act in this way, you shall be
blest.*' And the disciples went on to ask who the be-

trayer was. But Jesus did not give his name, so that

they might not turn on him. And when it had grown
dark, Jesus showed that it was Judas, and at the same
time told him to go away. Judas got up from the table

and went off, no one hindering him.

Then Jesus said :
" This is the meaning of setting up

the Son of Man. To set up the Son of Man is to be

like the Father, good ; and that, not only to those who
love us, but to all men, even to those who do us
harm. And therefore do not argue over my teaching,

do not pick it to pieces as the orthodox did, but do as I

have done ; do as I have done under your eyes. This
one commandment I give you : Love men. My whole
teaching is, to love men always, and to the last.''

After this, fear came over Jesus, and he went in the

dark with his disciples to a garden, to be out of the way.
While walking, he said to them :

** You are all wavering
and timid; if they move to take me, you will all run
away." To this, Peter said: "No, I will never leave

you; I will defend you even to death." And all the

disciples said so. Then Jesus said :
*' If that be the

case, then get ready for defense ; take provision, be-

cause we must hide, take weapons, to fight for our-

selves." The disciples said they had two swords.

When Jesus heard this about the swords, anguish
came over him. And going to a vacant place, he be-
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gan to pray, and entreated his disciples to do the same.

But the disciples did not understand his state of mind
Jesus said :

*' My Father, the Spirit, end in me this

struggle with temptation. Strengthen me to the fulfil-

ment of Thy will. I do not want my own way. I do
not want to defend my bodily life. I want to do Thy
will, in not resisting evil.'*

The disciples still did not understand. And he said

to them :
'' Do not consider the concerns of the body,

but try to rise into the spirit ; strength is in the spirit,

but the flesh is powerless." And a second time he
said :

" My Father, if suffering must be, then let it come.
But even in suffering, I want one thing only : that not

my will shall be fulfilled, but thine.'' The disciples

did not understand. And again he struggled with the

temptation ; and at last conquered it. Coming to the

disciples, he said :
** It is settled now

;
you can be at

rest. I shall not fight, but shall surrender myself into

the hands of the men of this world/'

CHAPTER XI

THE FAREWELL DISCOURSE

T'he self-life is an illusion which comes through the fleshy an eviL The
true life is the life common to all men

C*©eliber us from efail*')

Jesus, finding himself prepared for death, went to give

himself up. Peter stopped him, and asked :
" Where are

you going ?
" Jesus answered :

" I am going where you
cannot go. I am ready for death, and you are not yet

ready." Peter said :
*' No, I am even now ready to sac-

rifice my life for thee." Jesus said to him: "A man
cannot promise anything."
And he said to all his disciples :

" I know death is

before me, but I believe in the life of the Father, and
therefore am not afraid of it. Do not be distressed over
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my death, but believe in the real God, in the Father of

life, and then my death will not seem dreadful to you.

If I am united with the Father of life, then I cannot be
deprived of life. It is true, I do not tell you what and
where my life will be, after death, but I point out to you
the way to true life. My teaching does not reveal what
that life is to be, but it reveals the only true way of life.

That is, to be in unity with the Father. The Father is

the source of life. My teaching is, that man shall live

in the will of the Father, and fulfil His will for the life

and well-being of all men.
** Your teacher, when I am gone, will be your knowl-

edge of the truth. In fulfilling my teaching, you will

always feel that you are in the truth, that the Father is

in you, and you are in the Father. And knowing in your-

selves the Father of life, you will experience a peace of

which nothing will deprive you. And therefore, if you
know the truth and live in it, neither my death nor your
own can trouble you.

" Men think of themselves as separate beings, each
with his own power of will in life ; but this is only an
illusion. The only true life is that which recognizes the

Father's will as the source of life. My teaching reveals

this oneness of life, and represents life, not as separate

shoots, but as one tree, on which all the shoots grow.

Only he who lives in the Father's will, like a shoot of a

tree, only he lives ; and he who wishes to live by his own
will, dies away like a torn-off shoot.

"The Father gave me life to do good, and I have
taught you to live to do good. If you will fulfil my com-
mandment, you will be blessed. The commandment
which sums up my whole teaching is no more than this,

that all men shall love one another. And love is to

sacrifice one's own bodily life for another's sake. Love
has no other definition. In fulfilling my commandment
of love, you will not fulfil it like slaves, who follow the

orders of a master without understanding them ; but you
will live as free men, as I am, because I have made clear

to you the purpose of life, which follows from the knowl-

edge of the Father of life. You have adopted my teach-
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ing, not from accidental choice, but because it is the only

truth by which men are made free.
'' The teaching of the world is to do evil to men ; but

I teach that men love each other. Therefore the world
will despise you, as it has despised me. The world does
not understand my teaching, and therefore will persecute

you, and do you evil, thinking thereby to serve God.
Do not be astonished at this

;
you must understand that

it is necessarily so. The world, not understanding the

true God, must persecute you ; but you must affirm the

truth.
** You grieve because they will kill me ; but they kill

me for declaring the truth. And therefore my death
is necessary for the declaration of the truth. My death,

in facing which I do not go back from the truth, will

strengthen you, and you will understand the nature of

untruth and of truth. You will understand that untruth

lies in men's belief in the bodily life, and their disbelief

in the life of the spirit ; that truth consists in unity with

the Father, from which results the victory of the spirit

over the flesh.
*' Even when I shall not be with you in the bodily life,

my spirit will be with you. But you, like all men, will

not always feel within you the power of the spirit. Some-
times you will relax and lose strength of spirit ; and you
will fall into temptation ; and at times you will again

awaken to the true life. Hours of bondage to the body
will come upon you, but for a time only

;
you will suffer,

and again be restored to the spirit, like a woman who
suffers birth-pangs, and then has joy because she has

brought a human being into the world. So will your
experience be, when, after falling under the power of

the body, you rise again by the spirit. You will then

feel such joy, that nothing will be left for you to desire.

Know this, then, beforehand ; and in spite of persecu-

tion, in spite of internal struggle and casting down of

spirit, know that the spirit lives in you, and that the

only true God is the knowledge of the Father's will, as

I have revealed it."

And addressing the Father, the Spirit, Jesus said:
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^*I have done that which Thou hast commanded me;
I have revealed to men that Thou art the source of

everything. And they have understood me. I have
taught them that they all come from the source of infi-

nite Hfe, and therefore they are all one ; and that as the
Father is in me, and I am in the Father, so they, too,

are one with me and the Father. I have revealed to

them also, that, like Thee, who in love hast sent them
into the world, they, too, shall with love live in the
world."

CHAPTER XII

THE VICTORY OF THE SPIRIT OVER THE FLESH

Therefore^ for him who lives, not the self-life^ but a common life in the will

of the Fathery there is no death. Bodily death is for him union with

the Father

("STj^me 10 tfje femjgljom, po&jer, anli glorg")

When Jesus had ended his discourse to the disciples,

he rose, and, instead of running away or defending him-
self, he went on the way to meet Judas, who was bring-

ing soldiers to take him. Jesus came to Judas, and
asked him why he had come. But Judas did not answer,
and a crowd of soldiers came round Jesus. Peter threw
himself forward to defend his teacher, and, drawing his

sword, began to fight. But Jesus stopped him, and said

to him, that he who fights with a sword must himself

perish with the sword, and ordered him to put up the

sword. Then Jesus said to those who had come to take

him :
'' I have up to now gone about among you alone,

without fear, and I do not fear now. Do as you choose."

And while all the disciples ran away, Jesus was left

alone. The officer of the soldiers ordered Jesus to

be bound, and led before Annas. This Annas was a

former high priest, and lived in the same house with

Caiaphas, who was then high priest. Caiaphas it was
who provided the reason upon which they decided to
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kill Jesus ; namely, that if he were not killed the nation

would disappear.

Jesus, feeling himself to be in the will of the Father,

was ready for death, and did not resist when they took
him, and was not afraid when they led him away. But
the very Peter who had just promised Jesus that he
would not renounce him, but would die for him, this same
Peter who wished to protect him,— now, when he saw
that they were taking Jesus for execution, and being met
with the door-keeper's question. Whether he was not

with Jesus ? gave up, and deserted him. It was only

afterward that, hearing the cock crow, Peter brought to

mind all that Jesus had said. Then he understood that

there are two temptations of the flesh, fear and fighting

;

and that it was with these that Jesus struggled when he
prayed in the garden, and asked the disciples to pray.

And now he, Peter, had fallen before both these tempta-

tions of the flesh, of which Jesus had forewarned him

;

he had wished to fight against evil, and to defend the

truth, he had been about to strike and to do evil himself
;

and now he could not endure the fear of bodily suffer-

ing, and had renounced his teacher. Jesus had yielded

neither to the temptation to fight, when the disciples got

ready two swords for his defense, nor to the temptation

to fear before the men of Jerusalem, first, in the case of

the heathen, and now before the soldiers, who had bound
him and led him to trial.

Jesus was taken before Caiaphas. Caiaphas began
to question him about his teaching. But knowing that

Caiaphas was examining him, not to find out what his

teaching was, but only to convict him, Jesus did not

answer, but said :
** I have concealed nothing, and now

conceal nothing. If you wish to know what my teaching

is, ask those who heard and understood it." For saying

this, the high priest's servant struck Jesus in the face,

and Jesus asked him why he so beat him. But the man
did not answer him, and the high priest continued the

trial. Witnesses were brought, who deposed that Jesus

had boasted that he made an end of the Jewish re-

ligion. And the high priest interrogated Jesus ; who,
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seeing they did not examine him to learn anything, but
only to make a show of a judicial trial, answered nothing.

Then a priest asked him :
*' Tell me, are you the Christ,

the Son of God?" Jesus said: '*Yes, I am the Christ,

the Son of God ; and now, in torturing me, you will see

how a Son of Man is like to God." And the priest was
glad to hear these words, and said to the other judges

:

** Are not these words enough to condemn him ? " And
the judges said :

" That is enough ; we sentence him to

death." And when they said that, the people threw
themselves upon Jesus, and began to beat him, to spit in

his face, and insult him. He was silent.

The Jews had no power to punish men with death, and
for that needed permission from the Roman governor.

Therefore, having condemned Jesus in their court, and
having subjected him to ignominy, they took him to the

Roman governor, Pilate, that he might execute him.

Pilate asked why they wished to kill Jesus. They said,

because he was a criminal. Pilate said that if he was
so, they must judge him by their own law. They said :

*' We want you to put him to death, because he is guilty

before the Roman Caesar ; he is a rebel, he agitates the

people, he forbids payment of taxes to Caesar, and calls

himself the Jewish king."

Pilate summoned Jesus before him, and said: "What
is the meaning of this ; are you the Jewish king ?

"

Jesus said :
** Do you really wish to know what my

kingdom means, or are you only asking for form's

sake ?
"

Pilate answered :
" I am not a Jew, and it is the same

to me whether you are the Jewish king or not; but I

ask you, who are you, and why do they call you king ?
"

Jesus said :
** They say truly, that I call myself a

king. I am indeed a king, but my kingdom is not of

earth, but of heaven. The kings of the earth war and
fight, and have armies ; but as for me,— you see they

have bound and beaten me, and I did not resist. I am
king from heaven : my power is of the spirit."

Pilate said :
*' Then it is indeed true that you think

yourself a king ?
"
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Jesus answered :
** You know this yourself. Every

one who lives by the spirit is free. I live by this only,

and I only teach by showing men the truth, that they
are free by the spirit.''

Pilate said :
'* You teach the truth, but nobody knows

what truth is, and every one has his own truth.''

And having said this, he turned his back on Jesus,

and went again to the Jews. Coming out to them, he
said :

*' I find nothing criminal in this man. Why, then,

put him to death ?
"

The priests answered :
" He ought to be put to death,

because he incites the people."

Then Pilate began to examine Jesus before the priests

;

but Jesus, seeing it was only a mock inquiry, answered,
nothing. Then Pilate said :

*' I alone cannot condemn
him; take him to Herod."
At Herod's tribunal, Jesus again answered nothing to

the accusations of the priests ; and Herod, thinking Jesus
to be a common fellow, ordered him, for mockery, to be
dressed in red clothes, and sent back to Pilate.

Pilate pitied Jesus, and began to entreat the priests to

forgive him, if only on account of the feast. But the

priests did not consent, and all— the people with them
— cried out to crucify Christ. Pilate tried a second
time to persuade them to let Jesus go ; but priests and
people cried out that he must be executed. They said :

** He is guilty of calling himself the Son of God." Pilate

again summoned Jesus, and asked him what he meant
by calling himself the Son of God. Jesus answered
nothing.

Then Pilate said : **Why do you not answer me, seeing

that I have power to execute you or to set you free ?
"

Jesus answered :
*' You have no authority over me

;

authority only comes from on high."

And Pilate a third time began to persuade the Jews
to set Jesus free. But they said to him :

*' If you will

not execute this man, whom we have exposed as an
enemy to Caesar, then you yourself are not a friend, but

an enemy, to Caesar."

And hearing these words, Pilate gave way, and or-
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dered the execution of Jesus. They first stripped him
and flogged him ; then they dressed him again in a

ridiculous way. And they beat him, mocked him, and
insulted him. Then they caused him to carry the cross,

and led him to the place of execution, where they cruci-

fied him.

And as Jesus hung on the cross, the whole populace
mocked him. But to this mockery Jesus answered:
** Father ! do not call them to account; they do not know
what they are doing.'* And then, as he was now draw-
ing near death, he said :

" Father ! I yield my spirit

into Thy care.'*

And bowing his head, he breathed his last.
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